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PREFACE 

THE PRESENT PUBLICATION is concerned with small-scale industry in 
Latin America and its contribution to the industrialization of the region. 
It contains data on sm?ll-scale industries and development programmes 
in the countries of the region, as well as findings and conclusions of the 
Seminar on Small-Scale industry in Latin America held in Quito, 
Ecuador, from 28 November to 3 December 1966, 

The seminar was sponsored jointly by the Economic Commission 
for Latin America (ECLA), the United Nations Centre for Industrial 
Development (CID)—now the United Nations Industrial Develop- 
ment Organization (UNIDO)—and the United Nations Bureau of 
Technical Assistance Operations (BTAO)—now the United Nations 
Office of Technical Co-operation—in co-operation with the Covern- 
ment of Ecuador. 

The publication contains the report of the seminar, four papers 
especially prepared for it and an annex summarizing four country 
reports presented to the seminar. 

The "Report of the seminar on small-scale industry in Latin 
America" (Part I) is -a review of the work of the seminar and its fin- 
dings and recommendations. These relate to the four main areas of 
discussion: (1) the contribution of small-scale industry to the develop- 
ment of Latin America, (2) technical services and assistance for small- 
scale industry, (3) financing of small-scale industry and (4) regional and 
international co-operation in this field. The appendices contain the 
opening addresses, the list of participants, the agenda, and the list of 
the documents submitted to the seminar. 

Part II contains a "Survey of small-scale industry in Latin Amer- 
ica", prepared by the secretariat of ECLA. The study is an analytical 
review of the position of small-scale industries in the region. It discus- 
ses definitions of small-scale industry, its structure in various Latin 
American countries, and some of its major problems. The development 
of small-scale industry in the region is described in the light of the 
experience gained from various assistance programmes. 



In Ins paper on " I )e\ elopment possibilities tot small -scili' industry 

in specific fields ot mdustn.il utivitv" ¡Part III), Mr Alexander 
Neilson describes some o! ¡he Jiar.u tenstu s ot small scale industry a-.d 
its role in dittereni industrial helds tin pa pei uuludes a descriptive 
listín» ol about SQ industnal held, -n w Im h small s», ale indtistrv is 

prevalent. 

The paper on "Industrial .-st.o; V•<" '!*1 profits in latin Ameri- 
can countries", prepared bv th. •.,..*,-;.n • o ,t < II) ¡Part IV), is based 
on the findings ot ,1 11>M sur\e\ •» ndusma! estates and industrial areas 
in a number *d de \. ; -p.ng unm"^ u d< v tibes the status ot and 
plans  tor   .ndiiNinal       -¡tes   and   nul :••   areas   m   Argentina,   Brazil, 
Chile, ( oìonibi i    f -• ; i   HKa.   1^....! lamaica,   Mexico,   the   Nether- 
lands   Ant iln        \i.i¡ u    ¡     Panama,   rem,   Puerto   Rico,   Tnr.idad   and 

• i iei a. Tobago, an«; 

The papei >m " ['.valuation ot a programme ot assistance to small- 
scale industri the case oí Chile" (Part V), prepared bv the Technical 
Co-operation Service (SCT) of the Development Corporation ot Chile, 
analyses the assistance provided bv SCT to small-scale industry and 
artisans in Chile from the beginning ot 1%3 to the end ot Apr.I 1966. 
It includes a cost-benefit analysis of the results achieved. 

The four "Summaries of country monographs" contained in fhe 
annexes have been selected from among the country papers submitted 
to the seminar, bach summary monograph focuses on a major aspect 
of small industry development: industrial programming (Ecuador), indus- 
trial financing (Mexico), technical assistance (Panama), and industrial 
zoning (Venezuela). The original papers were prepared by various 
ministries of the respective countries, and the summaries were made 

bv the secretariat of ECLA. 
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EXPLANATORY NOTES 

Many figures have been rounded in text and tables. 

Reference to dollars (S) is to United States dollars unless otherwise indicated. 

A   one-year   period   that   is   not   a   calendar   year   is   indicated   as   follows: 
1965 1966. 

A period of two years or more is indicated as follows:  1965—1966. 

One hectare   - 2.471 acres; one square metre ^ 10.76 square feet. 

ISR   refers to International Standard Industrial Classification. 

The organizations and programmes listed  below  have been  mentioned 
throughout the publication, sometimes in abbreviated form: 

UNITED NATIONS AGENCIES  AND   PROGRAMMES 

United Nations  Centre  for Industrial  Development  (CID), now  the  United 
Nations  Industrial  Development Organization  (UNIDO) 

United Nations Bureau of Technical  Assistance Operations (BTAO), now the 
United Nations Office of Technical Co-oper¿tion (OTC) 

International  Labour Organisation (ILO) 

United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) 

United Nations Economic Commission for Latin America (ECLA) 

United Nations Development Programme Special Fund (UNDP) 

Programme for  the  Provision  of Operational,  Executive  and  Administrative 
Personnel  (OPEX) 

Special Industrial Services Programme of UNIDO (SIS) 

IX 



BILATERAL,   REGIONAL   AND   INTERNATIONAL   ORGANIZATIONS 

Inter-Amcrican  Development Bank (IDB) 

International   Centre   tor   Higher   Studies   in   Journalism   tor   Latin   America 
(CI ESPAI) 

Latin  American  Eree Trade Association (ALALC) 

Organisation tor  Economic  Cooperation  and Development  (OECD) 

Organization ot   American  States (OAS) 

Permanent Secretarial  ot  the General  Treaty on Central  American Economic 
Integration (SIEC Ai 

United  States Agencv   lor   international   Development  (AIDi 

ORGANIZATIONS REFERRED TO IN THE COUNTRY REPORTS 

Brazil 

BNDE —  National  Economic  Development Bank 
EPE A — Special  Ministry ot Planning and Economic Co-ordination 
CREAI — Í und tor Agricultural Industrial Credit (Bank of Brazil) 
FIPEME —   Programme  tor the   Financing of  Small-  and   Medium-Scale 

Enterprises 
SUDENE — Board for the Development of the North-East 

Chile ) 

COREO — Development Corporation of Chile 
SCT — Technical  Co-operation Service 

Colombia 

ACOPI — Colombian Popular Association of Industries 
EEPICOL — Federation of Colombian Small-Scale Industries 
IIT — Institute  tor Technological Research 

Costa Rica 

INVU — National Institute for Housing and Urbanization 

Ecuador 

CENDES — Development Centre 
CREA   —   Centre   for   Economic   Rehabilitation   of   Azuay,   Cañar   and 

Morona Santiago 
OCEPA — Ecuadorian Trade Organization for Handicraft Products 

Jamaica 

J IDC — Jamaica Industrial Development Corporation 

Nicaragua 

INFOMAC — National Development Institute 

Panama 

INPADE —   Panamanian  Development  Institute 
MACI — Ministry of Argiculture, Commerce and Industry 
SENAPI — National Service for Handicrafts and Small-Scale Industry 



Puerto Rico 

EDA — Economic Development Administration 
PRIDCO — Puerto Rico Industrial Development Company 

Trinidad and Tobago 

IDC   —   Industrial   Development   Corporation 

Uruguay 

ODE —  Investment and I ennomic  Development Commission 

Venezuela 

CADAH   — Public Electrical Administration and Development Company 
COMDIBAR   —   Companv  tor  the   Development  ot   the   Industrial   Area 

of  Barquisimeto 

CONDIMA  —  Maracaibo Industrial  Development Company 
COMDIOR  — Oriente Industrial  Development  Company 
COXZUPLAX   —  Zul.a   Planning  Council 

CORDIPEAX  — Central Bureau tor  Planning and Co-ordination 
CORPOAXDES  —   Andes  Development   Corporation 
CVF*  —  Venezuelan   Development  Corporation 
CVC, —  Venezuelan Corporation ot  Guayana 

FUDECO — Central Western Development   Foundation 
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PART I 

Report of the Seminar on Small-Scale 
Industri! in Latin America 

Quito, Ecuador, 28 November—3 December 1966 





INTRODUCTION 

THIS REPORT CONTAINS an account of the work of the Seminar on Small- 
Scale Industry in Latin America held at Quito, Ecuador, from 
28 November to 3 December 1966. The seminar was sponsored jointly 
by the Economic Commission for Latin America (ECLA), the United 
Nations Centre for Industrial Development—now- the United Nations 
Industrial Development Organization (UNIDO), and the United Nations 
Bureau of Technical Assistance Operations (BTAO)—now the United 
Nations Office of Technical Co-operation, in co-operation with the 
Government of Ecuador, which was represented by the National 
Economic Planning and Co-ordination Board, the Ministry of Industry 
and Trade and the International Centre for Higher Studies in 
Journalism for Latin America (CIESPAL). 

The seminar was the first to be held on this subject in Latin 
America and was -> result of the growing interest that the countries of 
the region have been taking in the problems of small-scale industry, as 
is evident from resolutions 116, 127 and 137 (VII) of ECLA and 2 (I) 
of the Trade Committee. 

The seminar was attended by 57 experts from the following 
member States of ECLA: Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, 
Costa Rica, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, El Salvador, France, 
Guatemala, Guyana, Haiti. Honduras, Mexico, the Netherlands, 
Nicaragua, Panama, Paraguav. Peru, Trinidad and Tobago, the United 
States of America, Uruguay .«--•<* Venezuela. A list of participants appears 
in appendix 2. 

There were also 24 observers from Ecuador and 8 observers 
representing the following international organizations: the International 
Labour Organisation (ILO), the Inter-Amcnean Development Bank 
(IDB), the Orí,i /a« H »n of American States (OAS), the Organisation 
for Economic <' >p<'on and Development (OECD) and the Per- 
manent Secretariat ot -he General Treaty on Central American 
Economic Integration (S1ECA). 

At the opening meeting, held on 28 November in the Salon 
Mi'tximo of the Department of Philosophy and Letters of the Central 
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University of Ecuador, statements were made by Mr. José Antonio 
May obre, Executive Secretary, Economic Commission for Latin 
America, and Mr. Gaio Pico Mantilla, Minister of industrv and Trade 
of Ecuador. The texts of these statements are to be found in appendix 1. 

At the closing meeting, statements were made by Mr. José Harrison 
Costa, Managing Director, Industrial Bank of Peru, representing the 
participants from other countries; Mr. Igor Krestovsky, Chief, Small- 
Scale Industry Section, United Nations Centre for Industrial Develop- 
ment; Mr. Ñuño Fidelino de Figueiredo, Director, Joint ECLA INST/ 
IDB Programme on the Integration of Industrial Development; and 
Mr. Raúl Páez, Technical Director, National Economic Planning and 
Co-ordination Board of Ecuador. 

ORGANIZATION OF THE SEMINAR 

At its first plenary meeting, on 28 November 1966, the seminar 
elected the following officers: 

Chairman: Mr. Raúl Páez (Ecuador) 
First Vice-Chairman: Mr. Sabás Francia (Mexico) 
Second Vice-Chairman: Mr. Vicente Kovacevic (Chile) 
Third Vice-Chairman: Mr. Juan Ahués (El Salvador) 
Rapporteur: Mr. Ramón Hernández Paz (Venezuela) 

Mr. Ñuño Fidelino de Figueiredo served as Director of the seminar. 
Mr. Jacob Levitsky, Mr. Bernhard Stein and Mr. Alexander Neilson 
introduced some of the items. 

It was agreed to set up two working groups, Croup A for agenda 
item 2, "Technical services and assistance for the development of small- 
scale industry", and Group B for agenda item 3, "Financing the deve- 
lopment of small-scale industry". 

Each of the working groups included one of the vice-chairmen; a 
discussion leader and a rapporteur elected by the officers of the 
seminar; and a technical secretary appointed by the secretariat. The 
officers of the groups were as follows: 

Group A 

Technical services and assistance for the 
development of small-scale industry 

Discussion leader:       Mr. Vicente Kovacevié 
Rapporteur: Mr. Ramón Hernández Paz 
Technical secretary:     Mr. Igor Krestovsky 

Group B 

Financing the development of small-scale industry 

Discussion leader:        Mr. Sabás Francia 
Rapporteur: Mr. René Benalcázar 
Technical secretary:     Mr. Max Nolff 



THE CONTRIBUTION OF SMALL-SCALE INDUSTRY TO THE 

DEVELOPMENT OF LATIN AMERICA 

CHARACTERISTICS OF SMALL-SCALE INDUSTRY IN LATIN AMERICA 

THE ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL conditions in which small-scale industry 
has developed in Latin America are different from those in the 
developed countries. The history of this branch of industry has been 
characterized by a shortage of capital, slow economic growth, political 
and social instability, marginal participation by the broad masses of the 
people in the money economy, and a crafts sector using rudimentary 
techniques to produce simple goods. 

Nevertheless, small-scale industry has acquired a certain economic 
importance in the region. In 1960, according to the various industrial 
censuses, over 1.5 million people were working in small-scale industry. 
In that same year, the value added by small-scale industry was about 
8 3,300 million, or 16 per cent of the total industrial employment and 
of the total manufacturing output in the region. 

The fact that small-scale industry co-exists with larger-scale in- 
dustry would seem to indicate that its smaller size has certain 
advantages, although the negative factors restricting industrial activity 
in general are felt more strongly in this area. These factors include: a 
shortage of capital for purchasing modern machinery and equipment, 
difficulties in obtaining raw materials, inadequate marketing arrange- 
ments, lack of managerial training, inefficient techniques and under- 
utilization of equipment. Small enterprises, moreover, do not usually 
have figures on production costs and lack the flexibility to adapt their 
productive processes to changes in the type of product. This lack of 
flexibility is often due to an attachment to traditional methods of pro- 
duction or to lack of proper guidance. Furthermore, although develop- 
ment planning has made progress in most Latin American countries 
in recent years, as a rule small-scale industry has not been given any- 
special treatment. 

Government policy has not responded to the needs of small-scale 
industry, which, because of its nature and the environment in which it 
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is conducted, requires a form of taxation that will ensure its economic 
soundness und presen-e its social function. This does noi mean that 
industrial policy should be subordinated to the needs of small-scale 
industry, but that special provision should be made to offset the dis- 

advantages  resulting from   its  size.1 

The different countries have no uniform definition of small-scale 
industry, either in their censuses or in their assistance programmes. In 
some cases these programmes stress crafts and small-scale industry, 
while in others crafts are excluded and the definition has been ex- 
tended to include medium-scale industry. Some Governments, more- 
over, ha\e sought to develop artistic crafts as part ot their plans fot- 
the tourist induMrx. The criteria used bv most Latin American coun- 
tries to define small-scale industry have been the number ol persons 
employed bv an enterprise, its capital, and sometimes its sales turn- 

over. 

The \arietv of the criteria used in defining small-scale industry- 
depends in part on the general conditions in a particular country and 
the tvpe of programme adopted. Thus, industries considered small in 
highly developed countries with big markets might seem medium-sized 
or even lan;c in developing countries. In the United States, lor example, 
an enterprise is considered small it it employs fewer than 250 persons. 
In japan, where this sector has receded special attention, a small-scale 
industry is defined as <->nc emplox ing fewer than 300 persons and 
having a capital of less than s 28,000. By contrast, in Trinidad and 
Tobago, a country with a much smaller population, an enterprise 
employing 25 or more persons is considered large. Also in India, where 
great mportance is attached to small-scale industry, the small enter- 
prise was defined until ¡961 as one having up to 50 employees if 
equipped with facilities for power-driven machinery or up to 100 
employees if not so equipped and having fixed assets of not more 
than S 100,000. Since 1961, the definition has been based solely on the 
enterprise's capital, the maximum being 500,000 lupees (equivalent to 
8 66,700 at the July 1966 rate of exchange). In February 1967, the 
maximum was raised to 750,000 rupees (equivalent to 8  100,000). 

The participants concluded that it is not possible to draw up a 
rigid definition of small-scale industry that would apply equally to 
all countries in the region, since their economic and social character- 
istics are so varied. The definition should be based on two different 
sets of criteria. For planning purposes, the value added and the number 
of employees should be the deciding factors. For programmes of tech- 
nical and financial assistance, other criteria might be required, parti- 
cularly capital, defined one way or another. 

l The  development   of  small-scale   industry   ii   described   in   Part II,   'Small-scale   industry   in   latin 
America"  and  in  the "Summaries   of   country   monographs"   annexed   to  the  publication. 
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The seminar was of the opinion that certain qualitative ami quanti- 
tative criteria could provide the basis tor a suitable definition of small 
scale industrs. It recommended that in the first ínstame tialts and 
cottage industries be distinguished troni small stale m muia«. nume,. 1 In- 
former employ ludmientarv pioduction techniques, .».ul then ptoblems 
are different troni those of small sv alo mdusi!\, t .¡i thei ¡in-ie, their 
rmnauement   and   pn>duction   are  oiuam/cd    litfi. rentb . 

There w.h a:'.rei ment  that  on.-11 M ale mono: j 
; i i h« »t o  m.in,i 

facturing unió- tiiat are in the ear, > stages ot e.tov . :h ami \M\ v\,"ii 
become medium-sized or large units and those that ••••.il ternani snuli. 
whethe* because of their st nu Hire or Ivan.e thc\ are ' ei\ '.p. i i! /cd. 
It was also pointed out thai different entena for small si ale • -dustrv 
may be applied 10 différent branches of .ndustn- ami are,s at d fteun? 

levels ot   development   within   a   s m .Je country 

The \ icw v. as expressed that the amis and nature ot the pi o.;i amines 
it is desired to promote .\m.\ the functions small sc ale uuhistiv hopes to 
fulfil in the econome o! the couutn .is a whole mast "•*. I ah "i into 
account. At'entum was also diawn !•• the need for res. ardi t-v'ete« itii^e 
what kind ot small-scale industr\ ni.iv he compatible '..un ;he e'lintn s 
development needs and with the ub|Citi\cs ot rcu'onil .ie. elopnie.it and 
of different  industries, ami  111.1v  otter prospects ot   growth. 

With regard to quantitative criteria, the participants decided that 
an enterprise's capita!, whether m the torni ot net worth, tised -, apitai 
or only equipment And machinete, seuns to be the best ciitcnon to»- 
defining', small-scale ¡ndustrv, particularly m the ease ot prolamines 
specially designed to promote it. 1 he capital ot the enterprise should, 
of course, be checked against other criteria, such as sales turnover and 
the number ot  persons employed. 

There was general agreement that too low a hurt should not he 
set on the capital of an enterprise, since that might hinder model nvation 
of industrial units, or on the number ot persons employed, since that 
might discourage the use of labour-intensive techniques, particularly in 

countries with high unemployment. 

SMALL-SCALE  INDUSTRY   IN THF OVER-AIL  STRATEGY  OF 

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 

The seminar recognized that, in spite of the dynamic role that 
small-scale industry can play in industrialization and in general economic 
development, no special strategy has so far been drawn up for this 
sector in Latin America, the Governments usually limiting themselves 
to the adoption of piecemeal measures reflecting, on their part, a tradi- 
tional and haphazard approach to the problem. Measures have tended 
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more to protect small-scale industry than to encounp •> modernize 
in order to sustain more effectively the competition ot !a.ge units. 

In penerai, industrialization plans and programmes it. latin America 
do not take  into account the  special  problems of  small-scale  industry. 
In some cases, fiscal, customs and finançai incentive laws set  minimum 
levels ot   investment   exceeding   In   tar  the   lex el   appropriât-   for small 
industrialists—preuselv  the ones  who most  need  the benefits  providec 
by   the  laws.   In   other   cases,   small-scale   industries  are   contused   with 
traditional cratts, and incentives are given only to enterprises with very 
small investment aid employment; such a policy  inhibits any  effort on 
the   part   ot   small   establishments   to   modernize   their   equipment   and 
expand their employment and production. The seminar telt that a major 
objective  in  defining  small-scale  industry  was  to  identify  those groups 
which   need   special   measures  ot   promotion   and   assistance;   the  values 
given  to  the  criteria  ot   the  definition—employment  or  investment- 
should be sudi as to permit the emergence of a modern  and growing 

sector of small-scale industry. 

The seminar emphasized that small-scale industries play an 
important role in all economies, but that, because of the weaknesses, 
handicaps and risks resulting from small-scale operations, inadequate 
knowledge oí modern techniques, lack of managerial skills and 
shortage' of financing, special policies and programmes are called 
for within the framework ot over-all den lopment plans. The seminar 
agreed that the scope and amount of resources to be allocated to small 
industn development in over-all industrialization programmes and the 
emphasis to be put on the various components of promotion pro- 
grammes are matters for each Government to decide, taking into 
account the country's resources and potentialities, and its economic, 
social and political objectives. Whatever the place of small-scale industry 
in the econome of a country, it is necessary for the Government to 
define the basic criteria for formulating its development strategy. 

It was stressed that development of small-scale industry as part of 
an over-all industrialization plan should take into account the long-term 
objectives tor investment and employment; the relative importance 
which the  manufacturing or  as  a whole  is expected  to  achieve in 
comparison with other economic sectors such as agriculture, trans- 
portation and services; the requirements oi regional development in 
order to achieve a balanced national economic structure; and the 
prospects for import substitution and for export promotion. 

During the discussion there was general agreement that small-scale 
industry should not be developed as an alternative to large-scale or 
medium-sized   industrial   projects.   The   place   of   different   types   of 
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industry in over-all development should be decided by their respective 
potentialities for economic growth and their role assessed in terms 
of mutual complementarity rather than competition with cadi other. 
A sound industrial development strategy is one that promotes comple- 
mentarity between large and small industries, that stimulates growth 
and diversification o! industry and accelerates modernization by easing 
the transition towards advanced technologies and effective methods of 
management. 

It was felt that industrial development, and n particular the 
promotion of small-scale industry, could not be based un the purely 
economic criterion 01 maximizing investment, which, as a rule, involves 
a large use of capital and a smaller use of labour. In all countries of 
the region, overriding social considerations indicate the need for 
measures to reduce unemployment and under-employment. and some 
balance should be achieved in each countn between its social and 
economic requirements. Some small-scale industries would be economic- 
only if thev used capital-intensive methods, while many others le;.d 
themselves, „i any rate at early stages of establishment, to the use of 
labour-intensive techniques. It is necessary to promote both types of 
industry and to bear in mind the need, inherent in any development 
policy, to improve and modernize continuously plant, equipment and 
processes in all industrial enterprises, irrespective of their size, and to 
open new employment opportunities to absorb the growing manpower 

resources. 

Besides    providing    new     employment    opportunities,    mobilizing 
private savings, and developing new technical skills, small-scale industries 
can  not only contribute to expanding and diversifying the  production 
of consumer goods,  many  of   which  may  substitute   for imports,  and 
some of   which   may  be exportable,  but   can  also manufacture certain 
types of machinery and equipment. In spite of the efforts to liberalize 
trade between the South American and the Central American countries, 
outlets for industrial products in most countries of the region continue 
to  be  restricted  to the  domestic   markets,  which   remain   narrow   and 
expand  only   slowly.   This   is   a   major   reason   for   encouraging   in   all 
countries of the region the establishment of small industrial enterprises 
catering  for  local  markets,   including those in   rural   areas.   In  general, 
the seminar was of the opinion that in any economy there is scope for 
certain   types   of   small   industries   that   derive   competitive   advantages 
from the  very   smallness of   their scale  of operation   and thai  can   not 
only coexist but also compete effectively with large industries. Especially 
when   these   small    industries   achieve    proficiency    in   certain    highly 
specialized   productions,  thev   can   be   linked   with   large  industries  by 
complementary  relations, mainlv through subcontracting. There is also 
a large group of industries with potential for growth which, with the 
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necessary guidance and assistance at the early stages, might expand and 
diversity their production. 

In order to assess the role that small-scale industry might play in 
o\er-all industrialization programmes, it is useful to carry out studies 
of the technical and economic prospects of this tvpe of industry in 
various localities, mainly at the sectoral level but sometimes also at the 
plant level. Such studies are essential for undertaking new industrial 
activities and for expanding and diversifying the production of 
existing enterprises. The seminar recommended that Governments carry 
out such studies as a prerequisite for formulating any strategy for 
developing small-scale industry. Assistance in this field could be one of 
the main functions ot a regional organization for the promotion of 
small-scale industry. 

In Latin America, as in other developing regions, there is 
a widespread shortage of industrial entrepreneurs. Because of inadequate 
knowledge oi technology and management and of prospects offered by 
industry, limited financial resources and shortage of skilled manpower, 
entrepreneurs are reluctant to enter industry and prefer presumably 
safer occupations in commerce, building or traditional crafts. In some 
countries artisan and handicraft undertakings anil cottage industries 
predominate; elsewhere, small industries exist but, in the absence of 
promotion agencies and comprehensive assistance programmes, they 
are weak and ineffective, with low productivity and a high percentage 
of failures. In these countries, the rate of growth of the small industry 
sector as a whole is very low, a factor which contributes to expanding 
the gap between the rise in population and the development of 
industriai employment and production. 

The seminar was of the opinion that an unbalanced industrial 
structure is a factor of stagnation for the economy a> a whole. The 
establishment ol large-scale and medium-sized industries will nor suffice 
to give to the economies of the less-de\ eloped countries the necessary 
dynamic impulse and to promote a cumulative inter-sectoral develop- 
ment. It is essential to attract Latin American investors towards small 
but modern industries and to give existing small industrialists 
opportunities to expand, modernize and diversify their production. 

Thus the seminar lelt that the promotion of entrepreneurship is 
one ot the obiccmes of economic pohev and a maior element in 
a programme ot development ot small-scale industry. It guidance and 
assistance are made available, people with limited tedinical knowledge 
and modest financial means can be induced to set up their own small- 
scale enterprises. Potential industrialists should be sought out among 
educated voting men, merchants, artisans and handicraft workers, public 
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servants, and successful agriculturists, and given assistance in setting up 
industrial enterprises. The seminar felt that traditional training pro- 
grammes are not sufficient for promoting entrepreneurship. It is 
necessary to provide orientation on the tvpe of industry to be set up, 
based on the above-mentioned techno-economic studies, to give assistance 
in obtaining credit, building licences, import licences, exdiange 
authorizations and other prerequisites to establishing or expanding an 
industrial enterprise. 

In view of the importance of the artisan sector in the industrial 
structure oi many countries of the region, the seminar felt that special 
efforts should be made not only to modernize it but also to facilitate 
its transition towards more modern activities. 

Modern technology and new industrial processes have made many 
traditional crafts obsolete. lactones have been steadily replacing artisan 
workshops in the production of certain articles. The seminar felt that 
declining trades should not be maintained artificially but that some 
artisans could be assisted to become small industrialists in similar lines 
of business and others could be steered towards new industrial activities. 
In some fields artisans can coexist with more advanced forms of 
manufacturing, above all in artistic handicrafts and certain types of 
artisan construction trades or industrial services. The seminar recom- 
mended that viable or declining artisan undertakings and the prospects 
for their transformation into small-scale industries, whether in similar 
or in different lines, be thoroughly stud.ed. 

The participants stressed that the strategy of development of 
small-scale industry should be to promote modern, self-supporting and 
economically viable manufacturing enterprises rather than a group of 
weak and inefficient industries which would need ro be artificially 
sustained in their production, management and financing. Even though 
many of the newly established industrial units would need to be 
supported over a certain period of time, the purpose of promotion 
and assistance measures should be to guide and help small industrialists 
until they are able to stand on their own. 

In most countries of the region, industry is concentrated in a few- 
major cities where it has found the necessary external economics. In 
almost all countries, Governments have adopted certain policies and 
measures of industrial decentralization aimed at decongesting the urban 
areas and stimulating the growth of less-developed regions. These pro- 
grammes are often linked with measures to distribute the population. 
Because of the lack of basic infrastructure, of markets, skilled man- 
power, entrepreneurship, and so on, and also because of the reluctance 
of urban entrepreneurs to move to other regions, policies of industrial 
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decentralization and balanced regional development have generally not 
achieved the desired goals. 

The seminar felt that it is not enough to rely on tax and other 
inducements to attract industry to given locations; measures to promote 
small-scale industry can also play a role in industrial decentralization. 
Small-scale industries have a greater locational flexibility than large 
enterprises, since they can make use of local raw materials and cater 
to small markets. In manv countries good results have been achieved 
by small industries established in small towns and even in certain rural 
areas. However, the prospects ottered by each location in which small- 
scale industries might be established should be studied carefully with 
respect to raw i laterials, labour, power, transportation and market. A 
great advantage of small industries is that they can often be successful 
even where such facilities are limited. Thus, plans for the development 
of small-scale industry should be integrated with plans for industrial 
decentralization and construction of power plants, roads and other 
infrastructure. 

The seminar was convinced that, especially at the early stages, the 
development of small-scale industry should be promoted by the Govern- 
ment, since small-scale industries are unable to formulate and carry out 
self-help programmes. Promotion programmes should be comprehen- 
sive and continuing. Only the Government is in a position to take the 
necessary action, especially since manv of the measures to be provided 
are educational in nature, and education is a fundamental responsibility 
of the public authority. 

In general, it is the Goxernment's responsibility to facilitate the 
establishment of small-scale industries, especially in industrial estates; to 
encourage their grouping in associations and co-operatives and to foster 
complementary relationships with large-scale industries, mainly through 
subcontracting arrangements; also to set up institutions to meet the 
needs of small-scale industry for financing, technical and managerial 
counselling, training, technical research, and so on; and to offer tax 
and other inducements as well as certain  measures of protection. 

At the same time, the Government should stimulate any support 
that might be given bv private agencies, such as chambers of commerce 
and industry and industrial associations. When small-scale industries be- 
come self-supporting, self-help measrres in this sector should be en- 
couraged. In many caser government-sponsored facilities, such as indus- 
trial estates or common service workshops, may eventually be turned 
over to private management. However, since new small industries in 
need of government assistance will always be forthcoming, promotion 
should be a permanent element in any strategy of industrial develop- 
ment. 
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DEVELOPMENT POSSIBILITIES FOR SMALL-SCALE INDUSTRY 

IN SPECIFIC SECTORS 

In order to analyse the prospects tor the development of small- 
scale industry, it is necessary to determine which sectors offer the 
greatest opportunities for growth under the particular conditions pre- 
vailing in each country. In some brandies ot industry conditions favour 
small-scale production, as has been found even in rhe most industri- 
alized countries.-' 

Although there are areas that are the exclusive domain of the large 
enterprise and areas in which small-scale industry predominates, between 
the two extremes iies a middle ground where large and small enterprises 
coexist and compete. The role played by small-scale industry in both 
developed and developing countries has some common characteristics, 
but the emphasis placed on this or that aspect is otter, different. 

Most countries, particularly developing countries, have concen- 
trations of population at considerable distances from each other, and 
these densely populated centres are the main markets for industrial 
products. The savings achieved through large-scale production in any 
such centre are reduced or wholly offset by the high cost of transport- 
ing output to other centres, particularly in the case of perishable and 
cheap goods. A large enterprise might, therefore, establish a small-scale 
production unit in an area far from the population centre in order to 
supply a local market. 

Small-scale enterprises do not exist merely because of their ability 
to suppK large enterprises and produce complementary goods. The 
needs of radi community and of the different social strata within each 
community are different, and many of these needs cannot be met by 
mass producers. Where it is a question of direct services to the con- 
sumer, and where there is a demand for a wide variety of goods and 
long production runs are impossible, the small-scale enterprise has 
proved to be the most adaptable. 

The seminar felt that the above-mentioned criteria could serve as 
a basis for selecting the branches of industry in which small-scale in- 
dustry can appropriately be developed without too high a social cost. 
The availability and cost of natural resources and the characteristics of 
the market, together with the social objectives being sought in deve- 
loping specific areas, seem to be the decisive factors in this selection. A 
careful siudy would have to be made in each country, howeve;. to 
determine in which fields the establishment of small units should be 
encouraged. 

ï Stt    A.    Neilson,    "Development     possibilities    for    small-scale    industry    in    specific    fields    of 
industrial   activity",   Part III   of   this   publication. 
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OVER-ALL PROMOTION PROGRAMMES FOR SMALL-SCALE INDUSTRY: 

INSTITUTIONS, PRIORITIES IN RESPECT OF SECTORS AND MEANS OF ACTION 

In the medium-range and long-term plans for general industrial 
development that most Latin American countries have drawn up as 
part of their over-all programmes in recent years, small-scale industry 
has not as a rule been given any special treatment. There is thus a need 
for comprehensive plans for the promotion of small-scale industry in 
which priorities in respect of sectors and means of action would be laid 
down. No generalization, however, is possible, as the circumstances and 
needs vary from country to country. The situation in the Central 
American countries or the Caribbean is, for example, different from 
that in Brazil, Argentina, Mexico or Chile. Each country needs an 
individual promotion programme that uses different kinds of instru- 
ments to solve its problems, create incentives, fix priorities and develop 
small-scale industry in the appropriate regions and sectors. 

Over-all promotion programmes for small-scale industry must be 
based on accurate preliminary studies of the obstacles that hinder its 
development and the various means by which it might best be fostered. 
Such means include technical and financial assistance, improved supply 
and marketing arrangements, promotion of industrial co-operation and 
complementarity of industrial activities, training of personnel, facilities 
to enable craftsmen and small industrialists to add to their knowledge, 
and provision and encouragement of opportunities for self-help. 
Another topic for study would be the designing of legal and administra- 
tive machmerv to encourage efficiency. Such machiner) would, of 
course, be suited to present development requirements and to the role 
that small-scale industry can play in this respect. 

The promotion programme in each country should preferably be 
drawn up bv a single national bod}' that would establish a definite 
policy for the promotion of small-scale industry within the framework 
of general industrialization plans. This body, which would be responsible 
for reviewing the various elements oi programmes and giving them 
final shape, could be a government department or agency, such as a 
government commission on which all the responsible authorities and 
agencies would be represented. 

Sudi centralized national c;>-ordination would not prevent the 
various operations from being decentralized and distributed among the 
agencies technically best  qualified for  implementing them. 

It is also important from the institutional standpoint to set up 
co-operatives, chambers of commerce and similar self-help organizations 
in which small entrepreneurs can actively participate in the organs of 
management and administration and share in the responsibility of contri- 
buting funds. Certain promotion functions can be gradually delegated 
to   these  organizations   as   the  entrepreneurs   gain   in  experience   and 
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understanding and they learn to work together and solve their own 
problems. 

The numerous measures that should be included in a comprehensive 
promotion programme probably vary from one country to another 
according to the circumstances of the different sectors, brandies and 
individual enterprises of small-scale industry. The most important con- 
cern research; training of personnel for institutions ot promotion; 
technical assistance, both administrative and technological, basic and 
advanced training ol specialists; financial aid and special incentives for 
the establishment of new industrial activities and crafts and of small 
industry and craft estates. 

Priorities for goals, means, sectors, branches, and regions should 
be established. Priorities vary within the promotion programmes of the 
different countries. Often the national plan does not even contain a 
definite development strategy, since priorities are determined bv various 
institutions with different criteria. 

While the general criteria of each country's industrial plans must 
naturally be respected, it is sometimes necessary to establish special 
criteria for the small-scale industry sector in such matters as the follow- 
ing: complementarity with the output of enterprises in othev sectors; 
special orders and production in small series; production of goods of 
high quality or style; specialized services, maintenance and repair; 
additional employment for the rural and indigenous population; use of 
creative and artistic talent; utilization of otherwise unused raw materials, 
products and rural manpower, decentralization of large-scale industry 
and promotion of production m outlying regions. 

When priorities are being considered, preference should be given ro 
activities in which small-scale industry has the best chance ol operating 
efficiently. It is very difficult to lav down any uniform standard, since 
social factors, too, must sometimes be taken into account. Also, in 
addition to the technological and manufacturing process, other econo- 
mic factors, sudi as industrial complementarity and the use of domestic 
raw materials, must be considered before a choice is made. 

The seminar noted that in the countries belonging to the Organi- 
sation for Fconomic Co-operation and Development (OI.CD), various 
bodies provide different kinds of technical and financial assistance. 
Among the arrangements in force, three deserve special mention: the 
preparation by a group of experts of programmes for the reorgani- 
zation of small enterprises; the provision of financial aid to small enter- 
prises that meet certain requirements for increased productivity; and 
collective action bv which groups of small entrepreneurs, without losing 
their independence, undertake joint programmes for their collective 
benefit. Some of these programmes concern such important matters 
as marketing and sales, while others are designed to obtain tax advan- 
tages. 
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TECHNICAL  SERVICES   AND   ASSISTANCE   I OR   THE 
DEVELOPMENT OF SMALL-SCALE INDUSTRY 

TECHNICAL   Sl.RVTCLS   Ai    THF    l'I ANT   11 VU:   OROANlZA HON, 

ADMINISTRATION   AND   M» THUDS 

TUT: Sì MINAR discussed the teehiiic.il services extended to small-scale 
industries at the plant level. These services, which include promotion 
of entrepreneurship, technical counselling improvement of design, 
qualitv and standards, management assistance, marketing, industrial 
research and facilitation ot subcontracting, are aimed at informing and 
educating <.stablished or potential small entrepreneurs, and at helping 
them to raise their productivity, improve the qualitv ot their products, 
reduce their costs and promote the optimum utilization of their 

machinery. 

In some countries, usually large ones or those with an important 
small industry sector, these services mav be provided bv a variety of 
specialized institutions—industrial extension centres, productivity 
centres, production and training centres, design centres, testing and 
quality control laboratories, management development institutes, and 
so on. In other countries, they mav be provided bv onv or two 
organizations m charge ot small industrv development, either specially 
established tor this purpose, sudi as a small industry service institute or 
an industrial extension centre, or by a small industr\ department of an 
organization ot broader scope, sudi as an industrial development cor- 
poration or bank, or an industry division ot  a ministry. 

The seminar urged all countries ot the region where only limited 
or no institutional facilities exist, to strengthen, expand or set them up 
in order to provide most ot the services required bv small-scale in- 
dustry. Should several specialized agencies be st' up, great care should 
be taken to avoid overlapping of functions and to ensure co-ordination 
and co-operation between them. 

The stimulation of entrepreneurship, to which the seminar attached 
the highest importance, should be a major function of any promotion 
agency. The action of sudi an agency should be based on thorough 
feasibility studies, area surveys and market studies tor given t\pes of 
industries. At the plant level, "model schemes" or "industry tact sheets" 
describing typical requirements in capital, employment, raw materials, 
processes, and estimated costs and profitability, provide valuable 
guidance to entrepreneurs wishing to enter an industry or lo expand 
their lines tit production. To obtain credit, however, it is necessary to 
make a thorough study ot the individual plant that should include not 
only general tedino-economic data on the industry but also a detailed 
description of the engineering specifications ot the protect. The seminar 
felt  that there should be a closer link  between feasibility studies and 
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financial assistance. Promotion agencies should not limit themselves to 
making studies in advance of demand—useful as these may be—hut 
should follow up help at the pre-investment stage by assisting entre- 
preneurs to obtain credit and to use this in the most effective way. 

This is pamcularlv important in the case ot supply of equipment. 
The seminar noted m tins connexion that, at least in one countrv ot 
the region, survevs ot existing enterprises in certain industrial fields 
had been undertaken In technical assistance and financial institutions 
with a \ie\\ to recommending measures tor the modernization ot these 
enterprises. In most cases, recommendations were made tor replacement 
of machinen --the need tor which was not even suspected bv the 
entrepreneurs — and credit facilities were made available. I here is 
evidentlv much scope tor undertaking su h surveys in most countries 
of the region. The close relationship between the development ot 
entiepreneurship MM.Ï financial assistance was also stressed by some 
participants who stated that m their countries, funds tor loans to small 
industries are available but remain largely unused tor lack ot demand 
or because ot inadcquaicb justified applications or even ot economically 

unsound projects. 

In a more general w.u. the seminar noted that much ot the 
assistance work for -mall-scale industries leads to requests tor credit 
and expressed the view that, especiallv in the earlv stages, technical 
assistance programmes could be usefully linked to financing. I his could 
be done either b\ setting up .\n extension service within a financial 
institution or In working out complementary arrangements between an 

extension centre and the credit   agencx. 

Technical counselling coséis advice and guidance on the chinee ot 
materials, machinen ^-\nd tools .\nd then most efficient utilizatimi in 
production. It includes advice on the installation ot machinery and 
equipment, plant lav out, techniques ot production, maintenance and 
repair, testing, and classroom and on-the-job training ot workers- and 

supervisors. 

This activ it\ is one of the most important and one ot the most 
difficult to carrv «nit in the developing countnes. An expeia statt ot 
engineers, technicians and othei extension officers should be made 
available to the assistance agenev —a problem that should not be 
underestimated m view ot the scarcity ot trained technicians and of 
the competing alternatives offered them in private enterprise, not 
always in the held ot industn. A number ot recommendations on the 
training ot extension workers will be found elsewhere in this report. 

because of inadequate financial resources tor technical assistance 
and servicing, the difficulty oí finding competent statt and other 
factors, assistance facilities are usually established in onlv one or two 
of the main urban centres, mó extension work in provincial areas is 
undertaken only occasionally, on a small scale and with disappointing 
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results. The seminar felt that, to be effective, technical assistance 
facilities should be set up in locations where small-scale industries are 
concentrated, should be provided over a Ioni; period ot time, and 
should embrace all problems, whether economic, technical, managerial, 
legal and so on. It telt that the dilemma ot providing either superficial 
advice to a large number ot small industrialists or assistance in depth 
to a small number could be sol \ ed onlv in this way. It recommended 
that industrial extension centres be established as an integral part of 
industr'.al estate proiects; this would permit, when estates are set up in 
decentralized locations, assistance to be provided not only to the 
occupants bin also to the small industrialists of the surrounding area. 
Tile est.ie .\\n\ its extension centre would thus ser\e as a nucleus for 

regioni!  industrial  development. 

The sennna' nowd the arrangements made in certain European 
countries tor enlisting the co-operation ot private engineering and 
management con-ulunt linns, the costs ot the services extended by 
these tirms io industrialists being borne, m part or as a whole, bv the 
public technical assistance agencv. It felt that this svstem deserved 
further Mudv with a view to its possible application in countries of 

the reg,on. 

It was abii observed that n clinical counselling necessarily involves 
some training ot the managers ,\nd personnel of small-scale industries 
by extension officers. The integration or close co-operation ot industrial 
extension agencies wirb training centres is therefore verv desirable. 
This v•an be achieved cttcctivelv bv setting up such facilities in areas 
ot industrial concentration :^nd in particular :n industrial estates, where 
training programmes can be devised to meet the specific needs of the 

occupants. 

Management development is another important component of an 
assistance and servicing programme at the plant level. It covers advice, 
guidance and training in all aspects ot the management of an industrial 
enterprise, such as organization planning anil control, and marketing of 
products. It includes advice on financing, taxes, bookkeeping and cost 
accounting, ind selling. Such services can be provided by industrial 

extension centres or specialized institutions. 

Other facilities include common services, which might be provided 
in areas ot concentration of certain types of industries and which 
would be particularly effective when set up within an industrial estate. 
In this connexion, the seminar noted the work carried out by OECD 
members and recommended that studies be undertaken ot programmes 
of common action similar to those recently organized in certain 
European countries whereby small industrialists join in procurement, 
production and sale, including export of certain products. Studies 
should  also  cover  related  programmes,  such  as   government   financial 
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and technical assistance to societies created by small industrialists to 
carry out. common programmes, and the undertaking ot joint industrial 
and marketing research projects by groups of small enterprises. 

In the field of" industrial research, studies should be undertaken 
on the means ol obtaining information ol interest to small scale 
industries from institutions in \ arious parts ot the world, and, it 
possible, ot co-ordinating research so as to rechice duplication ot ctlort. 
The close mutual relationship between industrial resc.irJi ,\r\d industrial 
extension   was   also   noted;   the   tormer   is   necessary   to   sobe   some   ot 

•»roblcms   of   the   small   industries   and   the   latter   to the   technologie.! 

•idi 
P 

provide   orientation   to   the   research   centres   on   the 

needed. 

t y pe s   ot   research 

Another important  need is quality contr 
by  testing  laboratories  and   ma\   usctullv  be  complemen 

Inch can be provided 
K"    omplemcnted   bv  qualité 

certification    schemes,    improvements    m    industrial    design    can    also 

enhance performance, quahtv   And appearance. 

The seminar observed that, in the industrial countries, sub- 
contracting between large and small industries plavs a \erv impon ant 
role, especially m the mechanical industry sector, and contributes 
significantly to the strength and cohesion ot the industrial sector. It 
also enhances the performance, productivity ,\\M\ product quality of 
the small subcontractor industries, Quite frequently, technical and 
financial assistance is provided to the subcontractors bv the large 
industry, which is interested in receiving on time parts and components 

of acceptable quality at an economic price. 

F? xcept in a lew countries, subcontracting is little or not developed 
in the region. 1 arge industries in sectors w here subcontracting is 
technically possible are few in number and exist in only a tew countries. 
But even where such industries do exist, subcontracting is rare, because 
the quality of products ot small-scale industries is usually low, their 
management methods unreliable, and their cost accounting and 
book-keeping defective. The large industries do not consider themselves 
responsible for helping small industries to improve their operations, 
and prefer either to produce all parts and components themselves or 
to import some of them. Also, in certain countries the tax system is 
based on levies or. sales of final products, which, if subcontracting were 
in effect, would involve cumulative tax payments, which would be 
a disincentive to adopting this system. Taxation on value added would, 
on the other hand, favour subcontracting. The smaliness of the market 
is another obstacle. Finally, information on the possibilities ot comple- 
mentary relationship between large and small industries is lacking. 

The seminar was of the opinion that subcontracting largely depends 
on   the   large   industries,   since   these   have   the   power   of   decision. 
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However, to be considered as subcontractors, small-scale industries 
have to improve the quality oí their products and oí their management 
methods, and, tor this purpose, have to receive technical assistance. 
The seminar felt that industrial extension agencies might facilitate 
subcontracting bv assisting small-scale industries, in particular special- 
ized ones, to improve their performance. To that end, they should 
provide information on the types of operations that the small firms 
might carrv out for the large firms and facilitate negotiations and 
contractual agreements. An atmosphere of confidence for subcontracting 
would thereby be created. 

It was noted that in one country a technical co-operation agency 
was able to otter a guarantee of quality to the large industry to induce 
it to subcontract. In a few other countries certain large industries, 
particularly the automotive industries, have been set up in the past 
few years on the basis that certain operations would be subcontracted 
to small-scale industries. 

A new technical facility recently developed in Europe, in particular 
in France, is the subcontractors' exchange, whereby demand and supply 
are made known and information provided on availability of madiinery, 
production capacity, and specialization of small-scale industries; and 
on the demand for parts, components and processing or finishing 
operations on the part of large concerns. Ì he technicians of the 
exchange are sometimes able to provide technical assistance and 
orientation on lines of production, equipment requirements, and other 
advice to the managers of the small firms. The seminar recommended 
that serums consideration be given to setting up such facilities in the 
region. 

The seminar briefly considered the problem of the organization 
of technical services and facilities for small-scale industries. It felt that 
as a rule such facilities should be sponsored and financed by the 
Government, but administered by autonomous agencies. Autonomy 
ensures flexibility in operation, which is essential to meet the great 
variety of needs of the small entrepreneurs. As far as possible, however, 
the co-operation of private agencies, such as chambers of commerce, 
should be sought. 

As already mentioned, technical assistance agencies should consider 
their role to be essentially one of education and promotion. They 
should be prepared to help all those requesting assistance, provided the 
request is economically and socially justified and the recipients of 
assistance are prepared to help themselves. Industrial extension agencies 
should provide their services tree of charge. Other types of services, 
such as those provided by common facility workshops or laboratories, 
should be provided at cost. 
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SPECIAL TRAINING PROGRAMMFS FOR PFRSONNFI. AT AIL LFVFLS 

AND OTFIFR SFRVK IS 

Various tvpcs of training programmes can aid small-scale industry. 
The four main types include programme^ tor the statt of planning and 
industrial policy bodies, tor industrial extension statt, tor small indus- 
trialists and for skilled workers. The tirsi type ot industrial training 
should be given bv regional organizations sudi as the one proposed tor 
the development ot small-scale indusm in latin America. The 
development of small-scale industry requires statt trained in the tasks 
of policy planning and execution. The seminar believed that great 
importance should be attached to the training ot statt ot executive 
agencies (ministries of industry and development, development cor- 
porations and banks, productivity institutes, etc.) and planning bodies 
(central, regional and sectoral). 

By industrial extension is meant the activities of experts who give 
advice and technical assistance to industrialists. It is difficult work 
requiring special qualities sudi as initiative, the ability and willingness 
to work with a minimum of supervision and a natural inclination to 
help small industrialists. As experts of this hind are in short supply in 
Latin America, it is especially important to train additional ones. It 
was recognized that the selection of candidates for training in this 
field is difficult and that the training methods and subjects should be 
similar to those that have given good results elsewhere. 

The training of small industrialists also raises complex problems. 
Not much literature on the techniques of administration and production 
peculiar to small-scale industry is available, and little has been done to 
adapt this literature, which comes mainly from the United States, to 
the very different conditions existing in Latin American countries. 
Also, small industrialists have little spare time for attending training 
courses. 

The seminar discussed methods of dealing with these difficulties. 
It was pointed out that self-instruction has given very good results in 
some European countries and might, if adapted to local conditions, be 
tried out in the region. In Asia, industrialists have been given theoretical 
instruction in administration, while their instructors have analysed 
specific problems in the factory. Demonstrations of the techniques used 
in modern enterprises could also be helpful. 

The shortage of skilled labour is an obstacle to the development 
of small-scale industry. Although needs are in general being met through 
vocational programmes, the instruction in many cases has to be given 
without the benefit of the necessary equipment and machinery. The 
seminar felt that the efforts being made in various countries of the 
region should be expanded and that the training centres should be 
provided with the resources needed to do their work efficiently. 
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The seminar was informed about the training in the field of 
small-scale mdustrv that the Inter American Development Bank (II)B) 
provides. It was pointed out that because ot the nature of IDB, the 
training programmes arc more directlv concerned with the preparation, 
execution and financing ot projets In this connexion, IDB has been 
conducting a scries ot courses am! seminars tor the short term training 
ot latin American specialists m order to ensure more rapid use of 
the loans granted to development igencies tor the benefit of small- 
scale and meiln,rt1 si/ed enterprise m I atin America. So tar it has held 
a Central Ameruan course on the preparation of industrial projects, m 
collaboration vs. a h the Permanent Secretariat of rhe (jeneral Treaty on 
Central Ameruan Donomic Integration SII( A i. m Honduras, in 
April l%b. and o at present conducting a national course on the 
preparation ,m¿ evaluation of projets in (luatemala. in coniunction 
with the Bank of ( fliatemaia. In addition it has held a seminar on 
industrial appraisal at IDB headquarters m Washington. The participants 
in this seminar were selected from the staff ot latin American develop- 
ment banks responsible fot dealing with loan applications from manu- 
facturing enterprises and tor the conduct ot assistance and promotion 
activities. 

FORMS or co-opt RATION AND SLLF-HFLP 

In some countries there ¡s a gnus mg realization that small-scale 
industries can act together to perform some functions which, because 
of their si/e, thev are unable to perform mdividualK. One form of 
association that has had much success m solving marketing and 
purchasing  problems  is  the cooperative. 

In the case ot buvers' and sellers" co-operatives, each firm would 
either sell its products t > the co operative, which would make th ? sale 
to the consumer, generativ m its own name, or would sell them through 
the co-operative, which would then act as a commission agent tor its 
own chain of department stores or shops. The co-operative svstem 
would also enable the small industrialist to participate in fairs and 
exhibitions, something that would be difficult for him to do alone. 
A buyers' cooperative would proceed in a similar way, supplying all 
the  material  needed  In   the  group  ot   firms  forming  the co-operative. 

Some buvers' and sellers" co-operatives do much more than act as 
intermediaries tor the purchase and sale ot products; they actually 
process them in their own plants. In I cuador, a co-operative ot this 
type s.'t up to supply leather cheaply to a group ot footwear manu- 
facturers establish.'d its own tannery. Similarly in Chile, a co-operati- e 
formed by small farmers to sell pigs built a ham and bacon factory 
with   State   assistance.   These   co-operative   groups,   usually   known   as 
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"common services co-operatives", have been developed mainlv in Japan. 
They cover various fields including furniture, transport, repair and 
maintenance workshops and finishing operations, such as the dyeing 
and punting of cloth, electrotvping and potterv-making. Another kind 
of co-operative is the credit union, which, as its name indicates, makes 
loans to its members either through co-operative banks or in some 

other way. 

There are also co-operatives directly engaged in production. These 
are made up of individuáis who pool their resources and work together 
as a single plant in order to produce a particular article. These co- 
operatives iTuv remain small or grow into larger enterprises and are 
probably the most difficult to promote and operate with success. Some 
are of the "common services" type and can serve the needs of small- 

scale industry. 

Most governments encourage the formation of co-operatives 
through tax incentives. Co-operatives a'C also given preferential treat- 
ment as regards loans and financial assistance because they are considered 
to be socially beneficial in that they enable small craftsmen and 
industrialists with limited resources to become proprietors. Co-operatives 

also facilitate the formation of capital on a small scale. Government 
action to promote co-operatives should be directed mainly to the initial 

stages of their formation. 

Promotion of the \anous kinds of co-operatives would enable small 
industrialists to obtain certain economic advantages beyond their reach 
when the\- work alone, experience in Latin America has been limited 
to the fiscal agencies that have encouraged and guided the formation of 
co-operatives, mainlv consumer co-operatives. The seminar felt that 
in view of the results achieved in various European and Middle Kastern 
countries, it might be advisable to extend the field of co-operative 
action in Latin America to cover purchases, supplies, credit and 

marketing. 

The formation of special industrialists' associations for small 
industry mav also enable small industry to obtain certain market 
advantages in buving raw materials and distributing its products. 
Another form of self-help that has been applied in countries outside 
the region is the self-organizing group. This is a group of about ten 
small enterprises with an adviser or consultant who makes a study of 
each enterprise, helps organize them and finally prepares a report on 
the results. There are also groups consisting of some 60 small and not- 
so-small enterprises that draw on the consultant and technical services 
of large enterprises, such services being normally too costly for the 
small enterprise. It is sometimes advisable to encourage the formation 
of co-operatives  in  conjunction   with  the establishment of  small-scale 

y 
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industry associations. Such groupings, if properly integrated and given 
specific functions, can take part in tedinic.il assistance, vocational 
training and other activities for the benefit of small-scale industry. 

INDUSTRIAL ISTATF.S: ORGANIZATION, ADMINISTRATION 

AND   FIN ìNCING 

Despite the abundant evidence of the effectiveness of the industrial 
estate in promoting the development of small-scale industries, only 
two countries in the region—Jamaica and Venezuela*—have established 
estates with standard factories built in advance of demand. These estates 
also offer improved sites for large-scale and medium-sized industries, 
but there are no common service facilities, industrial extension centres 
nor other similar promotional facilities. None of the established estates 
has been devised exclusively or principally for the promotion of small- 
scale industries. 

The predominant form of planned industrial clustering in the 
region is the industrial area offering only sites with the basic infra- 
structure—power, water, roads, etc. Usually such projects attract only 
large-scale and medium-sized industries, and they are in general 
successful only if combined with other inducements, such as tax 
concessions ànd a variety of services. Because of the lack of such 
complementary measures, a poor location and other factors, not all 
industrial areas in Latin America have been successful. Although the 
industrial estate and the industrial area are important tools in 
programmes of industrial decentralization, most of the existing projects 
are located in or near large metropolitan centres. In a few cases, 
industrial areas have been set up in smaller towns in predominantly 
rural districts where the prospects for industrial development are 
favourable. As a rule the offer of improved sites is accompanied by 
fiscal and financial incentives. The seminar noted another advantage 
of industrial estates, namely that they contribute to the decongestion 
of urban areas through the relocation of small industries to sites in 
the outlying areas of large towns. 

Many countries of the region have made studies and drawn up 
plans for industrial estates for small-scale industries, but, for a variety 
of reasons, none of the planned projects has yet materialized. The 
seminar strongly urged governments of countries of the region to 
include industrial estates as an integral part of their development 
programmes for small-scale industry, since the success of these estates 
depends on measures to stimulate entrepreneurship, financing on liberal 
conditions, technical and managerial  assistance,  training and so forth. 

•t And   the   Conni!.>!iw calth   of   Puerto   Rico. 
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In  the absence   of   such complementary  measures,   an   industrial   estate 
might remain vacant or be occupied only very slowly. 

Industrial estates should be sponsored and financed In  the do\ em- 
inent    and     administered    by     autonomous     authorities,     with     the 
participation,  wherever possible, ol  local entities and ot  certain private 
groups. In  the  long run, when  industrial estates  have been  sufficiently 
occupied, the ownership and management of the standard factories and 
of certain common servite faculties may be transferred to the occupants, 
preferabK   grouped m co-operative  associations, or to municipal  bodies 
if   these   are   sufficienti)    strong.    An    important    purpose   ol    pjbliJy- 
spjnsored    industrial   estates    i¡>    to    stimulate    the    interest    of    local 
communities   and   private  groups   to   undertake—if   need   be   with   the 
assistance   ot   the   Government   or   ot   state   organizations—their   own 
industrial   estate   projects.  Their   main   purpose,   however,   is   to   set   m 
motion a cumulative process ot   industrialization on  a small scale  and 
to  develop,   as   a   result,  secondary   economic   activities   in   trade   and 
services in a r?gion or in the country. 

FINANCING THE DEVELOPMENT Ol SMALL-SCALE INDUSTRY 

IN THL DISCUSSION of this topic, an expert from each country described 
the machinery and procedures for extending credit to small-scale 
industry in his country and the mam problems that had arisen. These 
statements supplement the information on financial assistance contained 
in Part II of this publication, "Survey of small-scale mdustrv m Latin 
America", and in the nineteen country monographs submitted to the 

seminar. 

I rom the general state ot small-scale industrial development in 
Latin America, it is apparent that financing is one of the weaker ,i-pects. 
Internal sources ot funds, i. e., those gem-rated within the enterprise 
itself, are insufficient to support the growth of productive units. 
Relativi Iv high costs resulting from small-scale production and low 
productivity are reflected in low wages and profits, and thus the 
percentage of profits available for reinvestment tends to be very much 
less than in the case of large units. The small enterprise is frequently 
obliged to consume its own capital, and this leads to capital depletion. 

The external sources oi financing, on the other hand, do not ade- 
quately compensate for the weakness of the productive unit's internal 
sources of funds; or else the financing terms are not adjusted to the 
reproductive cycle of the fixed capital investment, interest rates are 
high, the requirements for security are not consistent with the policy 
of aiding and promoting small industry, and technical assistance is either 
lacking or not co-ordinated with financial assistance. 
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The organizational structure of the small enterprise is therefore 
generally of the famil - tvpe. The possibility ot losing control of the 
enterprise and the non-exi-ucncc ot a securities market keep small and 
medium-sized industrialists in main countries from issuing shares to 
get the financial resources they need, and this significantly limits the 
growth of sudi enterprises. Because of their small size, moreover, it 
is difficult for them to find new shareholders, md access to organized 
security markets may therefore be impossible or inconvenient for them. 
This situation is aggravated both by the additional co«;t they would 
incur and bv their ignorance of the ways in which such operations are 
conducted. 

Medium-term or long-term bank loans, often reserved for large 
enterprises doing business with the commercial banks, are not available 
to small enterprises in most Latin American countries. Small enterprises 
must seek other sources of credit, the terms and interest rates of which 
tend to be less advantageous. Even suppliers' credit, as a factor contri- 
bution to capital formation, is less easily available or more expensive 
because of the difficulty of providing security or the frequent need to 
get the endorsement of some financial institution. In addition, the small 
scale of such operations, coupled with the risks involved both for 
suppliers and for the financial institutions, make them unattractive. 

Only in recent years and only in some countries has small-scale 
industry been able to make use of foreign loans obtained through 
development corporations and banks and private financial agencies, and 
then only in a limited way. In many cases this kind of financial aid 
involves the "tied loan" system, which means that the small industrialist 
has to pay a higher price tor equipment and machinery. It also deprives 
:he developing countries of the important stimulus to domestic pro- 
duction that would result if the goods and services in question were 
acquired in the recipient country or in other Latin American countries. 

The seminar participants agreed that the shortage of capita! in the 
region is felt more strongly by small-scale industry and that the author- 
ities of the different countries should give priority to the question and 
create or expand special machinery in accordance with the particular 
conditions in their country, to encourage investment in small-scale 
industry. In some cases state development banks might be established 
especially for this purpose. 

One of the main reasons why small-scale industry finds it difficult 
to obtain adequate credit on terms suited to its special characteristics 
is that small-scale industries are not always in a position to offer the 
security required by financial agencies. The seminar participants agreed 
unanimously that when loans are granted, the viability of the project 
and the ability of the entrepreneur should outweigh the need to provide 
security. 

mÉËÉËËÉÊË ••• 
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The seminar agreed that there should be a substantial increase in 
the volume oí foreign credit for small-scale industry and that it should 
be channelled through national finançai and development institutions, 
which would establish the terms for granting the individual loans in 
accordane- with the individual industrial development programmes o 
each country. These institutions should assume any risks arising out ot 

fluctuations  in exchange rates. 

The relationship between finançai assistance and technical assistance 
was a much discussed subject at the seminar. It was unanimously agreed 
that the latter produces more  effective results it  it ,s ^compan^d by 
the  financial   resources  necessary   to  give  it  practical   eüeet.     nanea 
assistance,  for its  part, can  help to  make  apparent the desirab,lity  of 
some form of technical assistance. It was recognized that action in bo h 
fields should be suited to the particular conditions of each country. In 
some cases it m.ght be desirable for the two types of assistance^ to be 
given   by   different   agencies   acting   m   co-ordination.   In   others,   the 
financial agency would consider the economic and administrative aspects 
of the projects and even go  so far as to  provide technical   assistance, 
either directly or through other agencies, to enable the enterprise  to 
set up its   production  facilities.  A  method  considered  appropriate    or 
small scale industry is that of supervised loans;  this involves a combi- 
nation of technical and finançai assistance.  Another method  to wh.ch 
attention  was drawn was that  of promotion certificates issued by  the 
financial agency  and the technical assistance agency for the  benefit ot 

small-scale industries. 

In analysing the criteria applied by finançai agencies for extending 
credit to small-scale industry, the seminar agreed that such agencies 
should concentrate on the economic aspects of the proposed investment, 
since the social aspects are a matter for State planning organs, wh.ch 
may decide to subsidize industrial development, whether on a regional 
or sectoral basis, in the light of the socal benefits that would accrue. 

There was general agreement on the desirability of making credit 
for promotion purposes available through sectoral programmes, a sub- 
ject of great interest. It was recognized that the initiative for loans 
should not come solely from the small industrialists, who often have 
difficulty in preparing the loan applications. 

In view of the situation that small-scale industry faces in countries 
suffering from acute inflation, attention was drawn to the need to 
prevent small-scale industry from being at a finança disadvantage in 
comparison with large-scale industry. The latter, by obtaining a greater 
volume of loans at rates of interest lower than the decime ,n value or 
money, receives a larger subsidy from the community than the smaL 1er- 
scale Industries.  This  is undesirable in  every   respect, especially   smcc 
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smaller-scale industries are in a weaker position in the competition for 
funds. 

Measures suggested tor channelling internal resources into the 
financing ot small-scale industry include: the participation of private 
banks in sudi financing, the establishment of a securities market for 
small-scale indusm, and financing by the central banks in the torni 
oi rediscount operations and advances within the context of a sound 
monetar) polies. These measures are not alternative ones but comple- 
mentary and ,\n imaginative approach should reveal other ways of 
achieving the same end. 

Several I.at m American countries have established machinery to 
give small scale industry financial assistance. The forms and procedures 
differ according to the economic and social conditions of the country 
concerned. In Mexico and Venezuela, special funds and agencies have 
been set up to give financial aid to small enterprises; in some countries 
special arrangements have been introduced for small-scale industry 
within the existing credit agencies; but in others there is as yet no kind 
of financial machinery for the benefit of small-scale industry. This kind 
of assistance is extended in some cases to crafts, particularly in countries 
in which they are especially important. In the more highly-developed 
countries, on the other hand, aid to small-scale industry includes 
medium-sized industry. Almost all the countries consider it necessarv 
to give special treatment to small-scale industry so that it does not have 
to compete with big business to obtain financial resources. 

As a part ot financial assistance policy, it was felt that loans for 
productivity studies in small manufacturing enterprises can give very 
good results, although they require some kind of special supervision 
and promotion machinery. The Banco Popular de la República in 
Colombia, the Banco Industrial in Argentina and the Banco Nacional 
de Desenvolvimenio bconomico in Brazil, the latter through a special 
fund (ÍT¡N1)I PRO), engage in this kind of operation, and in the first 
two cases satisfactory results have been achieved. 

The expert from Guatemala told the seminar about an arrangement 
for compulsory savings that exists in his country to promote industrial 
development. The Banco Industrial de Guatemala receives a sum corre- 
sponding to a certain percentage ot the customs and tax exemptions 
granted by the State to industrial enterprises. The funds thus accumu- 
lated are used to finance the establishment of new enterprises or the 
expansion of existing ones. 

In many countries general legislation bars special financial treat- 
ment for small-scale industry, and the seminar felt it would be 
desirable  to change  this situation,  as  in  Peru,  where laws have been 
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passed permit tini; priorities to be established in accordance with the 
development plans and dittcjenti.il rates ot interest to be applied in 

accordance with those priorities. 

It was stressed in the discussion that private t mandai agencies can 
make a significant contribution to the development ot small-scale 
industry by serving as a channel i or domestic and torean resources. In 
Mexico and Lviiador, some iinancial avenue-, can participate in risk 
capital but tins ¡s not always possible in other countries ot the region 
either because ot legislation or because oi the small size ot the iinancial 
market. There was agreement on the nwd to investigate the possibility 
ot establishing machinery to enable small industrialists to obtain 
financial aid in the torni ot risk capital. State machinery lor providing 
guarantees and security might facilitate the granting ot loans to small- 

scale industry  by  commercial banks. 

The representative of IDB  spoke oí  the aid  1DB is giving in  the 
form of general  loans tor industrial  development.  The  volume of such 
operations  as   of   30   September   1966   was   *   405   million,  distributed 
among nineteen Latin American countries. When considering a request 
for a general loan, IDB examines the legal, administrative and financial 
structure, and   the  operating policy  of  the  requesting  organization,   in 
order to evaluate not only its technical and administrative capacity and 
its eligibility for a  loan but also  its ability to act  as an intermediary. 
General   loans   are   needed   to   finance   a  certain   percentage  of   a   pro- 
gramme  taken   as   a   whole.  The   body  acting  as   intermediary  is  given 
some freedom   in  obtaining the   remaining  funds;   it  may obtain   them 
either from the final users in the form of other loans obtained through 
the financial  system  or provide  them  itself.  Terms,  interest  rates,  and 
commissions and other charges applicable to the subsidiary or individual 
loans granted out of the general loan are approved by IDB, which tries 
to   ensure   that   on   the   one   hand,   the   rates   are   such   as   not   to   do 
financial harm to the intermediary  nor, on the other hand, to give  it 
too high a return  and place an  undue burden on the recipients. 

I-undamentally, the system of general loans supplemented by tech- 
nical assistance has the following objectives: (a) to establish suitable 
financial channels so that IDB can supply foreign resources to small 
and medium-sized agricultural, industrial and mining enterprises; (b) to 
strengthen the development banks and other intermediary credit insti- 
tutions financially so as to afford them greater opportunities to invest 
in economic development and social betterment projects in their respec- 
tive countries; (c) to promote the mobilization of domestic savings and 
foreign resources for development projects and thus expand the in- 
dustrial base through a kind of multiplier effect or chain reaction; and 
(d) to help achieve the targets set in the development plans. Like loans 
for specific projects, general loans to development institutions must be 
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based on a development plan, which may be regional, sectoral or sub- 
sectoral. The regulations governing the general loan also specilv the 
criteria for the granting of the subsidiary loans by the intermediary 
body. As a rule the bank lays down the maximum amount of a sub- 
loan that can be granted without its prior approval. The lending 
agencies also have to submit periodic reports on the use they have made 
of the funds lent to them. 

REGIONAL  AND  INTERNATIONAL  CO-OPERATION   IN  THE 

FIELD OF SMALL-SCALE INDUSTRY 

POSSIBLE FORMS OI  INTERNATIONAL CO-OPERATION 

UNTIL NOW, the countries of the region have taken relatively little 
advantage of the technical co-operation facilities offered by the United 
Nations and other international organizations. The seminar noted that 
under the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) and the 
regular programmes of technical assistance of the specialized agencies, 
expert services, fellowships and scholarships and some equipment tor a 
variety of projects in the field ot small-scale industry can be provided 
upon request from Governments. Certain assistance of this type may 
be obtained through the Programme of Special Industrial Services (SIS). 
Under all programmes, assistance can be provided for implementing 
development policies, programmes and general promotion measures and 
for undertaking industrial surveys and feasibility and pre-investment 
studies. The United Nations and its affiliated organizations may also 
organize and provide training and industrial extension services; advise 
in the field of financing; plan, construct and operate industrial estates; 
organize and carry out technological research; provide counselling on 
the construction and management of small-scale industries; and provide 
advice in marketing and export promotion. Also, OECD has a pro- 
gramme of research, information and transfer of experience for develop- 
ing countries of whidi Latin American countries can avail themselves. 

The seminar urged Governments of the region to take greater 
advantage of these facilities. It noted that assistance in the formulation 
of technical co-operation projects, in particular in drafting requests to 
UNDP (Special  bund) may be provided by  ILO, UNIDO and ECLA. 

As greater knowledge is gained of problems of industrial develop- 
ment, it will become increasingly possible to employ Latin American 
experts to provide technical assistance in the region itself. Some 
countries that have gained experience in industrial extension, industrial 
estates, financing of small-scale industry and other measures of 
promotion and assistance will already be able ro provide experts to 
other countries of the region—a very interesting possibility. 
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It was also stressed that to be fully effective, services of foreign 
experts should include the training of national counterparts. In spite 
of the scarcity of qualified national technicians, every effort should he 
made to appoint talented voting men to work with the foreign experts; 
these trainees would take o\er the functions of the foreign experts after 
they had left. 

Many participants felt that the work of the seminar should he 
continued in the future through further seminars or working parties 
on different aspects of the development of small-scale industry. 

The seminar took note of the programmes of work m the field ot 
small-scale industry of the (entre for Industrial Development, HO.A, 
ILO, IDB and OLC1) and looked forward to the benefits which 
countries of the region would derive from the studies, conferences and 
other projects to be undertaken by these organizations. 

Suggestions were made tor a number of research projects in the 
field of small-scale industry that might be undertaken by international 
organizations or by the proposed Latin American centre for the 
development of small-scale industry. These projects might relate to: 

(a) Research on production techniques useful to small-scale 
industries, including development of suitable machinery and 
equipment. The following examples were mentioned in this 
connexion: food-processing techniques suitable for countries 
with relatively narrow markets; food preservation and canning 
of tropical products; processing of agricultural products; 
industrial use of by-products and waste products; use of 
national raw materials for building materials; and production 
for both the domestic and export markets. 

(b) Studies on the effects of incentive laws for the promotion of 
domestic or foreign industrial investment in countries of the 
region, with a view to formulating guidelines for a regional 
development policy in this field. 

(c) Studies on the methodology of feasibility and pre-investment 
surveys of industries suitable for small-scale operation under 
typical Latin American conditions. 

The seminar felt that studies on small-industry problems now being 
carried out in countries of the region should be co-ordinated. This 
might be one of the functions of the proposed regional centre. 

OBJI-CTIVTS   AND   MACHINERY   OI    REGIONAL  CO-ORDINATION 

Up to now Latin American Governments have made no systematic 
efforts to achieve regional co-ordination in the field of small-scale 
industry. The objectives and machinery of regional co-operation in this 
field include three kinds of activity: the formulation of a special policy 
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for small-scale industry and its incorporation ,n an over-all development 
plan; the preparation ot sectoral pians, the allocation oí resources and 
the establishment ot »manual machmeiv; and action on the unit level 
to ensure that the polio of the small enterprise is consistent with the 
objectives oí i he general plan. In each kind of activity, such matters 
as exchange oi intormaiion. technical assistance, training and research 
have to Lie taken ¡nto àuount. 

As regards the toniiulation ot .. p>>hcy tor small-scale industry, 
there has been no s\steniatic exchange ot information through 
symposiums, semináis and oilier kinds of ^ontei'cnccs in Latin America. 
Similarly, the preparation ot special programmes tor small-scale industry 
is still at. a rudimentary stage ,n mo^t ^i the countries. This is a task 
that ma> rcqu.re the ser«. ,cc-. oi technical assistance m.ssions in addition 
to tllc "••üiiMV "» the national personnel needed tor preparing and 
executing the plan'-.. 

Io carr\ these activities forward, it is necessary to examine ways 
m which a development policy tor small-scale industry might be 
integrated with over-all programmes. At the same time, to" avoid 
a dissipation ot effort in research and other activities at the national 
level, the seminar considered the idea of creating some permanent 
machiner-, to seek solutions applicable to all the countries. It might take 
the form of a I.atm American agency tor the development ot small- 
scale mdnstrv. whose functions could later be expanded to cover sectoral 
activities and activities relating to the individuai interprise. 

In the discussion on tlu possibility ot establishing such an organiza- 
tion, special consideration was given to its ;undamental aims, its 
geographical   scope   and   its   institutional   characteristics.    Its   activities 

centre  on  research,   tecnnical   ass,stance   and   training.  As  far as 
should 

economic research is concerned, provision should be made for examining 
the various aspects ot Latin American integration. As to the structure 
ot the organization, advantage should be taken of the special features 
ot tne various international organizations and countries. Some experts 
favoured a decentralized structure and stressed the desirability of having 
a subsidiary headquarters in  (enrril  America. 

In v :ew ,,t the importance that An organization for the development 
of smallscale industry in Latin America might have, the seminar agreed 
to request I (I \ and the United Nations (entre for Industrial Develop- 
ment, the bodies sponsoring the seminar, to make a study of the form 

to be taken bv such an organization and the procedures it should follow. 
Ine studv might be earned out in co-operation with IDR, HO the 
United Nations I ducanonal, Scientific and Cultural Onuni/ation 
(UNLSC Oi and the Organization ot  American States (OAS). ' 

The semmar requested LCLA to take all necessary steps to ensure 
that the (u)vernments ot the reg.on had the information required for 
the establishment of the proposed organization. 
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APPENDIX   1 

OPFNING  ADDRFSSFS 

Address by Galo  Pico  Mantilla, Minister  of Industry and Trade of Ecuador 

The Government of Dr. Otto Arosemena Gome/, and the Minister of 
Industry and Trade extend their greetings to the representative of the 
United Nations, the Ixccutive Secretary of LCI.A, the Director of the 
Programme on the Integration ot Industrial Development, the Technical 
Director of th< National I conomic Planning and Co-ordination Board, the 
Director of C 11 SPAI., the ambassadors of friendly countries and the 
government officials who are present here, the members ot the delegation 
of Ecuador- and  the representatives  participating  in  the  seminar. 

It is a great pleasure to welcome you to the capital oi our Republic 
as the inspirers and creators ot a new development policy tor small-scale 
industry  in Latin America. 

The President would have wished to welcome vou pcr-onallv but has 
been prevented from doing so by a prior engagement with the Ambassador 
from the friendly Republic of Brazil. He has therefore asked me to extend 
the warmest possible welcome to you and the most cordial hope that your 
work and your stay in Ecuador will contribute to the success of the plans 
that have been proposed, to your personal happiness and to successful 
industrial development in each and every one of the countries represented 
here. 

Ecuador, for its pirt. has always pursued a progressive development 
policy and will continue to do so. Ecuador ha-, laws on the promotion of 
crafts and small industry and on industrial development, and we shall make 
studies to correct any errors that may appear in practice. With the adoption 
of these procedures, we shall be in harmony with the other countries of 
America, and we shall be able to raise the status of small-scale industry, 
which in our case means crafts, so that it ma\ be the instrument that will 
truly save the countries of Latin America from being simply exporters of 
agricultural produce and raw materials. Onlv industrialization under technical 
guidance will save the countries from this danger and prevent a deterioration 
of prices. We must set out to achieve the economic salvation of the various 
countries of America, by promoting import substitution, discussing its 
procedures and methods ami finding out what the basis for it is and what 
the consequences arc. In view of the statement bv the I xecutive Secretary 
of ECLA, I shall refrain from referring to nrictly technical matters in this 
statement. 

You are here at this seminar to put your talents to use in providing 
guidance and to make a dispassionate statistical and numerical analysis of 
the situation in cadi country. Let these words not be mere phrase-making 
by the Minister of Industry and Trade, hut real incentives to make an 
effective contribution on the social and economic progress of backward 
peoples. 

If you fail to find a solution to the real and specific problems that 
beset our countries, I fear that we shall he unable to advance our interests. 
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Let us be objective and practical. Let us try to make our years of study a 
reality, and let us add to them an honest endeavour to ensure that Latin 
America can compete in the international arena on An equal economic and 
social   tooting. 

Lrom what I have been told by the Presidents of" ¡nendlv nations and 
the representatives o! the Go\ eminent ot Lcuador, vour merits and abd.t.es 
are incalculable, and this leads me to expect that this meeting and seminar 
will be successful. It leads me, even at this stage, to congratulate your 
Governments through you on having such specialists and technical personnel 
who will undoubtedly help to promote the social and economic development 
or  the  Latin   American countries. 

I he   Government   ot    Lcuador,   through its   representatives,   will   submit 
a working paper on small-scale industry to you. but it is mv desire and 
hope that those here present will g,ve serious consideration to the establish- 
ment ot a latin American institute tor small-scale industry in this country. 
A project that has been prepared in this connexion is betöre vou and awaits 
your prudent discussion. It is the hope ot the Government of Lcuador that 
vou will bring this idea to maturity and will discuss the principles and the 
basis ot this organization. It hopes further that you will do this with the 
purpose and intent ot making it a centre situated in this very city of Quito, 
the  capital  ot  the  Republic  of   Ecuador. 

1 leave with vou, therefore, the project for the establishment of the 
Latin American institute tor small-scale industry. 1 would ask vou to state 
your v,ews after calm .md careful consideration and to help in this way, 
in so tar as is necessary, to sols e the problems winch vou have come, after 
Mexico,   to   this seminar  to   deal   with. 

The holding „t this meeting was regarded as essential bv the Government 
ot Lcuador and by LCLA. and it is tor this reason that we take pleasure 
m we coming you to Lcuador. particularly now that the Government has 
embarked on its labours atter the election of the Constituent National 
Assembly. I he honourable Dr. Otto Arosemena Gome/, Acting Constitutional 
I resident ot the Republic, wishes to demonstrate step bv step that this 
Government will be one ot effective achievement, of dvnamic advances and 
progress in the social and economic progress and above aU of integral 
development, in which there will be no frontiers in economic matters and 
no frontiers ,n the market.ng ot products. Thus, it -vili be obvious that we 
are all brothers m one and the same procos ot economa development 
throughout the continent. 

Address   by   Jose   Antonio    Mayobre.   l.xeuüne   Secretary   of   the   Economic 
Commission   tor  Latin  America 

The Seminar on SmalLScale Industry that we are beginning today has 
been organized bv the Centre tor Industrial Development, the Bureau of 
Technical Assistance Operations and the Kortomic Commission for [ atin 

America It has also had the s aluablc assistance ot the Government of 
Lcuador, tor which I have the honour to thank the Government on behalf 
of   the   sponsoring   institutions  and   particularly   LCI A    The   .seminar  reflects 
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the growing interest being taken by the countries of the region in the 
problems of small-scale industry because of the important role it can play 
in development. F.C.I.A. being aware of this interest, has lor some years been 
collecting information on small-scale industry in Latin America with the 
aim of assembling material on the basis of which a policy tor the develop- 

ment of  this important  sector can  be   worked out. 

At the Latin American Symposium on Industrialization held last March 

at Santiago. Chile, the participating delegations agreed on the dynamic role 
of small-scale industry, since even in the developed countries it has been 
able, by adapting itself to an established industrial system, to occupy an 

important   position. 

The task of the present seminar will now be to make further progress 
in clarifying the problems of this sector. I or the first time an attempt will 
be made to review the situation of small-scale industry in the different 
countries of Latin America and to formulate what may eventually become 

a  regional   policy. 

I 

Lor the past 30 years industrialization has been one of the mam 
objectives of economic and social development in Latin America; and despite 
rapid population growth and urbanization, great inequality in income distri- 
bution, slow growth in the agricultural sector and violent fluctuations in 
foreign trade, progress has been made towards this objective. Proof of this 
is that the share of manufacturing in the total output of the region has 
grown to the point where, in 1966, it has reached an average of a little 
over 25 per cent and, in nearly half the countries, in 20 per cent or more. 
According to the latest estimates of LCLA. the total value ot manufacturing 
output in 1966 was about S 66.000 million, with a value added of about 
S 30,000 million. The number of people employed in this sector is more 
than 11 million, or over 14 per cent of total employment in the region. 
Annual imports of manufactures have a total value ot S S,40C million and 
exports S 4,800 million. All this gives a total annual supply of manufactures 
in Latin America amounting to S 70.000 million or S 2H5 per capita, of 

which   domestic   output   accounts   for   S6   per   .eut. 

These figures show that in the last three decades a solid industrial base- 
has been established in Latin America and makes it possible to supply a 
broad range of consumer goods and a growing variety ot capital goods 
and intermediate products. This has been accompanied by the adoption of 
new techniques and processes of production that were tormerh unknown 
in the region and the emergence of a considerable body ot able entrepreneurs 
and skilled workers. A painstaking process of technological and industrial 
research nas also been initiated because previous experience m this field was 

almost  nil.  All   this has  meant   a   vast   investment  effort 

There is reason to wonder whether these uhievemcnts, however 
praiseworthy thev may be, correspond to the rapid economic development 
demanded by an explosive population growth and the increasingly ambitious 
striving of the people for material prosperity. It is, after all, evident, on 
the one hand, that the industrialized countries are far ahead of us in 
levels of   living,   income  and   technology  and, on  the other,  that  the  process 
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of industrial development in  Latin America has  been showing clear siens of 
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The present industrial base and the accumulated experience of industrialists 
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and   broader  approach.   An   appropriate   industrial   development ,       , i- ,        . / r     r    ",uu,u""   uL-vt-ioument   mode    must 
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its potential, it ,s necessary to tackle with imagination and courage the task 
of establishing large export industries, introducing new Production\echniques 
adapted to the economa environment and increasing the efficiency of 
industry  and the  productivity  of labour. etr.ciencv    or 

How these objectives are to be achieved, when many sectors of industry 
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II 

The  economic   and   social   conditions   in   which  small-scale  industry  has 
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In addition, from the social standpoint, it plays a role of primary 
importance in bringing a considerable part of the labour force into the 
productive process and in providing favourable conditions for industrial 
decentralization  and  regional  development. 

Up to now, however, no spedar strategy has been determined for this 
sector in Latin America, since the action taken by Governments has 
consisted of isolated measures, based on a traditional and piecemeal approach 
to the problem. Efforts have been directed towards protecting small-scale 
industry instead of encouraging its modernization so that it may be in a 
better position to compete with larger units. Governments' industrial 
policy on small-scale industry has not alwavs been responsive to the 
industry's needs. Its special characteristics and the environment in which 
it develops necessitate special treatment based on fiscal arrangements that 
not only facilitate profitable operations but also preserve its socially useful 
character. This does not mean that industrial policy in general should be 
subordinated to the interests of small-scale industry but rather that the 
latter has a specific function to fulfil. It means that the disadvantages of 
small-scale industry arising from its size must, where necessary, be evened 
out or that small-scale industry must be encouraged to produce those items 
for which it is better suited by reason of its ability to cope more effec- 
tively with market conditions or of its advantages as regards transport 

or specialization. 

The obstacles to industrialization in Latin America have made themselves 
felt with greater force in small-scale industry, which has only fragile defences. 
Important obstacles to the development of small-scale industry are: shortage 
of capital for the purchase of modern machinery .\nd equipment, difficulties 
with the supply of raw materials, inadequate marketing arrangements, lack 
of managerial training, inefficient techniques and under-utili/.ation of 
equipment. Small enterprises are generally unable to make the cost studies 
that would help them to plan and control production, and they lack the 
flexibility to adapt their productive process to changes in the composition 
and form of the product. The small industrialist frequently clings to 
traditional methods of production because he is unaware of his own 
possibilities and lacks the necessary guidance to introduce the changes 

demanded  by  industrial   progress. 

Ill 

Apart from the general situation of small-scale industry in Latin 
America, which we have summarized, the agenda of the seminar includes 
other items, such as technical assistance, financing, and regional ami inter- 
national co-operation  on  behalf   of  small-scale  industry. 

The basic aim of technical assistance is to determine the economic 
environment conducive to the development of small scale industry and the 
best ways of improving its efficiency ami administration. !t has Leen found- 
in Chile, for example — that technical assistance programmes carried out on 
behalf of a particular unit or branch of industry lead to an appreciable 
increase in the productive capacity of small industrialists and help them 

to solve their most urgent  problems. 
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Another matter of great importance is the training of manpower, but 
the programmes conducted in various Latin American countries do not seem 
to have been sufficient to meet the needs of industrial development. The 
introduction of special training programmes for small-scale industry must be 
preceded by a thorough analysis of the activities that should be fostered, 
with the special conditions of each  country  taken into account. 

An important means of support for small-scale industry, and one which 
presupposes a close relationship between small and large industrial units, is 
subcontracting. The experience ot Brazil, Argentina and Mexico has much 
to offer  in this  regard. 

The establishment of industrial estates in the developing countries can 
also be an effective instrument in industrial planning by promoting 
decentralization and the development of the more backward areas. Little 
has been done in this regard in Latin America, although in other parts of 
the world this type of action has taken on considerable importance since 
1950. The experiments carried out in the United States, Italy, the United 
Kingdom  and  some   I ar I astern  countries  are  worthy  of  mention. 

The   situation    of   small-scale   industry    as   regards   financing   is    quite 
unfavourable. The shortage of capital with which to acquire modern machinery 
and  equipment   obliges  small   manufacturing   establishments   to  make   intensive 
use   of   labour,   even   when   there   is   no   economic   advantage   in   doing   so. 
Similarly,   small-scale    industry   has   difficulty    in   obtaining   raw   materials. 
Since  the  small   volume  it   requires  does   not   offer  any   great  attraction  to 
suppliers,  it  is  forced  to  pay  high  prices   in   cash  or  is   granted  credit   only 
on   very   short   terms   and   at   high   rates   of   interest.   Small-scale   industry 
usually does not have access to foreign credit. If it does succeed in obtaining 
such   credit,   the   transaction   is   conducted   through   development   corporations 
or   intermediary   enterprises,   which   in   general   charge   higher   interest   rates 
than banks and  add  their costs  to the  prices  of equipment and machinery. 
To remedy  this  situation, several  Latin   American countries have established 
machinery   for   the   provision   of   credit   to   small-scale   industry.  The   action 
taken  varies  both   in   form   and   procedure.   In   some  cases,  such  as   Mexico 
and Venezuela,   special   funds  and   agencies   have  been   established;  in   others, 
special arrangements  have been  made  within   the existing  credit system. 

As far as international co-operation to assist small-scale industry is 
concerned, some progress has been made in recent years, both in absolute 
terms and by comparison with other regions, but it has not been enough for 
the growing needs of the Latin American countries. Among the programmes 
that should be mentioned are those being conducted with the help of the 
United Nations Special lund and ,hc International Labour Organisation and 
the bilateral assistance programmes of some Governments, such as those 
sponsored by the United States Agency for International Development and 
by the Netherlands through the Research Institute for Management Science 
at  Delft. 

A proposal of great promise that will be discussed by the seminar is the 
possibility of establishing, on a basis of international co-operation and regional 
co-ordination, a centre for the development of small-scale industry in Latin 
America. 
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In our judgement, such a centre might undertake economic and social 
research relating to small-scale industry; devise special programming procedures 
for the sector and train personnel to apply them; and carry out research and 
train personnel for the purpose of providing technical assistance to small 
industrialists. All of this, of course, amounts to a large and complex task. 

In the beginning, the centre should perhaps concern itself with more 
general matters such as economic research, the development of programming 
techniques and the training of senior and intermediate staff for the planning 
and operational agencies concerned with small-scale industry. At a later stage, 
the emphasis might be placed on research into manufacturing problems and 
the training of technical assistance personnel to aid the small industrialists; at 
this  stage  greater  resources   would  be  needed. 

As regards the economic research to be carried out by the centre, the 
implications of Latin American integration should be borne in mind. The 
consequences for small-scale industry of an integrated market and the 
concomitant establishment of large-scale industrial enterprises would have to 
be taken into account in order to determine in what ways the smaller units 
could be improved and modernized so that they could play a meaningful 
role in  economic development  in  general. 

As regards the geographical area that the new centre should cover, the 
variety of conditions in the countries of the region should be borne in mind. 
The ideal would be for the centre to cover Latin America as a whole, but 
if that were not possible for administrative or other reasons, it might be 
composed of countries whose small-scale industry shows similar needs and 
characteristics, without prejudice to the possibility of extending its field of 

action  later. 
I am sure that the forthcoming discussion on this subject will produce 

a suitable solution, which will make it possible to go forward with this 
important proposal. ECLA offers its firmest support here and now for the 
general formulation of the project and the research and training programmes. 

Distinguished representatives, I believe that this seminar offers an excellent 
opportunity for an exchange of ideas on small-scale industry. Clarification of 
the problems of this important sector of the manufacturing economy will 
make it possible to formulate a strategy for its development and a suitable 
policy for achieving the basic objectives of that strategy. I wish the seminar 

every success in its work. 
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APPENDIX 2 

LIST OF  PARTICIPANTS 

Country participants 

Argentina 

Bernardo   ALVAREZ GARCíA 

Chief,   Department of   Industrial 
Development    of the    Interior, 
Banco   Industrial de   la   Repú- 
blica 

René   P.   TJIBHIS 

Technical Director, CIME, Re- 
search Institute for Small-Scale 
and   Medium-Scale   Industry 

Bol ivia 

Juan  Prado BALCáZAR 

Director-General       of      Industry, 
Ministry of Economic Affairs 

Steel    Sector, 
de   Desenvol- 

Brazil 

Ethienne   Pouui L 

Chief,     Iron    and 
Banco    Nacional 

vimento   Economico   (BNDE) 

Alcides  MITIDIERI 

National     Centre    for    Industrial 
Productivity 

Silvando  DA SILVA CARDOSO 

Economist,    Banco    Nacional    de 
Deseii vol vimento   Economico 
(BNDE) 

Diogenes   MACHADO 

Special   Ministry   of  Planning   and 
Economic   Co-ordination 
(EPE A) 

Chile 

Vicente   KOVACLVIC. 

Technical  Manager, Technical  Co- 
operation   Service  (SCT) 

Colombia 

Francisco de Paula OSSA  URIRE 

Asociación    Colombiana    Popular 
de  Industriales 

Eduardo NIETO CALDERóN 

President,  Banco  Popular 

Geoffrey   PFRCIVAL 

UNDP/Special   Fund   Expert,   In- 
stitute for Technological 
Research   (IIT) 

Costa Rica 

Eladio  BOLAñOS SáNCHEZ 

Industrial    Adviser,    Ministry    of 
Industry  and  Trade 

Dominican   Republic 

César  RAMíREZ GARRIDO 

Chief   of   Loans,   Corporación   de 
Eomento  Industrial 

Ecuador 

Raúl  PáEZ 

Director, Technical Department, 
National  Planning  Board 

Néstor VEGA  MORENO 

Chief,     Programme    and    Project 
Division,      National      Planning 
Board 

Gaio  SALVADOR 

Chief, Industry Section, National 
Planning  Board 

Gustavo   CHAMBERS 

Industry   Section,   National   Plan- 
ning   Board 

Simón   PéREZ   PéREZ 

Chief, Control and Auditing Sec- 
tion, Ministry of Industry and 
Trade 

José  RACINES 

Banco   Central 

René  BENAI.CáZAR 

Director, Training Credit Divi- 
sion, Banco Nacional de 
Eomento 
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Ecuador (continued) 

Gonzalo GUZMáN 

Chief of Planning, Training Cre- 
dit Division, Banco Nacional 

de   l'omento 

Raúl   PEñAHIRRERA 

Chief,   Industrial   Extension   Divi- 
sion,  Development Cen.re 

(CENDES) 

Vicente  PINTO 

Chief, Productivity Division, De- 
velopment   Centre   (CENDES) 

Leopoldo  BáFZ 

Chief     of     Market     Evaluation, 
Technical Department, Securities 
Commission,   Corporación 

Financiera   Nacional 

Mariano CUEVA 

Agent of Corporación Financiera 
Nacional  et  Cuenca 

Miguel  ANDRADF. 

Technical    Department,    Securities 
Commission, Corporación 

Financiera  Nacional 

Galo  MONTANO 

Technical Vice-President, Corpo- 
ración   Financiera Nacional 

Patricio  RUBIANES 

Director, Programming Depart- 
ment, Ministry of Industry and 
Trade 

El Salvador 

Juan  AHUES  VáSQUEZ 

Chief, Small-Scale Industry De- 
partment, Industrial Develop- 
ment   Institute   of   El   Salvador 

France 

Guy   BANEL 

Chief,      Technical      Co-operation 
Division,    Ministry   of    Foreign 

Affairs 

Guatemala 

Roberto LóPEZ  PORRAS 

Director     of     Economic     Policy, 
Ministry   of   Economic   Affairs 

Rubén AYALA MUñOZ 

Director     of     Industrial     Policy, 
Ministry   of   Economic   Affairs 

Roberto  LóPFZ  PíREZ 

Chief  of   Industrial   Programming, 
National     Economic     Planning 

Council 

Guyana 

Patrick   MOETOO 

Guyana Development Corporation 

Haiti 

Justin   CHARLESTON 

Department  of  Trade  and 
Industry 

Honduras 

José Saúl BuEso ERAZO 

Chief, Industrial Protection and 
Exemption Section, Ministry of 
Economic and  Financial  Affairs 

Mexico 

Sabás FRANCIA GARCíA 

Director, Guarantee and Develop- 
ment Fund for Small-Scale and 
Medium-Scale Industry, Nacio- 

nal   Financiera  S. A. 

Alejandro  RUI-XAS   CRESPO 

Chief,     Department     of     Special 
Studies, Office of the Director- 
General   for   Industry,   Ministry 
of   Industry   and   Trade 

Netherlands 

Arend   EISENLOEFFEL 

Department       of        International 
Technical     Assistance,    Ministry 

of   Foreign   Affairs 

Phillipus  D.   VAN   HARREVELD 

Chief,     Delft     Programme,     Sao 

Paule 

Nicaragua 

Alejandro LEE 

Banco  Nacional  de  Nicaragua 

Julio Paniagua LóPEZ 

Banco Nacional de Nicaragua 
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Panama 

Pedro Boi AñOS  RIVIRA 

Co-Director,  National  Service  for 
Handicrafts     and     Small-Scale 
Industry   (SFNAPI) 

Paraguay 

Silvio GONZáI.I-S   MARTíNEZ 

Ministry  ot   Industry and Trade 

Peru 

José HARRISON COSTA 

Managing   Director,   Banco   Indus- 
trial del  Peru 

Luis   ROMI-.RO   CHIC.NI 

Chief,    Department   of    Economic 
Research,     National     Industrial 
Promotion Institute 

César VáSQUI Mi JíA 

Banco  Industrial  del  Perú 

Trinidad and   Tobago 

George  Maxwell   RICHARDS 

Director,    Industrial   Development 
Corporation    of    Trinidad    and 
Tobago  (IDC) 

United  States  of  America 

William McP. JONIS 

Industrial Development Officer 
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APPENDIX   3 

A(,l NDA 

The seminar adopted the following  agenda: 

1. The   contribution   of   smallatale   industry   to   the   development   of   Latin 
America 

(a) Characteristics ot  small-scale  industry  in  Latin America 

(b) Smail-scalle    industry    m    the    over-all   strategy   of    economic    deve- 
lopment 

(c) Development   possibilities   tor   snuil-^ale   industry     n   specific   sectors 

id)    Over-all   promotion  programmes  for  small-scale industry:   institutions, 
priorities  in  respect of  sectors  and  means ot  action 

2. Teclmical    services   and   assistance    for    the   development    of    small-scale 
industry 

(a) Technical   services   at   the   plant   level:   organization,   administration 
and   methods 

(b) Special   training   programmes   for   personnel   at   all   levels   and   other 
services 

(c) Forms of co-operation  and  self-help 

(d) Industrial  estates: organization,  administration and  financing 

3. Financing   the  development   of   small-scale  industry 

(a) Alternative policies and  their  financing 

(b) Internal and external sources of funds 

4. Regional    and    international    co-operation    in    the   field    of    small-scale 
industry 

(a) Possible  forms  oi international  co-operation 

(b) Objectives and machinery of regional co-ordination 
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APPENDIX   4 

LIST OI   DOCUMENTS 

Symbol 

ST/ECLA/Conf. 25/L. 1 

Title 

Provisional annotated agen- 
da and provisional list of doc- 
uments (English and Spanish) 

Submitted by 

ECLA 

I.    Contribution  of small- 

STECLA Conf. 25/L. 17 

ST ECLA Conf. 25/L. 2 

ST/ECLA/Conf. 25/L. 10 

ST/ECLA/Conf. 25/L. 8 

ST/ECLA/Conf. 25/L. 18 

ST/ECLA/Conf. 25/L. 26 

ST/ECLA/Conf. 25 L. 11 

ST/ECLA/Conf. 25/L. 13 

ST/ECLA/Conf. 25/L. 14 

scale industry  to  the development  of  Latin  America 

ECLA La pequeña industria en 
America    Latina    (Spanish) 

The définition of small- 
scale industry (English, 
French  and   Spanish) 

The role of small-scale in- 
dustry in over-all indus- 
trial development strategy 
(English, French and 
Spanish) 

Over-all development pro- 
grammes for small-scale 
industry in Latin America, 
general criteria, institutions, 
measures and priorities 
(English  and   Spanish) 

Development possibilities 
for small-scale industry in 
specific fields of industrial 
activity (English and 
Spanish) 

Estudo das pequeñas indus- 
trias de Sâo Paulo (Spa- 
nish  and   Portuguese) 

La pequeña industria en el 
Uruguay   (Spanish) 

La    pequeña    industria 
Costa   Rica   (Spanish) 

La    pequeña    industria 
Venezuela  (Spanish) 

en 

P. C.   Alexander, 
Consultant,  United 
Nations    Centre    for 
Industrial   Develop- 
ment   (CID) 

P. C.   Alexander, 
Consultant,   United 
Nations    Centre    for 
Industrial   Develop- 
ment   (CID) 

Bernhard   Stein, 
BTAO   expert 

A.  Neilson, 
BTAO  expert 

Marcos   Telles 
Almeida   Santos, 
ECLA   consultant 

(IDE 
CONCORDE/CPU 

Ministry of Industry 
and Trade, Govern- 
ment of Costa  Rica 

en     CORDI PLAN 
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ST E( LA ( ont   25 I,   15      I J   pequeña  uulustru en el 
1 « uidor   (Spanish) 

ST EOA ( ont   25 l    jí, ¡ ,i     pequeña    industria    en 
Pai agt.av    (Spanish) 

ST EC I A (out   25 I    \H      la     pequeña    industria    en 
\1e\uo  (Spanish) 

ST EC l A tont  25 î   i: 

ST ECLA (ont   25 1   22 

ST FCLA (ont  25 I   l'i 

ST KCL A (ont  25 !   24 

STECLAConf 25 L 23 

ST ECLA Conf. 25 L. 23 

1 a     pequeña    industria    en 

( tule   (Spanish! 

1 a     pequeña    industria    en 
Panatila   ¡Spanish) 

Small stale      mdustr\       m 
Bra/il   i Portugueses 

I a    pequeña    industria    en 
Bolivia   (Spanish) 

la   pequeña  v   mediana  tir 
diisiria  en  Colombia  (Spa 
nish ) 

l a     pequeña    industria    en 

el   Perú  (Spanish) 

ST ECLA/Coní. 25 l . 2S     La    pequeña    industria    en 
la     República    Dominicana 

(Spanish) 

STECLAConf. 25 L. 33     la    pequeña    industria    en 
Honduras   (Spanish) 

STECLA Coni. 25 L. 34     La    pequeña    industria    en 
Guatemala   (Spanish) 

STECLA Conf. 25 L. 35     Small scale      industry      in 
Trinidad   and   Tobago 

II.    Technical services and assistance for the development 

ST ECLA/Cont. 25 L. 3        Industrial     extension     ser 
vices tor small scale in- 
dustries (English, l rendi 
and  Spanish) 

( m\ eminent   ot 
I « uador 

Miiiistts ot Industry 
and 1 rade. ( »o\ em- 
inent   ot   Paraguay 

National   lananciera 
S   \ 

S(  1 ( ORIO 

SIN API 

BNDL 

Ministry ot  Planning. 
Government   of 
Boli\ i a 

Government   ot 

Colombia 

Banai   Industrial   del 
Peru  and  the  Natio- 
nal   Institute   tor 
Industrial   Promotion, 
Peru 

( orporauon    de 
lomenti)   Industrial 

Min ist r\ ot Econo- 
mi«, an«) I mancul 
Att.ors. (¡overnment 
ot   Iionduras 

Government   «>t 
Guatemala 

Industrial      Develop- 
ment   Corporation 
(IDC).  Trinidad  and 
Tobago 

t>f small scale industry 

P (      Alexander, 
(«insultant,   Lmited 
Nations    (entre    tor 
Industrial  Develop- 
ment (CID) 
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ST IX I.A.Conf. 25 í   4 

ST/ECLA/Conf. 25 L 5 

/ ¡tir 

The role of industrial is 
tatei» in poiuies ami pro 
grammes tor (fie vie\elop 
ment of small svale nul'.. 
tries (I nghsh, Irciuh anvl 

Spanish) 

I v pes of industrial estates 
(English, French and Spa- 
nish) 

I»  <      Alexander 
( ousultaut,   I  mted 
Nations    ( entre    tor 

Industrial   Develop- 

ment   (( ID) 

P. C    Alexander, 
Consultant.   I in ted 
Nations    ( entre    lor 
Industrial   Develop- 
ment  (CID) 

ST/ECLA/Conf. 25 L. 6 

ST/ECLA/Conf. 25 L. 7 

ST/ECLA/Conf. 25 L. 9 

ST/ECLA. Coni. 25 I   12 

Stimulation     of     ontrepre 

neurship   and   assistance   to 
small    industrialists   at   tru* 
pre-mvestment   stage   (I*ng 

lish   and  Spanish) 

Pre -projet planning tor 
industrial estates (English. 

French   and   Spanish) 

Industrial estate plans and 
protects in latin Ameriv.au 
countries (Fnglsh, Freiuh 

and   Spanish) 

I -valuation de un programa 
de asistencia a la pequeña 
industria:   el   vaso   de  ( hile 
( Spanish) 

I nited   Nations 
l entre  for   Industrial 
Development   (CID) 

P Quiglev, Consul- 
tant, United Nations 

Centre tor Industrial 
Development  (("ID) 

United Nations (en- 
tre tor Industrial 
Development  \l ID) 

SC  I ( ORIO 

III.    Regional and international to operation in the held of >mallu ale industry 

ST..'ECLA/Conf. 25 L. 21      A  latin  Ameni.an develop        Arend   I isenloeffel, 
ment   ventre  tor small scale      International    lechni 
mdustrv       (English       and      cal   Assistance 
Spanish) Department    Ministre 

of  foreign   \ttairs of 
the   Netherlands 

ST/ECLA/Conf. 25 L. 30 Technical co-operation tor 
the development of small 
scale mdustrv (1 nghsh, 
French and Spanish now 
published as Sales No.: 

67. Ill 3) 

I'nited   Nations 
( entre   tor   Industrial 
Development   (CID) 
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Background papers 

Industrial estates in Asia and the 
Far Mast (Fnglish, French and 

Spanish) 

The   ph\ s.t.il   planning   ut   industriai 
estates (1 nglish,  1 rem h and Spanish) 

Problems oí procedure, administra 
tion and relationship to be consi- 
dered m establishing the United 
Nations Oigani/ation lot Industrial 
Development (t-nglish, I tench and 
Spanish) 

Industrial estates in Attica (Fnglish, 
French   and   Spanish) 

Industrial estates: policies, plat.s 
and progress (Fnglish, French and 
Spanish) — A comparative analysis 
of   international  experience 

Fstabiishment of industrial estates 
in under-developed countries (Eng- 
lish,  French  and Spanish) 

Sj/o   ut   dotumt'it 
ti umber 

62. 1FB. 5 

62. II.B. 4 

A/AC. 126 3   and   Corr. 
1   and 2 

66. II. B. 2 

66. II.B. 16 

60. II.B. 4 
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Survey of Small-Scale Industry 
in Latin America 

Prepared  by   the   secretariat  of   the   Economic   Commission   for   Latin 
America 
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SMALL-SCAIT  INIHSTKY  IN   UH   I >l \ I I OI'MI NT 

Ol   l MIN   AMI RU   X 

( il M K \1     (i >\s|| M K \ i H >N 

.\ sHm oi IMI mii,.sti.al./an..n p»<- - «•» '««e developed countries 

resells tin- impoita.nc ol modem small ^>lc .ndusm in tin sndustnal 

structure and the duum, role ,!,H!. -t play • n .me. ..nUm »elation, 

ami  ut  tunhcmii; development   and  -iowth 

111 
latin    Amu;»...   hnxuuL   a   sho,!W   ot   capitai,   -lou    cconomu 

'   mstabiht\.   tin    i\s-.ifiHi   <»t growth, condii.<>ns ot political and so» M 

lam, sectors ni .IK- populan«»,, ouis.de tin momta.v ma.kct » In- 

des elopmcin »»I snwuui.il unemployment, .uni tin piesenc- .»I an 

artisan st-am onunnal u th the production ot simple .»"uio .equ n"S 

rudimentaiy techniques, .nr sume ot the tcan.'i- that luve du^men/cd 

the dev elopment  ot   small scale  industry. 

At    the    piescnt    M .«-i-   ot    mdustnai./.mon    m    »lu     lafn    \mei;can 

countries,  the   small   entetprisc.   opeiatmu   alon^uK    lart'c s, ale   mdust.y 

and   normally    m   direct   competmon   with   .t.   has   been   com.-rned   »H 

what are «.died  tiadmon.il  industries    In  some >,«M\  howesei.  the  small 

enterprise is  engaged  m  highly   speoah/cd  «o.k  or   .null scale  pmdm 

lion ot  no interest  to medium sized ot   lune enterpi ¡ses. 

Hverv industrialization polk y musi ake into cotonici at t.»n the 

important social role that small seile industry i an plav In absorb,.^ 

a lar^c proportion ot the lab-mi loin into ihc piodu»'-.e proves, 

especially in activities where a satista. ton level ot clliceinx ntav In- 

attained in return lot z modest amount ol capital umlav I Ins 's tin- 

case in the food industry, certain types ot textile mannt act nnnu, the 

production ot clothmi; and iurmture. In the testile industry in latin 

America, lor instance, small plants ot a low technical level compete side 

by side with  lat>-ev  modern establishments 

Furthermore, the complement ant \ ot small scale and lan;e scale 

industry in 1 at in America is being bolsteml In a subcontracting; system 

now in operation m the more industiialb advanced countries o! the 

hemisphere, eg. Brazil and Mexico, which lus been of particular 

benefit to the automotive industry. 

SI 
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Up to now, government concern tor small-scale industry has taken 
the form of piecemeal action, reflecting a traditional and haphazard 
approach to the problem. In most countries credit facilities have been 
provided through financial agencies or machinery, while in others crash 
training courses at various levels ha\e been organized, and in others 
tedimeli assistance services have been provided. This help has on the 
whole proved inadequate, and the returns have not been proportionate 
to government expenditure and effort. 

THI CONCFPT OF SMALL-SCALE INDUSTRY 

No uniform definition of small-sea e industry exists in the various 
countries, either in the censuses when a separate category is given to 
this sector or in the programmes designed to provide assistance. In 
some instances the emphasis in the latter has been on the encouragement 
of th<' artisan industry and small factories; in others, the former has 
been excluded and the definition has been widened to include medium- 
scale industry; some Governments have concentrated on the develop- 
ment of artistic handicrafts as a complementary aspect ot tourism. 

When defining a small-scale enterprise, most Latin American 
countries have used as their guidelines the number of emplo> ees and the 
amount of fixed capital; sometimes the value of sales has also been 
employed (see table  1 ;. 

The   heterogeneous   nature   of   the   criteria   adopted   arises   partly 
because   the   concept   of  the  small   enterprise   is  governed   by   general 
conditions prevailing in the individual country. Thus, firms considered 
small  in  highly  industrialized countries   with  broad  markets  may  seem 
medium-sized or even large to small countries in the early stages of indus- 
trial development.  In  the United States,  for instance, any establishment 
employing fewer than 2^0  people is considered small. In Japan, where 
special  attention has been  paid to small-scale industry, it  is defined as 
an enterprise  with  fewtr than 3CC employees and capital of less than 
S 28,000. In India, where the sector has also been studied closely, it was 
defined  until   1961   as an enterprise with  50 employees and power for 
mechanization  or   100 employees without  power but with  fixed  assets 
of up to s 100,000. Since 1%1, the definition has been based exclusively 
on  the   capital   of   the enterprise,   which   was   fixed   at   a  maximum   of 
500.000 rupees (equivalent  to approximately  s 66.700 at the July   1966 
rate   of   exchange).   In   hebruary   1967,   this   maximum   was   raised   to 
750,000  rupees (equivalent to approximately  * 100,000). On the other 
hand, in Trinidad and Tobago, a country with a mudi smaller population 
than  those  previously   mentioned,  enterprises   with  25  or   more   people 
are considered large. 
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Defining a small enterprise in Latin America is .difficult because 
of the dearth of statistical data in the industrial censuses. To overcome 
this deficiency, technical organizations in this sector and statistical 
bureaux should carrv out national and sectoral su; 'evs .md should 
incorporate in the censuses questions pertaining to small enterprises. It 
quantitative data tor this sector were available in each country, it would 
be easier to lav down the guidelines for an industrial development policy. 

Nevertheless, tor the purpose ot an appraisal covering the whole ot 
Latin America, a certain unitormitv ot concept c.\n be assumed, since 
the part plaved bv small-scale industry in the economies of the various 
countries presents many similarities, and many ot the impediments 
hindering its evolution and growth stem from the same causes. 
Consequently, in this survey the term "enterprise" will designate the 
unit employing between 5 and 49 people. Lurthermore, this analysis 
will focus on problems ot the modern small enterprise, whether it is 
likely to expand into a medium-sized unit, or whether, bv virtue of its 
functions, it will remain small, as. for instance, firms engaged in sub- 
contracting work or m highly specialized activities. Consequently, the 
problems of the handicraft industry will not be considered; they need 
to be treated in a separate survey. 

SHARE Oï  SMAL.L-SCALI  INDUSTRY IN EMPLOYMENT 

AND THE INDUSTRIAL PRODUCT 

Before the problems of small-scale industry and the guidelines for 
the respective plans of action are examined, it would be appropriate to 
look at some statistics showing the relationship of this sector to industry 
as a whole. The most recent censuses held in some Latin American 
countries show that the vast majority oi manufacturing establishments 
belong to the small-scale group, while medium-sized and large 
enterprises occupy only a small share of the total number of enterprises 
(see table 2 and figures 1—4,. However, employment, value added and 
power are concentrated in the medium-sized and large industrial groups 
(100 or more employees); this trend is even more pronounced in 
countries where population is larger and development has been carried 
further. Nevertheless, in some countries the number of people employed 
in small-scale industry is tar troni negligible. 

The share of small-scale industry in employment and the total 
industrial product has been calculated for the whole of Latin America 
on the basis oi censures and other data for the individual countries. Lor 
the purpose of this survey, the countries in the region1 have been 
divided   into   three   groups   according   to   number   of   inhabitants   and 

1 Cuba  and  the  Dominican   Republic  have  been  omitted  for   lack  of  information. 
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relative degree of industrialization. Group 1 is compose».! of Argentina, 
Brazil and Mexico, and represents 80 per cent of the vilue added in 
Latin American industry. Group II includes Chile, Colombia, Peru, 
Uruguav and Venezuela, all countries which have attained a reasonable 
degree oí industrialization, and contribute 16 per cent to the value 
added. Group III. comprising the tive central American countries and 
Bolivia, Fcuador, Haiti, Panama and Paraguay, furnishes under 4 percent 
of the value added. 
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manufacturing industry, classified by size of enterprise 
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Figure 2.    Latin America and the United States: number of employees in the 
manufacturing industry,  classified by  size of  enterprise 

Of the tota! number of employees in the manufacturing industry 
in Latin America in 1960—over 9 million people—48 per cent were 
artisans and 52 per cent factory workers (see statistical appendix, 
table G). In the factory sector, firms with 5 to 49 employees constituted 
31 per cent (1,535,000 people), or 16 per cent of total industrial 
employment. 
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Figure  3.    Latin   America    and    the   United    States:   value    added   in    the 
manufacturing industry, classified by sue of enterprise 

With respect to absorpt.on of labour, the importance of small- 
scale industry varies. Group III absorbs 50 per cent of factory employees 
and 13 per cent of the i..ul md..strial labour force. In Group II these 
figures are 38 and 18 per cent u-specuvely, whereas in Group I, which 
includes the largest and most industrially advanced countries, they are 

28 and 17 per cent. 
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Within fhe modern Lu torv sector the share ot small scale industry 
in employment diminishes troni the less -developed to the more- 
developed group, v,,th ,1 corresponding sharp increase tor large-scale 
indusir\, but the i\ verse is true b-r its share m total industrial 
emplov nient J 3 m 1' oi IS per cenM; the share ot handicraft trades 
in total industrial empruntent drops (horn 7S to M ,wd 41 per cent) 
from (jroup Hi to (,n>up I. It one ¡ssunio that the three groups 
represent sucuvm h.stone --tages, snudi-scale industry must be playing 
aduuiniic   role  m the absorption ot  lab uir m latin America. 

The sont i-¡button oi snuìl! s», ale industr\ to the industrial product 
of the hemisphere is ie^ outstanding than to emplov ment, but is 
nevertheless significant. Ot the total manufactured product, which in 
1960 exceeded "; JI .CCC mi!,on, 26 per cent peramed to handicraft 
trades and " \ per .ein to manufacturing mdustrv. Small-scale industry 
contributed about 2! per cent ot the manufactured product (about 
8 3,340 million), equivalent to 16 pei cent ol the total manufactured 

product. 

The importance ot small stale industry varies according to the 
degree ot industrial development m each country. Thus, in the less- 
developed countries ((.roup 111), small-scale industry contributes ^4 per 
cent ot the factors pioduct and 22 per cent ot total manufactured 
production. In (»nnip 11 these percentages drop to 24 and 17 per cent 
respect i s e! \. and in the most industrially advanced countries, the 

figures are 22 and  1<> pei   cent. 

Table 3 below shows the estimated ligures for the share of small- 

scale inclusi r\   in employment  .wc\ production. 

Table  3.    Latin   Anii.i.i:  Jute  <•;   >»;.*//-ua/e  industry  sector in  employment 
and  in  the  ptodmt   ot   the  modon   iaitory  sector,   I960 

! IVrieniafic 

/ <np!r-\ ment 

McílfH ¡«tul 
factory nunufac luring 

Group 1 28.3 16.6 
Group 11 38.4 17.6 
Group 111 SO.! 12.7 

Total 31. 5 16.4 

Prod uct 
Modern 
factory 

Total 
manufacturing 

20.4 15.5 
23.8 16.8 
34.3 20.5 
21.4 15.9 

Although the share ot small-scale industry diminishes as the level 
of development rises, it is not to be discounted. I'.ven in the United 
States,  with  its  high level ot  industrial development and a population 
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almost as large as that of the whole of Latin America, establishments 
with 5 to 49 employees represent 12 per cent of the factory product.- 

The  contribution   made  to   the   tactory   product  by   the   group  of 
establishments with 50 to 99 employees, which could be considered in 

î These   estimates   may   be   somewhat   unreliable  because   the   census   data  on   which   they   are   based 
are \a¿ije. espei i.ilr. \\ ¡in lopiM to the artisan sector; however, the orders o| magnitude militated 
above e.in he uvardeii .is reasonable approximations. ¡See the statistical appendix ¡or an explanation of 
the   methodoli>¡;\    used.1 
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Latin   America   as   medium-sized,   also   drops:   from    18   per   cent   in 

71 ner cent in Group I. . 
t can therefore be assumed that a5 the Latin  American countr.es 

dc2-their   marKcts^¿,0^^ 

"A Ä^i Ä\h. abo. Une.   H *,» the 

absor;^rr:rLtctcrr\maaT,e,nan:. 
.1 L  value added per employee,  is approximately * 2,170  per measured by  value aaata p y    , n seaor 

employee; the »mo.unt
n î8.^^; um for medium-scale industry 

(S 1 ^O per person) and is closer to tnc sun   i QWn 
« VSM per person). Urge-scale industry  .s characterized by  a sharp 
ncïease ,n productivity (S 3,940 per employee). (See table 40 

With  due  reservations as to their possible  validity   these f.gur 

also YhtAe   differences   e.st.ng ^•V^J°%££ 

í « 1 1A0 ner employée) and in Group 11 (S MbU per per^u«; (average of S 1, 60 per cmpiov    ; differences 
is much lower than in Group I (S 2,r>80 per person; installed 

and 2.3 hp for Group 1. 

THE STRUCTURE OF SMALL-SCALE INDUSTRY BY GROUP 

OF INDUSTRIAL PRODUCT 

To complete the analysis, the situation of small-scale industry, as 
sHowTn°inTPcenSUs findings of some cowries must be considere^y 

&?  SA%ÏÏT addition of the United 
Colombia,  1 arat1ua> ,atceories eiven correspond to those 

S3 I"r^^ndXndultria! Cassation W 

°f Ibe S fiscale industry in the ^¿^ 
•,u .--sneer to employment and value added, is large   or nearly 

sector, with r spec tto   mp   > d countrles> but smaUer ln the 
a   8r

n
0fUPtUmore h gh y de eloped countr.es. On the one hand, ,t , 

:X in   "of%h" .SIC groups (20, food; 24, footwear and other 
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W Ood wearmg   apparel;   JX    *ooo   and   cork;   2»..    furniture    ano       v u;; s 

28, priming and allied  industries;  33,  nomnutalhc   minerals,   3,m 

products   e'xccpt   transpon   equipment   that    the   s  „re   o,   M,U I   SS   U 

ndustr.    unpins   the   sante   ,n   all   .ountnes   -see   table   ^   and 
appendix,  table  (••.   W lui.   -nu-   -,MH.PS  arc   ^mP.md   vc ,ui   ^»^-rs,   »t 

vîil   ,ls„   lv   found   that   in   marls    all   uuniiru-,   .roups     «.   tood;   -4, 

footveir   and   other    ,,,n„^   aPParel;   2<,   to.mw.re   and   fixtures;      8, 
loois.ca.   a. products    3 s.  non metallic 
printing  and   aliad   industries.   31,  cfumica!   p 
mmerah;   and   3X.   transan   équipent,   are   those   -t]    tlu   h.^us 

mm,n    «O  te  78 per  ,,-ni . and  ot   value added 
idustr\   m each eountry 

concentration  of  emp 
7i „..,. ,.,nt, !.u  the whole ot small scale to 72 per cent- t«»r ine \\ noie IM  M...... -.... - 

.  uble \, .   On   the   other  hand,   m   groups   -.   tokuco;   ^.  textiles; 
(59 to /_ per ee 

(see 
•ul ruh i>et V    paper   ami   paper   P:ouucts;    ,..   -,.,        -•   petroleum   and   c oa 

"  rivâmes:   and   34.   basu    „tetáis,   small s, ale    uulustrs    accounts    tor 

vcrv   small  sha,,  ot   tin- tota!  emplov mem   hgu-v ,3  to    4  per  cent, 
i      i s i   i    i  . .   i *>  ,<,,.,' , i>ni     In   MOUDS _  ,  beverage's, 

ti tor  total  value  M.\úí\\ I4 TO   •-   P*»  ^nt •  ""  y   -f 
V).    madvmn    e\cepi    electrical 

derivatives;   and   34.   basu    ntetals.   smalls, ale    uulustrs 

a 

and tor 
29,   leather    and    leather   products; „>olu„. 
machinen; 37. electrical machinen, apparatus apphan.es and supplies, 

ZTk miscellaneous, the share ot small-scale mdustrv -r.es without 

anv discernible régulants. 

'   1W,1,K    .he   mdus.rul   groups   „.   tlu-   t,rs-   s,,    m-   particularly 

„med  „•  pr.Hlu..,..n  ....  .-  «„,11   sci, .uni   those  ,n   ihc   scarni  «•.^   to 

produci,.,» un .,  lar«. s,.-.'., llover. ,,U   a  more ,ho,ou,<, anah s 

could  uscii   »hctlu-r  this Mi»..tK«.   is snnpls   tlu- iv.ult  ..I   ..  historial 

process, 

tt   w „„Id be especalK re* ardin^ to sti.ds atstan.es „, sshuh the 

partic.pat.on ot small-scale mdustrx .n emphn mem and value added 

has been nu.ntamed or extended despite .minutai dcselopmcn.. This 

seems to be true, for instance. ... poup* ^ Pnntmg and allied 

indu'tnes: 3*. metal products except rapport equipment; and 

36.   machmerv   except   electrical   machinen     Om -^should   also  ^sickr 

e 
whs the -roup 2(». turmture and fixtures and 3«*, miscellaneous, ar 

verv important .n the developing countries and ,hv that importane 

diminishes sharply in the more developed countries. 

The analvsis of data on .nstailcd possa r per employee shows that 

in the f.se groups mentioned above mechanization does not appear 

to  be   a   de.erm.ninu   factor,   since --mains   relatively   Io,   in   these 

groups m all the ou.ntr.es and in some ,s gross mg onl\   verv slowly in 

relation to the rate ot  industrial process. 

lurthcrmore. the differences bv si/e o! ..•.tcrpr.se of pa capita 

productivas iusinu as a sa.dstick the value added per emplmee, • eveal 

in the various -roups some tendencies that are repeated in the different 

countries. Thus, for instance, it is usual tor productivité per worker to 

rise as the si/e of the enterprise grows This trend might be considered 

normal in most groups, but In 21, beverages, and 22, tobacco, where the 
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Table  5.     Selected Latiti  American connina and the United State*    percentage 
of  <malLu.de  industry  in   factory  value added, clarified  hy  mdustrul ^oitp 

.. ,     t'nitrd 
( hile    C ilombíé   r.i'jitu.i- \ enrmrU    j,4frj 

IStC   group [/»I')        i/Vhw", (J^l/        ;/»6/i       (/'„u 

20. lood          •« *        ^ ^   ]   ,, 
21. l^cra,es   2: h ^ I»     I 

22.      Toh.KYO 
23.   Textiles is        h      i:       14       s 

24.    footwear ,mJ  other  weiring apparel 31 4C 4» * *- 3_ 

23. Wood   and  cork   

26. I-limitine   ami   fixtures  
27. Paper   and   paper   products 
28. PriiKint',   atui   aUud   industrie.     .    . 
29. 1 eathei    \nd   k.uluT   products     ... 43 23 6»' 6 

30. Rubber 

3S 44 9 1 4S 3^ 

3i 36 i:: sh 2 3 

ii i". i:: s h 
-> 3 S3 3 4 ^4 2 ^ 

31. Chemical   produis     ........ 22 19 31 41 i: 

32. Petroleum   and   voal   derivatives     .   . 
33. Non mettile   minerals        13 21 66 2? 14 

34. Hasic   metals   
33.    Metal   produis   except 

transport   equipment        

36. MaJimcn   «.Xvcpt 
elearual   machinery        31 43 63 H2 12 

37. lUvtr.d    machinen,   apparatus, 
appliance-   and   sepplies  17 24 46 S7 

9        6 i:: M 4 
9 3i 4i i: 

H — 1 3 
1 66 V 14 

3        2 i:: n 4 

23         33 ICC 34 18 

38     Transport   e>ui'p¡nen* 38 34 73 7S 

39.   Miscellaneo^   "          43 33 72 S2        13 

All   industri;!   groups "»1 19 36 33 12 

Sonne     Indurr ii!   connues   ar.J   surve\*. 

monopolistic tendency of production may have some bearing, it is 

especially marked, and the same is true for 27, paper and paper 

products; 31, chemical products: 33. non-metallic minerals; and 34, basic 

metals. 

However. ;n some -roups, products,tv remains constant or even 

diminishes as the size ot enterprise increases. This applies, tor instance, 

to 23, textile-,; 24. footwear and other wearing apparel; 23, wood and 

cork;26, iu.muue and fixtures; 29. leather and leather products; and 

38, transport equipment, 1 ven in the I nited States the productivity 

of' groups 23 and 24 decreases from over S 3,700 per person for 

enterprises with 3 to 9 employees to little more than S 4.000 lor those 

with 50 or more employees. 
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Table 6      ricava Latin Ameruan country  ami the Imted  Stater breakdown 
ot   lalue added by small-Hale mduitry, Ja^tud In  indugiai *"»«/> 

/v/C   v°*P 

United 
( h-.lt     Colomhia •    «   ' * !',„'"   '    Suiti 

• m-,     .'•-       í'9*'     "96/      [»H, 

1" 

21 
•> •» 

2 V 
24 

2^ 

2o 
2? 

2H 
29 

3C 
31. 
32. 

33. 
34. 

3s». 

36 

37 

3S. 
39 

I OIK!   
Beverages  

iob.ii.to   

lt'XtllfH 

lootwear  and  other wearing apparel 
\V ooil   atui   lork • 

1 arsure   and    fixtures 

Papi, i    and    paper   products 

Printing   and    .Hied   industries 

i eat her   *¡><Á   leather   products 

Rubber 
( hem val   products 

Petroleum   and   co.tl   derivatives    . 

Win met al I ^    minerai» 

BASK 'iietah 

Metal   pn-dtiii»   except 

transport    equipment 

MaJlinerv    except 

electruai    machinen 

Mevtr.d   machinen,   apparatus, 

appliance-   and   »upphes 

1 ran»pori   equipment 

Miscellaneous 

lota! 

3 z 
4 

27 31 
6 

IH      J 

*      1 
I 7 

— Î 1 —   

H S 4 3 3 

1 ! i: 5 IS 12 

6 •» 7 3 7 
•> •> 3 S 3 

I 2 — — 2 

4 S 3 S 10 

3 •» •» •> 1 

1 1 — 1 1 

s i: It 9 7 

  I — — 1 
-, 6 7 S 4 

I — — — 2 

4 6 4 3 9 

3 

S 

4 

4 

13 

11 

2 
i 

6 

¡00 

ho*',t      liiilu-.'':*!     iti.i^li    i-»l     tu'"' 

These tendencies indicate that even in highly industrialized countries 
small-scale ¡ndustrs can compete effectively with large-scale industry 

in certain industrial groups. 

The torcami.; ohset-\ at ions underline the importance ot examining 
more closeb the diaiacter.stics ot small-scale industrie» m \ arums 
industrial ìinutpv Sudi a studs would provide guidelines m the selection 
ot future paths ot development, highlighting groups or brandies ot 
indusm able to contribute signituainlv to production and eniplosment 
without leqtnnng a vast outlav ot capital A closer study of industrial 
branches and even sprühe products s* ould probabb reveal m>re clearly 
the trends that  base merelv   been touched upon here. 
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PROBLEMS CONFRONTING SMALLOCALE INDUSTRY 

The fact that in most countr.es small-scale industry operates side 
bv side w,th medium-scale and large-scale industry would .ndu:ate that 
it derives certain advanta.es from its sue. Nevertheless, the growth o 
small establishments has been adverseb affected by several factors that 
create ser.ous problems tor industry as a whole, but m the case ot 
small-scale industry are aggravated and tar more sharply defined because 

oí its precarious defence mechanisms. 

From the standpoint of the enterprise itself, these factors mav be 

of an external or internal nature. 

External ¡actors 

One of the most important of these factors is the market structure, 
which includes a  population  with low purchasing power and  whichi is 
characterized bv the availability of a wide range of imported products 
the latter being due  in  some cases to incentives given tor commerçai 

activities. 
Certain external factors influence production, such as the shortage 

of capital tor purchasing suitable machinery and equipment tor modern 
«AnTques-a matter oi special concern to small factors establishments 
that are compelled to make intensive use ot human resources even when 
to do so is uneconomic. The small industrials is also at a disadvantage 
when he purchases raw materials because the quantities he needs arc- 
not attracts to suppliers, so he must pav a higher price, in cash, or 
ow- a brief period of time at a high rate ot interest. 

another   important   drawback   concerns   the   availability   of   skilled 
labour. W,th some exceptions, small wale industry  does not  o   er the 
same wa-e rate as the rest of the tactor>   sector, and consequently   does 
not   attract   skilled    workers.   Most   of    the   employees   m   small-scale 
»ndusm. whidi in the maiority ot Latin  American counme, ,s concen- 
trated  around   large   cities,   regard   the   experience   gamed   in   the   small 

rm 4„  workshop as a form ot training and means ot developing skills 
that  will   g.ve  them   access  to more highlv  paid   work  and   improved 
social security benet.ts. provision for the latter being inadequate in this 
sector   The  labour   force   in   urban   areas   mainly   consists  ot   the   large 
mass   ot    act.ve   population   that   has    left    rural   areas   m   search   ot 
employment created bv accelerated urbanization ,n the region     n rura. 
areas,  small scale   mdustrv   does   not   encounter   the   same   problems   in 
recru.t.ng  labour,  since  workers  trom   the  agricultural sector    ind  the 
low   regional   wage   in   industry    relatively   more   attractive   than   the 
agricultural wage   and there is usually no possibility of working locally 

in large industrial units. 
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A verv importarli field in which small-scale industry is at a dis- 
advantage compared with the rest of the industrial sector is in the 
marketing of its products. The complexity ot market conditions and 
sales outlets restricts the ability ot the small industrialist to analyse the 
trends in the market with which he is concerned and to discover possible 
new outlets. As a result, the small industrialist finds himself almost 
entirely dependent on intermediaries who launch the entrepreneur's 
products on the market and to whose orders the production programme 
must be ad ¡usted. Frequently the intermediary decides to order from 
firms that supply on time and allow him exclusive rights of distribution. 
Payment for the goods received bv the intermediary does not occur at 
the time of the deal, and delay in payment, however short, is financially 
embarrassing for the small industrialist. A small enterprise rarely has 
display and salesrooms at its disposal and usually lacks the resources to 
place articles in different parts of the country and certainly not in the 
international market. That would mean engaging salesmen whose 
salaries would be beyond its means. 

Another problem, which is partly external and partly due to the 
entrepreneurs themselves, is the lack of associations of small industrial 
producers. Without trade organizations to unite them, the bargaining 
power of small producers is weak, with the result that they cannot 
command a sizable share of financial resources or enter into joint 
arrangements that would benefit them in sudi vital matters as procure- 
ment of raw materials and marketing and would increase their influence 
on economic policy. 

Internal factors 

Some obstacles to the progress of small units spring from factors 
within the enterprise and are caused by poor management methods 
and production techniques. 

Most small entrepreneurs have learned the skills of management 
empirically, in the day-to-day operation of their establishments. One 
verv often meets the small industrialist who has set up a small factory 
without qualifications other than a high degree of skill as a worker in 
large-scale industry or a certain administrative flair in purely commer- 
cial employment. The small entrepreneur must tackle problems requir- 
ing critical knowledge of the market, problems of design and quality 
of the product made, of appropriate technical equipment for the process, 
and so on. The management role ot the small entrepreneur has, there- 
fore, three basic aspects: economic, administrative and technical. Since 
ability in all three fields is rare, the smooth operation of the enterprise 
can only be ensured by professional personnel who supplement these 
aspects as necessary. Irrespective of his background, the small indu- 
strialist   centralizes  in   his  person   the organization   of  the   work  and 
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usually does not assign duties to the employees nor delegate authority 
to ensure that the factory or workshop runs smoothly. 

In view of the difficulty of taking full advantage of facilities when 
operating on a small scale and the high capital cost of infrastructure, 
the buildings and installations in small enterprises are far from adequate. 
Quite often their layout is not functional; they have poor power and 
water supplies; the working areas are badly lit, and the sanitary in- 
stallations fall below the sn:.dards set by industrial legislation. Mudi of 
the plant is installed in old buildings built for other purposes, with the 
result that factory layout is usually not conducive to efficiency and 
maximum productivity. Many of these buildings are only leased by the 
enterprises, and the resulting uncertainty about future developments 
manifests itself in a certain wariness of expansion. 

Some internal factors are related to the production process. 
Although it is advisable to study and analyse this problem within the 
different industrial groups in view of the complex and diverse nature 
of technical processes and methods, a glimpse at the general background 
reveals some problems common to a large part of small-scale industry. 
In the first place, the manufacturing process is modelled on traditional 
methods entailing poor utilization of plant capacity. Of the various 
alternative techniques available for manufacturing a product, the one 
most appropriate to the circumstances of the enterprise and country 
is usually not adopted. Since few small enterprises possess quantitative 
records of production costs, it is difficult to plan and check the pro- 
ductive process. They also lack the necessary facilities to switch over at 
any given moment if the composition or design of a product is 
modified. Vei often the small industrialist clings to traditional pro- 
duction methods because he is unaware of the possibilities open to him 
and lacks the necessary guidance to introduce up-to-date innovations. 

These difficulties, which are arresting the potential development of 
small-scale industry, do not seem to have motivated any search for 
satisfactory solutions. Of the wealth of official measures, laws, 
organizations and bodies determining industrial policy in the countries 
of the hemisphere, few are specifically designed to help and guide this 
sector. Government action in this area has generally been fragmentary, 
through programmes of limited scope; few organizations exist with the 
necessary attributes and legal instruments to act at the national level 
on behalf of the whole of small-scale industry, which has such a vital 
role to play on the Latin American industrial scene. 

The industrial poliev of governments vis-à-vis small-scale industry 
has not answered the latter's needs. Its individual features and the 
circumstances in which it operates call tor special treatment in the 
form of fiscal measures aimed at improving its economic condition and 
achieving certain social objectives. This does not mean that over-all 
industrial policy  should be made subordinate to or be replaced by a 
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policy for small-scale industry; the latter should rather serve to 
complement the former and to level out the disadvantages stemming 
from size in a broad area of manufacturing industry. Further on, the 
records of the \ anous countries in this field will be described. The 
achievements outlined include government projects; in many cases these 
fulfil the need to assign small-scale industry a prominent part in the 
industrial sector of the economy. 

THE EXPERIENCE OF LATIN AMERICA IN THE DEVELOPMENT 

OF SMALL-SCALE INDUSTRY 

DEVELOPMENT PLANNING 

The integration of the small enterprise into national plans 

IN RECENT YEARS the countries of Latin America have made great pro- 
gress in planum- their development. Most have framed general medium- 
term and long-term plans for over-all industrial growth but have 
usually not included ans special provision for small-scale industry. The 
plans generally contain a tew figure:» on the handicraft trades, but these 
are almost aiwa s ver> approximate estimates obtained from censuses. 
There is no special reference to ¡.null-scale industry. If there is to be a 
drive to increase employment and help small-scale mdustry to overcome 
the problems created bv size and low productivity, industrial plans 
should include programmes for small-scale industry and handicraft 
trades as well as provisions for their implementation. 

Ecuador is taking steps in this direction. In the development pro- 
gramme for the manufacturing industry, provision is made for trans- 
forming handicraft techniques into factory processes by converting 
suitable existing artisan enterprises into small industrial units and set- 
ting up new  ones on the same lines. 

Some artisan activities in Ecuador have little growth potential 
and will be replaced bv more modern means of production, especially 
with respect to common articles that the factory sector can produce 
at lower cost. Competition between the artisan and the modern factory 
in manv groups is based on \ery low salaries — a situation that should 
not be allowed to continue. 

The structural change in the industrial sector is reflected in the 
differential growth rates projected in Ecuador's plan. Between 1964 and 
1973, it is estimated that the factory sector will grow at an annual rate 
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of 10.5 per cent and its production will increase by 147 per cent, whip 
the handicraft trades will grow at an annual rale of 5.4 per cent and 
their production by  61   per cent. 

In the gradual displacement of handicrafts under the programme, 
provision has been made tor ottering this sector the necessary oppor- 
tunities and incentives to adapt to new conditions. 1 he process w i!i be 
carried out by transforming some artisan units into dviunic small 
industrial enterpr.ses, developing those trades with growth prospects 
and channelling some handicraft workers into other producine 
occupations. 

Regional programme* 

The location of small-scale industry may be of great consequence 
in some developing countries and provide an effective tool tor 
implementing an industrial decentralization policy. However, vast areas 
of the hemisphere lack the necessary economic and social inlrastructure 
to accommodate  industry. 

A development policy tor small-scale industry m the more back- 
ward areas would have the advantages of requiring less capital, creating 
employment to absorb the labour displaced from agricultural work, 
encouraging the best utilization of natural and economic resources and 
producing on a scale suited to a small market. 

In Peru, local promotional organizations have introduced m their 
programmes promotional and assistance measures including development 
plans for ¿mall-scale industry. The Corporation tor the Social and 
Economic Development and Promotion of l'uno was set up m 
December 1961 to improve the standard of living in that department. 
For the implementation of its plans, it relies on help from international 
agencies and the Industrial Bank of Peru. Similar organizations that have 
prepared aid programmes tor small-scale industrv include the Board tor 
the Rehabilitation and Development of Arequipa, which has granted 
modest loans to handicraft workers and small industrialists m the 
department. In Arequipa and 'Faena there are programmes tor esta- 
blishing industrial parks. Finally, the Corporation tor the Rehabilitation 
and Economic Development of the Department of Moquegua is making 
special provision tor the promotion of small-scale industry. 

In Ecuador, regional industrial development plans have included 
a series of measures designed to promote the establishment of small 
industrial plants; specific projects have been drawn up tor this purpose. 
Similar plans have also been drawn up for the provinces of Azuay and 
Cañar, Manabí, Carelli, Imbabura and Esmeraldas. 

In Chile, the Technical Co-operation Service has launched regional 
programmes for the north and the province of Magallanes in the 
extreme south of the country.   In  both cases  the possibility of  setting 

6* 
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up new industry is under consideration. Thirty-three industrial projects 
have been or are being studied for the north, and recently the prepara- 
tion of twelve projects for the province of Magallanes was started. 
Technical and {mancai assistance arc also being given in both areas. 

Industrial areas and estates* 

Industrial estates for small-scale and medium-sized industry may 
well become an important element in industrial decentralization and 

regional planning. . 
Industrial estates help to absorb manpower in suburban areas and 

the more backward :egions. They prov.de basic general facilities and 
services for the small entrepreneur. Little capital outlay on infrastruc- 
ture is" needed, and huge savings in the construction of power facilities 
and buildings are possible. The grouping of several firms ,n one place 
allows tor the concentration of advisory services and plays a significant 

part in industrial decentralization. 
From the 1950s on, many industrial estates and areas have been 

established throughout the world, even in industrialized ^•" ¿^ 
experience of Great Britain, Italy' and the United States ,n this field 
as well as that of several developing countries, above all in the Far 

East,5 is especially enlightening. 
Experience with industrial estates has on the whole been limited 

in Latin Amercia, and only two countries, Ecuador and Venezuela, have 
actually framed policies for industrial zones and have set up finance 
machinery run by state and private organizations. In the rest of the 
hemisphere, plans for developing industrial estates and areas are at 
different stages of preparation and implementation.« 

FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE 

The shortage of capital characterizing industrial evolution in Latin 
America has severely affected small-scale industry; it has slowed down 
its development by preventing the timely renewal of plant and 
machinery and the introduction of new components to extend and 
modernize   equipment.   The   trend   has   also   had   an   effect   on   the 

.      .   Indurai   e,ates   are   definçd   «   "pUj-d   .1.«•*  .f   .^striai   «^^1^ 

!^l,n°,t"C"Cj    '" ;?•"    ; ,,     Ìn„        s.u-s    with    «I,,    n,,^.m     1„.r,s,rlu,Urc    --power. 
1,HÌl1^''11    T'-1     •l"'      "V" „ l>     see    "P..IL-.CS    and    l'„.«r.in,n,os    .or   «he    i-.stal.l.shment 

'"'Vue'hali^'Goirnnlentinrtcd^o  implement   a   .clonal   plan   in   1957   for   the   industrialization 
of   the   South   placins   special   emphasis   on   mdustr.al   arcs. 

5 See United Nations  (1963)  Industri* Estates  in  Aua and  the  Far East (Sales No..  62 II. B. 5). 
6 A   comparative   analysis   of   industrial   estates   and   areas   in   selected   Laun   Amencan   countne. 

appears  in   Part   IV  of  this   publication. 
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availability of working capital, especially in countries beset by inflation, 
making it difficult for the small industrialist to reap the benefits of bulk 
purchasing and wholesale marketing and frequently forcing him to 
negotiate with financial intermediaries, all of which increase the operat- 
ing costs. 

Furthermore, small-scale industry does not usually have access to 
foreign credit. This source ot finance can only sometimes be tapped 
through development corporations or intermediary concerns that nor- 
mally charge higher rates of interest than the banks, and this adds to 
the cost of plant and machinery. 

This unhealthy situation has induced several Governments in Latin 
America to provide credit assistance facilities lor small-scale industry 
on lines adapted to the economic conditions of the respective countries. 
In Mexico and Venezuela, tor example, organizations and funds have 
been set up specificali) tor giving financial aid to small enterprises; in 
others a special department or system for this sector has been set up 
within existing credit bodies. In Mexico, the Finance Department of the 
Federal Government set up in 1954 the Guarantee and Development 
Fund for Small-Scale and Medium-Sized Industry, which received 
a significant proportion of the Government's financial contribution, 
administered in trust by the Nacional Financiera. The fund guarantees 
payment of credits up to 200,000 pesos (S 16,000) by deposit banks and 
finance companies to small and medium industrialists. The fund can 
underwrite and purchase securities issued by small-scale or medium-sized 
industry up to a limit ot 1 million pesos; it can also purchase bonds 
issued by financing institutes, and it is empowered to give rebates on 
credits known as "de habilitación o avío" and "refaccionarios"7 

extended by banks and finance companies to small-scale or medium- 
sized industry. Through the fund, private credit institutions have been 
able, without utilizing their own resources, to provide small and 
medium-sized industries with an alternative to the banks. They have 
the distinct advantage of being able to spread their action all over the 
country through a national network of offices. The interest rate levied 
by the fund is lower than the market one. A yearly rate of 10 per cent 
has been adopted for outstanding balances, 4 per cent of which is 
earmarked for the institutions participating in the negotiations. 

The credit amortization period varies between three and six years, 
which seems to have been appropriate for the transactions undertaken. 
The fund has shown the highest repayment rate, recovering 100 percent 
of its loans. By the middle of 1966, 3,800 industrial firms employing 
142,000 workmen had benefited from its credits. This outlay represented 
31 per cent of the capital at book-value of the firms and 18 per cent 
of  their  annual   production   value. 

'    Credits    "de   habilitación   o   avio"    are    intended    to    finance   operating   costs   and   the    "rcfrac- 
cionarios"   to  purchase  and  install   plant   and  machinery,   or   carry   out   building  alterations  or   extensions. 
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On 30 June 1966 the resources of the fund amounted to 262.8 million 

pesos (X 22 million). 

According to origin, the fund v. as composed .is follows: 44 per cent 
was allocated' in the (government; 18 per cent represented interest 
earned bv the fund; 33 per cent was loaned by the Inter-American 
Development Bank (IDB); and 3 per cent was a loan from the Naoona 
Financiera S. A. and other liabilities. There was also a turther loan oí 
8 million dollars from IDB, which had siili not been utilized. 

In Venezuela, the National Committee for Financing Small-Scale 
and Medium-Scale Industry was established in ¡939 within the Ministry 
of Development, with funds from the fixed budget. 1 he committee has 
funds for helping handicraft trades and small-scale industry by means 
of medium-term ìoans up to a total of 40 million bolivars (X 3.2 million); 
the fund provided for medium-scale industry is 23 million bolivars 
(X2 million). It operates through regional committees in the différent 
states, which pass on the applications from entrepreneurs to the 
National Committee for approval or rejection. The fund is divided into 
quotas proportionate in size to each of the 20 states in Venezuela. The 
committee implements two programmes: 

(a) For handicraft trades und small-scale industry: The maximum 
loan period is five years with twelve months' grace, which 
mav be extended later to eighteen. The maximum is 25,000 
bolivars (X 5,700). The operation is carried out through 
a contract and the funds are deposited with the Industrial 
Bank. The annual interest rate is 6 per cent and there is 
a single token payment of 0.5 per cent commission on the 
value of the loan. For the purposes of the schema, a small- 
scale industry is defined as one with a capital of not more 
than  100,000 bolivars (X 22,700). 

For medium-scale industry: The maximum loan period is six 
years for credits intended for the purchase of plant and 
machinery and three \ears for those spent on operating costs. 
Loans cannot exceed 250,000 boiivars (S 57,000), and^ an 
annual interest rate of 7.5 per cent is paid on them. They 
are extended through commercial banks, endorsed by the 
National Committee, which in return receive* 1 per cent of 
the value oi the loan as commission. lor this purpose 
a medium-sized enterprise is defined as one having a net 
worth of between 100,000 bolivars (X 22,700) and 1 million 
bolivars (X 227,000). 

Another financial aid programme for small-scale and medium-sized 
industry is being implemented by the Venezuelan Development Cor- 
poration (CVF). The measure comprises a "plan for the lease of fixed 

(l>) 
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assets with purchase option". The terms of this schemi' are \erv 
unusual, and Venezuela is the only country in Latin America, and 
possibly in the world, to apply it. Designed lor the purpose ot industrial 
promotion, this programme ¡s mamlv aimed at the establishment of 
small and medium-sized factories and embodies a lorm of Ioni; term 
credit. 

After a project has been Mudied. CAI offers tin faeton to the 
entrepreneur on a long-term lease with purchase option. The o'g.mi/a 
tion undertakes to pay the site, the building of i!u f.utoiv, the pinchase 
and the installation of the plant .\ná machinéis. I'he only UüHIüIOII to 
which the occupant must agree is to pay in cash the operating costs 
required for the initial financing. The regulations govei mug the purchase 
of premises and that of plant and machinery are different, lor the 
purchase of land and premises, the lease periodi is ten wars, with 
a monthly rental that represents I per cent of the original lost. The 
CVF applies an annual interest rate of <> per cent on this rent, and 
another 1.5 per cent to cocer taxes and uirnmist ram e ami recovery 
costs. The balance is credited to the value of the property, as amortiza- 
tion for the benefit of the industrial enterprise exercising the purchase 
option. A term of eight years is set for tlu purchase of machinery and 
equipment, and a rent ot 12.32 bolivars is pavable on each thousand 
of the total cost; on this sum the (. \ I applies àn annuii rate of 
6 per cent as interest on the investment, .\nd the balance is credited 
to the value of the equipment as amortization for the benefit of the 
enterprise exercising the option  to purchase. 

In spite of the obvious advantages of this plan for the lease of 
fixed assets, only a few entrepreneur, have taken advantage of it, 
evidently because of the lack ot projects existing in the country, which 
only embarked on an accelerated ,\\\A sustained moustnali/ation effort 
at the beginning of the  1950s. 

In Brazil, as a result ot a measure adopted hv the National 
Economic Development Bank íBNDlJ, tlu Programme tor the 
Financing of Small-Scale and Medium Scale I nterpnses (I IPIMI ) was 
initiated in 1965 for the purpose of providing loan, to small and 
medium-sized enterprises about to be established or alreadv in operation, 
chiefly to finance the acquisition of fixed capital. 

The FIPF.MF funds come partlv from th.- BND! itself and paitlv 
from a S 27 million lo. n provided bv IDB and from credits made 
available to Brazil by the lederai Republic ot dernnnv tor a total 
amount equivalent to S 8 million. 

The branches ot industrial activity deriving most benefit from 
the programme have been growth industries-engineering, metallurgy, 
electrical equipment, communications, chemicals, fertilizers, insecticides 
and    fungicides,    cellulose—and    some    traditional    industries—wood, 
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textiles,  leather  and   hides,  processing  of  vegetable   libres,  rubber  and 
plastic goods, and mineral prospecting and processing. 

In Ma\ 1965, regulations were laid down lor operations covered 
by the IDB loan and executed by BNDl directly or through the 
transfer ot funds to other credit institutions. The funds are used to 
finance investments n fixed asset goods of domestic or imported origin 
and a portion ma\ be used tor the procurement of technical services, 
for the preparation ot projects, and studies aimed at increasing the 
productivity ot  benefician   enterprises. 

Application of the agreement with IDB is the responsibility of the 
executive group of I I PI Mb, which decides the priorities for granting 
loans, bearing  in  mind the need  to: 

(a) Promote the regional economy; 

(b) Contribute to the national product; 

(c) Improve the supply of goods for general consumption; 

(d) Complement the var ous brandies of industrial activity existing 
in the country; 

(e) Ensure continuity in the country's economic development 
process; 

(/) Increase internal demand to ensure better utilization or 
expansion of the installed capacity in the industries for the 
manufacture of intermediate goods; 

(g)     Promote exports. 

In order to publicize these objectives, FIPEME issues twice a year 
a list of branches of activity that meet these conditions, thus directing 
action towards sectors whose development needs to be promoted more 
rapidly. 

In these credit operations, an interest of 8 p^r cent is collected 
on the unpaid balances, plus a 0.5 per cent commission for control, 
a charge of 1 per cent of the total amount of credit as an opening 
commission, and a charge for monetary correction not exceeding 
25 per cent a year. In the event of transfers to other credit agencies, the 
interest charged bv the bank is 6 per cent. Loans are for a maximum 
period of four years, which includes the period of grace; however, in 
exceptional cases, the time-limit may be extended to six years. 

In addition to the facilities afforded by FIPEME, financing is also 
provided to small-scale and medium-sized industry by the Bank of 
Brazil through its Fund for Agricultural Industrial Credit (CREAI), 
out of resources deriving from the Agency for International Develop- 
ment (AID). 

The loans are administered by the Industrial Development Fund. 
Its   activities   extend   to   small-scale   and   medium-sized   producers   of 
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capital goods and intermediate and end consumer goods in the food, 
clothing and housing lines. Enterprises situated in the less-developed 
areas may seek financial assistance regardless ot their field ot activity. 

The conditions governing the operation of the Industrial 
Development I und are very simple: applications must conform to the 
standard model devised by CRI Al. The normal time-limit is four years, 
and the maximum is ten years. The guarantee may be a lien on chattels 
or a mortgage on real estate, the latter being dispensed with wherever 
possible. 

The interest rate is 12 per cent, with an added 1.5 per cent 
commission and a monetar) adjustment charge of up to 14 per cent. 
CREAI contributes 60 per cent of the value of" the fixed investments, 
or as mudi as 80 per cent in the less-developed regions. 

In addition to the institutions already mentioned, there are other 
agencies to meet financing needs in regions where there is a certain 
concentration of small-scale and medium-sized industry. These agencies 
include: the North-East Brazil Bank; the Regional Bank for the 
Development of the Extreme South; the Minas Gerais Development 
Bank; COPEC (Company for the Development of the State of 
Guanabara) and CODEPAR (Company for the Economic Development 
of Paranti). 

In Argentina, the machinery established for financing industrial 
decentralization is represented by a system of special loans from the 
Industrial Bank of the Republic. These credits are intended for the 
"installation, extension and improvement of small-scale industries 
located in the interior of the country", preference being given to the 
less-developed areas. The areas belonging to the Federal Capital and its 
environs, the Rosario Department of the province of Santa Fé and the 
Capital Department of the province of Cordoba are specifically excluded 
from this credit scheme. 

The objectives of the scheme are as follows: 
(a) To utilize local raw materials; 
(b) To provide employment for available manpower; 
(c) To satisfy local and other needs; and 
(d) To contribute effectively  to the  development of the regional 

economies. 

For the purposes of the loan scheme, the Industrial Bank considers 
a small-scale industry to be one whose capital does not exceed 7 million 
pesos (S 35,000), whose annual sales are not less than 20 million pesos 
(8 100,000)", and which does not employ more than 15 workers. The 
limits were set in consideration of the amount of funds available. Eoans 
for the purdiase of machinery, equipment and tools must be spent on 
new items, and only in exceptional cases is financing allowed for used 

8   At   the   official   exchange   rate   for   1966. 
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equipment, as in the cave ot high-output machinen or equipment tor 
very under-developed areas. Similarly, loans are made available tor the 
construction ot buildings AU¿ transport equipment. The financing of 
working capiti! .OMIS onl\ initial natK connected with the installation 

or expansion o!  establishments. 

Loans up to \ max-muni ot 3 million pesos is I 5.3331 are provided, 

subject to the follow nm maximum  percentages: 

(a) lor the acquisition ot capital goods ot  domestic origin: 73 per 

cent;  imported:  53  per cent; 
(b) Lor the acquisition oi used capital equipment, available m  the 

country: 53   per cent; 
(c) Lor   the   acquisition   oí    raw    mUenab   and    other    supplies: 

73   per  cent. 

These tepes oí loan, « hen sought i"or establishments located m 
development /ones, increase by ten percentage point«,. I he interest rate 
is 15 and 13 per cent ¡n the case ot small-scale industries situated in 
development /ones. The amortization period is up to five years in the 
case of loans for the purchase ot capital goods, and up to three years 
in the ca.be of loans tor operating capital. The npe of guarantee required 
is mostly a lien on chattels ami, in exceptional cases, a mortgage on real 

estate or some other tvpe ot guarantee. 

Since 1953, the Industrial Bank has made loans for handicrafts for 
development purposes. The handicratt activities are selected on the 
basis of a list drawn up by the International Labour Organisation (ILO). 
Loans are made available for the purchase of equipment and tools up 
to a maximum of 233,333 pesos (S 1,303) for a period ot up to five 
years, and also as operatili.; capital, for a maximum ot 133,333 pesos 
(S 530) with a time-limit of two years for amortization. These loans are 
granted on the basis of the credit-worthiness of the beneficiary and no 

material   guarantee is required. 

Another special credit facility provided by the bank that can be of 
some help to small-scale industry consists of personal loans to pro- 
fessional industrial technicians who have graduated in the country. 
These loans, with amortization periods varying from five to ten years, 
may be used either to acquire equipment and basic working materials 
or to give a professional the financial means of becoming a partner 
in a small-scale or medium-sized industry that needs a technician with 

a university training. 

The financial assistance programme of the Technical Co-operation 
Service (SCT) in Chile is designed to promote medium and long-term 
loans, provided by the Corporación de Lomento de la Producción 
(CORLO), tor the acquisition of equipment and the purchase of raw- 
materials. Two tvpes ot loan have been arranged—one for handicrafts 
and another for small-scale industry. 
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Handicraft hum are provided for ,v maximum period i>( five vears 
for the purchase of capital goods, and two wars for the acquisition of 
raw materials. The\ arc not readjusted, and the interest paid on them 
corresponds to a percentage of the bank interest applicable during the 
previous s;\ months. according to a scale wh.ch. durin.: tlie first two 
years, represents ^2 per cent of the interest, during the third \\\\r 
80 per cent, in > he fourth \ear lC per Lent and. m the fifth \ear. the 
same as the ha.-k interest In the period P>i>3-— 1C,(V5 ¡nans totalling 
4,571,003 escudos  were approved tor  lM 1   craftsmen. 

loans to small-scale industry differ from those granted to crafts- 
men in that the nmc-hmus are longer (from six to eight \ears!. thev 
are subiect to a h per cent interest rate and are read instable in 
accordance with the reta! price mde\ for domestic industrial products. 
In some cases small-scale industry mav direct !v import ecjuipment, 
deferring pavanent of customs dun. lor working capital the *ime-iim:t 
is twelve months. In one year of effective operation ot this scheme, 
70 requests for credit were approved tor ^n amount of 3.577.002 escudos. 

CORIC) ¡s the agence that finances the loans, sets the rules, 
approves or reicets the application and carrier out the operations 
connected with the pa\ ment and recoseré of the loans. SC T prepares 
the teehno-ecoromic report, provides technical assistance to the recipients 
and exercises appropriare supervision. 

Selective criteria are applied in the granting of loans; md the 
benefits that ma\ derive tor the national economy from earnings or 
savings ot foreign exchat.ge. subcontracts and the provision of 
specialized services are borne in mind. Kirthermore, the rules devised 
by CORTO establish priorities for a tairlv wide range of activities, 
giving preference to enterprises that promote regional development 
and to artisans producing popular and artistic handicrafts. 

The credit scheme is applied throughout the country by agents 
assigned to the provinces. 

In Colombia, the Banco Popular has a special section dealing with 
the requirements oi medium-sized and small-scale industry, but so far 
the funds at its disposal for this purpose have been very limited. 
However, it is interesting to note that this bank is especially concerned 
with co-ordinating financial and technical assistance, with the aim of 
ensuring better utilization of available resources. 

Financial assistance to small-scale industry in Fcuador is provided 
by two institutions: the Banco Nacional de lomento and the Cor- 
poración  Iinanciera  Nacional. 

The Banco üe Fomento grants low-interest loans for the purchase 
of machinery and equipment and for the construction and repair of 
immovable properly; similarly, the bank can maintain technical 
assistance programmes, promote the organization of co-operatives, etc. 
Beginning in December  1964, when  it  was given  its present  statute, it 
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assumed responsibility for providing loans to small-scale industry and 
handicrafts as well as agricultural loans. Financing is carried out by 
two divisions of the bank: the bankers' credit division and the division 
of assistance loans. The former provides loans for the following 
purposes: 

(a) Programmes for the expansion of operations on a short-term, 
medium-term or long-term  basis; 

(b) Working capital for industry and handicrafts on a short-term 
basis; 

(c) Financing of sales on a short-term basis. 

The usual rate of interest is 8 per cent, plus 1 per cent for a contin- 
gency fund. Loans may be granted tor an amount not exceeding 60 per 
cent of the value of the guai antee, in the case of a mortgage or 
industrial lien, while in the case of a commercial lien it may amount to 
75 per cent. 

The assistance loan division grants loans for the following purposes: 
(tí)    The construction,  repair  or  extension  oi  facilities   for  small- 

scale industrial activities; 
(b) The purchase of machinery, equipment and tools; 
(c) Repair of machinery and equipment; 
(d) The acquisition of  furnishings  and fixtures  necessary  for the 

operation of shops for the sale of finished products; 
(e) Operating capital. 

Under this scheme the bank may grant loans covering the total 
value of the investment plan, prescribing time-limits and a form of 
payment to suit the objectives and income of the borrower. Time-limits 
for amortization have varied between one year and over five. The 
interest rate is at present 8 per cent, with no additional cost for the 
reserve lund; this form of credit has the special feature of being 
accompanied by technical assistance and training facilities, with the 
co-operation of such other agencies as CENDES and the Misión Andina. 
During the five-year period 1961—1965, the Banco Nacional de 
Fomento granted 11,022 loans totalling 123.3 million sucres (approxi- 
mately S 6.8 million). In 1965, the amount of credit made available 
under the two schemes totalled 25 million sucres (S 1.4 million). 

The other official agency providing financial assistance to small- 
scale industry is the Comisión de Valores—Corporación Financiera 
Nacional, which set up a "Fund to Promote and Guarantee Small-Scale 
Industry". The purpose of this fund is to finance fixed and operating 
capital for small-scale industry through the national banking system 
and through private financing institutions. 

The private sector participates in the financing of small-scale 
industry through the national banking system; it also makes available 
short-term loans for operating capital. 
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In Peru, the official agency responsible for financing the manu- 
facturing industry is the Industrial Bank. Under its general credit 
scheme it provides financial assistance to craftsmen and to small-scale 
industrialists, to whom it affords special facilities. The different types 
of loan are as follows: 

(a) Handicrafts, up to 50,000 soles (S 1,832) 
(b) Supervised,   from   50,000   to   250,000   soles   (from  S 1,852   to 

S 9,259) 
(c) Ordinary, over 250,000 soles (more than S 9,259). 

The first two types of loan do not call for the usual guarantee and 
need only meet the requirements of being supervised. These two 
categories are the ones most frequently employed to finance small-scale 
industry although, if the bank's requirements are fulfilled, access can 
also be had to ordinary credits. 

The time-limits vary between five and ten years, and the interest 
is 6 per cent, a rate lower than that charged by a commercial bank. 
The purpose of the loan need not be specified, although a certain 
degree of priority is accorded to industries considered most beneficial 
to the national economy or located in provinces or regions of the 
Sierra and Selva. Loans in the latter region are granted on very 
favourable terms. 

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE 

In the developing countries, technical assistance and advice to 
small-scale industries are very important, since it is very difficult for 
the small-scale entrepreneur to deal with the complex problems of 
operating his establishment without adequate outside help. Furthermore, 
the need to expand (ir moderni/c an enterprise and to attain satisfactory 
standards of efficiency makes technical assistance even more neccessarv to 
small-scale industry. 

Technical assistance may take various forms, but it is aimed essen- 
tially at increasing efficiency in the organization of production and 
administration. In many cases assistance also extends to market and 
merchandizing. 

Technical assistance is provided mainly in two ways: at the plant 
level, in the case of technological improvements in the organization and 
administration of the small-scale enterprise; and at the sector level, 
where, in addition to the above-mentioned services, assistance often 
covers technological research, standardization and help with business 
organization and marketing. However, technical assistance may also 
extend to enterprises in different industriai sectors or situated in a 
particular centre or region and includes the preparation of studies and 
manuals of general interest on different topics, which may be disse- 
minated by means of publications, conferences, or seminars. 
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This tvpe of assistance may be supplemented by international 
technical assistance, which can be provided through multilateial assis- 
tance agencies or through bi iterai arrangements with particular 
countries that have specialized in >;s kind ot action. In the next 
section information IN given on the subject oí international technical 

assistance  toi   small-scale industry. 
In latin America, technical assistance to small enterprises has not 

been applied intensively or in all its possible tonus. Governments have 
preferred to concentrate on financial assistance t<> this sector. I his may 
be a result of the complexity entailed in establishing efficient machinery 

for technical assistance. 
In mam countries of the area, the main form ot technical assis- 

tance is provided through suppliers oi equipment and machinery, with 
all the limitations that this kind ot  action entails. 

In Latin America. Chile has so far been the country that has 
accomplished most progress in the field of technical assistance to small 
enterprises. This has been done through SCI. a branch of CORFO, 
which since ¡963 has been doing  valuable work in this m-M. 

lor a number of years SCT has been earning out studies P.-.CI 

research on the structure of and obstacles to smalb-cale industry, with 
a view to improving environmental conditions in the sector, through 
the implementation of programmes for the improvement and moderni- 

zation ot enterprises. 

SCT has been providing small-scale indust;\ with advice on such 
questions as: the improvement oi production methods, the use ot 
accounting and costing systems, the organization and promotion ot sales 
and other economic problems. It also assists small-scale entrepreneurs in 
marketing, matters and also provides assistance .\nol guidance on legal 

and administrative questions. 

Bv August 1966, SCT had granted technical and administrative 
assistance to various branches ot 416 small-scale industries in different 
parts of the country. Its reports and recommendations pertain to such 
subjects as planning and control of production, costs, supply control, 

distribution of   plant and equipment, and methods. 

On the technological side, SCT has assisted 203 enterprises through 
three ternis oí specialists: [a) the mechanical team, dealing with projects, 
product design, improved use of cutting tools, design of matrice-, tech- 
nical treatment, etc.; (b) the chemical team, which provides advice to 
the food industry on the packaging of products (painting, chromium 
and nickel plating) and on chemical problems in general; and (c) the 
metallurgical team, which deals with moulding processes, design and 
construction calculations for furnaces and stoves, etc. 

SCT also has a study and project programme that provides four 
main types of service: general studies, designed to orient the develop- 
ment of small-scale industry and handicrafts by providing an over-all 
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perspective—by 1966, 41 projects oí this type had been completed; 
feasibility studies, designed to determine the needs of new industries— 
by 1966 150 such studies had been made, including two that were 
rejected; feasibility studies tor third parties, carried out at the request 
of industrialists themselves it considered justified; and regional develop- 
ment planning— a regional development project was laundicd m August 
1965, with technical assistance under the ( hile-( alitorma Programme, 
which is par;  ot  the  Alliance tor Progress. 

As its name suggests, SCT's Office ot Information <\M\ Co-operation 
is responsible tor carrying out ^n information programme. Between 
March 1964 and June 1966, 2,000 consultations were provided in 
Santiago and 1,300 in the provinces, while 5,400 publications were 
distributed in Santiago and 7,200 in the pro\inces, on such topics as: 
associations, co-operatives, tenders, subcontracts, credits, establishment 
of new enterprises, or tax systems. In addition, 50 courses were held in 
Santiago and six provincial capitals on administrative and commercial 
subjects and were attended by 860 small-scale industrialists. 

Another important feature of this programme is the promotion 
of co-operatives by means of special courses in co-operative education, 
socio-economic studies and advice to existing co-operatives or those 
about to be set up. In this way it has contributed to the establishment 
of 36 co-operatives  and associations ot   small-scale  industrialists. 

Special attention has also been paid to the promotion of subcon- 
tracting and marketing ot the products ot small-scale inclusi rv. SCT 
also plans to organize a design centre for small-scale industry and 
handicrafts. 

In Ecuador, too, special attention has been devoted to technical 
assistance tor small-scale industry, which is provided through the indus- 
trial Extension Division oi the Development Centre (CENDES). 
Assistance is provided directly in the form ot advice in actual work- 
shops and factories, while feasibility studies are macie for specific 
projects. 

INTERNATIONAL ASSISTANCE 

In connexion with international co-operation and assistance to 
small-scale industry, special mention should be made of the programmes 
carried out with the help of the United Nations Development Pro- 
gramme (Special lund), ILO and the Government of the Netherlands, 
through the Delft Research Institute for Management Science. 

The ¿ctivities of ILO have mostly been concerned with occu- 
pational training. The programmes now in execution in Latin America 
are being carried out in co-operation with UNDP (Special lund). The 
most recent example of this form of co-operation is provided by Chile, 
where CCT, in close co-operation with the Special Fund and ILO, has 
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organized special courses to qualify and train instructors and foremen. 
Both agencies have been asked to extend their assistance to a programme 
designed to procure advice and technical equipment for the advanced 
training of personnel and the establishment of scholarships to enable 
SCT technicians to undergo specialized training. 

In Panama, at the end of 1965, the National Plan for the Develop- 
ment of Handicrafts and Small-Scale Industry was completed, and in 
June 1966, UNDP (Special fund) approved the project submitted by 
the Government of Panama for the "creation and establishment of the 
National Service for Handicrafts and Small-Scale Industries (SENAPI)"; 
ILO was asked to participate in the execution of the project. SENAPI 
began to implement its programme in 1966. The Special Fund is 
contributing experts, equipment and machinery for experimental and 
training laboratories and workshops, vehicles, scholarships for the 
Panamanian staff of SENAPI, design equipment, audo-visual media and 
operational costs. This contribution will cover a period of four years, 
and the Government of Panama will take care of the other require- 
ments for the programme. 

In Colombia, UNDP (Special Fund) is participating with the 
Institute for Technological Research (UT) in a joint programme of 
assistance to small-scale industry, directed mainly towards the metal- 
lurgical-mechanical, chemicals and food and other agricultural products 
industries.  The  goals  of  the   programme   arc   the  following: 

(a) To offer technical assistance for the development of efficient 
operating methods that will lead to improved utilization of 
raw materials and equipment; 

(b) To assist in the establishment of suitable control systems that 
will ensure uniform  and acceptable quality in this sector; 

(c) To determine possibilities for the development of new pro- 
ducts in accordance with national capital and manpower 
resources, raw materials and demand: 

(d) To develop appropriate techniques through written and visual 
information systems, especially in those fields where no 
knowledge exists at  the present day; 

(e) To assist private or government organizations at present 
engaged in promoting industrial development so that higher 
productivity may be achieved; 

(/) To co-ordinate investment in small-scale and medium-sized 
industry with agencies promoting industrial development or 
providing credits on  a government or private basis. 

In Ecuador, ILO and the Agency for International Development 
(AID) are providing technical assistance in the field of handicrafts and 
small-scale industry in the form of advisory services of experts. 

The technical assistance of ILO involves the preparation of develop- 
ment   programmes;   it   is   channelled   through   the   National   Planning 
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Board to the executive organs in charge of the handicrafts and small- 
scale industry programme of the general development plan. 

AID is offering advice to CENDES through two expert instruc- 
tors in ceramics and footwear who have organized courses in their 
special fields. In addition, a group of six advisers specializing in indus- 
trial design, co-operatives, production, accounting and organization are 
attached to the Ecuadorian Trade Organization for Handicraft Products 
(OCEPA). 

The Delft Research Institute for Management Science has organized 
each year since 1955 an international postgraduate course on the 
problem of small-scale industry, which has been attended by a number 
of Latin American graduate fellows. Under an agreement between the 
Federation of Industries ot the State of Säo Paulo (Brazil), the univer- 
sity of Sào Paulo and the Délit Research Institute, courses in Sao Paulo 
are being planned on small-scale industry similar to those organized in 
the Netherlands. 

In Uruguay, a joint programme ot ILO and the Productivity 
Centre of Uruguay, directed towards the small-scale and medium- 
sized textile industry, has been under way since 1966. This programme 
has had encouraging result';, and increases in production of around 50 
and 60 per cent have been recorded. Very significant improvements 
have also been brought about in the quality of products. 

Inter-American Development Bank recently established a pre- 
investment fund for the integration ot Latin America, with the object 
of promoting the study of programmes and the preparation of projects. 
Among other programmes, "the fund will encourage regional action 
to strengthen small-scale and medium-scale industry, including handi- 
crafts, in the countries of Central America and in countries which are 
less developed and have inadequate markets, particularly with regard to 
technological matters, the training of personnel and the organization 
of common services". 

OTHER MEANS OF ASSISTANCE 

Besides the steps outlined above, other measures have been taken 
to promote the development of small-scale industry. The forms and 
intensity of these measures have depended on the particular situations 
existing in the Latin American countries. However, it can be said in 
general that the steps enumerated below have been undertaken in a 
limited and inadequate form when compared, for example, with the 
financial assistance described earlier. 

Training of manpower 

Although important efforts have been made in the instruction, 
training and apprenticeship of manpower in most Latin American 
countries for some years, these efforts still seem inadequate in the light 
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of the growing requirements of industrial development. In the sphere 
of vocational education and training, the Governments have concen- 
trated on partially satisfying the demand for skilled labour and inter- 
mediate-level personnel for medium-scale and large-scale industry. No 
special programmes of this type have been planned for small-scale in- 
dustry—despite the special importance of small-scale industry in terms 
of  the absorption of  labour, to  which  attention was drawn   earlier. 

In view of the scope and complexity of the problem, government 
agencies in each country should analyse it within the context of then- 
particular system of industrial training. It would be desirable in this 
regard to consider, inter alia, the possibility of situating training units 
in regions or areas whose development is being planned, in order to 
assist the decentralization of the manufacturing sector. 

The organization of self-help machinery 

There has been insufficient promotion of self-help organizations in 
the small-scale industry sector. In some countries special agencies for 
encouraging co-operatives have been set up, generally in ministries of 
development and economic affairs; but their work in most cases is 
limited to the creation of consumer co-operatives. The formation of 
production, distribution and credit co-operatives is still considered to 
be of less importance. 

With a few exceptions (Chile, Venezuela), small industrialists have 
failed to form their own organizations )r to affiliate with existing 
manufacturers' associations and federations; in these, large-scale industry 
plays a preponderant role, with problems and characteristics quite 
different from  those of the small-scale enterprise. 

A special entrepreneurial organization of small-scale industrialists 
might be of great value to this sector; through joint action it might be 
able to obtain benefits such as procurement of raw materials, marketing 
of manufactures, in foreign markets in some cases, and technical and 
financial assistance. 

The organization of subcontracting 

If industrialization is thought to require industrial units of all 
sizes, with a certain relationship existing between large and small units, 
subcontracting may become a \ erv important mechanism for creating 
this situation. This form of complementarity has readied a considerable 
level of development in several industrialized countries. In Latin 
America, progress has been made in this field in Argentina, Brazil and 
Mexico, especially with regard to the automotive industry. As countries 
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achieve higher levels of industrialization, it would seem that the advan- 
tages ot  subcontracting become more obvious and its use  ¡s facilitated. 

Small scile industries are able to meet demand lor small quantities 
of a variety ot articles. Specialization ami tlcxibil'tv in adjusting to 
variations in demand compensate tor the higher costs usuallv associateci 
with  reduced scales ot  production. 

Other measures 

In Latin America, other measures have also been taken to facilitate 
the development ot small-scale industrv. Thus, in Argentina, the Secre- 
tariat for Industrv, Commerce and Agriculture, And livestock Product- 
ion, can grant special exemptions tor the importation ot equipment 
intended for projects m the sphere ot small-scale and medium sized 
industry. 

Attention can also be drawn to certain legislative provisions that 
oblige enterprises to acquire part ot their material inputs within the 
country, the tariff protection tor certain capital goods that can be 
manufactured on a small scale, the lifting of national and municipal 
taxes on small enterprises, or exemption from customs duties for 
certain capital goods and raw materials employed by small-scale 
industrv. 
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Table  B.    Latin   America  and  the   United  States:   percentage   distribution   of 
factories by size of establishment* 

iiiabhsbmcnt   u/t i number <>)   employed i 

5 — 19 20—49 JO—99 
100   or 
more 

Total 

Argentina        .... 58» 21C 11 10 100 

72 15 6 7 100 

Central   America 71 18 6 5 100 

Chile         68 19 7 6 100 

71 17 6 6 100 

58d 29e 13 100 

87 8 3 2 100 

65 35' 100 

82 13 2 3 100 

United   States        .   . 50 24 11 15 100 

Source:   Table   A.   The   data   for   Argentina   are   taken   from   the   Industrial   Census   of   1W   and   those 
for   Peru   from   the   Iirst   National   Kconomic   Census,   1963. 

a Only   establishments   employing   more   than   five   persons   are   consider,!. 
b  11—25 employees 
r 26—50 employees 
d 6—25 employees 
• 26—100 employees 
' 20   or   more   emploi ees 

Table C.    Latin  America  and  the  United States:  percentage  of  labour force 
employed in  factory  establishments  of various sizes* 

Argentina . . 
Brazil . . . . 
Central America 
Chile . . . 
Colombia 
Mexico . . 
Paraguay 
Peru 
Venezuela 
United   States 

l.stabltsh ment   si/t (number o/   employed / 

5 — !•) 20—4') SO—99 
100   or 
more 

Total 

16» 13e 13 58 100 

16 12 11 61 100 

26 21 16 37 100 

15 15 12 58 100 

19 15 12 54 100 

lid 221' 67 100 

43 16 11 30 100 

16 84f 100 

36 19 7 38 100 

6 9 10 75 100 

Sourte:   Table   A    The   data   for   Argentina   arc   taken   from   the   Industrial   Census   of   195Í   and   those 
for   Peru   from   the   I irst   National   HIOIIOIHK   Census,   146). 

» Onh    establishments   employing   more   than   five    persons   are   considered. 
11   11 — 25 employee, 
' 26—50 employees 
A 6—25 employ ees 
* 26—100 employées 
' 20   or   more   employees 
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Table  D.    Latin  America and  the   United States:  percentage  of  value added 
in  factory  establishments of various sizes" 

5-/9 

l.itablisbment   u/e   (number   <>/   fm^uycf« 

ICO    or 
20—49 ÍC-99 Total 

13 10 9 6 S 100 

Central   America 13 20 19 4H 100 

Chile         10 11 10 69 100 

8 10 11 71 ICO 

7b 17e 76 100 

21 15 15 49 100 

20 13 8 59 100 

United   States    .   .   . 5 7 8 80 100 

Source-   Table   A. 

» Onlv   establishments   emploi in«   more   than    five   persons    are   considered. 
h 6—25 employees 
c 26—100   emplovecs 

Table E.    Latin America and the united States: percentage of installed power 
in  factory  establishments  of  various  sizes* 

5-/9 

l- <tablis!>mc>it   u/e   (number   nj   employees 

ICC  oi 
more 20—49 SO—99 Total 

Brazil      .   .   . 
Chile       .   .   . 
Colombia 
Paraguay 
Venezuela 
United   States 

12 9 9 70 100 

8 12 8 72 100 

8 10 8 74 100 

28 14 14 44 10C 

9 9 5 77 ICO 

3 5 6 86 100 

Source.   Tibie   A. 

• Only   eitablishmenti   employing   more   than   five   persons   are   considered. 
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Table   H.    Chile:   number  of   employees   in   factory   establishments   o/   vanon 
sues, classified by industrial group,   /9S7 

IMC K>ouf> 

20. 
21. 

22. 
23. 

24. 
25. 
26. 
27. 
28. 
29. 

30. 

31. 
32. 
33. 
34. 
35. 

36. 
37. 

38. 
39. 

Tood   
Beverages          
Tobacco         
lcxtiles          

Toot wear and other wearing apparel 
Wood   and  cork  
1 urniture   and   fixtures  
Paper and paper products .... 
Printing .\n¿ allied industries . . . 
leather   and   leather   products    .   .    . 
Rubber          
Chemical   products  
Petroleum   and   coal   derivatives    .   . 
Non-metallic   minerals         
Basic   metals        
Metal  products except 

transport   equipment  
Machinen except electrical machinery 
1 lectrical   machinen,   apparatus, 
appliances and  supplies  

Transport  equipment  
Miscellaneous   

Total 

t-ui<;:> '»Iff«!» > 

y--!t .T     •/' 
"¡Of 

/<•!.(/ 

8,640 
7,49K IS.9I2 35.050 

509 66 8 3,99 7 5.174 
41 1.1 6 S i, 206 

2.7S9 4,27s KM2 3^,589 

5,530 4.562 16.565 26,657 

2,012 2.312 6.5S1 10,905 

1,375 956 2.490 4.821 

402 4 56 2.564 3.427 

983 1.C79 4,888 6,950 

696 S52 1.623 3.171 

206 107 1.6 M 1.947 

1,387 1,58 3 9,073 12,043 

23 26 M 09 1,160 

1,427 1,028 10 279 12,734 

462 491 10.494 11,447 

1,577 1,679 9.583 12.S39 

1.009 757 3.108 4,874 

453 444 2.3 39 3,236 

1.392 1,594 3.96 3 6,949 

878 910 1.734 3.522 

31,793      31.280    142.628    205,701 

Sower     Third   Nation»!   Census   of   Manufactures,    W 
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Tahle /.    (hilt     value »*</•/••/ in  Miinry  r\t,il'!-*l'»irvt*  <>?   t.tn<>n%   u,r*. 

it. 

/i/C (-r./> «•* 

20. lood       .       .   .   .   .   . 
2! Bcser.tges 
2.1. loKuvO 
23, Textiles , 
24, lootwctr  and  IHIHT wearing apparel 
25, Wootl  ansi   cork 
26, 1 urniture   ami   fixtures 
27, Paper   and   paper   product«. 
28 Printing   an.I   allied   industres 

2** I eathet   ami   leather   produits 
30 Rubber 
31. ( heniu a!   prodiu is 
32. Petio.emn    a nel   n>il   dem an ve« 
33. Noti metal IK    nt nenU 
34. Basu   metals 

35. Metal  produits   t»\.. ept 
transport    eijti pmeiit 

36 Maehmerv  e\»ept eUvtru al machinery 
37. Mettrai tl    machinery,   apparatus, 

appliances   and   supplies 

38. lramport   equipment 
35>. Miscellaneous 

Total 

•*. 1 Oh i :, 2., * n.(i21' s4 949 

1,1 0»* I 5WI 11. : 12 1 * ^29 

\uM7 
>  ) 7^ v»>n» M 4,'a, 4 . . í ^ * 

4,o^: V i w» l*i 4 2*» 2V642 
I h 4 ; 1   44W 5.kC 1 4,543 

?H\ ~*V» V * *s 4.925 

MH I U *>   2* ' s 740 

1,1X4 i 4i: \ s 7 7 11.171 
7"*S; ! 112 : i:' VHI4 
225 i P> 4.421 \,7b% 

2.254 :>N 1S>4S 2 * 763 

4, M 3 

1.0», 2 i.:i: 1 4.7M4 15 s5S 
44 s 5 21*" UM 12 H :i6 

1.U8 i 444 M seo 12.331 

842 ?M \ s,so 5,156 

35 2 5J3 ibi 5.333 
1.046 1 .i»*» 4  Vits 7 115 

748 S''S 2 24w 3.712 

2«#,427        44 42J      214.:**8       404,4% 

'if     Third    Ni'..»-.it    l rumi   t»f    Man«! it turn      l*»S" 
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PART II 105 

Table N.    Venezuela: number of employees in factory establishments of various 
sizes, classified by industrial group,  1961 

¡SIC gtoup 

Establishment   si/e   inumine   <>l   employtti) 

-W    or 
mori 

S-20 2t—S0 Total 

20. rood          11,111 
21. Beverages          1,866 
22. Tobacco        406 
23. Textiles         966 
24. Footwear and other wearing apparel 9,133 
25. Wood  and  cork  1,858 
26. Furniture   and  fixtures  6,481 
27. Paper   and   paper   products    .... 697 
28. Printing  and  allied   industries    .   .   . 2,771 
29. Leather  and   leather  products    .   .   . 1,162 
30. Rubber          939 
31. Chemical  products  2,001 
32. Petroleum   and  coal   derivatives    .   . 45 
33. Non-metallic  minerals        3,897 
34. Basic   metals        242 
35. Metal products except 

transport   equipment  2,450 
36. Machinery except electrical machinery 205 
37. Electrical   machinery,   apparatus, 

appliances and supplies  1,649 
38. Transport  equipment  8,388 
39. Miscellaneous           1,221 

Total 57,488 

4,113 
S78 
196 
921 

6,626 
1,305 
3,088 

367 
1,311 

420 
650 

1,276 
31 

1,176 
208 

1,032 
222 

1,328 
2,812 
1,173 

13,420 
6,534 
2,251 

12,797 
4,00S 

169 
1,331 
3,106 
1,904 

863 
2,166 
4,178 
6,893 
4,833 
1,406 

1,917 
71 

28,644 
9,278 
2,853 

14,684 
19,767 
3,332 

10,900 
4,170 
5,985 
2,445 
3,755 
7,455 
6,969 
9,906 
1,856 

5,399 
498 

247        3,424 
1,694       12,894 

329        2,723 

29,333      70,117    156,938 

Source:   Industrial  Survey,   1961. 
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Table O.     Venezuela:  value added in   fai lory  establishments oj  various  sr/es, 
classified b\ industual gu>np,   ltd I 

IStC g'oup 

20. Food   
21. Beverages   
22. Tobacco , . . 
23- Te u i Ics . . 
24 t'..Mwi\ii   m.i other wearing apparel 
25. Vt'->    i   aid   cork  

26. futmture   and   fixtures     .    .   . 
27. Paper   and   paper   products 
28. Printing and   ¿Mied   industries 
29. Leather and   leather   products 
30. Rubber          
31. Chemical products  
32. Petroleum   and  coal   derivatives 
33. Non-metalhe   minerals      .   .   . 
34. Basic   metals        
35. Metal  products except 

transport   equipment     .... 
36. Machinery except electrical machinery 
37. Electrical   machinery,   apparatus, 

appliances and supplies  
38. Transport equipment  
39. Miscellaneous   

Total 

Source:   Industrial   Survey,   !%t. 

/ >uhi:st <rncn:    .¡/c numi't t    .,/ t'm pin y res ) 

*     .V :/ - ij 
1/     ,,r 
mote fatal 

173 62 420 655 
30 25 461 516 

4 1 229 234 
17 18 219 254 

126 104 60 290 
27 14 1 42 
63 47 18 128 

6 3 107 116 
31 32 53 116 
18 7 17 42 
6 8 98 122 

66 54 169 289 
3 1 510 514 

38 23 165 226 
1 3 27 31 

24 10 66 100 
4 5 2 11 

25 31 8 64 
108 60 46 214 

15 16 7 38 

785 "524 2,693 Tool 
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PART 109 

Table   R.    Latin   America   and   the   United   States:   shan   of   factory   uorkers 
employed  in  small-scale  industry,   classified  by  industrial  group   and   country 

(By  percentage  of   Yalue  added   within  each  group} 

ISIC group 

20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
25. 
26. 
27. 
28. 
29. 
30. 
31. 
32. 
33. 
34. 
35. 

36. 
37. 

38. 
39. 

Food         
Beverages          
Tobacco        
Textiles         
Footwear and other wearing apparel 
Wood  and  cork  
Furniture   and   fixtures  
Paper   and   paper   products     .   .   . 
Printing  and   allied   industries    .   .   . 
Leather  and   leather   products 
Rubber          
Chemical  products  
Petroleum  and   coal   derivatives 
Non-metallic  minerals        
Basic   metals        
Metal products except 
transport   equipment  
Machinery except electrical machinery 
Electrical   machinery,   apparatus, 

appliances   and   supplies     .   .   .   . 
Transport equipment  
Miscellaneous   

All   industrial    groups  

( hilt     (olombii i'-i'jguiy \ eitiutlt I iited 
Slatti 

Source:  Tablei  H,   J,   L,   N   and  P. 

46 5C 57 s* 1 ,, 
23 16 35 30 I -* 
3 43 17 21 3 

19 9 9 13 7 
38 52 57 HO 29 
40 32 96 93 57 
47 63 1C0 89 25 
25 29 100 25 9 
30 45 41 68 :s 
49 39 8 1 63 it 
16 1C 10C 42 5 
24 28 42 44 13 
4 14 — 1 5 

19 36 74 51 18 
8 6 100 24 5 

25 43 100 65 19 
36 51 65 85 13 

28 30 58 93 5 
43 38 71 87 2 
51 40 58 88 16 
30 34 59 55 15 
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Table   S.    Latin   America   and   the   United   States:   percentage   distribution   of 
employment in small-scale industry, classified by industrial group and country 

(By  percentage  ot   total  emplos ment   lor  MII.I1! -scile   niJu-tn 

¡SIC   group 

20. Food         
21. Beverages          
22. Tobacco        
23. Textiles        
24. Footwear and other wearing apparel 
25. Wood  and cork  
26. Furniture  and  fixtures  
27. Paper   and   paper   products    .   .   .   . 
28. Printing  and   allied   industries    .    .    . 
29. Leather  and   leatht r   products    .   .   . 
30. Rubber         
31. Chemical products  
32. Petroleum  and  coal   derivatives    .   . 
33. Non-metallic minerals        
34. Basic   metals        
35. Metal products except 

transport   equipment       
36. Machinery except electrical machinery 
37. Electrical   machinery,   apparatus, 

appliances and supplies  
38. Transport equipment  
39. Miscellaneous   

Total 

".hie ti/'irn/'ij "j'J^hJì \. •....•«,• ,      l   m  ed 
N'j/O 

26 
2 

22 
2 

30 
6 

is 
3 1" 

— i 1 1   

11 5 7 i 3 

16 17 7 18 15 
7 3 10 4 10 
4 3 4 11 4 
1 1 — 1 2 
3 6 3 5 9 
2 2 •» 2 2 

— 1 — 2 — 
5 5 8 4 4 

4 9 13 6 4 
2 — — — 2 

5 7 2 4 8 
3 2 3 — 9 

1 2 1 4 2 
5 6 7 13 2 
3 3 2 3 7 

Î00 ÎÔÔ fob" ÎÔÔ" 1ÖÖ 

Snunr    Tables   (,.   H.   I..   N   a:id   V 
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Table T.    Latin America and the United States: value added per employee in 
small-scale industry, classified by industrial group and country 

- 3      -5 

¡SIC group 

S a.— 
fc      a. 

-S o ** 

20. Food          1.20 
21. Beverages          2.21 
22. Tobacco        
23. Textiles         0.83 
24. Footwear and other wearing apparel 0.72 
25. Wood  and cork  0.84 
26. Furniture   and   fixture-.  0.67 
27. Pap<*r   and   paper   products    .... 0.77 
28. Printing  and allied  industries    .   .   . 1.26 
29. Leather  and  leather  products    .   .   . 1.10 
30. Rubber          1.10 
31. Chemical   products  1.73 
32. Petroleum   and   coal   derivatives  
33. Non-metallic minerals        0.85 
34. Basic   metals        0.95 
35. Metal products except 

transport   equipment  0.87 
36. Machinery except electrical machinery 0.91 
37. Electrical   machinery',   apparatus, 

appliances and supplies  0.95 
38. Transport equipment  0.91 
39. Miscellaneous           0.90 

All industrial groups 1.00 

12.S 
20.8 

3.5 

11.1 

6.3 

7.1 
6.9 

11.5 

9.2 

9.3 
12.4 

19.5 

45.5 

7.0 

17.0 

9.3 

8.0 

14.6 

8.5 

12.2 

10.3 

121 

127 

110 
21S 

H7 

95 
87 

114 
134 
116 
205 
179 

62 
193 

198 
167 

145 
138 
110 
119 

15.4 

20 
S.3 

18.5 
14.6 

13.0 

It 5 

S.5 
15.4 

15.S 

8.S 

36.7 

53.0 
12.0 
8.9 

9.8 

17 6 

15.0 

13.0 

15.2 

1 / 
6.5 

3.5 

5.2 
4.8 

4.3 

5.5 

6.2 

h.b 
4.4 

6.9 

9.7 

10.8 

6.3 

6.5 

6.8 

7.4 

6.7 

6.5 

5.7 

6.1 

Source:   Based   on   teures   troni   tables   H   to  Q. 
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Table  U.    Latin Amenta  and the L'mted .N/.wo    installai power per  employee 
»l small-stale industry, tlasufied h y industrial gump arid lountry 

(Huntpower    prr    per »on    employed) 

ISIC group 

20. Food         
21. Beverages         
22. Tobacco        
23. Textiles 
24. footwear and other wearing apparel 
25. Wood   and cork 
26. Furniture   ami   fixtures 
27. Paper   and   paper   products 
28. Printing  and  allied   industries        .   . 
29. Leather   and   leather   products 
30. Rubber          
31. Chemical  products  
32. Petroleum  and   coal   derivatives   . 
33. Non-metallic minerals        
34. Basic   metals        
35. jMetal products except 

transport   equipment       
36. Machinery except electrical machinery 
37. Electrical   machinery,   apparatus, 

appliances and supplies  
38. Transport  equipment  
39. Miscellaneous 

All industrial groups 

Lbtlr     ( uivmbim lantguay VfnetutU   l'nitt* 
s HIti 

Source    Bated  on  figure»   from   the cemustt of  the   mpective   countries 

2.3 
1.4 

2.3 
4.1 

1.5 
1.0 

2 9 
i.4 !" 

— 0 1 11 0.3 1.0 
10 15 7 1 1.3 2.8 
0.4 0.2 0.2 0.6 — 
3.7 3.6 4  1 1.4 7.7 
1.0 1.0 1.0 3.5 2.1 
1.6 1.8 5.4 1.1 8.2 
0.9 0.8 0.4 1.1 0.8 
VC 3. S 1.8 4.0 1.5 
2.8 2.2 4.6 1.7 6.1 
6.1 15 2.2 2.8 9.9 
— 22.0 — 6.7 15.3 
1.3 1.5 0.8 2.3 7.0 
2.5 3.8 1.7 5.9 9.4 

2.1 1.8 2.6 3.8 3.7 
1.7 2.9 1.4 7.2 3.6 

0.8 1.0 0.3 1.2 1.4 
0.7 0.8 0.7 1.7 3.7 

10.2 l.¿ 1.0 1.1 1.4 
2.1 1.6 1.6 2.1 3.8 
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INTRODUCTION 

FUNCTION'/»!, CHAR ACT I RISTK S or SMAU-SCAII-  INDUSTRY 

TutRf AR! uiDi differences between industrial enterprises—even 
between those in the same field: in the number ot persons employed, 
the capital investment, the level of mechanization and the organiza- 
tional structure, lor convenience, or tor legal purposes. An enterprise 
is classified as "large", "medium" or "small" with reference to an 
arbitrary parameter—usually its number ot emplo\ees, sometimes its 
investment in fixed capital, and sometimes both. The boundaries ot 
the categories are always indistinct. Thev varv from counttv to country, 
within the same country, and even from trade to trade. I'ntil recently, 
in India an undertaking using mechanical power and employing not 
more than SO persons, or 100 persons with hand power, was regarded 
as small; some years ago, the employment ceiling was abandoned and 
the définition now covers all manufacturing enterprises with an 
investment in capital ot not more than 730,000 rupees (S 100,000), 
except ancillary enterprises tor which the capital ceiling is 1,230,000 
rupees (X lhuj>uZ-,. The employment ceiling in Japan is 300. The Small 
Business Administration in the United States classifies a business as 
small it it has fewer than 030 employees, but within the range ot 
230 to 1,000 it may be either smaH or large depending on the industry. 
These limits have been set with the object ot defining the scope of 
government assistance. 

Where numerical indexes are attached to the classifications, large, 
medium, and small, thev tend to disguise the essential similarity of 
establishments on both des of the dividing lines and there is some 
logic in distinguishing industries by their functional characteristics, as 
suggested by Eugene Stak íStalev, 1938; Stalev and Morse, 1%S).' 
While there are exceptions, the distinguishing features of small scale 
industry in the de\eloping countries are: 

(a) Yet-   h 11 M- specialization, or none, in management functions; 

(b) Shunte •"     tpit.il, and only verv  limited access to institutional 
finance. 

1 References   mentioned   in   ihr   ttvt    ire   listed   at   ilu    ei-,d   : *     tr    , .¡¡>t; 
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(c) Weak bargaining position in its markets; 

(d) i lose personal contact between management aid workers, and 
often between the firm and its customers; 

To these Stalin adds "a relatively dose integration with the local 
community through local ownership anil management, and dependence 
on nearbv markets and sources of supply". He suggests that the 
possession of several, perhaps two or more, of these characteristics 
places an establishment m the small-scale category. Features (a) and (b) 
may be the more prey aient, the others being either secondary or 
incidental. 

Associated with the foregoing may be: 

(e)    The employment of obsolete technological processes; 

(/)    The preference for the production of traditional lines; and 

(g)    A reluctance to introduce innovations. 

The latter group mav be exhibited in varying degrees or may be absent 
altogether. In any case, it is necessary to consider these in relation to 
the general level of  technology in the countries. 

According to this viewpoint, two extreme types of small-scale 
industrial undertakings exist: one in which only the fir~t group of 
characteristics, perhaps only (a) and (/?), is present; and another in 
which all of the features are represented. Between these there are many 
intermediate types. 

A useful distinction can be made between industries employing 
modern technological processes and those clinging to obsolete practices. 
The latter have grown directly or indirectly from artisan or handicraft 
workshops and still tend to produce the types of article needed in an 
unsophisticated community. These relics of the pre-industrial era may 
be described as "traditional" small-scale enterprises. Opposed to these 
are the "modern"" small scale undertakings, which may have come into 
being m their present form, or mav have the same origins as the 
traditional t\pe but at some point in their process of growth broke 
with the past by introducing new and technologically more advanced 
methods, accompanied, very oiten, bv diversification of production. 

In all but the most isoiited communities, the traditional tvpe of 
entcipnse tends to disappt u Such enterprises are unable to compete 
with modern undertaking m terms of pnce and variety and, in some 
cases, of qualm. There are. of course, exceptions, particularly in 
relation to goods of an artistic nature (special woven materials, non- 
utilu.u-un icranms' and ,jvuah/ed foods such as "farina". Whether the 
products of the iradmonal undertaking are replaced bv those of a large- 
or small scale modern factory w.ll depend on a number of factors: the 
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size and sophistication of the market, the effectiveness of the distribu- 
tion system, the extent of the raw materials available, and government 
policy in relation to decentralization and protection. E\cn in the field 
of food processing, where personal taste and local custom may play 
a significant part, this trend is evident. A classic example is the gradual 
disappearance of the small local bakery. 

The objective of economic development is to raise the level of 
living. This is not a stationary target, since with each improvement the 
objective is raised higher. Progress in the desired direction can be made 
only if the most effective use, consistent with the current levels of 
technology, is made of the available resources—capital, skills, materials 
and power. The emphasis is on "most effective use". This phrase cannot 
be equated to efficiency in the narrow technical sense; by it is to be 
understood the optimum use of all the varied factors that affect pro- 
duction. Under certain circumstances this may involve a compromise 
with technical efficiency. In the same field, large-scale undertakings 
often, but by no means invariably, are technically mote efficient than 
their smaller counterparts. That is not to say that they make more 
effective use of their inputs. To replace a manual operation by a 
mechanized one, for instance, is not effective use of capital if the 
machine cannot be kept employed for a reasonably large part of its 
useful life. As effective users of resources, large and small-scale 
enterprises have their places. But the traditional small enterprises do 
not as a rule make the best use of their available resources. Their 
replacement by, or transformation into, the modern small-scale under- 
taking is a necessary step towards industrialization and the living 
standards that only industrialization can bring. 

It is not uncommon to hear the opinion expressed that small-scale 
industry is a transitional phase in the industrial evolution of a country; 
that in highly industrialized countries, manufacturing industry is 
composed entirely of large undertakings; and that only such establish- 
ments can take advantage of modern techniques. The last contention 
may be omitted for the moment. If there were any substance in the 
others, one would expect statistics to show over a number of years 
a decrease in the ratio of small-scale to large-scale enterprises in 
industrializing countries and a significantly lower proportion of small- 
scale establishments in the highly industrialized countries. Table 1 
shows, however, that the ratio of small-scale to large-scale establish- 
ments tends, if anything, to increase, and that the proportion of small- 
scale enterprises is remarkably alike in both industrializing and indus- 
trialized countries. 

In the highly industrialized countries (the Federal Republic of 
Germany, Japan, the United Kingdom and the United States), the 
position, as shown in table 2, with due allowance for the change of base, 
is much the same as that in the countries listed in table 1. 
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Tabic   1.    Small-scale  industrial   establishments   in   selected   countries   in   1920, 

1935  and   1950a 

Country 

„ s; p. ..„. 
• i  .„7   , .;.,/ 

•..-;;   <,i    ;/ 

192 19 j 5 19Í0 

I »Iphnet -      l'I      , ».•j/'/l>/i!i;c,;/, 

employing II ;<> "iC pcr-un* ,n 
,j pen tvt.iyj <>! ./// tnipluxce* 
in eitablnlnni-ri! i   T. ;//.->  .1  staij 

n)     II     ,,,     ,.;.,v( 

1920 19ÍS mo 

Argentina13 — 
Belgium0       .   . 76 
Brazild      .   .   . 74 
Canadae       .   . 75 
Francef         .   . 77 
Japans      .   .   , SI 
Sweden11       .   . 68 
Switzerland 71 

76 78 
74 76 
77 — 

78 79 
77 — 

81 87 
74 73 
72 73 

— 27 29 
27 24 26 
20 24 — 

23 23 21 
28 27 — 

30 29 38 
22 24 23 
26 2Ó 27 

Source:     International     Labour     Organisation     (1965)     "The    Size    of    Industrial     Establishments", 
International   Labour   Review,   Vol.   63,   No. 6,   p.   MO. 

a Manufacturing   industries   except   where   otherwise   stated. 
h Number   of   wage   earners. 
c Ten   or   more   wage   earners   excluding   members   of  employer's   family. 
d Wage   earners   in    1920. 
e Establishments  with  5  to   5C  employees   (5  to  49  in   1949),   as   percentages  of  establishments  with 

5    or    more    employees. 
f Including   construction. 
* Wage   earne.s   in   1921   and   1935. 
h Including   quarrying   and   metal   mining. 

Table  2.    Role  of   manufacturing  establishments  having  fewer  than 
100 employees in selected countries 

Country Year 

Percentage 
of  all 

manufacturing 
establishments 

Percentage 
of at! 

manufai luring 
employee! 

Percentage 
of  all 

manufacturing 
output 

Germany   (Federal 
Republic   of)     .   .   . 1953 89 17 23 

Japan            1952 99 59 37 
United   Kingdom 1954 95 33 n. a. 
United   States    .   .   . 1954 91 26 22 

f'c0HiDt:   F"i Sule"   (1958)   Smal¡   lndtíStry   Development,   Stanford   Research   Institute,   Menlo   Park, 
Calif.   (Research  Program  on  Small   Industry  Development,  Misceli.  Paper No. 1). 
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It may be concluded from the foresting that in ail countries snui! 

enterprises form the largest group bv number in the manntactutuv; 
industries, and there is no evidence that it  is dimmishmu, 

applu ahle  i>nl v    to  large 
siuh   pnH esses 

.M'c   i »n I \ ul 

To consider modern teehnologv as Ivnv, 
undertakings is to ignore factor prices and lo regard al 
as being large and indivisible. The economies of M aL- 
realizeci when the indivisible j.ictors ot produit ion arc combined in 
optimum proportions. }-\ »r the lowest c ost of prodiiipon tin most 
advanced technology m,n not be the best, "Im there ,\rv at all tunes 
a long strini; of mechanical devices known to the engineer «huh appear 
ro have everything in their favour except that thev would n->t \\\\" 
(ìewkes, 195 2Ì. Some operations re(|inre lari;e .\nd expensive units of 
equipment. Such operations, or processes, are indivisible in that thev 
will not be profitable if the output is below a certain minimum. 
A blast furnace lor the smelt m«; ot iron ore is such a unit. The invest 
ment and labour required place blast furnaces outside the limit of 
«mall-scale industry bv anv definition. On the other hand, in ni.wv 
large establishments the operations are performed on a battery of 
identical machines, in these circumstances the process is divisible and 
could be carried out equally well in a small scale undertaking, letter- 
press printing and the making of cutiere are good examples of indus 
tries whe'-e the size is a matter of multiplication. As is to be expected, 
small-scale enterprises are  well   represented  m  these fields. 

There ^ a general trend in industrialized countries for establish- 
ments to increase in size. In plants employing fewer than 100 workers. 
the average number of employees per establishment was ì in ïtalv 
(1954) and 7 in japan (195H, while in the United States (1947; .ind the 
United Kingdom (1956) the comparable figures were I7 and VS. 
respectively. It would appear that the longer the history of indus- 
trialization the greater the average size of small scale undertakings. 
Some small-scale enterprises mav outgrow the classification, and others, 
no doubt, are forced out of business. These facto's tend to diminish 
the relative importance of the small scale sector as a provider of 
employment. However, the persistence of approximately the same ratios 
of numerical strength and employment between large ,\nd small 
establishments over three decades suggests that, howev -r manv 
undertakings graduate out of the small-scale class or fall bv the wavside. 
new opportunities arise that  this sector is able to seize. 

The correlation in table 2 between the percentages <»f total 
employment and total production attributable to small scale industry 
will be observed. Although it cannot be denied that in every country 
the average productivity, as measured by the value of production per 
worker, is lower in the small-scale sector than in the large, the 
difference is not so great as the exponents of "big business" would 
have people believe. A point that is not often taken into consideration 
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in relation to produit i vu \ is that while complex m.uhnn's .¡mime to 
displace direct 'alunir, a disproportionately large 'M required to 
ensure that   they  are  kept   in   production    lor ( •: "    operatives  in 
Britain   in   1^24,   11.8   were   employed   in   ,idmn ce,  technical   and 
clerical duties m 193S the figure was is I um by I'MH it had 
reached 20 (I lorence, 19S3). 

The conclusion to he drawn from the foregoing ¡s: "It small scale 
industry appears, broadly speaking, to maintain its relative importance 
in national economies a-, economic growth proceed*, it does so not 
through sheer inertia, but through a process of adaptation—of evolution 
and natural selection. To a large extent the process of adaptation that 
is required would seem to be a process of shifting the centre of gravity 
of small-scale industry from activities that compete with large scale 
industry to a tt vines that are complementary to it" (ILO, 1961). For 
far too long, small-scale industry to most people has been synonymous 
with backyard enterprise. But by the level of employment it provides 
and by its contribution to the rational product, it is a potent factor in 
all national economies and should be recognized as sudi. 

Ruth   OF  SMAI.l-SCAI F   INDUSTRY   IN   DIVIIOPED   AND 

Dfc V11 DPI NG   h CONOM J t S 

In the foregoing paragnphs it has been shown that small and 
large establishments can, and do, exist side bv side. This co-existence 
does not, of course, pervade the entire industrial field. There is an 
area that is the exclusive domain of the large undertaking, just as 
there is a section in which small establishments predominate. Between 
these two extremes is a region where large and small enterprises are 
in competition. In both developed and developing economies there 
are certain common features m the respective parts that small-scale 
industry has to plav, but there is often a difference in the emphasis 
that must be placed on them. 

In most countries, particularly in tun eloping ones, there are 
concentrations of population that are widely dispersed. These densely 
populated areas form the principal markets for the products of industry. 
It mav be found that the savings resulting from large scale production 
in any one of them are diminished, or completely lost, by the high 
cost of transport to the marke' in the other centres. This applies 
particularly to perishable and lou value, high freight goods. lor that 
reason a large concern may establish a small scale production unit in 
an area remote from the centre oî gravitv of population to cater to 
the local market. 

There is a tendency, at the present time among large undertakings 
to decentralize part of their activities. It is no longer believed that 
all the varied operations that  make up a  complex   product must  be 
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performed under one root. There are valid reasons tor so thinkim;. 

Land values usually are lower awav troni urban districts. 'I here mav 

be more, and possiMv cheaper, labour available, ami less social unrest. 

A firm tnav decide to pi in ess its raw material at its sounc i at her than 

Snip it to the ienti.il t.n'oiv. Anothei mav consider that itu iie,s .ind 

tools uscii ¡n pi i-vini t ;on «, • M t Ul IM- made c»piallv weil and at less cost 

in a SUM!! bt.uich t.utmv I he units th.it ate set up. * «. » i tin- reasons 

given in the isso ¡MHúIHí^ paiagiaphs. ahhouidi small m tenus ot the 

numbers emplowd wul h.ise some or all ol the ail v .1111,1^ s ot splvu!;/e-d 

management   Uiausi  ot  their integiation with theo   panni  companies. 

I he v ti 1 nnw.un es 1 hat permit the pi obf ei at ¡on ot biandi taitones 

and subsidiar-, pi .»due t ton units aie eouallv effective in piomonm; the 

growth ami development ot small, independent units. In the umiifio 

that are now hn^Vv mdust 1 iah/cd, it was the custom, betöre mechan.cal 

power was geilet\.!lv used, to nintr.ut out work to artisans to be done 

in their ow 11 homes I hiv practice ceased when steam power was 

introduced bciau-e onK the iar^e operator t.-uild attord to install 

mach 1 net v u^n : it. I he advent ot*electrical power anil the ease with 

which it could be ilistnbiitcd aheied the situation Tlu complc\ tv ,\m\ 

scale ot modern production processes makes a return t>> production 

in the home quite inadvisable, but the part that was tornurh plaved 

by the household work et can now be carried out In small scale 

enterprises Some countries undergoing industrial transtot mat um w ere 

not slow to take advantage u| the new position. Indeed. ,n the luuhlv 

industrialized coimtnes. schere the maiontv ot the industries at that 

time wire v«.-rticillv muvraied, the possibilities ot the situation were 

less evident. It is n .s recognized, however, that one ot the most 

promising fields tot snidi scale enterpr.sc-s is m supplv mu the needs ot 

large undertakings. An n\v,\ ot the extent ot the cooperation between 

large-scale and small scale  mdustrv   in   Japan  is given in  table  V 

1 able J.     \t Iti ted dala on   suln untren tin%  in Jap.in 

lud» : 

Rolling   stock 
Shipbuilding 
Motor   cars 

T?xtilf   machinery 
Telephone switchboards 

73 
hi 

2b 

%OH'lt l'ili Ini N 

I/ténu 'i / 1 />( >; ' >-»i 1 
mimeogr jphrd1 

,        l'A«,        H,pf„!      ni      V»*,/,      (,.t,Hf     -I      *>m,,¡!   S,j/» 
l    ,-      1.    ¡jpjn     Allumimi    Ì  l \    III    jij     I  ST*. 

The existence ot small-scale establishments ts not to be attributed 
solely to their ability to supply and or complement large-scale under- 
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takings, h ve»-y community has different needs, and within a community 
the various levels of society have different needs. Manv of these needs 
cannot he met by the mass producers. Where services are directly 
provided to customers, whetc the demand is tor a wide variety of 

product, and where long production runs are impossible, the small 
enterprise is preferable to the large. 

It is obviousb impossible to operate a large enterprise unless the 
appropriate quantities ot raw or intermediate materials, as the case 
mav be, are readilv and continuously available. The sources of such 
materials are bv no means uniformly distributed. Where local sources 
are sparse, the enterprises depending on them must, of necessity, be 
small. Deficiencies nuv be made good bv importation, but this is not 
always possible. I here are many instances, particularly in relation to 
the processing ot agricultural materials, where the quantities arising in 
anv one location are relatively small and must be treated so soon after 
collection that central, large-scale processing is impossible. Many local 
resources, not only agricultural, but mineral and sylvicultural as well, 
would not be exploited but tor small-scale industry. 

ADDITION M   Rous or SMALL-SCAM-  INDUSTRY IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 

In countries undergoing the transformation from an agrarian to 
an industrial economy, the traditional practice of investing savings in 
land   and   valuables   still   exists.   The   capital   needed   to   start   a   smal' 
enterprise is seldom too great to k raised b\ the owner, usually an 
individual or a small partnership, ¡rom personal resources supplemented 
by loans from friends ,md relatives. In this wav the small enterprise can 
mobih/e the wealth frozen in unptoductive assets tor productive use, 
and st) assist  m capital formation. 

Agriculture is still the principal actiutv in the industrializing 
countries ànd ¡s trequentb characterized by a dichotomy between 
plantation and peasant farmimg. The former is becoming more capital- 
intensive, ,\ñ¿ the latter, through lack of ^\vp:\\ continues to employ 
obsolete methods with low returns. Furthermore, in many areas all or 
nearh all *>• the available land is under cultivation. Increased yields 
Can 'v obtained onl\ In better methods, irrigation or improved strains. 
The eomequeiKe -s that countries are faced with declining agricultural 
empiownem and ncteasmg population —m other words, a decreasing 
i'ft tApLi mame The solution to this problem is industrialization, in 
which  the small-scale enterprise cai   pla\   its part. 

Io absorb the redundant agricultural workers, industries must be 
established. It is less U»MK in social overheads Ü these industries can 
bt- set up m the areas where the unemployed normally reside. The 
drift   to the  towns   mav   be   lessened.   As   these   areas   are   rural   and 
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•.mal perhaps   remote   from   the  centres   of   high   population   density,   si 
undertakings are likely  to be  the only  possible type. 

Small-scale industry may also play other roles. The managerial 
skills required by large-scale industry have to be acquired. The small- 
scale industry can, and does, provide an excellent training ground tor 
those with the proper entrepreneurial spirit. The experience uaincd 
there can  be translated into  wider fields. 

In newly industrializing countries wealth is frequently concentrated 
in the hands of a small minority, and where there is dualism in 
agrarian economies this condition tends to increase rather than diminish. 
Small-scale industry has the effect of creating a new class of small 
capitalists, leads to the formation of a middle class, and to a wider 
distribution of income. 

The planners of national industrial programmes oftui fail to 
consider the possibilities of small-scale industry and tend to concentrate 
on large projects. In not a few cases these super-scale undertakings have 
been costly failures. Some are kept in operation only by government 
subventions. It is extremely difficult to forecast demands accurately 
under rapidly changing conditions and mistakes must occur from time 
to time. With large-scale establishments mistakes are expensive and 
may actually slow down the progress towards industrialization. This 
is not the case with small undertakings. Indeed, it may be that in 
countries where capital is scarce the only road to a transformed 
economy is through the small-scale sector. 

INDUSTRIES IN WHICH SMAI.I. ENTERPRISES CANNOT 

COMPETE 

Two NEGATIVI; attributes of small-scale industry—lack of capital and 
specialized managerial skills—have already been noted. It is to be 
expected, therefore, that the small enterprise will not be represented 
in industries requiring a heavy capital investment and specialized 
managerial functions. Both of these criteria call tor some amplification. 
While the capital investment must be great, it must not be so only by 
reason of the multiplicity of identical unit processes. Ì he indivisible 
units of production must be physically large or so interdependent one 
with another that the complex virtually is one large, individual unit. 
In many instances the products will be of substantial size and \alue. 
Specialized management, of course, is only the division of the various 
functions, which are carried out, however indifferently, in a small 
undertaking by one or two persons, among a relatively large number 
of officials who arc experts in their particular fields. 

The products listed below require for their manufacture on a 
commercial scale the employment of a large or integrated plant. No 
small establishment can compete successfully in these lines. 
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Cement 
Heavy chemicals 
Heavy  electrical 

machinery 

Locomotives 

Heavy   armaments 

Paper  machinery 

Textile machinery 
Marine engines 
High-pressure    boilers 

Motor  vehicles 
(assembly) 

Iron and steel 
smettimi 

Machine  tools 
(high   precision) 

Plate ulass 

Aircraft (assembly) 
Ocean-going  ships 
Tinplate 

Mineral oil (refining) 

Linoleum 

Cane sugar (refining) 

The list is not exhaustive, but illustrative of the types of product, 
nearly all of which are capirai goods or intermediate materials, which 
are seldom produced by the small-scale sector. There are some excep- 
tions for such materials as lime and rubber, MM\ when capital goods 
are produced they  are usually ot  relatively  low   value. 

The validin ot the preceding statements is not affected by the 
level of industrial development. The plants manufacturing the above 
items will all be above a certain minimum si/e in terms of initial 
capital investment, irrespective of the country in which thev are 
located. Some, no doubt, grew from small undertakings. If so, the 
growth was not gradual, but by discrete steps with an accompanying 
change of product. Others, such as those producing cement or tinplate, 
came into being at or above the minimum si/e. 

INDUSTRIES IN WHICH SMALL AND LARGE ENTERPRISES 

CAN COMPETE 

IN MOST iNDtSTRihs, with the exception ot those manufacturing the 
products listed in the preceding section, small, medium and large 
establishments can be found. In the wool and worsted industry in 
Great Britain, for example, the number of employees in the largest 
unit is at least 40 times that in the smallest. Certain factors, locational 
and economic, operate in such a manner that for most products there 
is, in broad terms, a prevalent or representative size of plant. In an 
industrialized country, it small establishments are found in an industry 
in which the prevalent size is medium or large, and the products are 
comparable, it is because of the industry's appropriate adjustment to 
the size of the market it serves and to the availability of raw materials. 
In relation to availability of materials the cost of transport may be 
important. Articles, nominally the same, produced at different industrial 
levels may in fact differ in quality and design. The garment industry is 
a case in point. The creations of the famous fashion houses cannot be 
compared  with  mass-produced clothing.  The same applies to the  shoe 
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industry. Very often ¡t will be found that the small establishment ..iters 
to a specialized market, and there is no competition with the large 
producer. 

In countries undergoing industrialization, entire industries may be 
comparatively small; certain industries may be absent altogether. Under 
these conditions the prevalent plant size, where there is one,\vi!l be small, 
and enterprises entering any industrial held, except that reserved tor 
the "giants", will also be small. The opportunities tor MII.III enterprises 
will depend on such factors as the si/e and sophistication of the local 
market, the possibilities of exporting, the supply ot materials either 
locally obrainable or imported, the costs ot labour and capital, ,m¿ the 
degree ot  protection,  it  <m\\ provided. 

An enterprise cannot survive unless there is a market to absorb 
its products. 1 ver\ entrepreneur considering entry into the manu- 
facturing field must assess the potential market. This is so obv.ously 
essential that one hesitates to mention it, but a surprisingly large 
number ot entrepreneurs fail to make such an assessment. It iVnot ^n 

easy task. The published statistics are ot only limited assistance because 
the commodity classifications are almost nnariably too broad. 
Advertising, radio and television have educited the public to expect 
and demand a greater variety of products than hitherto. In a country 
where the market for a certain category of goods appears to In- 
adequate to support production, this sophistication may mean that 
the consumption of each individual item within the group is very low 
and that the demand can suddenly switch from one line to another. 
Such a situation is less likely to affect adversely the small than the 
large producer because the organization of the small producer is more 
adaptable to change, lor example, a retail store may find it necessary 
to stock 40 to 50 different steles of shoes, and its sales ot each may 
be comparatively small. No factory could undertake to manufacture 
profitably such a range unless it had access to an immense market. 
Indeed, it has been said that four or five styles are the maximum for 
optimum production. The demand for one or two styles may In- 
sufficient to absorb the output of a small factory, which can relatively 
easily change to another style in accordance with the \ aganes of the 
market. 

In the light engineering field, particularly in connexion with metal 
pressings, there are many articles that require expensive and specialized 
appliances for their production, the cost of which must be charged 
against the goods manufactured. If" the price is not to be unreasonably 
high, long production runs are essential. This situation must be faced 
in those countries in which consumer durables are being assembled 
from components that are imported for the most part. Naturally, 
such countries arc eager to have as many locally made parts as possible 
incorporated in the assemblies. Many of these, without any difficulty, 
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could he made it the quantities needed were sufficient to allow the 
equipment to he written oft as a reasonably low component of the 
unit price. The automohile assemhlv industrv provides an excellent 
example of this vtate of affairs, and in it the situation is not improved 
by the almost annual changes in design, which have been described as 
built-m obsolescence. In those countries that have legislation to 
compel assemblers to use a proportion of locallv made parts, the 
position has been reached where items have to be redesigned so that 
they can be made with less expensive tools. This does not mean that 
the local product will be less expensive than the imported equivalent; 
the reverse is usuali) the case. The essentia! decision in selecting 
articles to be manufactured is not "Can it be made?" but "Can enough 
be sold to cover the cost of production and leave a reasonable margin 
for profit?" 

The costs of labour and capital usually are the most important 
items in the price structure of a manufactured article. In developing 
countries the cost of capital may outweigh the cost of labour, but that 
is not always the case. In most feasibility studies made for the purpose 
of selecting suitable products for small-scale industrv-, one is faced 
with the problem of balancing the cost of labour against the capital 
cost of machinery. The cost of labour in some Latin American countries 
is so high that machinery must be used to replace it if the product 
is to be competitive. Very often, it will be found, the break-even 
production of the mechanized plant is too great for the home market. 
Unless there are possibilities for export some compromise must be 
made. Sometimes the only possible solution is protection, a course 
that may not be in the best interests of the economy as a whole. There 
is no universal solution to this dilemma. So tar as small-scale industry 
is concerned, a partial answer is to select products that have a relatively 
high labour content; that do not require to be made on specul-purpose, 
high-capacity machines; that, in most countries, are made at all indus- 
trial levels; And for which there is a healthy local market. In a sense 
these are alternatives, since it is improbable that an article can be 
selected that fulfils ail criteria. With regard to the means oi' production, 
obviously it must be capable of carrying out the intended functions. 
If a special-purpose machine is essential, there is no alternative. But 
if the operations may be performed almost as well on a general- 
purpose machine, it  should  be chosen. 

In certain industries there is no prevalent size of plant. Identical 
products are manufactured, or services performed, at all industrial 
levels, the "giants" excepted. In such industries the economies of scale 
are not of great importance. Provided that there is a still unsati tied 
portion of the market, the small undertaking can compete successfully 
with the large manufacturer, and established small concerns will not 
find their positions undermined, solely on account of size, by the 
entry into  the  field  of  a   large  producer.   A  list  of  the  products  of 

m 
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such industries ¡s s;]von below. An attempt Ins been nude t > -;\e 
indications of the cipit.il investment per emplovee .uni numbc >t 
employees in respect ot establishments m 'lVmnl.nl. The data .ire m.unh 
from the Industrial Development Corporation ot 'f'rund.id .uni T>bm>». 
Where appropriate (.lata on existing undertakings nere unobtainable 
feasibility studies prepared In various agencies, principal!s the United 
States Agency for Industrial  Development  Í AID), have oeen u^^\\. 

SUGAR   COMICTION! K^ 

The principal products are boiled sweets and toffees. There is 
opportunity to use locally obtainable flavours, essences xm\ fruits. The 
sweets are machine wrapped. Savings in investment cm be made bv 
employing hand wrapping. The product has a good local market, but 
export is difficult in competition with branded goods. The investment 
per employee is about S 3,000 (32 employees). 

BAKING POWDIR 

Basically the operation consists of the mixing of refined sodium 
bicarbonate with sodium pyrophosphate, and packaging. The investment 
varies from S 3,200 to S 5,200 per worker, the lowest investment per 
worker being in the largest undertaking, employment ranges from four 
to twenty workers per establishment. 

BISCUITS 

The size of establishments varies enormously. In Great Britain, the 
prevalent size is large, but in other countries this is not the case. 
There is no representative size in the United States. In Japan, at least 
half the national production is from firms employing fewer than 
50 persons. Since suitably packed biscuits remain fresh over a long 
period and are easily transportable, there is no local advantage for 
small establishments. The principal ingredients are sugar, flavourings, 
wheaten flour and shortening. Where wheat flour is imported, varying 
amounts of local flours—>oya, arrowroot, cassava—c.\n be incorporated 
in the dough. The shortening may be obtained bv the ludrogenat ion 
of locally produced vegetable oils, such as coconut oil. The investment 
per worker for a plant employing six persons is about S 4,500. In 
a highly mechanized factory it may be as high as X 15,000 per employee 
(14 employees). 

PASTAS 

Such items as macaroni, spaghetti, tagliarmi, fanti, noodles and 
other pastes made from wheat middlings (semolina) are popular 
foodstuffs in most countries. They have the advantage of keeping 
fresh almost indefinitely. The investment per worker in a factory with 
mechanized drying  and packing equipment  is of the  order of S 5,000 
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(25 employees). Some units operate on a \ei\ small suie, employing 
between one anil tour persons, usualb numbers ot the same laniily. 
At this level the products are mee, meehoon m egg noodles, which 
are sohl either loose 01 vc rapped. The equipment m.iv consist of an 
extruder, ofuu improvised, M)A ,I dough roller. The investment is 
not   hkelv   to  exceeil   S S00   per   workei. 

i IHBl i    oils 

Sunti.»wer seeds, corn, lOtnm seeds, peanuts, soyabeans, sesame 
seeds, copra and the t mit s ot the oil palm are possible sources of edible 
oil. Broadh speaking, there are two methods ot extraction, bv solvent 
extraction, w ¡neh is usualb emploved tor soyabean and cotton seed 
ods, ami In expelhm; or expressing, [he toi mer ¡s not an operation 
for a small ^ak undertaking. Next to eotton seed ,\nd soyabean oils. 
CCKOIUII "¡I is < »mnuix.alh the most important. The process of 
expelling uaonui ml s not labour intensiv e. Small producers do not 
usuallv ret nu' iheir oil. and their sales outlets depend on the quality 
ot the oil. I rcshlv expressed o,l max be sold a-» a cook mi; oil, but oils 
with .tin degree ot raiuidiu must be sold to retiners or to soap 
manufacture! s !'he large-scale oil millers usuallv retine and deodorize 
the oil and mas make it directly into shortenings And soap. The 
investment per worker m a factory expelling oil And manufacturing 
soap and shortenings is about X 5,000 (200 employees). In a smaller 
expelling and rctming plant the per-worker investment is S 10,000 
(20 employees). Palm oil is rareU , it ever, mad.' on a small scale because 
ot the high cost ot equipment to treat the trim to prevent a rapid 
rise ot the tree tatty acid content. Corn oil, which is ned almost 
exclusively as a ^alad oil, is made from the hulls by expressing. 
Chemical treatment with sulphur dioxide is necessary to separate the 
hulls from the kernels. The basic equipment of a small oil mill is 
a hammer mill (coconut oil only), a screw press and a filter press. 
Only two or three persons are employed in the smallest units. In all 
large mills the percentage yield of oil is higher. The press cake 
remaining after the expulsion of the oil is a valuable animal feed. 

LAUNDRY  SOAP 

Toilet soaps generally are made in large undertakings, but laundry 
soap is made at ail industrial levels. Small enterprises frequently make 
it by the "semi-boiled" process. The product is inferior to soap made 
by the "full-boiled" method, but it is more economical to make and 
very little equipment is needed. The ingredients commonly used are 
tallow, or tallow mixed with coconut oil, caustic soda, sodium silicate, 
powdered laundry blue and a soap perfume. The investment per worker 
varies from S 450 (4 employees) to g 2,000 (8 employees). The major 
capital cost is the workshed. 
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KNITTED COTTONS 

The customary procedure is for the firm to use imported yarn 
to produce knitted fabrics in tube form on a circular knitting machine. 
The fabric is washed, bleached and, sometimes, dyed on the premises. 
Units may contain any number of knitting machines, but three is 
probably the minimum. Very often such garments as tee-shirts, singlets 
and men's underwear are made up in the knitting mill. The investment 
per worker in factories engaged in knitting and making up ranges from 
S 1,400 to 8 3,000. For three concerns the figures are S 1,400 (52 
employees), $ 2,000 (32 employees) and S 3,000 (22 employees). 

APPAREL 

Such garments as shirts, pyjamas, bathing suits, trousers, pull- 
overs, sweaters, and blouses are made from knitted cottons, bleached, 
dyed or printed, and poplins similarly finished. The minimum level 
of employment is about ten persons, but some enterprises employ 
over 400. The majority of firms employ from 20 to 40 workers. The 
investment is between $ 600 and $ 2,700 per person. Five firms each 
employing between 20 and 25 persons had an average investment of 
just under $ 1,000 per worker, and in five units each with 30 to 40 
employees the equivalent figure was $ 1,250. The maximum investment 
per employee occurred in firms employing between 50 and 60 workers. 

MATTRESSES (INTERIOR SPRING) 

The making of interior spring mattresses is often combined with 
furniture-making, but there are firms that specialize in this line. The 
minimum size of unit employs about eighteen persons, the investment 
per worker being about $ 3,000, but in some larger units it may fall 
to about 8 2,000. Mattress makers usually do not manufacture their 
own springs. Many of the mattresses on the market have patented 
springing arrangements, but where coiled springs are used, they are 
sometimes made on the premises. It is not profitable to make springs 
on a small scale unless the excess output can be sold to other mattress 
manufacturers, or to upholsterers. 

METAL EURNITURE 

Firms may specialize in office furniture—desks, chairs, filing 
cabinets—or household furniture—chairs, highchairs, stools, occasional 
tables and dinette sets. For office use, the pedestals for desks, and 
drawers for filing cabinets and desks are formed by folding and 
bending sheet steel, and the frames for chairs are made by bending 
imported square section tube. Seat cushions are of foam, plastic or 
natural rubber. The backs are of wood, padded and covered with 
polyvinyl sheet. A domestic chair usually consists of a chrome-plated 
or oxidized frame of parallel or tapered steel tube supporting a card- 
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board or particle-board scat on which a foam cushion is fitted. The 
back-rest is made of three-ply or solid wood, shaped and padded. The 
material used to cover the seat and back-rest is polyvinyl sheet. 
Table tops are made of particle board or blockboard covered with 
a plastic laminate. Some manufacturers purchase the tubes already 
bent to shape, pierced and plated. Others buy the parallel tube in 
straight lengths to cut and bend. Plating is carried out by established 
electroplating firms. The tapered tubes are always bought with the 
ends drawn down to the desired size. The investment per worker 
ranges from about S 3,100 (34 employees) to around S 7,000 (25 
employees). 

WOODEN   FURNITURE 

In many but not all countries, factories making domestic furniture 
are found at all industrial levels. The present tendency appears to be 
for the larger units to produce standard designs and for the lesser 
units to combine the production of household and institutional 
furniture with building fixtures. The very small concerns generally 
make furniture to order. The woodworking machinery employed is 
not highly specialized. A firm could switch from making furniture to 
the production of crates for beer or fruit without great difficulty. The 
average investment pei worker taken over five establishments worked 
out at S 3,200 and varied from S 1,600 (43 workers) to S 6,200 
(10 workers). 

CONVERTED PAPER PRODUCTS 

Paper of the requisite quality is purchased for conversion into a 
wide range of products: toilet tissue, paper napkins, sanitary pads, paper 
bags (single-Well type), envelopes, exercise books, writing pads, paper 
plates, drinking cups, food containers, drinking straws and egg cartons 
(see table 4). 

Table 4.    Approximate level of employment and investment per worker 

Product 

Toilet   tissue,   paper 
napkins,   sanitary   pads, 
paper bags, envelopes    . 

Exercise books, writing 
pads, loose-leaf note- 
books          

Paper   plates,   sanitary 
cups,  food  containers    . 

Egg   cartons  
Drinking   straws    .   .   .   . 

Employment ImeUment 
range per   worker 

(number   of   workers)    (dollars 
Method 

10—45 2,600 

Cutting,  or  cutting 
folding  and   gumming 

Cutting,   ruling, 

15—20 12,500 
punching  and 
binding 

about 10 
7—10 

about    5 

4,000 
3.000 
1,500 

Press   moulding 

Press   moulding 
Spiral   winding 
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PRINTING 

In the small-scale sector most printers are jobbers. Some produce 
almanacs and calendars as regular lines to supplement then jobbing 
trade, and, it so, the art work is usually purJiavd from specialist 
colour printers. The employment ma' be at am level. '! he smallest 
has only a platen press, a guillotine, perhaps, a stitcher Ami three or 
four employées, 1 he investment per worker is around S VCC3- 1 here 
is a tendency tor investments to increase in tlm trade as the hand ted 
platen press is replaced by the automaticalb -ted machine. 

TANNINO 

Tanneries can be divided into two main groups, those that produce 
only sole leather and those that produce sole and uppers leather. There 
is a subsidiary group that specializes in  tanning goat, sheep AIU\ exotic 
skins. The volume of business is in bovine sole And uppers leather. I or 
the   production   ot   sole   leather   onlv   relatively   simple   equipment    is 
necessary.    The    tanning    materials,    mangrove    bark,    oak    gall    nuts, 
quebracho,   can   in   main    instances   be   obtained   locallv ;   ami   accurate 
chemical  control,   while desirable,  is  not   so  essential  as  in  the  chrome 
tanning   process   used   tor   uppers   leather.   As   vegetable   tanning   may 
take  as long as  six  months to  produce  a  satisfactory  tanned   hide,  the 
greater   part   ot   the   investment,   exclusive   (it   cost   ot   building,   ¡s   in 
materials in  progress.  lor the tanning and  finishing ot   uppers leather, 
a wide range of  machinen   is needed, and  there must   be accurate and 
continuous control of the strengths and  pi I  values ot   the reagents,  A 
tannery   producing   sole   and   uppers   leathers   might   employ   about   50 
workers at an investment of S 6,000 per employee. Sole leather is made 
in  one  factory   employing  eight   persons,   and  the   investment   is  about 
8 7,000   per   employee.   The   quantity   and   particularly   the   quaky   of 
locally obtained  hides have an   important  bearing on  the success ot   the 
operation.   If   the  quantity   is  deficient   it   is   possible   to   import   salted 
hides;  but   if   the   quality   is   low   because   ot   wounds   or  badlv   tlaved 
hides,   it   will   be   very   difficult   to  dispose   o\   the   leather.   Often   the 
first step in improving the quality of local leather should be taken in the 

local abattoir. 
BURNT CI .W   PROIHH IS 

The products are plain and glazed root and floor tiles, bricks, 
hollow blocks, soil pipes and land drams, and sanitary wares. At 
cottage industry and slightly higher levels, plain root and floor tiles 
and bricks are made by hand-moulding. It any mechanical equipment 
at all is used it will IH- a hand press tor repressing partially dried 
green bricks. At more advanced levels tiles are formed bv machine- 
pressing of extruded clots ot elav, MU\ bricks, hollow blocks and 
pipes are produced by extrusion. A vertical extruder is necessary to 
make pipes.  lor  firing,  the Scotch  kiln,  usually   wood tired   is used by 
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small  producers. I arger producers may use the downdraught  or tunnel 
kiln,   depending   or,   whether   their   operations   are   continuous   or   by 
batches. The quality or   the available clay   will determine the  products 
to   be   made.   All   those   mentioned   above,   except   samtarv    wares,   are 
made   from   common   "red   burning"  clavs.   Refractory   hricks   are  made 
from   "buff   burning"   clays.   Clays   for   whitewares,   from   soft-glazed 
earthenware  through  "china"   and stonewares  to  hard-gla/ed   porcelain 
require  some form   of   beneficiation.   A   feasibility  study  of   a   project 
to press roofing tiles in  Turkey indicated  that an  investment  of about 
$200,000 was needed and  that about  80 persons  would  be employed. 
The  high   level of  employment  was due to  the proposal  to   haul  the 
clay manually to the factory and to transfer and stack the green tiles 
by hand. The investment per worker in units producing hollow blocks 
is between 8 5,000 and 8 7,000. The smallest undertaking would have 
about 30 workers. Roof and floor tiles could be made with an invest- 
ment of around g 3,000 per employee, using the minimum of power- 
driven machinery and employing about 12 persons. 

GREY-IRON FOUNDRY 

To support a foundry there must be a concentration of manufac- 
turing establishments in the surrounding area, because much of the 
business will be the replacement of worn-out and damaged castings. It 
is possible, even usual, to combine with jobbing a number of stock 
hnes—cooking pots, charcoal-heated domestic irons, cable junction 
boxes lavatory cisterns or special fittings for water mains. Some small 
foundries make rainwater ware, but this is better left to large units 
with speciah/ed equipment. Foundries exist at all industrial levels. The 
smallest known to the writer employs only three persons and consists 
ora single cupola, improvised from oil drums, with an electrically 
driven blower, and a few cast iron copes. Medium-sized foundries are 
usuallv equipped with two cupolas, blowers, overhead lifting gear, a 
core oven, screw tilting ladles and, if repetitive work is carried on, one 
or two plate-moulding machines. More advanced establishments' will 
have m addition sand-treatment plant, knock-out grills and possibly 
sand-blasting plant. In most jobbing foundries the bottom or "drag" 
half of the mould is made in the floor sand, the cope or upper half 
being rammed m a steel or wooden box (flask). Such a foundry nvght 
produce about 5 tons of casting each week, and employ ten to fifteen 
workers. Where commons casting is carried on, both halves of the 
flask are mounted on a plate conveyor that carries the mould to the 
pouring station. For an output of about 80 tons per week about 
45 persons would be employed. An AID estimate of the investment 

r^nnf?1*01"   ^  *   foundry   cmPIoying   around   30  persons   is   about 8 5,000. 
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NON-NRKOUS   lOUNDRI 

There is a large demand for non-ferrous castings, principally- in 
brass and bronze, usually in the forms of valve bodies and lids, 
faucets, fittings for electrical appliances, gas stoves and cisterns, lock 
parts and water-pump impellers. Aluminium castings arc used for 
cooking utensils, electrical appliances and machine parts. In a \ erv 
small foundry the metals are hkelv to be melted in n\ oil-tired or 
coke-fired crucible furnace, and usuallv the greater pan of the 
charge is scrap, lor a foundry casting tai ri v large numbers of each 
unit, two tilting furnaces, one or more plate-moulding machines, a 
core oven, a tumbling barrel and polishing heads would be required. 
To produce about 300,000 pounds of castings per vear the investment 
would be about S 120,000, or S 7,000 per employee, loundries with 
less capital equipment invest about S 5,000 per worker. A side-line 
that can be combined conveniently with any foundry is the re-metalling 
of bearing shells; tor automobile bearings small centrifugal casting 
machines  are available. 

METAL PRESSINGS 

The range of articles made by the colei pressing of such sheet 
metals as steel, brass and aluminium is enormous both in variety and 
physical size. It is obviously impossible to list more than a tew of the 
more common items: metal containers, crown tops for bottles, spoonsv 

forks, drawer handles, cooking utensils, sinks, refrigerator bodiesv 

automobile panels, and so on. Establishments making metal pressings 
are found at all levels. The smallest may have two or three hand presses, 
while the largest units have batteries of power presses of all sizes up to» 
1,000 tons capacity. The small undertakings make physically small 
articles only; the big firms often make only large ones. Irrespective 
of the size of the establishment, the output in each style must be 
numerically great. The cost of a die set to make even a small part is 
considerable, and to form some types of article two or three sets ol- 
dies are needed. lor example, the cost of the die set to form the metal 
strip of the clip used to hold papers in a file is about S 1,200, while 
the clip sells for less than one U.S. cent. Unless long production runs 
are possible it is impossible to recover the cost of the tools. In the 
small-scale sector the most likely products are small, shallow, metal 
containers (for instance, boxes for shoe polish or typewriter ribbon), 
eyelets for shoes -and handbags, file clips, metal buttons, buckles, switch 
boxes, electrical parts, spoons, forks, ash trays, drawer handles and 
metal trays. All these can be made on a single-acting eccentric press. 
Crown tops are used in vast quantities where there are established 
brewing and aerated water industries. Sometimes this is one ot the first 
articles to be pressed; however, unless lithographed tinplate strip is 
available it is not suitable for the small-scale undertaking. The invest- 

10 
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ment per worker tor the production of the articles listed immediately 
above is about S 8,000. An average small press shop would employ 
about  20  persons. 

IlUORtSCINT    IK.HT   FITTINGS 

These fittings are used m domestic, commercial and public 
buildings. This torni ot lighting is becoming increasingly popular. The 
establishments making these fittings produce the body bv cutting, 
bending (or folding) and welding plain mild steel or galvanized sheet. 
Small metal parts are made on a nibbler or small power press. The 
transparent covers are moulded from acrylic sheet. The ballast 
condenser and lamp sockets are purchased from specialist firms. The 
basic equipment consists of a folding brake, a plate guillotine, a small 
press or nibbler, a spot welder, an oven for softening the plastic sheets 
and an improvised press tor moulding them to the desired shape. The 
moulding dies are made of wood and are inexpensive. The investment 
per employee is about S 1,500 (20 employees). 

TELEVISION  AND  RADIO ASSEMBLY 

All the establishments in the television field and most of those in 
the radio field are engaged in assembling branded products that 
formerly were imported built-up. The operation is carried out either 
by a subsidiar;, of the manufacturer or under licence. The home 
demand and the possibilities for export to neighbouring territories will 
determine the scale of production. Specialized equipment is not 
necessary. Assembly is currently being carried on in establishments 
employing only eight persons with an output of four sets per day. 
In larger units signal equipment may be installed to permit more 
comprehensive testing than can be done on the normal broadcasting 
channels. There is often a high import duty on imported receivers, 
which perhaps explains the existence of the very small assembling 
units. While the assembly of television and radio receivers does reduce 
the element ot imported labour in built-up sets, it may do so at a 
greater cost. The real advantage of assembly processes to an industri- 
alizing country is the opportunity gradually to replace imported 
components by locally made parts. In this industry there is seldom 
any saving in freight by importing components, and it is necessary to 
carry fairly heavy stocks; most manufactures supply knocked-down 
packs only in multiples of 200 sets. The investment is therefore heavier 
than one would expect from the simplicity of the operation. In the 
case of two firms, one employing 16 and the other 70 persons, 
investments are around S 3,300 per worker. 
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STORAGE-: BATTLRII-.S 

There is an increasing demand for accumulators for automobiles. 
There is a very considerable freight advantage in this industry, 
provided that the entire battery is made in the country. Frequently 
this advantage is lost, or greatly reduced, bv the necessity to import 
battery cases. An establishment often graduates into batterx-making 
from batterv-repairiiig. The basic process is casting the lead plate 
grids and cell connectors, filling the grids with lead oxide paste, 
joining like plates together to form a cell unit, inserting plate 
separators, placing the plate assemblies in the cells ot the case and 
charging to "form" the positive and negative plates. Specialized 
equipment is necessary, and in respect of the plate grids it may be 
essential to carry a wide range of moulds. The investment per worker 
is in the range of S 7.000 to S 8,000, and ten to fifteen workers are 
employed. 

PLASTIC GOODS 

During the last twenty years the use of plastic materials has 
increased almost beyond measure. Not only are the original plastic 
compounds still being used, but new uses are being found for them; 
and new plastic materials with specialized properties are becoming 
available in rapid sequence. In almost every industry some particular 
plastic has replaced a material formerly used. Plastic compounds and 
plastic material in sheet form are produced by large-scale industry, but 
at all industrial levels, with the possible exception of cottage under- 
takings, plastic compounds are moulded, or plastic sheets worked, into 
consumer goods. The articles manufactured range from shirt buttons 
to automobile bodies. The many plastic materials in current use can 
be classified into three broad groups—thermoplastic, thermosetting and 
reinforced mouldings. A different production technique is needed for 
each group. The basic manufacturing methods are: 

For thermoplastic materials 

Injection moulding. This process is similar to metal die-casting, 
from which it was derived. The plastic crystals are fed into a heating 
chamber from which they aie injected under pressure into a closed 
metal mould. Articles produced may vary in weight from a fraction 
of an ounce to around 40 pounds. Injection moulding machines range 
from the manually operated type, in which a measured amount of 
material is inserted into the heating chamber by hand and the 
injection pressure is applied by means of a lever and toggles, to 
automatic models that perform the entire cycle of operations and 
eject the completed articles. The type of goods produced includes bottle 
stoppers, pill   boxes, combs, stop lights for automobiles, bowls, cups, 
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saucers, spoons, drinking "glasses" and fancy goods generally. The 
plastic compounds selected will depend on the use to which the article 
will be put. In most cases the olefine, vinyl and cellulosic plastics 
will be used. 

The moulds are expensive. It is necessary to be assured of 
reasonably long production runs before embarking on such a project. 
The capital investment is fairly high: an AID study quotes S 183,000, 
or 8 11,440 per worker for sixteen  persons employed. 

Extrusion. In this process, the thermoplastic material is fed 
continuously by a rotating spiral that carries it through a heating 
chamber and forces it through a die. Tube, sheer, film and any 
continous profile may be made in this way. It is also used for the 
covering of wire with insulating material. An operation often carried 
out on a small scale is the making of polythene bags. An adaptation of 
the extrusion process is "blow moulding". An extruded tube, while 
it is still hot and pliable, is placed between two halves of a mould, and 
compressed air is injected to "blow up" the tube. Hollow containers 
from a tew cubic centimetres to a capacity of 50 gallons can be made. 
The investment required to make and print polythene bags (in rented 
premises) is approximately X 35,C00, or S 1,750 per worker (about 
20 employees). 

Sheet moulding. There are at least four variants—vacuum 
moulding, snap-back moulding, plug-assisted moulding and blow-back 
moulding. In all of these a heated sheet of plastic material is forced to 
conform to the shape of a mould. Since low moulding pressures are 
employed, this process has the advantage that inexpensive materials 
such as wood or plaster may be used to make the moulds. The process 
is used by small undertakings to produce bottles, containers and the 
transparent covers for lighting fixtures. In larger establishments linings 
for refrigerators are made on automatic madiines. 

Slush moulding (rotational moulding). Balls, toys and hollow 
bodies are made by this technique. A measured quantity of polythene 
or a polyvin\l chloride (PVC) plastisol is placed in a heated cast- 
aluminium or electro-formed copper mould. The mould is then 
rotated in two planes until the inside walls are evenly covered with 
the plastic compound. The installed cost of a rotational moulding 
machine capable of producing about 100 pieces per hour is around 
8 3,600. The moulds are expensive; consequently, long runs are 
essential. 

For thermosetting materials 

Compression moulding. A predetermined amount of moulding 
powder is placed in the heated cavity of a mould. The mould is then 
closed, and pressure is applied causing the powder to flow within and fill 
the mould cavity. The plastic compounds principally used are from the 
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phenolic and amino groups. Among the articles commonly produced are 
the insulated parts in electrical fittings, cups, saucers, automobile rotors 
and distributor caps. The presses used are usually completely automatic, 
performing the whole cycle of operations except loading the powder 
into the mould. In most instances they are provided with their own 
hydraulic punip>. They arc very costly and likely to be bevond the 
resources ot small-scale industy. í low ever, the writer is aware of 
electrical fittings (the plastic parts of light and power plugs) that 
are made by means ol a fly-press, the mould being heated, as 
required, by a  blow-lamp. 

Remiorccd mouldings 

Two methods are used by small producers: (a) "hand lay-up" 
and (b) "spray lay-up". In the former, fibre glass is built up on a 
wooden or plaster mould to the required thickness by bonding with 
epoxy or polyester resins. In the "spray lay-up" process, a mixture of 
fibre-glass rovings, resins and a catalyst is sprayed on to the mould. 
Neither method is suitable for making very small objects, but there 
is virtually no limit to the upper size. Cafeteria stools, safety helmets, 
lamp shades, surf boards, speed-boat hulls, water tanks, water pipes, 
kitchen sinks and the like are made. Sometimes the hulls of wooden 
vessels are completely sheathed by the "spray lay-up" process to 
prevent marine-worm attack. Very little in the way of equipment is 
required. Exclusive of a building, the cost of a single spray-gun unit 
would be about 8 12,000. If working capital and inventory of materials 
are included the investment would be around 8 30,000 (8 to 12 
employees). 

Cellular plastics 

Foamed or expanded plastics can be moulded in various ways. 
A common method makes use of "book form" moulds. The mould 
is pre-heated and the resin is poured into it. The resin expands to 
fill the mould, and after a curing period of a few minutes the mould 
may be opened and the article removed. If sheet is required, the resin 
is metered on to a continuous length of release paper supported on a 
flat conveyor with flanged sides. The resin is allowed to expand freely, 
forming a continuous slab. Foam mattresses and seat cushions are 
made bv this process using urea plastics. Expanded polythene requires 
a slightly different technique. The preheated beads or crystals are 
placed in a closed mould and steam is introduced. The beads expand 
almost immediately. After cooling, the moulding can be removed. 
Thermally or acoustically insulating materials are made in this way. 
They may be moulded into such articles as picnic baskets, flower- 
pots and ice buckets. For the manufacture of flexible foams an 
investment per worker is about 8 13,000 (12 persons) and for rigid 
expanded materials around 8 6,000 (20 employees). 
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WAX CANDLES 

There are two types of candle, the cast and the dipped. Cast 
candles are made on a small or medium scale, while dipped candles 
generally are made by cortame industry. A machine to cast candles 
costs approximately S 2,500 and can turn out about 503 do/en per 
eight-hour day. A factory producing about 400,000 pounds of wax 
candles per year would need about S 60,000 total investment and it 
would employ about twenty persons. Candles CAU be cast in a multiple- 
core mould. In this case the wick has to be threaded through each 
core in the mould before casting. The cost of a mould is approximately 
8 100. A small unit might have twelve moulds and employ three 
persons. Decorative and "giant" candles are cast in individual moulds, 
which may be improvised from tin-plate. The equipment needed to 
make dipped candles consists of a dipping frame, costing about S 8.00, 
and a wax bath. The materials for decorative or lighting candles are 
paraffin wax and stearic acid. Church candles must contain about 
30 per cent beeswax. 

JEWELLERY 

Such ornaments as earrings, wedding, engagement and signet rings, 
lockets and bracelets may be made by one or two craftsmen, using 
handicraft methods and working on their own behalf, but more often 
employed by a retail jewellery store. However, a very much greater 
range of work is produced in factories employing between 20 and 
30 persons. In the latter type of establishment there will be facilities 
for casting, rolling, wire-drawing and stamping gold and silver, and 
for enamelling. Among the principal products are religious medallions 
and gold chain. The cost of the varied equipment may amount to 
8 40,000   and  the  total   investment  to  8 100,000   (30   persons). 

LUMBER INDUSTRIES 

Under this heading may be included all of the separate operations 
that transform a log into lumber. There are large and small sawmills. 
Often a sawmill must be small because of the limited offtake of timber 
permitted in an area. The girth of the available timber may affect the 
size of the unit. The smaller units tend to be located in the forest 
areas, and the larger units to be near the centres of population density. 
In the past, a small sawmill was equipped with only one or two 
hand-led circular saws, which were, in fact, re-saws, and suitable for 
breaking down only small logs. Nowadays they are being replaced by 
hand-ted band-saws, which, although they allow faster cutting, are not 
really suitable. Only in the bigger units is the correct equipment to be 
found—vertical   or   horizontal   band-saws   with   traversing   tables.    In 
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such units it is usual also to produce dimensioned srock. An AID 
estimate of the investment needed to produce 4 million board feet 
of rough lumber per year is S 101,000, or S 6,310 per worker 
(16 employees). A similar investment would he required to turn out 
750,000 board feet of planed, dimensioned lumber. 

Associated operations are kiln-drying and pressure impregnation 
of lumber. The former is seldom carried out, although kiln-dried 
lumber can command a small premium. It can he performed with 
improvised equipment at very low cost. Pressure impregnation is 
usually done in or near a lumber depot. The investment in a suitable 
plant may be about .S 90,000, or about S 4,000 per worker 
(23 employees). 

MIXING OF ANIMAL AND POULTRY ILEDS 

An intensive poultry industry or large-scale animal husbandry is 
necessary to support this operation, which is carried on at all levels. 
The investment may vary from 8 20,000 (12 employees) to 8 600,000 
(100 employees). The smaller units usually purchase the trace 
components already mixed. 

BLACK NUTS AND  BOLTS 

Nuts and bolts are usually made by mass-production methods. 
In countries where oil is produced or refined there may be sufficient 
demand to make manufacture by small-scale methods possible, provided 
that the unit can be set up in connexion with an existing machine-shop. 
It is doubtful if an independent unit would be viable. Bolts and nuts 
are made of mild and special steels. The type for which the market 
is likely to be large, and the most suitable for small-scale production, 
is the "black" mild steel bolt and nut. It is possible to effect economies 
by using scrap reinforcement rod in their manufacture. A small sub- 
sidiary plant would require an investment of about S 30,000, or 
8 5,000 per worker (6 persons), to produce about 90,000 pounds of black 
bolts and nuts per year. 

The possibility of starting an enterpri e to manufacture any of the 
products listed above will depend on the particular circumstances 
currently affecting the interrelated factors of production. An operation 
impossible in a country that freely allows the entry of foreign manu- 
factured goods may be feasible in one where imports are restricted or 
there is a substantial level of protection. The cost factors are likely 
to vary from country to country. The estimates given above, there- 
fore, should be regarded as only first approximations. 
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INDUSTRIES IN WHICH THE SMALL ENTERPRISE  IS 

PREVALENT 

IT HAS Hii\ mentioned earlier that the small establishment is well 
adapted to providing services directly to its customers, to fulfilling 
the needs of specialized markets, to subcontracting and to the process- 
ing of certain agricultural crops. Certainly it does not have a monopoly 
in the above fields; exceptions will be obvious to everyone. It will also 
be realized that, except in connexion with the processing of crops, no 
clear cut distinction can be made between these fields. Direct servicing, 
subcontracting and supplying a specialized market can be, and often 
are, interrelated, lor that reason, no attempt is made here to attribute 
the existence of an enterprise to any one of the four functions given 
above; a better indication of the opportunities available to the small- 
scale sector is given by consideration of what is being, or may be, done 
with the materials likely to be available. In what follows, the activities 
sometimes described as "service industries"—laundering, dry-cleaning, 
catering, personal services, automobile and household repairing, decorating 
and the like—are omitted. 

METALVCORKING 

Metal spinning 

This activity, which is virtually absent in many developing 
countries, can turn out simple or complicated hollow ware in steel, 
copper, brass and aluminium. Most of the articles produced by this 
process can also be made by drawing and pressing. The expensive dies 
necessary in the latter method are not required in spinning; spinning 
is, therefore, well adapted to short production runs. Specially designed 
spinning machines are available. However, the operation can be per- 
formed satisfactorily on an ordinary lathe. Basins, bowls, vases, indeed 
any hollow ware of circular or elliptical section can be spun. A profit- 
able line is the making of trophy cups. Small dished ends for pressure 
vessels arc sometimes made. The investment in a plant with spinning 
lathes, employing four persons, is estimated by AID at about S¡ 22,000. 
The writer is aware of a small unit in Turkey where three ordinary 
lathes produced three 24-centimetre copper basins every two minutes. 
The investment per worker was less than 8 1,000. 

Shcct-mctal work 

A great variety of goods can be formed from sheet metal by 
folding and rolling. Small establishments, principally using galvanized 
steel, produce buckets, pails, rice cookers, dippers, guttering and 
flashings. All of these can be made without the use of power-operated 
equipment. The increasing popularity of air-conditioning is creating a 
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demand for ducting in light-gauge metal, the making of which is a 
profitable field for the non-specialist sheet-metal shop. Another line 
is making equipment for the feeding and watering of poultry. A small 
unit, providing employment for three or four persons, could be started 
in  rented premises with about S 3,000 capital. 

Specialist sheet-metal shops may produce automobile mufflers 
(silencers) and radiators. There is a good market for both of these items 
as replacements. If cars and trucks are assembled in the countrv, these 
usually are among the first locally mannt tctured components to be 
incorporated. Mufflers can be made for the repair trade with hand- 
operated tools only. This is not possible, however, if the requirements 
of the vehicle-assembly industry are to be met. Highly specialized 
equipment is necessary for manufacturing radiators. Some firms find it 
pays to undertake only the building up of radiator cores. In sudi 
cases the tinned, flat tube elements are imported, and the investment 
is reduced by the cost of tube-forming and tinning equipment. The 
investment per worker in a unit to produce mufflers and exhaust pipes, 
depending on the extent of tooling, may vary from >', 2,500 (LS persons) 
to about S 9,000 (10 persons). A factory to repair and manufacture 
radiator cores and tanks will require an investment of about S 10,000 
(18 persons) per worker. Other common lines in the sheet-metal trade 
are aluminium advertising signs, numerals and number plates for 
automobiles, and metal  labels. 

Tools and dies 

Dies are used by the pressed metal and plastics industries. Some 
of the large concerns in these fields maintain their own tool and die 
shops. The usual practice, however, is to purchase their requirements 
from specialist firms. A survey made in the Caracas area disclosed 
eighteen such establishments with a total employment of 111 die 
makers, excluding apprentices; four were one-man concerns, and six 
employed between nine and thirteen persons. The smaller shops were 
each equipped with a power hacksaw, a sensitive vertical drill, a lathe, 
a horizontal shaper and an electric muffle furnace. Larger units had 
in addition to the foregoing a pantographic milling machine, a filing 
machine and improvised means of surface grinding. Most cf the estab- 
lishments made jigs and fixtures, although none had facilities for jig- 
boring. 

Tool-and-die-making requires a very high degree of skill. Although 
it is possible to recruit experienced die-makers, it is not a branch of the 
metalworking industry that should be considered by entrepreneurs 
without practical experience. The minimum investment needed to set 
up a one-man shop is around 8 8,000, exclusive of premises. 
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Wirework 

Under this heading are included wire nails, fencing oí \arious kinds 
and other articles made of wire. Wire nails are usually made by 
medium-sized firms using the same methods as small-scale producers. 
Unless mild steel wire is produced in the country, it is inadvisable to 
attempt the manufacture of nails. There is very little height differ- 
ential between nails in casks and coiled wire. The investment needed 
to produce 10 tons of nails per day is approximately S 65,000 (20 per- 
sons). Weldmesh and chain link fenung do not require a great deal of 
capital for their manufacture. Often the machinery is locally made. 
The only unit known to the writer to be manufacturing chain link 
fencing exclusively employs only two workers and turns out 40 yards 
per day. Among the articles made from wire that offer opportunities 
to small-scale industry are paper-clips, bird-cages, rat-traps and hair- 

pins. 

Farm tools 

The range of farm tools is too great for all of them to be manufactu- 
red by a small enterprise. It is advisable to concentrate on one or two of 
the most commonly used tools—mattocks, matchets or digging spades 
A very small unit, really a blacksmith's shop, could make mattocks and 
matchets by hand-forging. Both investment and output would be very 
low. Sudi units are useful, as they can make use of local scrap material. 
A larger unit would employ either forging machines and power presses 
or a hydraulic hammer and power presses. The investment is likely to 
be about 8 8,000 per worker, with a minimum of approximately 

twenty workers. 

Jobbing machine shop 

This type of enterprise should be one that could repair and 
build small agricultural and other machines. It should be equipped at 
least for turning, drilling, shaping and welding. In most cases it would 
be advisable to have plate-rolling and universal milling equipment. The 
investment will depend on the extent of the equipment, but will be 
between X 5,000 and S 8,000 per worker. 

Ornamental ironwork 

Workshops engaged in this branch of the trade make window 
grills, gates, fences, balcony railings and sometimes staircases to 
customers' orders. In addition, they may produce garden furniture as 
a standard line. The basic equipment is a set of hand-operated rolls, a 
tube and bar bender, and welding and cutting appliances. A unit might 
employ ten persons with an investment of S 1,500 per worker. In more 
sophisticated plants the investment per worker might be as high as 
8 5,000. 
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WOODWORKING 

Mosaic parquetry 

The use of hardwood parquet flooring is increasing. Such flooring 
possesses excellent wearing, nsulatmg and decorative properties. It is 
most likelv to be found in public buildings and in medium-priced to 
high-priced housing. Hiere are good prospects tor its export. The 
manufacture oi pa:quctrv is a profitable operatimi where thc""e is a 
supply of kiln-dried lumber, as the raw material is, m the main, 
offcuts and scrap that otherwi1 would he useless except as fuel. The 
investment in a plant manufacturing 120,000 square metres of par- 
quetry per year  would he about  S 150,000 (15 employees^. 

Crate-making 

In spite of the increasing use of cardboard containers, there is 
still a very good demand tor wooden crates tor fruit and beverages. In 
some cases fruit tor export must be shipped in wooden crates. The 
local deliveries from breweries and aerated water factories are almost 
always made in wooden boxes The size of a plant to produce the 
shooks for fruit crates will depend on the quantity of fruit, in some 
countries practically all the producers are equipped with onlv a band- 
saw on which they break down the logs and cut the boards to si/e. 
This represents the minimum size of plant and is not to be recom- 
mended, since the boards produced in it are often too rough and fruit 
may be damaged. A well equipped small unit should contain a re-saw, 
band-saw and planer. About five men would be employed, and the 
investment per employee would be about S 6,000. lor beverage boxes 
it would be necessary to add a groover, notcher and a hand-hole 
cutting machine.   The Investment per worker would be about the same. 

Wood   mould nigs 

One of the principal uses of wood mouldings is to cover the joints 
in ceilings made of insulating board. In any town of over 300,000 
inhabitants there is likely to be enough demand to support a small 
works. The equipment consists of a circular saw, overhand planer, a 
"French" vertical spindle and a belt sander. Very often bench-type 
appliances can be used. The cost tit equipment should not exceed 
S 1,200. The same plant can be used to make headings tor furniture. 
A side line might be the production oi brush and broom handles, 
which often CJ\I be cut from side tluches that otherwise would be 
useless. For this a miller and a sanding machine would  be required. 

W oitd-turti :>iv 

The furniture trade uses large numbers of taper-turned legs tor- 
occasional tables. The cotton-spinning industry consumes immense 
quantities of bobbins, and where weaving is carried out there may be 
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a demand for wooden shuttles. All that is required to make table legs 
is a wood-turning lathe, preferably with a taper-turning attachment. 
This machine would also make bobbins and shuttles, but a small hand 
press would be needed to form the metal ends of the bobbins, and an 
end miller to eut out the chases in the shuttles. The smallest unit would 
probably  employ three persons. 

Ice-cream   spoons  etc. 

Articles made from veneers, such as ice-cream spoons, toothpicks 
and paint-stirrers, mav be in demand. To produce them from logs 
would necessitate equipment to make veneers. It is estimated by AID 
that a plant to produce these items from the log would require an 
investment of nearly s 100,000 and emplov fourteen persons. Where 
veneers are cut tor the furniture trade, it might be profitable to buy 
them and to do onlv the stamping and sanding operations. 

Flush doors 

blush doors may be made by large and medium-sized woodwork- 
ing plants as one of their standard lines, or by small joiners' shops on 
a jobbing basis. However, in a populous area where there is an extended 
rehousing programme, there should be sufficient work to support a 
small, specialized unit. An outlet for flush doors is also to be found 
in the shipbuilding industry. Such a unit could operate on an initial 
investment of  S 60,000 and provide employment for  ten  persons. 

Footwear 

Rough wooden slippers consisting of a crudely shaped sole and 
toestrap of leather or rubber have been made for generations by 
cottage industry. There is cur ently a demand for what is basically the 
same article, but in a highly finished form. The equipment required to 
make these slippers consists of a band-saw and a sander. If there is a 
well-established leather footwear industry there will be a demand for 
boot and shoe lasts. Lasts are now made on specialized copying lathes, 
which are very expensive machines. The minimum investment in a last 
plant would be about X 200,000. 

GLASS PRODUCTS 

Glass ornaments 

Hand-blown glassware in the form of bowls, vases or jardinières, 
particularly in attractive colours, appears to sell very well, and there 
may be a good export market. It would be necessary to have supplies 
of iron-free raw materials—sand, feldspar and ¡¡mestone. The melting 
is carried out in small "pot" furnaces, which are usually oil-fired. No 
equipment  other than  iron  blow  pipes and  glassblowers'  benches are 
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required to form the articles. It is necessary, however, to provide a 
means of annealing—a lehr or an oil-fired oven—and a means of 
grinding the bases. A small unit might consist of six persons and in- 
volve an investment of around S 36,000. 

Glass scientific apparatus 

Using purchased glass tubing, a small undertaking can make 
scientific apparatus and pharmaceutical appliances including pipettes, 
burettes, measuring jars and ampoules. A small establishment might 
consist ot six workers. I.mie equipment is needed — an air compressor, 
a source of town or bottled gis, some burners and a means of lapping 
glass cocks. An AID study estimates the required investment at S 224,000 
(22 workers); however, there must be many concerns operating at an 
investment per worker of around S 3,000. 

Laminated safety glass 

Flat laminated safety glass can be manufactured at any industrial 
level, but it is usually produced by large concerns. The making of the 
curved, or "wrap round", automobile windshield, however, is a small- 
scale operation in countries lacking an automobile industry. The basic 
process is the joining of two sheets of ordinary plate glass by means of 
non-brittle plastic film under moderate heat and pressure, with sub- 
sequent annealing in an autoclave under pressure. To make the % rap 
round" windshield, a skeleton metal frame oí the require;! shape is 
built, and the sandwich of glass and plastic (film or crystals) is placed 
on the trame and heated in an oven to such temperature that the glass 
becomes flexible and conforms to the skeletal shape. On cooling, the 
sandwich is passed through rubber-cove, ed rollers to press together the 
layers and then annealed as for flat laminated glass. The investment 
will be about S 40,000 (6 or 8 employees). 

Mirrors 

Mirrors are used in every home, and re-silvering facilities arc 
needed. It is customary for a unit catering to this demand to make 
frameless mirrors and to undertake re-silvering. Mirrors may also be 
bevelled. An ample supply of water must be available. An establishment 
in which only silvering and re-silvering is done would require an invest- 
ment of about s 2H,000 and employ five persons (AID). A factory that 
also undertook to grind, polish and bevel the glass might need a 
capital of S 100,000 and give work to fit teen  persons. 

LEATHER WORK 

Included in this term are artificial leathers (plastics). In natural 
leather such articles as wallets, pocket-books, spectacle cases, brief cases 
and school bags are made. The trade is really an extension of saddlery. 
The only machines involved may  be for power stitching and buffing. 
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To a very great extent such plastic materials as vinyl-coated fabrics 
have replaced leather for all of the above items and particularly for 
women's handbags and shoes. There is likely to be sufficient demand 
to support the manufacture of plastic handbags and women's shoes. 
A factory turning out some ICO dozen handbags per week using 
imported frames had an investment of S 85,000 and 20 employees. 
A shoe factory producing one line of women's flat-heeled shoes at the 
rate of 300 dozen pairs per month had the same investment and 
number of employees. 

RUBBER-BASLD   INDUSTRIES 

Camclhack 

In countries producing rubber it is usual to make camelback from 
ribbed smoked sheet (RSS). The RSS is passed through a two-roller 
mill and the compounding chemicals are added. When these are 
thoroughly mixed and the whole reduced to the correct plasticity, the 
material is removed from the rollers. It is then fed into an extruder 
that is provided with a die of the desired dimensions. The ribbon of 
camelback that emerges is cut into convenient lengths. A plant of 
this type would cost about S 100,000 (6 persons). In smaller units the 
extruder is not used. The camelback is milled to the required thickness 
and is cut in the desired width directly from the rolls. Considerable 
heat is generated in the milling operation so that it is necessary to 
water-cool the rolls. In not a few instances the mills are converted 
crepe rubber macerators. In such a case the investment would not 
exceed X 12,000 (two set  rolls, three employees). 

Where rubber is not produced locally and the number of vehicles 
is not very high, perhaps 30,000, prepared camelback slabs are importe:!. 
These are virtuali) in the same state as they were when removed from 
the compounding mill. The slabs are fed into an extruder from which 
camelback of the required section emerges as before. 

Rubber mouldings 

The manufacture of rubber mouldings is very often combined 
with the production of camelback. For constant profile mouldings, sudi 
as windshield wipers, automobile door and windshield sealings, it is 
necessary only to change the extruder die. In the oil fields there is 
a very good demand for soft rubber mouldings for pump glands, pipe 
joints and the like. These, of course, must be formed in separate 
moulds, but the moulds are of ordinary mild steel and not particularly 
expensive. A unit producing camelback from imported slab and soft 
rubber moulding would require an investment of X 30,000 and employ 
ten persons. 
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Tire-recapping 

All tire-recapping shops have the following equipment in common: 
tire spreader, tire-buffing machine, boiler, air compressor, vulcanizers 
and vulcanizer matrices. The size of the shop depends on the number 
of vulcanizers. It is doubtful whether a unit would be viable with fewer 
than three vulcanizers and a range of matrices for truck ,\ni.\ automobile 
treads. A shop to recap some 5,000 automobile and 4,000 truck tires 
would require an investment of S 31,000 and employ sixteen persons 
(AID). 

Rubber clippers 

Rubber-soled footwear consisting of a flat sole and a moulded 
rubber ankle thong is easily made on much the same equipment as is 
used to produce camelback on a small scale. In addition to two 
compounding rolls, a press with steam-heated platens is needed. The 
plasticized, compounded rubber is placed in the cavities of a shaped 
mould to produce the thongs, and in a flat mould to produce the 
vulcanized sheet troni which the soles are cut. In very small units the 
profiles of the soles are cut by hand, but in larger units a clicking press 
may be  used. 

Dipped rubber goods 

Such articles as rubber kitchen gloves and balloons are made by 
dipping patterns in latex to which ammonia, colouring materials and 
extenders have been added. The patterns can be made of wood or 
aluminium. The wall thickness of the goods being made is controlled 
by the number of dippings made. A very simple article to make is 
a toy balloon. The pattern is only a number (24 to 60) of pencil-like 
sticks projecting vertically from a bo 3rd. The rest of the equipment 
consists of three or four dipping tanks, storage racks and, if coloured 
balloons are made, a small ball mill. One such unit in Indonesia employs 
25 persons, mostly young persons, and produces 10,000 balloons per 
day. The investment, apart from the work shed, is very small indeed. 

CEMENT-BASED INDUSTRIES 

Ready-mixed concrete 

Ready-mixed concrete is supplied in two forms: 

(a) The cement, sand and aggregate are discharged in the required 
proportions into a mixing truck where the water is added. The 
concrete is delivered on site ready for placing. The investment 
is considerable, as it is necessary to operate a fleet of expensive 
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mixing trucks. The investment per employee varies with the 
size, 8 4,340 (100 employees), 8 5,300 (51 employees) and 
$10,800 (32 employees). 

(b) The cement and sand are mixed and bagged. The aggregate 
and water are added on the site. A much smaller investment 
is required; a unit, in rented premises, has a capital of 8 20,000 
and employs eleven persons. 

Concrete blocks 

Pre-cast concrete blocks for buildings arc made by numerous firms 
varying in size from 4 to 75 persons. Associated lines arc concrete 
curbings, paving blocks and garden ornaments. The investment per 
employee is around 8 2,200, but sometimes it is as high as 8 6,500 (75 
employees) and as low as 8 1,500 (40 employees). 

Concrete tiles 

Flooring tiles made from pressed sand-cement mixtures come in 
several forms: plain or coloured, polished or unpolished, or with the 
addition of marble chips (terrazzo). The plain or coloured unpolished 
tile requires only a manual or hydraulic press, a pair of moulds, and 
curing racks for its manufacture. A two-man team can make about 400 
tiles per day. The cost of a manual press is about 8 5,000. To make 
polished tiles, wet surface grinding equipment is needed. In not a few 
instances this is improvised. Where terrazzo tiles are made it is usual 
to undertake the construction of terrazzo floors and wall coverings. An 
automatic tile press and accessories might cost as much as 8 25,000, 
and twelve to fifteen men might be needed to feed and handle its 
output. 

Pozzolanic concrete 

In some countries there may be supplies of pozzolanic materials— 
porcellanite, volanic ash, pumices, tuffs—that are not cementitious in 
themselves but which become so upon admixture with hydrated lime. 
These materials, finely ground, are sometimes mixed with Portland 
cement to improve the quality, particularly if the cement is to be used 
for mortars. In Indonesia, building blocks are cast using a cement of 
four parts volcanic ash and one pan: lime. 

Concrete pipes 

Pipes and culverts are best made by spinning, which is usually a 
medium or large-scale operation. However, there are many small firms 
making  pipes  by the  hand-ramming of pre-mixed  concrete in  metal 
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moulds. The basic equipment is a cement mixer and a series of moulds. 
In the smaller units pipes are often made in conjunction with the cast- 
ing of concrete sinks and sanitary fittings. 

AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS AND BY-PRODUCTS 

Coconuts 

The principal material obtained from the coconut is edible oil. 
There are also valuable by-products—coir fibre and kernel meal or 
flour. The fibres from the coconut husk may be extracted manually 
or mechanically. The simplest method is to soak the husks in brackish 
water for four to six months and then to separate the fibres from the 
corky matter by beating with a wooden club. After drying, the libres 
are spun by hand or by a simple hand-operated machine into yarn. This 
method is practicable only it labour costs are ven low. It is improbable 
that it could be profitable outside of India and Ceylon. The yarn 
commands the highest price (X 390 per ton) of any ot the grades of 
coir. Machines can be obtained to crush retted husks and to separate 
the fibres; in some models the fibres are sorted into bristle and 
mattress grades. 

Bristle fibre can be extracted from retted husks by a ginning 
process. Two machines are used, a breaker .\n<S a cleaner. These machines 
require about 10 hp and cost in the neighbourhood ot S 4,300. Two 
men could handle about 2,000 husks per eight-hour day. This would 
result in about 220 pounds of bristle fibre and 450 pounds of mattress 
fibre. Bristle fetches approximately S 280 per ton and mattress fibre 
S 98 per ton. 

In larger installations sometimes no attempt is made to separate 
the grades of fibre. The unretted husks are fed into a hammer mill 
or rotary beater and through a screen or screens to remove the corky 
matter (or bass) and pieces of kernel. The fibre is dried, then baled 
under hydraulic pressure, and sold as mattress fibre. Very little labour 
is employed in this operation, and the cost of the machinery is high, 
as is the power to operate (75 to 100 hp and over). 

The coir yarn may be spun into ropes, plaited or woven. Coir 
ropes are decreasing in popularity as synthetic fibres become available. 
Plaiting may be done by hand or machine and the plaits built up into 
rugs and mats or carpets. Sacking may be made on hand looms; one 
weaver can produce about 24 feet of sacking per day. Stair and hall 
carpets, commonly called coconut matting, are machine woven. Carpets, 
however, are often hand woven by knotting tufts of coir into cotton 
warping. 

n 
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The bristle fibres are used for brushes of various types, including 
paint brushes. The fibre has a natural "Hag", which holds the paint. 
Very often the fibres are dyed before use, perhaps to simulate hog 

bristle. 

As its name suggests, mattress tihre is used for stuffing mattresses 
and unholsterv. However, nowadays the fibre mav be machine-felted 
into mats or pads that are used to cover the internal springs in 
mattresses and chairs. A further use is in the making of rubberized 
coir. The fibre is spun into loose "curls" or ropes, which are coated 
with latex and vulcani/ed. The "curl" is thus permanently fixed, and 
a strong, springy material results, (loir pads and curls are likely to be 
the most profitable fields where labour costs are high. 

The ground kernel of the coconut is used as a filler in the pro- 
duction of certain classes of plastic goods. A recently discovered use 
is as a component in the filtering media in oil wells. 

Cassava 

Manioc, or cassava, is grown as a food crop in most Latin 
American countries and in the Far East. Certain varieties of the tubers 
may be eaten raw or boiled, sliced and sun-dried, or, and this includes 
all varieties, converted into flours. In Latin America, they arc usually 
made into "farina", a coarse flour, or into "couac", a bread-like 
material. Both of these have the advantage of keeping almost in- 
definitely. 

The preparation of farina or couac is a cottage industry. As foods 
they are declining in popularity, but there appear to be reasonably 
good prospects for tapioca. It is, however, as a source of starch for 
human and animal consumption and for industrial purposes that the 
•'reatest promise is held for cassava. To produce a refined starch suitable 
for compounding with cereal flours in the manufacture of biscuits, or 
for use in the textile and paper industries, the minimum viable size of 
plant is about 5 tons per 24-hour day. This would involve an invest- 
ment of around S 400,000 and give employment to about 30 persons. 
A unit to produce a somewhat less refined flour, suitable as the basis 
of animal and poultry feeds and for conversion into tapioca, at the rate 
of one ton per dav, would need an investment in the vicinity of 
£ 55.000 to provide work for seven persons. 

At cottage industry level there are possibilities of making sauces 
from the liquid expelled when the grated cassava is pressed, an essential 
stage in the making of farina. This liquid is in fact the basis of the 
old West Indian "pepperpot" and also "Worcester" sauce. 
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Sorghum (Sorghum vulgare) 

This cereal crop is grown in hot climates all over the world anil 
is known by such varied names as Hgyptian corn, millet, koaliang and 
and cakes are made, or as a poultry teed. Sometimes it is converted 
into "popcorn". These are commonplace uses. The tlowering heads, 
after the removal ot the gram, are sometimes known as broomcorn, 
which, as its name implies, can be used to make whisk brooms. A plant 
to manufacture these brooms would require an investment ot about 
S 12,500 and would employ eight to ten persons. The production 
capacity would be about 9,000 do/en per year. 

Bananas and plantains 

Both bananas (Musa paradisiaca) and plantains (Musa sapicntum) 
contain useful fibres in their stems. During the Japanese occupation of 
Malaya, sacks were made from these fibres. Some experimental work 
has been done in making sugar sacks in Cuba. In Tra\ ancore, India, 
the fibres are used for cloth and cordage. In Trinidad, in cottage 
establishments, the fibres are woven into a cloth that is used to make 
handbags. libre from the leaf sheath of Musa chinensis can be used to 
make oil-press cloths. Although fibres from bananas and plantains are 
petit mil. When ground, it can be used as a meal from which porridges 
considered to be only slightly inferior to abaca, they are not used to 
any great extent because of the high cost of extraction. Where bananas 
are grown on a plantation scale, mechanical decorticators might prove 
profitable, and the cut stems would certainly provide material for hand- 
stripping at cottage industry level. Potato crisps are popular snacks 
in most countries. Similar crisps can he made from green plantains. 
Some snail concerns make these crisps by slicing the plantains on an 
attachment to a household mincing machine and, after drying, fry them 
in a cage in deep fat. The equipment to make them on a small 
commercial scale costs about S 3,200. 

Lime oil 

Lime oil is used extensively in the manufacture of food products, 
confectionery, perfumes and toilet preparations. The best quality, 
known as "eculled oil", is produced by rolling the fresh fruit around 
in a shallow copper bowl studded with large blunt nails. Various 
machines—presses, extruders, raspers—have been developed to simulate 
this process, but all of them require the application ot water, which 
results in an emulsion from which the oil must be separated. The oil 
may be obtained also by steam distillation of the rinds. The distilled 
oil commands a substantially lower price than the "eculled oil". 

n* 
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MISCELLANEOUS FOREST AND VEGETABLE PRODUCTS 

The products listed below are, with the exception oí pineapple, 
uncultivated. They are mainly fibre crops, which in most cases are 
used in handicrafts, since supplies are limited to natural stands and 
often suitable machinery is not available. Materials that are cultivated 
on a plantation scale sudi as sisal, kenaf, sunn hemp, jute and ramie, 
offer no opportunities for small enterprises. 

Bamb oo 

Bamboo is pulped for paper in large plants. In small units making 
wrapping paper from repulped waste paper, rice straw and other 
miscellaneous fibres, the addition of bamboo fibre will greatly increase 
the strength of the product. However, bamboo is likely to be used on 
a small scale principally for manufacturing souvenirs and other articles 
from split cane. Baskets, sun blinds, matting and parasol frames can be 
made from the split cane. Ample supplies of bamboo are usually 
available to support production on a factory scale. The Japanese have 
developed a range of suitable machines for splitting, rolling, polishing 
and weaving bamboo. 

Tcritc (Isclmosiphon arouma) 

The long slender stems of this plant CM\ be used for making fine 
basketwork. 

Manac (Euterpe broadwayana) 

From the flower sheath and the leaf stalks of this palm a brush 
fibre may be obtained that has excellent resistance to water. So far as 
the writer is aware, no special machinery has been developed to extract 
the fibre, but it is believed that any decorticating machine with a beat- 
ing action could be used. 

Cocorite (Maximiliano, caribaea) 

This palm flourishes on sandy and gravelly soils and on barren 
hillsides. A brush fibre is obtained from the leaf stalks. 

Screw pine (Pandanaceae) 

The ribbons obtained from this plant are used in plaited form to 
make mats, handbags and baskets. 

Vegetable tannins 

The bark of the mangrove (Avicennia spp.) and the peds of Divi- 
divi (Caesalpinia coriaria) can be used for tanning sole leathers. The 
bark is disintegrated by a hammer mill, and the tannin is leached out 
with hot water. In some cases this is done directly in the tanneries, 
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but small enterprises are sometimes set up to produce concentrated 
extracts. The process is one of repeated boiling until a solid material 
is formed. 

Khus-khus grass (Vetivcria zizanordes) 

This is a coarse grass mudi used, because of its dense mass of 
fibrous roots, for binding earthworks. Prom the roots a perl urne can be 
extracted, and from the blades very attractive floor mats are made. 

Tapia (Sporobotus indiens) 

Sometimes known as wire grass, lizard grass or mulatto plait, it is 
used for fodder, for stuffing mattresses, and is the principal fibre used 
in making tapia plastering for houses. It can also be used for making 
small whisk brooms. 

Pineapple 

In the Philippines and China (Taiwan), the fibre extracted from 
the leaves of the pineapple is made into a fine cloth (Pina in the 
Philippines). The leaves are stripped by hand in these countries, but 
experiments in Kenya suggest that the machinery used to decorticate 
sisal can be used. There are possibilities of pulping the leaves for use 
in paper manufacture. 

Rice straw 

A coarse, not particularly strong, wrapping paper can be made 
from rice straw. The process is very simple. The straw is "cooked" in 
a solution of lime, washed and passed through a "hollander" or even 
a domestic meat mincer. The pulp or stock is kept agitated in a vat 
from which it is discharged in regulated amounts on to the gauze 
band of an improvised Pourdrinier table. The felt is then passed 
through rollers on to zinc sheets on wl di it is dried. The quality of 
the product could be greatly improved by the admixture of other 
fibres such as bamboo, sisal, or cotton. 

MlSCI l.LANIOUS   PRODUCTS 

The following products do not fit into any of the groups listed 
earlier in this section. 

Mosquito coils 

The coils are made by extruding a mixture of pyrethrum, 
potassium nitrate, a bonding agent and a filler. Ground coconut kernel 
flour can be used as a filler. Sometimes additional insecticides and per- 
fumes ate added. The investment per worker is about S 2,500 per per- 
son (12 to 20 employees). 
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Pomades etc. 

Hair creams and similar items are made by the addition of various 
colouring and aromatic agents to petrolatum waxes and emulsions. The 
equipment consists of stainless steel tanks and stirrers. A small unit 
might involve an investment of S 30,000. Some toilet preparations in 
this class are now aerosol-packed, and where this is done an investment 
of about S70,000 (12  persons) is  needed. 

Liquid bleach 

There is a very good demand for liquid bleach for household and 
laundry use. The usual method of manufacture is to pass chlorine 
through a solution of caustic soda. The investment in a plant to 
produce 87,000 gallons per annum is S 85,000 (12 persons). 

Zip-fasteners 

Zip-fasteners at one time were used only for women's dresses. Now 
the use has extended to men's clothing, handbags, suitcases and even 
footwear. The manulacturing operation requires a fairly heavy invest- 
ment in machinery—between 8 50,000 (468,000 dozen fasteners per 
year) and S 64,000 (670,000 do/en per year), the employment varying 
from 22 to 36 workers. This industry has to tace heavy competition 
from Japan and central European countries in the low-price field. 

Polishes 

Shoe and floor polishes consist basically of a mixture of various 
types of waxes to which colouring and, in the case of floor polish, 
perfume are added. Many of the furniture and automobile polishes 
now contain polythene wax and silicones. Frequently these are aerosol- 
packed. The investment in a plant producing only shoe and floor 
polishes might be about 8 15,000 (10 employees) and in one producing 
shoe, floor, furniture, automobile and glass polishes about §60,000 
would be needed (18 persons). 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

THE MANUFACTURE of the foregoing products may provide opportunities 
for small-scale enterprises. The list is by no means complete. Indeed, 
in a paper of this length it would be impossible to include all of them. 
Valuable information on suitable products and the equipment required 
to manufacture them can be obtained from the publication of the 
Central Small Industries Organization in tbj Ministry of Industry of 
ìndia. This body publishes about 200 pamphlets on  "Model Schemes", 
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a choice of improved sites, multitaetorv buildings ami .special factory 
buildings erected to meet the needs and specifications ol individual 
enterprises. Sites and tat tones are also nude available outside industrial 
estates Most ol the industries set up un the estates are of medium to 
large  si/e 

As \u|l be seen below, m all other latin American countries, the 
industrial atea is thus lar the prevailing form oi industrial clustering. 
In a tew count pes, however, especially m insular countries where the 
experience ot Puerto Rico has been given close attention, certain 
facilities similar to th.>se ottered on industrial estates are or are being 
made available. Thus, m the Netherlands Antilles, the sponsoring 
authority nun construct custom built factories tor rent to the 
occupants, m Trinidad and Tobago, as an experiment, a standard 
factory will be constructed in advance ot demand m one ot the larger 
industrial areas, and consideration is being given to setting up also 
a central maintenance And repair shop. 

In a number ot countries, industrial estate projects tor small-scale 
industries are at various stages of study or nlannmg. In Argentina, 
preliminary studies have been made to set up an industrial estate at 
Cordoba. In Brazil, consideration is being given to establishing a first 
industrial estate, probably near Recite, as part of the industrialization 
programme for the north eastern region. In Chile, studies have been 
undertaken tor setting up industrial estates tor small-scale industries ar 
Maipu, near Santiago, and at Osorno, In Colombia, efforts are being 

made b\ private groups, with the assistance of a United Nations expert, 
to set up mdustr.al estates at Cali, Sogamoso and Mam/ales. Feasibility 
studies tor estates at various locations have been carried out in Costa 
Rica. In Tcuador, a plan has beni drawn up to establish an industrial 
estate and industrial area at Cuenca. A feasibility study has been made 
for an industrial estate in the Netherlands Antilies, and a detailed plan 
has been prepared for an estate near Managua, Nicaragua. In most of 
these projects, standard factory buildings as well as improved sites are 
likely  to be offered. 

Industrial areas for industries of all sizes are in operation in Brazil 
(Contagem, Santa I.uzia, near Belo Horizonte), Mexico (Sahagtin, La 
Laguna, Irapuato, Quei Juro), the Netherlands Antilles (Aruba, Bonaire, 
Curasao), Panama (Colon), Peru (Arequipa), Trinidad and Tobago (East 
Dry River, Sea Lots, O'Meara, near Port-of-Spain, Plaisance, near San 
Fernando, Miltord, m Tobago) and Venezuela (Maracaibo, La Vittoria, 
Cagna, Ciudad Cuayana). As .dread;.- noted, improved sites may be 
obtained on all industrial estates of" Jamaica, Puerto Rico and Venezuela. 
In Argentina, studies have been made for the establishment of a large 
industrial complex in tie San Nicolás Santa Fé region, including five 
industrial areas (Villa Gobernador Calvez, Villa Constitución, San 
Lorenzo, Santo Tomé and San Nicolás). 
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All existing industrial areas ofier sites with power, water, sewerage, 
drainage, internal and access roads and sometimes railway sidings. In 
some projects combining estate and area, construction ot factory 
buildings is undertaken bv the sponsoring authority, but m most other 
cases it is the i esponsìbiht \ o! the occupant and should be • arned out 
by private contractors in accordance with building codes Lud down 
by the sponsor. With a lew exceptions, {or example m \ ene/uela, no 
special financing facilities for construction are made available bv the 
sponsoring authorns and or bv closely associated credit institutions, 
and the occupant has to obtain his financing separately. In most 
countries, however, there are public and commercial institutions that 
provide finance to industry, though credit is usually m.re readily 
available tor large and medium-sr/ed protects than for smaller ones. 

In three insular countries — the Netherlands Antilles, Puerto Rico 
and Trinidad -both sites and factories, standard ami custom-built, are 
offered tor lease, which, as abundant experience has shown, is a stronger 
incentive than sale; m Jamaica, sites are sold but factories are rented, 
with an option to purchase. In Brazil, improved sites are ottered tor 
perpetual lease at nominal rates. In Venezuela, ^tes .\nd factories are 
normally tor outright sale, but may also be acquired under a h're- 
purchase system, in Mexico improved sites at" ottered only for sale. 
In Peru, at the time the Arequipa industrial park v. as planned, 
consideration was given to building general-purpose lactones :n advance 
of demand and to leasing sites ,mö factories; subsequently, most ot the 
demand came from comparatively large firms, and it was found that 
there was no need lor standard factories and no demand tor leased 
land, so that  improved sites are ottered only for sale. 

In all cases, rents or stlc prices are low, often subsidized and, in 
one instance (Puerto Rico), sharply differentiated, the lowest rates 
applying to estates m the less-developed parts ot the country as an 
inducement to decentralization. 

In all countries where industrial estates and areas are set up, the 
incentive ot low-cost sites and factories is combined with tax, customs, 
and other concessions, i.xemptions or considerable reductions (for 
5 to 10 years as a rule, and up to 25 years in some exceptional cases) 
are given on corporate and personal income taxes, real and personal 
property taxes, municipal levies, and customs duties on imported 
machinery and materials. In the smaller countries these advantages 
apply to new industries irrespective of location, but in m >st of the 
larger countries regional and >r local tax incentives are available in 
addition to those applying to the country as a whole. 

No common service facilities, sudi as a maintenance and repair 
shop, testing laboratory, forge, foundry, tool room, or an industrial 
extension centre, are provided on any existing industrial estate. In 
a   few   cases   the   sponsoring   authority   supplies   catering   or   health 
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iti % ot tht exist mu estates art uscii m a flexible wa\ t* 

• industries ot ali tv pes ami si/es cithei m standai I or in 

custom Imih t.K tones, o¡ on improved sues. In ali tases, hovvevei, the 

standard faetones „re apprcc ¡ablv larder than the buildings provided 

in industrial estates in other regions. In Puerto Kim and Jamaica (but 

not in Venezuela), the constitution of custom built t.utoncs tot known 

investors - usuallv foreign-is a more important .utivitv of the 

sponsoring authority than the provision ot standard tat tones; the 

requirements ot foreign investors are invariable tor 1 uildmgs larger 

than those «lech lot al small entrepreneurs would be able to occupy. 

As a result, while some small-scale industries hase been able to establish 

themselves on the estates, most ot the occupants are enterprises ot 

medium or large si/e. 

lor evident reasons, the otter ot improved sites on industrial areas 

in combination with other incentives his also c witnbuted to attracting 

principalis   industries ot   relativek   large  si/c. 

As regards location, all the countries under review sutler from 

industrial ,\nd demographic congestion in their mam uties and economic 

stagnation And under-employment in large, predominantly rural areas. 

All countries have set forth polities aimed at simultaneously 

decentralizing industry and promoting regional development, m order 

to relieve social and other pressures m metropolitan centres, achieve 

a balanced distribution of productive torces, and reduce disparities in 

standards ot living between  regions at different   levels ot development. 

lew countries, however, have used the industrial estate and the 

industrial area principally as an instrument tor the industrialization 

of less-developed regions. Most ot the existing estates and areas are 

located in or near large cities, such as Kingston, San Juan, ('uravao, 

Port-ot-Spain, ( olón and Belo I lonzonte, or in regions, such as the 

Carac.is-to-Maracaibo region, where industrialization has already 

reached a certain level. A tew industrial esntes and areas, however, have 

also been set up in smaller cities. In Venezuela and Argentina, industrial 

areas are set up or planned in towns or regions that are to plav ihe 

role  ot   "development   poles"  centred on  some  huge   industrial  plants 
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This suggest1- t hat siiv'h inventives an eftein-c a\\\\ ,\ t lu mdusit uhxts" 

requirements m tegaid to xupph of raw matt nais, mai kiting ot 

products, av.ulabditx ot trained laboui and ot c unnuinu at ions are also 

sat ist ted. 

On the othei hand, an mdustnal atea has !u-en sm n sxtullv 

developed in vt>ueretaro, Mexico, a predominant h auric ninnai uiitrr 

located, however, in the e.Minti\\ pumipai region »f ,,iiiinniu 

expansion, at the v rossio.uis of mam »ailwavs ami inuhwav- \nother 

exception is Aaqmpa, Peru, white favourable pu»xp<ots <<t industrial 

development have been enlum ed In the av.ulabihtv ot imponed sues 

and certain  set vues  a-  well  as tiseal  and financial  nunitun 

1 he role ot mdusttial estates in dispersine, mdusti\ in Pueito Kieo 

and m the Xetlutlatuls Antilles has ainadv bien mentioned. 

A decentrali/ed industriai estate has been se« tip ¡n Bai ipnsuneto, 

Venezuela, and industrial ateas are m operation mat San I enundo, 

the second largest  town ot Trinidad, ,\ììì\ mar  Milton!,   lobato 

In most countries, estates ami anas ate sponvurd. tmamed and 

managed b\ autonomous government corporations In some countries 

the initiative has been taken b\ state, provincial and municipal 

governments. ,\nd projects have been carried out ut cooperation with 

representative private organizations Weh the exception «>f « olombia, 

where the establishment ot industrial estates is lett to pto.ur initiative 

and etîon. all plans now under studi in othet cullino of ¡he region 

would be sponsored and implemented bv government .i^uu íes. In 

Brazil and Puerto Run, a tew private profit motivated industrial 

estates and areas have been developed m 01 neat large industrial 1 entres 

(Sät) Paulo, Sau |u.mt, where land for industrial use is siane, where 

industries are eager to settle and are w shine; to pay taub high prices 

not only tor improved land but also tor buildings and services provided 

by the developer. 
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Table 1 below gives data on the size of industrial estates and 
industrial areas and of standard factory buildings in a number of Latin 

American countries. 

Tabic    1.     Si/c   of   industrial   estates,   industrial   ¿reas,   and   standard   factory 
buddings  in  selected  Latin  American  countries 

?   j i i  J    ,     i Standard    factor); 

Country (btcurt, (hecUres) (mJ  * 

Argentina 163, 317, 370, 500, 
(planned)        .... — 2,500                                — 

Costa   Rica 
(planned)          — 300' 60°-  1,2C0 

Ecuador 
(planned)        .... 25 16                                 450 

Jamaica         125 -                        560 to  1,000 
Mexico          — 200, 270, 305                       — 
Nicaragua         

(planned^        .... 18 -                         200 to  1.000 
Panama         — 40 
Peru — 5* 
Puerto Rico  19   to   178 -                    560.  1,100, 2,100 
Trinidad and Tobago   . — 2, 10, 15,  IS, 95                     — 
Venezuela  7. 81, 84,  131. 7C0 600. SQO 

As alreadv noted, standard tactorv buildings m latin American 
industrial estates are in general appreciably larger* than those in the 
developing countries of Attiva and Asia, or those prevailing in Great 

Britain, as m.n  be, seen troni table 2 below: 

Table   2,    .Size  <>/   standard   fat tory   buildings  in   selci ted   Avari   and   African 
countries  and Great Britain 

Sttndtri   ftc'O'y 
Country MJt»V 

(mi) ^ 

Nigeria          42,    56.    70,     112 
Somalia   (planned)  186, 418.  S2S,   1.381 
Uganda   {planned)  186, 464 
United   Arab   Republic  403 
United Republic of Tanzania (planned) 74 
Ovlon 232.  464,  697  and  929 
India 37.    46.    **V   186, 418. 464 

and a few  from  5"s7 to 836* 
Great   Britain , 139 and  465  to  4,650      

*  Fkpmdablf   tt%i*tiitst\\   to   •»»    iU.   2^t    ss-,   <,«*'   jnj   ¡Oft  tu   IH* 

í   hi    i',ii>M    , .m-     i»,,    ,,,»,!,,!    .m-1   ..s    îhr-.r   huildu>o   mit    Ht    Jouhifd 
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A number of industrial estates and areas have been set up in ports 
and offer waterfront facilities, and a few are located near airports. In 
most cases, estates and areas have been set up in suburban locations. 

The experience of the countries under review in the field of 
industrial estates and industrial areas includes many examples of success 
and a few of failure. Since the physical facilities of the estates and 
areas are always offered as part of an incentive programme also 
featuring tax and customs concessions, it is difficult to single out the 
respective role of each of these two factors. The failures suggest, 
however, that neither industrial areas nor tax concessions will suffice 
to attract industries to localities where the primary requirements of 
industrialists—for materials, labour or market, as the case may be—will 
not be satisfactorily met. The importance of teehno-economic surveys 
of the prospects of industrial development in various localities as 
a prerequisite to planning an industrial estate or an industrial area 
cannot be overemphasized. 

Where favourable prospects do exist, it is probable that the 
combination of tax incentives, physical facilities and provision of 
certain services will be an effective means of inducing industrialization. 
The tax concessions, however, should be over and above those granted 
for the country as a whole if the locality or region to be developed 
is at an earlv stage of industrialization. The same is true tor the physical 
facilities—industrial estates with standard factories and common service 
facilities will be more effective in promoting industrialization than 
industrial areas with improved sites at sudi locations. Suitable locations 
are not alwa\s limited to large towns. The experience under review 
shows that manv smaller cities offer favourable prospects for 
development and that success may be achieved there, though more 
slowly than in large urban centres. 

Several observer, have expressed the view that the success of 
"Fomento" in Puerto Rico has been primarily due to the tax concession 
and the lower rate of taxation applying after the expiration of the 
concessions period, and onlv secondarily, if at all, to the faciht.es in the 
industrial estates. Yet provision of the latter continues to be a major 
policy of the Puerto Rico Industrial Development Company. While the 
example of Puerto Rico has been closely studied in manv countries of 
Latin America, particularly in the Caribbean, it should be noted that 
Puerto Rio »'s development policy, which is largely focused on 
attracting industry from the United States mainland and only 
acces.orib on the stimulation of local entrepreneurship, should be 
viewed in the light of the peculiar political, economic and geographic 
relationships of the commonwealth with the mainland. Although 
conditions in other countries are quite different, the efforts made by 
manv   oi   them   to   attract   foreign   industries   may   be   enhanced   by 

u 
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adapting   to   their   own   needs   some   of   the   organizational,   physical 
planning, servicing and promotional  methods evolved  in   Puerto Rico. 

There appears to be much scope in all countries under consideration 
tor   establishing   industria!   estates   tor   small-scale   industries   and   for 
integrating  such   projects   in   comprehensive  development   programmes 
for   this   sector,   including   complementary   measures   of   development, 
sudi as financing, industrial extension, and training. The need for such 
integration   has   been   stressed   in   several   United   Nations   documents. 
Experience  throughout  the   world   has shown  that   if  entrepreneurship 
is  not stimulated,  if  financing  is  not  readily available,  and   if  technical 
assistance  or  training   ^   not   provided,   industrial   estates   may   remain 
vacant or be occupied onlv slowly or face other difficulties. The scope 
of  these complementary  measures may evidently vary  with  the degree 
of development of the country or the region, the educational level of 
prospective   entrepreneurs   and   the   skill   of   manpower,   the   extent   of 
private financial  resources  and   other factors.  Provided  that   assistance 
is given at all stages of establishment, production and management, the 
development of small-scale industries may be one of the most effective 
means of mobilizing private financial resources and skills that otherwise 
might be diverted towards less productive activities, or might even be 
wasted. Industrial estates make  it  possible to integrate  most  measures 
of support and assistance and offer maximum inducements to entrepre- 
neurship and to the achievement  of  high levels of  productivity. The 
growing awareness in  Latin   American countries of the  role  of small- 
scale   industries   in   over-all   and   regional  industrialization   programmes 
and of the need for government support for their promotion will no 
doubt   lead   to   the   development   of   industrial   estates    as   a   major 
component of such programmes. 

COUNTRY DATA 

ARGENTINA 

IN THE PAST few vears a certain number of industrial area and industrial 
estate projects were under studv in Argentina. The common objectives 
of all projects were to contribute to industrial decentralization and to 
promote regional development, to regulate urban expansion, and to 
achieve economies m public financing through a concentration of 
infrastructure works. The industrial estate project would have the 
additional purpose of stimulating the establishment of new small-scale 
industries and the achievement of better working conditions, higher 
productivity and modernization of existing enterprises by relocating 
these on the estate. While the planned industrial areas would contribute 
to  diverting industries  from   the city and  province  of  Buenos Aires, 
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they would be located in one of the most industrialized parts of the 
countrv—the San Nicolás-Santa Fé region—and would not therefore 
contribute to the development of less developed provinces. This woulr* 
also be true of the industrial estate that would be located at Cordoba, 
an  important industrial    nd commercial centre. 

All projects were planned in co-operation between national 
agencies—Consejo Nacional de Desarrollo (CON A DE) and Consejo 
Federal de Inversiones. The four areas would be located, respectively, in 
palities. 

A project to create an industrial complex consisting of existing 
large plants and new industries set up on four industrial areas m the 
San Nicolás-Santa Fé region was studied in 1963 by the Consejo 
Federal de Inversiones—and local authorities—provinces and munici- 
Villa Gobernador Calvez, on a 317 hectare site (783 acres), Villa 
Constitución, on 500 hectares (1,235 acres), San Lorenzo on 370 hectares 
(914 acres), and Santo Tomé on   163 hectares (393 acres). 

The project was based on the "development pole' theory. The 
complex would extend over a broad geographical region including 
several large cities where some major industries are already located. A 
network of complementary industries would be set up in or near 
smaller towns. At the same time, a rational urban planning programme 
for the cities involved would be  worked out. 

Thus, the Villa Gobernador Calvez industrial area would ac- 
commodate expanding industries that either must leave the city of 
Rosario or are unable to settle there for lack of space and physical 
facilities. The industrial area of Villa Constitución would be occupied 
by industries related to the steel and metallurgical concerns being 
developed from San Nicolás to Arroyo Seco. At San lorenzo, the 
industries would be related to the petrochemical, chemical and 
metallurgical complex extending (rom Rosario to Puerto San Martin. 
The industries in these three areas would be largely complementary to 
the large existing plants as well as to each other. At Santo Tomé, 
industries wou'd be complementary to the metallurgical centre of 
Santa Fé-Sauce Viejo, while others would process local agricultural and 
animal resources. In addition, an industrial area would be set up on 
2,500 hectares (6,175 acres) oi land at San Nicolás, near a large steel 
mill  and other metallurgical  plants. 

The industrial estate was being studied as a pilot project for the 
city oi Córdoba, where a large number of small-scale industries are 
established and good prospects exist tor the creation of new ones. A 
development programme was being worked out by the municipality 
and provincial authorities, and a long-term loan from the Government 
was being negotiated to finance construction of the industrial estate. 
Consideration  was  also  being  given  to setting  up  industrial  areas  at 
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Mendoza,  Rio   Negro   (Viedma),  Chubut   (Comodoro  Rivadavia)   and 

Tue ¡man. 

At   the   request   of   the   Government,   a   United   Nations   expert 
reviewed, in 1964. the industrial area programmes. In his judgement, if 
a  decentralization   policy   aimed  at  developing  relatively   less-developed 
areas were to be carried out, it  would  be necessari, on the one hand, 
to place restrictions on the establishment ot  industries in already indu- 
strialized centres,  similar   to  those   adopted   in  (neat   Britain;   and,  on 
the other hand,  to  complement  an  industrial  area  programme—which 
he felt, would not be sufficient to induce industry to mo\e to relatively 
less-developed    regions    and    to    stimulate    local    entrepreneurship—by 
granting tax and tariff  concessions,  long-term financing,  reduced  rates 
of   utilities,   and   other   special   incentives;   the   inducements   might   be 
differentiated  according   to   the   level   ot   development   ot   the   regions 
towards which industry would be steered. The expert also recommended 
that, in addition to  industrial areas for  large and medium-sized indus- 
tries, industrial  estates  for  small-scale  industries be set  up,   in  order to 
diversify  industrial   production  and  open   tip  opportunities  for  invest- 
ment by local entrepreneurs. He also advised on priorities in developing 
in the industrial  areas included in  the  existing programme,  admission 
policies, rent and sales policies, management and methods of financing. 

BRAZIL 

Two "industrial cities" have been established in the vicinity of 
Belo Horizonte, capital of the state of Minas Gerais. These cities— 
Contagem, founded in 1941, and Santa Luzia, founded in the 1950s— 
have been set up with a view to attracting industry to a region whose 
economy is mainlv based on mining and agriculture. Other objectives 
were to'provide employment and stop migration towards the industrial 
centres-Rio de Janeiro and Sâo Paulo- and to decongest the urban 

area of Belo Horizonte. 

Both   projects   were   financed   by   the   state   and   are   under   state 
management. In the  industrial areas,  improved sites are offered to in- 
dustrialists for perpetual lease at nommai rates. Water is supplied tree 
of charge and  ample electric power  is available   Both are<:s are zoned 
for  heavy and   hgbt   industries.   In   Contagem,  some  heavy   industries 
have been promoted  in  the form of  joint ventures between state and 
private groups; thev  include steel mills, the manufacture and assembly 
of motor cars, tractors,  railway  cars  and machinery,  the  manufacture 
of oil products, cement  and other building materials. Light industries 
include  dairv   and   food-processing   plants   making   use   ot   the   states 
livestock resources, pharmaceutical products, electrical appliances, paper 
products and others. Commcn services include catering, health facilities 

and a vocational school. 

* 
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Santa Luzia was set up after it had become r nt that Contagem 
would   soon   be   fully   occupied,   while   dernai >r   industrial   sites 
continued to be strong. A few years ago ph vere made for the 
establishment of industrial areas in two other vines in the state of 
Minas Gerais—Gobernador Yaladares and Uberlandia—and in the state 
of Bahia. 

A pnvatelv owned industrial estate has been in operation since 
1952 in the Lapa suburb of Sao Paulo. Its management sells improved 
sites and builds factories for sale or lease with option to purchase. 

Within the framework of the development of the north-east of 
Brazil, sponsored by SUDENE (Superintendencia do Desenvolvimento 
de Nordeste), projects for the establishment of industrial estates, to be 
sponsored bv the governments of the north-eastern states, have been 
under study. At the request of the Government, the United Nations 
provided in 1967—1968, under its Development Programme, the ser- 
vices of an industrial estate expert to assist SUDENE in carrying out 
this programme. 
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CHILE 

The development of small-scale and medium-sized industries in 
Chile is the responsibility oí the Technical Co-operation Service 
(Servicio de Cooperation Técnica (SCT), an autonomous corporation 
set up by the Development Corporation (Corporation de l'omento 
(CORPO). The Governing Council oí SCT ¡s c.imposed oi represen- 
tatives of CORTO, tin- Ministry of Labour and Commerce, universities, 
and representatives of industry. SCT is organized into three operational 
departments responsible, respectively, for technical assistance, pro- 
fessional  training,  and  small-scale  industries. 

The department of small-scale industries of SCT has a comprehen- 
sive development programme, including technical assistance, feasibility 
studies, promotion of co-operative- and associations of small producers, 
which is expected to be strengthened and expanded in the period 
1967—1971 with assistance from the United Nations Development 
Programme (Special Fund). The establishment of industrial estates will 
be part of this programme. Preliminary studies have been undertaken 
for the establishment of an industrial estate in the commune of Maipi'i, 
near Santiago, and in Osorno. The Government requested UNDP to 
provide, in 1967, the services of an industrial estate expert under the 
technical assistance component of the programme. 

COLOMBIA 

In Colombia, the initiative in setting up industrial areas and indus- 
trial estates has been taken by private associations of small-scale and 
medium-sized industries. 

In Cali, Department of Valle, the Colombian Popular Association 
of Industries (Associación Colombiana Popular de Industries (ACOPI)) 
and the Federation of Colombian Small-Scale Industries (Federación de 
Pequeñas Industrias Colombianas (I LPICOL)) have acquired land for an 
industrial area Individua! plots are sold to industrialists who are to put 
up their own building. ->.H,I 125 entrepreneurs have already paid 
part of the purchase price •.•• their lots. The project would be managed 
by a co-operative associ at KM- of occupants. The co-operative would 
arrange for the supply ot po\wr, water and drainage and might serve- 
as an agent for bulk purchases of raw materials and bulk sales ot 

.mis    it   might also assist in the purchase of machinery 

ai. 

accounting,  law  and  architectural   design. The 
• me financial and organizational difficulties. 

manufactured 
and provide •><- 
project appears 

In Sogamoso, department of Boyaca, a private enterprise and 
a group of local businessmen are planning to purchase 50 hectares 
(124 acres) of land  to  be developed  as  an  industrial  area.  A similar 

,. 
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scheme at Manizales, department of Caldas, is being considered by 
a private financing corporation. These projects also appear to be 
hampered by financial and other difficulties. 

As a result of consultations held in 1964 by a technical adviser of 
the United Nations Centre lor Industrial Development with govern- 
ment and other authorities, the services of an industrial estate expert 
were provided, towards the end of 1965, by the United Nations to the 
Institute for Technological Research (Instituto de Investigaciones 
Teehnologicas (HT)), a Spccul-Fund-assisted centre that has evolved 
a programme of assistance to small-scale industries. In view of the 
difficulties faced bv private groups ii. setting up industrial estates and 
areas, in particular in attempting to organize them as profit-motivated 
ventures, the expert has ecommended that the Government take 
a more active part in the promotion oí small-scale industries and the 
establishment of industrial estates, in particular as regards financing 
of construction. 

COSTA RICA 

In the past few years various authorities and agencies have made 
a number of proposals for establishing industrial estates and industrial 
areas in various locations in Costa Rica. Feasibility studies have been 
carried out by the National Institute for Housing and Urbanization 
(Instituto Nacional de Vivienda y Urbanismo (INVU)) for the Central 
American Bank for Economic Integration (Banco Centroamericano de 
Integración Economica), and by private consultant organizations for the 
Presidency of the Republic. A municipality, a railroad institute and 
a private real estate corporation have submitted plans or proposals in 
this field. The sites proposed by these various agencies are in or near 
San José,  Puntarenas, Heredia, Cartago,   Liberia, Limón  and   Alajuela. 

The purposes of the projects studies by or for government agencies 
are to stimulate industrialization, by both national entrepreneurs and 
foreign investors, to ensure better use of land in towns, and to achieve 
a measure of industrial decentralization. The recent eruption of the 
Irazii volcano, which covered a wide area with ashes and disrupted 
economic activity, gave further impetus to the idea of planned location 
of industries at a distance from the volcano and the capital. 

At the Government's request, the United Nations provided, in 
1965. under its Development Programme, the services of an expert who 
reviewed the various area and estate projects and formulated 
recommendations for a programme of immediate action. As a beginning, 
he recommended setting up one industrial estate for small-scale 
industries, with standard factory buildings erected in advance of 
demand (with areas of 1,200, 600 and 300 square metres), custom-built 
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factories, improved sites, an administrative building, a common main- 
tenance and repair shop, a training centre (to be provided by the 
National Apprenticeship Institute), a machine lease shop, and a testing 
laboratory. The expert made recommendations on the location, size of 
the estate, schedule of development, admission policies, incentives to 
prospective occupants, and estimated the costs of the project. 

ECUADOR 

At the request of the Government of Ecuador, a team of two 
officials of the Centre for Industrial Development of the United 
Nations visited the country in 1964 and made recommendations for 
a policy and programme of development of small-scale industries, 
including the establishment of industrial estates. With turther assistance 
irom UNDP and the Centre for Industrial Development, the Govern- 
ment formulated, in 1965, a project for a demonstration industrial 
estate for small-scale industries and an industrial area for industries of 
all sizes at Cuenca, capital of the province of Azuay. 

Cuenca was selected after alternative locations, including Quito 
and Guayaquil, had been considered. It was felt that the project should 
contribute to the decentralization of industry—up to now concentrated 
in the latter two cities—by promoting its establishment and growth 
in a less-developed region with good prospects of ii. trial develop- 

ment. 
Cuenca (population 80,000) is the economic centre of the provinces 

of Azuay, Cañar and Morona Santiago. The region has abundant raw 
materials,   including   mineral,   agricultural   and   forestry   resources.   To 
stimulate   the   economic   development   of    the   three   provinces,   the 
Government created, in 1958, the Centre for Economic Rehabilitation 
of   Azuay,   Cañar   and   Morona   Santiago   (CREA),   and   promulgated 
special tax incentive laws for new industries settling in the region. With 
the help of  the  Government,  CREA  undertook programmes  for the 
construction of roads, water, sewers and  expansion of electric power, 
and stimulated the establishment, in  the  period 1962—1966, of some 
50  industries,  including  a cement plant,  a  tire factory   and   a  variety 
of metalworking, woodworking, and other industries. Feasibility studies 
carried  out by CREA  and  the Development Centre  (CENDES)  have 
revealed  good   prospects  for  some  40   new   industries,   most   of  which 
are suitable for small-scale operation. 

The industrial estate and industrial area would be developed on 
a site, 41 hectares in area (101 acres), already purchased by CREA. 
In the five-year period of the project, the programme provides for the 
development of 10 hectares (25 acres) of land for the industrial estate 
and  the construction  of  30 standard  factories of 450  square  metres 

, 
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each (4,833 square feet). In the same period, 6 hectares (15 acres) 
would be developed in the industrial area. 

The common service facilities on the estate would include an 
administrative ,m¿ technical building, an industrial extension centre, 
a maintenance and repair shop, a testing laboratory, common 
procurement services for raw materials, and marketing facilities for 
finished goods. A canteen, fire station, dispensary and first-aid station 
would also be provided. Banking facilities would be set up by credit 

institutions. 
The industrial estate and area would be owned by a private 

corporation, the members of which would be CREA, CENDES 
(representing the Government), and the Chamber of Industries of 
Cuenca. The corporation would be responsible for the construction, 
organization    and   administration   of   the   estate   and   area,   including 
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common service facilitas. Tin"  project  would  In-  Imaiued to»   the must 
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part   by   the   Government   through   < INDIS.    I he   t.icioi \ 
would be sold or  rented to the  piospctoc entreprencut v 

Small   industrial   estates   ate   hem-   su    up   in    I uh .1.1   an 
Eventually industrial estates w ¡il  be   et  vip <n i»t'hei  ku toons. 

The industrial estate programme ot the Co\ eminent 
integrated in the cuuniiVs pi out amine to» ptomonng • 
industries, which unhides in-, enti\ e legislation undvisinal development 
law ot December llK>4. Lev tor the development ot at t ¡ .ins and 

small-scale industries ot |anuan l%v; the la* ot the National 
Development Bank ot lK\cn ' 1 l''f>4. which sets up a tund amounting 
to 20 per cent ot the bank s authorized capital tor loans to small 
industries; the law tor the Nat.onal Se«, urn \ ( omnnsxion National 
Financial Corporation, o¡ Aug><-.t l*>M, istablishmg a special develop 
ment and guarantee tund tm small stale industries; MU\ ledumal and 
managerial assistance tor the establishment, expansion A\\¿ moderniza- 
tion of small industries, icasihihtv and pre ¡n\ est nient studies, supervised 

credit schemes, etc., provided bv C.l.NDhS. 

JAMAIC A 

In Jamaica, the Jamaica Industrial Development Corporation 
(JIDC), a statutory body set up bv the Go\ ernment in 1952, makes 
factories and sites on an industrial estate available and assists in 
establishing lactones on individual sites as part ot its genera! programme 
of industrialization. Incentive legislation provides tar tax omissions 
and other benefits to prospective investors. One ot the laws the 
Industrial Incentives law ot I9ÍW,iscurrentlv being amended to 
extend the tax-tree period trom the present seven vears t > a maximum 
of fifteen years, depending on the location ot the plant. The maximum 
may be obtained by industries set up in locations designated bv the 

Government   as   "depressed   areas '. 

An industrial estate, established m 11>S2. is located about two miles 
from Kingston, on government land sold 10 JIDC. at the nominal cost 
of Í\ per acre. Its area is about 310 acres (12S hectares) ot which, bv 
the middle ot 1%4, over SO per tent had been developed tor the use 

of 44 industrial enterprises M-id   \'> service tirms. 

The estate otters improved sites lor sale and lactones built bv 
JIDC for lease or rent. The corporation also assists entrepreneurs by- 
building factories tor lease with m option to purchase it am time 
during the lease. Rental is usuallv at tin rate o» approximately 10 per 
cent of cost ot land and building, the lessee bearing o>xts siuh as taxes, 
insurance and water rates. JIDC is the sole ageiu \ responsible tor 
construction of factories on the estate. However, the construction is 
frequently given out on contract to private building 'unis. Some sites 
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are  available   in   close   proximitv   to   the   ta.h« .ul    .    i   are   linked   by 

spurs to the main tracks. 

There are no restrictions on the tv pes ot mdustrv that ean he 

established ìM} the estate, except "obn >xions" ones \s a broad policy, 

industries w,ih a high labour content are given preterente. By the 

middle ot i Mí>4, the 44 mdu-tnai tenants included metal product plants, 

cosmetic, phai inaceut u al. paint, appaici, foni* ear, glass container, 

foodstult ami oihei industries. The IV ser vu e industries im luded petrol 

stations, a « old storage plant, haul« ate and pi mm.: shops, warehouses, 

a laboratory transport companies, et«. lota! emplov ment exceeded 

3,003  pet sons. 

The si/e of plots occupied b\ manufacturing industries \aries from 

22.30; to 4^.::: square teet i 2.1 SC t«< 4L432 square metres;. ith 

manv ¡n the rang« ot ^2.222 to 122.222 square teet twelve plots have 

areas ot over 122.222 square teet Lkiin« are is range troni 6,003 to 

65,232 square teet ¡SS"* to f..3^H square metres», mam ot them in the 

range ot 12.222 to 22.222 square teet. Implovment vanes troni 6 to 

576 persons per enterprise; 22 companies emplov tew er than S3 wor- 

kers;  average cmpio\ nient  per  eiltet prise  is 83. 

Since P>63. ten acres ot land ¡tour hectares ha\c been earmarked 

for AI\ industrial area In the Parish Council — a local government 

authontv -~o; St. (ames, m the north ot Jamaua 1 he protect, called 

Bogue Industriai I state, otters improved sites tor lease to industrialists. 

An "industrial park" ,s planned as part ot a s 32 million project at 

Montego Bas, including harbour, hotel, residential and transport 

facilities, to lie developed over  ten  \eais.  beginning  m   1^66. 

In its replv to the I nsted Nations questionnaire on industrial 

estates, the lamauan dovernnu-nt stated that it was unlikelv that it 

would develop other industrial estates in other locations. Its policy, 

which is to promote the development ot industries oí all sections ot the 

island, especialb ,n rural areas, will be earned out b\ purchasing land 

on an .id h<n basis m areas where entrepreneurs agree to set up their 

lactones. As mentioned earlier, ditterentiai incentives are being devised 

for that   purpose. 

The Government  also stated  that: 

"I xpetience has taught us that the provision of basic requirements, 

sudi as improved land sites and general services (power, water, etc.) 

does not guarantee that lactones will be located in such areas. 

Reasons given bv prospective investors tor not locating in sudi 

areas are: 

(\)     Distance troni source ot   raw   materials and  principal  market. 

(2)    Problem ot maintenance. It is claimed that rural areas do not 

provide adequate repair facilities. 
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(3) The shortage of skilled and tedinical personnel in such areas. 

(4) The   lack   of  adequate housing  and  social  facilities  for  plant 

employees. 

"It is belies ed thai the planned amendments to existing incentive 
laws wherein tax hohda\ periods will he extended in the case where 
the maimUcturcr locates ¡n a 'depressed' area «ill offset these 
difficulties   and   provide   the   inducement   tor   rural   industrialization. 

-On the posmve side, our experience suggests that the following 
are pertinent considerations in the establishment of industrial estates: 

(a) Industrialists appear to prefer freehold oecupancv rather than 

leasehold oecupancv. 

(b) The estates should be laid out in such a manner as to permit 
great flexibiht\ in si/es of sites in order to meet the varying 

demands ot  indusm. 

(c) Adequate supplies of water and power are oî vital impor- 

tance." 

MEXICO 

For the past fifteen vears. the provision of improved sites in 
industrial areas has been one of the instruments used by government 
agencies to influence .ndusir.al location bv checking further concentra- 
tion ot industry in the lederai District of Mexico and. at the same 
time, promoting industrialization in less-developed regions, particularly 

in rural area". 

The experiment began  in Ciudad Sahagun (town of   l rolo, state of 
Hidalgo), located in an and and poorly endowed rural area w here three 
large industrial  establishments  .ere  set  up between   I'M   and    9,6  in 

n   effort   to   develop   the   region's   econome:   Diesel   Nacional,   S.A., 
.ricitullv Planned for the assemble oi heavx lorries MU\ now manufacturing 

a 
on 

"ut"'¿us-   Constructora   Nacional   de  Carros   de  Ferrocarril,   which 
luces  railwav   equipment;  and  Siderúrgica  Nacional   S.A.  fform 

Toyoda de  Méxicoì.  which   produces  castings  and  machined   parts.^ A 
prod 

h,»    m-»    iv    t-irr.itt'   enterprise*-,    i**-"    IHHUI.HI'     I>-» ree   were   set    up   as   pri» au    c.ncii. 
branches of Nacional 1 inanc.era subsenbed and paid up their capital 
and guaranteed their loans, 'lodav, N.^onal I inanciera Ins down the 
economic pohev ot th.s group of industries, whose operations are 

complementary,   and  manages  the   complex, 

After   the   three   plants   were   Unit,   untustnal   sites   *ith   power, 

water,  dramage   and   internal   roads   hnked   with   •»\^»\•° w atei,  ui aiiiam.   aim   n •,».......   . .        . 

JcvcloH in ;.rJ,-r i» ..m.u, ml,,r mJuMru-.. IVsp,u- loiK-ral in.1 s«u 
K „;,«. ^n.,.1 I-, 1. ,.. r- >* ami other uuWmnm, no 
„„ ¡n.l,,v,ri,, Imv thu, t.„ lxH-n >-s»H,srn,l it dudad S»h»g..n. Yet 
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the three  large faetones  have contributed  TO  transforming  a  number 
of under-employed rural labourers ¡nto industrial workers with various 
skills and to raising hvmg standards in a particularly poor region. 

lw.) other industrial area projects were sponsored bv the Federal 
Llectncitv Commission (Comisión lederai de blectricidad) at, 
respectively. La 1 anuria (town ot Gome/ Palacio, state oi Durando) and 
Irapuato istate of Guanajuato), with the same objectives. Roth towns 
are located in rural areas. The sr/e ot the La I aguna project is 305 
hectares (740 acres), ot which 130 are de\eloped and available for sale; 
undeveloped sites are ottered for sale on   116 hectare. 

The Irapuato area occupies 270 hectares (667 acres), with developed 
sites tor ,ale on 111 hectares and undeveloped sites for sale on 116 
hectares. 

Despite favourable purchase and occupancy terms for sites—30 
pesos (<2.50i per square metre for developed sites and 5 pesos (X 0.40) 
per square metre for undeveloped sit's at La Laguna, 25 and 5 pesos 
(X 2.00 and s 0.40) respectively at Irapuato—and tax incentives similar 
to those applying in Sahagi'm, only a few industries have been set up 
in these  \reas. 

XX'hile the inducements of industrial sites and tax concessions have 
been ineffective in these poorly endowed and relatively remote rural 
areas, thev have been quite successful at Querétaro, a state capital 
located 115 miles north-west of Mexico Citv, in the middle of the 
country's mam region, which contains 43 per cent of Mexico's popula- 
tion, 62 per cent of its industry and accounts for 69 per cent of its 
total industrial production. Queretaro, hing at the crossroads of 
major highways and railroads, is an important communications centre. 

Despite this potentially favourable location, the town remained a 
small (60,000 inhabitants), predominantly agricultural centre in a 
semi-arid region until 196Î. In that year, the governor of the state 
invited a United States business consultant firm to make a studv of 
the city's industrial possibilities. At the same time, a committee on 
economic development was set up, in which state government, business 
and labour were represented. It was decided to develop an industrial 
area and to provide various incentives to attract industry. 

The state set aside an industrial and residential /one so located 
that prevailing winds blow smoke and fumes away from the city. The 
zone has been developed bv a private enterprise, Inmuebles de 
Querétaro S.A. Its total si/e is 580 hectares (1,430 acres), of which 200 
hectares have been developed as an industrial area, 19 as a commercial 
area and 79 as a residential area (500, 50 and 175 acres, respectively). 
In the industrial area, the lot sizes currentlv range from 5,000 to 
300,000 square metres  (one  and  a quarter to  74  acres).  The  lots are 
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provided with power, water, natural gas and drainage, and many of 
them with railway sidings, the railroad running directly through the 
area. 

The prices oí lots vary depending on size and ser\ ices required. 
To avoid excessive price speculation on the still available industrial 
land, Inmuebles de Querétaro has established a svstem of land price 
discounts up to 53 per cent, depending on the date oí actual new plant 
construction and completion. Median land prices are 26 pesos per 
square metre oí  improved land  with services (about S 2.0C>. 

In addition to the federal tax concessions for the promotion of 
industry, exemptions trom state taxes tor up to ten years are offered 
to the occupants. The state has set up an office in Mexico City to 
promote occupancy  and to help entrepreneurs m  fulfilling formalities. 

The result oí these measures is that industry has come to 
Querétaro. Since 1962, total investment in new plants has been about 
§ 40 million. United States and other foreign companies have figured 
prominently in this development, often m conjunction with Mexican 
capital. Industries include a large plant making automobile and truck 
transmissions, a sewing machine factory, tractor factories, tool factories, 
food-processing and other plants. Three technical training centres are 
operating. The population of Querétaro rose from 65,000 in 1962 to 
100,000 in 1966 and industrial employment from 4.COO to 8,00C 30. 
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NETHERLANDS ANTILLES 

To broaden the economic base of the islands and, in particular, to 
encourage the establishment of industrial enterprises, the Government 
of the Netherlands Antilles is providing tax and tariff concessions and 
physical facilities for industries. The National Ordinance for the Pro- 
motion of Industrial Establishments and Hotel Construction, 1953, 
provides tax and import duty exemptions for a minimum period of ten 
years (maximum eleven years') to enterprises with an investment of 
100,000 NA guilders Í* 53,000) in Aruba and Curaçao (50,000 NA 
guilders in the other islands), or to those that create additional 
employment for at least ten Antillian labourers (five on the other 
islands), or set up an industry or branch of industry that did not exist 
in the Antilles on 1 January 1948. 

Physical facilities and additional tax and import and export duty 
concessions are offered to industries, especially export industries, that 
set up factories in the "free zones" of Aruba, Bonaire and Curaçao. 
Within each zone, space is reserved for light and heavy industries and 
warehouses and infrastructure facilities—power, water, drainage, etc.— 
are provided. lactones and warehouses may be built by the Govern- 
ment tor known occupants, and leased. Thus, the industrial zoning 
scheme is not merely a regulator; device to control the location of 
industry. The free zones are, in effect, industrial areas with some of 
the facilities offered elsewhere on industrial estates, in particular, the 
provision of factories for rent. 

A feasibility study for the establishment of an industrial estate 
for sm.Tl-scale industries has recently been  carried out. 

NICARAGUA 

In 1961, a detailed feasibility study and a plan for an industrial 
estate in the Managua area were prepared by the National Urban 
Planning Office, Ministry of Development and Public Works with the 
assistance of an expert provided bv the United States Agency for 
Internationa! Development (AID). The project was to be part of an 
over-ill programme of industrial development, including tax incentives, 
establishment of an Industrial Productivity Centre, financial assistance 
from the National Development Institute (INPOMAC), technical assist- 
ance, training and other measures. The project called for the improve- 
ment of sites and the building ot factories for sale to entrepreneurs 
setting up light manufacturing enterprises. It was estimated that 20 to 
40 industries could be set up over a ten-year period; total employment 
of 40 plants would  be about  1,500 persons. 

The total land requirement would be 9.5 hectares (22 acres) for 
the minimum of 20 plants, and 18.5 hectares (46 acres) for 40 plants. 
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For a 1,000 square metre factory (10,765 square feet) covering initially 
30 per cent of a plot, and extendable eventually to 50 per cent, the 
average lot size was estimated at 3,000 square metres (32,300 square 
feet). The industrial plots would cover about 65 per cent of the total 
area; common facilities, including administrative building, common 
workshops, petrol station, cafeteria, dispensary and post office, 10 per 
cent; streets and parking space, 15 per cent; and landscaping, 10 per 

cent. 
Factory units of 200 to 400 square metres (2,153 to 4,306 square 

feet) each, would be offered for rent to the smaller industries. The 
units would be partitioned in a common building. Technical assistance 
would be provided as part of the project. 

The industrial estate would be administered by a non-profit, 

autonomous corporation. 

PANAMA 

In an effort to alleviate unemployment and promote industrial 
development, the Government of Panama established in 1953 a "free 
trade zone" at Colón, at the Atlantic entrance of the Panama Canal. 
The zone :s administered by an autonomous body created by the 
Government. It occupies 40 hectares (99 acres) and is subdivided into 
industrial, warehouse and distribution areas. 

The location and facilities of the zone and tax incentives have 
attracted a number of industries, in particular United States companies, 
whose products are channelled not only to Central and South America 
but to Europe and Asia as well. In 1964, the zone provided direct 
employment to 1,500 persons and indirect employment to 3,500. 

PERU 

In Arequipa (population about 200,000), capital of southern Peru, 
construction of an "industrial park" (area) of 52 hectares (about 128 
acres), is nearing completion. The park is sponsored by the Junta de 
Rehabilitación y Desarrollo de Arequipa, a semi-autonomous, govern- 
ment-financed development corporation responsible for all aspects of 
development in the department of Arequipa. One ot the functions of 
the Junta is industrial development through promotion of large-scale, 
medium-sized and small-scale industries, and handicrafts. 

Of the 52 hectares of the industrial park, 42 hectares (about 105 
acres) are earmarked for industrial plots; the remaining area is to be 
used for roads, service areas and a vocational school. Originally the 
park had been conceived as an instrument for relocating existing local 
industries by providing them more favourable conditions for growth 
and expansion. Consideration had also been given to building general- 

is 
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purpose factories ahead of demand. However, subsequently most of the 
demand has come from comparatively large new firms, both Peruvian 
and foreign, and it was found that there was no need for standard 
factories. It was also found that there was no demand for leased land, 
so improved sites are offered onlv tor sale. The average lot si/e amounts 
to 7,000 to 8,000 square metres (about 75,000 to 86,000 square feet), 
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and out of 18 new industries being located in the industrial park, only 
six require lots of under 2,000 square metres (about 21,500 square feet). 
It is expected that the industries established in the park will provide 
direct employment to about 1,500 persons. Total investment will 
amount to about S 1.3  million. 

The park offers improved sites with water, sewerage, electricity, 
telephone service, streets and street lighting, railroad access and land- 
scaping. In addition, a police station, petrol station, restaurant and a 
vocational  school  will be located  in the park area. 

The admission and occupancy policies follow closely those ot the 
Puerto Rico Industrial Development Company (PRILXIO). Obnoxious 
industries are restricted from entering the park. New industries receive 
generous tax concessions, the reductions amounting to about 80 per 
cent, an incentive that influences somewhat the industrial composition 
of the park. Preference of admission is given to those industries that 
will add most to the employment of the region, create investment 
opportunities for other industrial enterprises, process raw materials of 
the region or provide exceptional training facilities for workers, tech- 
nicians or managers. Lower priority is given to existing enterprises 

seeking to relocate in the park. 

Land is sold at the equivalent of S 3.75 per square metre. Fifteen 
per cent of the price has to be paid when signing the contract; for the 
remaining 85 per cent, terms of up to ten years can be granted by the 

Junta. 

According to the Junta: 

"The Arequipa Industrial Park has proved to be a most successful 
venture. Practically all the available land has already been sold or 
committed even though the construction of the park is only about 
to be completed. It is the first industrial park in Peru, and other 
Peruvian cities such as Cuzco, Tacna, Huancayo, Truj.llo and 
Chiclavo are also starting to make studies for industrial parks in 
their areas. It is becoming apparent that industrial parks combined 
with tax incentives and efforts to study and promote the indus- 
trial investment opportunities of a region represent effective tools 
for attracting industries to locations outside of Lima and thus to 
contribute to a decentralization of Peru's future industrial structure. 

PUERTO RICO 

The provision of improved sites, factories for rent, and a variety 
of services is part of a comprehensive development programme earned 
out in Puerto Rico since 1950. This programme ("Fomento ) is 
directed   and   supervised   bv   a   government   agency,   the   Economic 
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Development Administration (EDA), through a number of operational 
units, the most important of which, in the field under consideration, 
is the Puerto Rico Industrial Development Company (PRIDCO), a 
public corporation engaged in  real estate, construction and financing. 

The over-all industrial development programme combines tax 
exemptions for periods of five to ten years (and low rates of taxation 
after expiration of the exemption period, the corporate and personal 
federal income taxes being inapplicable in the commonwealth), with 
locational incentives and various services and measures of assistance. 
The programme is largely geared towards attracting capital and entre- 
preneurship from the United States mainland. However, no assistance 
is given to firms that propose to close down a plant in the United 
States and to relocate in Puerto Rico. Thus, United States industries 
benefiting from the "Fomento" programme must be new or expanding 
companies. In recent years increasing encouragement has been given 
to the establishment of Puerto Rican enterprises and joint ventures 
through special incentive and lending policies. 

In 1966, there were thirteen industrial estates (called "industrial 
subdivisions") in various localities. These estates, which were established 
between 1953 and 1961, include six in or near San Juan, three near 
Mayagiiez, two near Ponce, one at Caguas and one near Arecibo. On 
the basis of their location, the estates may thus be classified as 
metropolitan, urban and attached to ports; PRIDCO is planning to 
establish several estates near the principal airports. 

67« 
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In each estate, PRIDCO offers a choice of improved sites, standard 
factories   built   in   advance   of   demand,   multi-factory   buildings   and 
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special factory buildings, according to the needs and specifications of 
each industrial establishment. 

PRIDCO does not sell but only leases industrial land and or 
buildings. The lease is for a fixed period of ten years at an annual rent, 
to be paid in advance in monthly instalments. In addition, the tenant 
has to pay a real estate tax and charges for water, sewerage, gas, 
electricity and other services. The tenant has also to take out risk 
insurance protecting the landlord against fire, hurricanes, earthquakes, 
boiler (if any) and general accidents. The lease is renewable tor fixed 
terms of ten years. In order to disperse industry and thereby promote 
a regionally balanced development, differential rental rates apply in five 
geographical zones. The lower rates, which are subsidized, apply to the 
less-developed areas of the island. 

The construction of industrial estates is carried out by private 
contractors under the supervision of PRIDCO. PRIDCO does not 
exercise any control over the management of individual tenant com- 

panies. 

Zoning regulations set forth restrictions on admission and occu- 
pancy of industries in the estates. The buildings must be used ex- 
clusively for manufacturing, assembling or processing purposes. The 
estates are classified as "heavy", "light" or "heavy and light". Special 
commercial  uses  may  be  allowed  in  certain designated  lots. 

The land coverage of any building may not exceed 50 per cent 
of the lot area, so that proper ventilation, space for parking and 
circulation can be provided. The minimum sizes of yards are: iront 
yard, 6 metres (about 20 feet); side yards, 3 metres (about 10 teet); 
rearyard, 10 per cent of lot's depth. The height of each building is 
limited to two stories so that the floor area of the building will not 
exceed an area equal to that of the lot; however, where it is necessary 
to exceed this height the lot coverage is reduced so that the total floor 
space of building does not exceed the area of the lot. The floor area 
may not be under 929 square metres (10,000 square feet), except in 
cases where the lot size is considerably larger than 4,000 square metres 
(one acre); then the minimum size of the building may be increased 
up to a size to be determined by PRIDCO. In any case, expansion up to 
1,858 square metres (20,000 square feet), is provided for. There are 
three types of standard one-storev factories, respectively 557, 1,068 and 
2,137 square metres (6,000,  11,500 and 23,000 square feet) in area. 

PRIDCO constructs its industrial estates out of us own funds 
obtained from government appropriations and from the sale of general 
revenue bonds. PRIDCO and the Puerto Rico Development Bank may 
finance the acquisition of industrial facilities by private firms. 
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Power is supplied by the Puerto Rao Water Resources Auihorm. 
water and sewerage bv the Puerto Rao Acpiediai .md Se v. er Am horn v, 
fire protection bv the ( orninone eahh ( »o\ei nment. PRIÍK O provides 
assistance, such as engineering anil economa research and help in 
recruiting and training labour. Servaes such as *. anteen, tiiedaal care, 
watch and ward, sprinkler system, eU , are arranged In the occupant 

firms. 
Table 3 gives data on industrial estates and oicupanc1. as ot the 

middle of 1964. 

Between ¡9SQ and I96.S. the numbet ot industrial plants set up 
in Puerto Rico in the industrial estates and outside rose from 82 to 
1,126 and total employment  in industry troni 6,2(ñ to 78,000. 

Beginning in 1S»S8, after the first PRHK O .ndmtrial estates were 
established, private investors have been developing several estates near 
the metropolitan area of San Juan, where there .s considerable óvm.mú 
for   industrial   land.   These   are   prof:' motivated,   commercial   ventures. 

Several observers have expressed the view that tax exemption and 
subsequent low taxation have been the most important single factors 
influencing tía establishment ot industries m Puerto Ru.» (See, for 
example. Stead, Î9S8; Barton, Jr.. 1959.) Some ot them acknowledge, 
however, that the inducement value ot tax exemption, on the one 
hand, and low taxation, on the other, varies from one type ot industry 
to another, and that other factors have also influenced decisions to 
locate in Puerto Rico. On balance, the effectiveness ot the Puerto 
Rican programme mav be attributed to a well balanced and skilfully 
publicized'set of measures combining tax and other inducements with 
assistance in all phases ot planning, construction and operation ot 

industry   (United  Nations,   1961,  p.   2h). 

TRINIDAD  AND  TOBACO 

In Trinidad and Tobago, the establishment of industrial areas and 

industrial estates is part of a comprehensive system of measures aimed 
at promoting industrial development. The other principal measures 
include tax exemption on profits ot newlv established "pioneer in- 

dustries during the early years, reduction m costs of production ot 
both old .Mid new industries through remission of import duties on 
plant, machinery and raw materials, .m<\ accelerated depreciation 
allowances. The programme, including construction and management ot 
industrial areas and estates, is implemented bv the Industrial Develop- 

ment Corporation  (UK.),  a  government  agency. 

The   objectives   in   providing   physical   facilities   to   prospective   in- 
dustries are: to attract industries from abroad; to promote the develop- 
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ment of large-scale, medium-sized and small-scale industries; to influence 
industrial location with a view to decentralization; to develop rural 
areas and regions with a concentration of under-employed labour; and 
to facilitate expansion  and resettlement of existing industries. 

live industrial areas arc being developed by IDC on lands granted 
by the Government in urban and suburban locations in various parts 
of the country. The establishment oí estates or areas in rural regions 
is being planned. 

The areas otter fully developed sites with water, electricity, railway 
sidings, roads, sewerage, tire protection, telephone and postal services, and 
when completed will offer banking facilities, canteens and recreational 
centres. Central maintenance and repair shops are planned for the 
larger areas. Sales depots are provided by the tenants; on the larger 
areas, IDC has allocated sites to persons providing warehousing facilites 
to  the tenants. 

Table 4 shows the location, size and progress of development of 
the  five industriai  area1«  as  ot  the middle of  1964. 

Parts ot certain areas will be developed as industrial estates offering 
factory space and factory units for rent to small-scale and medium- 
sized industries. As an experiment, one standard factory will be built 
in  advance ot demand on one of the larger industrial areas. 

The industrial area* now developed are non-specialized; they are 
intended primarily for manufacturing and assembly industries, except- 
ing those prohibited b\ law or whidi present obnoxious features that 
cannot be satisfactorily controlled. The available supply of power and 

Table 4.    Trinidad and Tobago: 

Art* 
S:zt 

(acre!) 

Area 
occupied 
(teres) 

\o.   of 
factories 

East   Dry   River    ... 36 3.9 
Sea    Lots       25.5 0.7 
O'Meara        234 27.0 
Plaisance        45 1.0 
Milford,  Tobago   ... 5.2 — 

3 
1 
9 
1 
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Tvater mav restrict accommodation of industries that arc largo con- 
sumers of these utilities, though special arrangements mav sometimes 

be made. 

Although the development plan ot an area pro\ides for division 
into factory sites oi varying dimensions, no special restriction is placed 
on enterprises according to their si/e; it necessary. IDC is prepared to 
join several sites to accommodate an enterprise. 

While IDC prefers to encourage newly treated enterprises on the 
industrial areas, there are no restrictions on existing enterprises wishing 
to relocate on the areas because of need to expand or inadequacy ot 
existing accommodation. The areas are managed bv the Industrial 
Estates Unit ot IDC, which is responsible for development ot the 
areas control of the tvpes of buildings erected thereon, including 
provision of welfare facilities for employees. Occupants have no voice 

in the management of the areas. 

Tor the time being, the corporation only leases the plots on the 
estate; the term of lease is for 30 years with an option tor renewal 
for another 30 years. Rent is at 4 per cent of the market value ot the 
land, and a premium of 20 per cent of the market value ot the land 
is required on the granting of the lease. However, in special cases the 
premium is waived and rent is charged on a graduated scale. The 
factories are built by the occupants through private contractors; 
construction must comply with  a code drawn up bv IDC. 

A United Nations expert is currently assisting IDC in formulating 
a comprehensive programme for small-scale industries, including 
provision ot industriai estates, common service facilities, industrial 

extension  and  information services. 

industrial areas as of mid-1964 

Ax trage 
jadory    u?e 

(square:   ¡eel 

Average 
plot   size 

(acres) 
Employment 

Capital 
-.mestment 

i dollars) 

17,888 
9,840 

12,704 

1.3 
0.7 
3.0 
1.0 

118 
12 

464 
38 

960,224 
760,071 

1.548,790 
299,736 

47,649 
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VENEZUELA 

In Venezuela, industrial estates and industriai areas are set up by 
national, regional and local authorities, often in co-operation with 

each other. 
Two national financing and development agencies have been acme 

in this field. The National Commission tor Industrial I mancini; has, 
through one ot us regional commissions, set up an industrial estate at 
Valencia The National Commission is a financial institution established 
in 1959 to prov.de credit to small-scale and med.um-si/ed industries 
defined respective, as industrial enterprises with a capital investment 
of less than 100.000 bobs ars, and between 100,300 and 1 million bolivars 
(§ " "0 and S 22,220—S 222,200). The credit policy ot the commission 
is lTrgelv oriented 'towards inducing entrepreneurs to move to the indus- 
trial estate; the granting ot loans is usually linked to the purchase ot 

an  estate factory. 
When completed, the Valencia industrial estate will have 1- 

standard factory buildings. Those already constructed are ot two sizes: 
600 square metres, on plots of 1,230 square metres (6.4,8 and 13.^o 
square feet), and 800 square metres, on plots ot 1.630 square metres 
(8 610 and 17,800 .quare feet). The smaller factories may be purchased 

on ten-year   terms   tor   6 
<-\   r\r\ 0   bolivars   with   monthh   payments   of on    ten-\eai    unm    •"•    - —  • .        Ç-Ann 

777 bolivars (S,3.300 and S 173* and the larger ones tor 8.^0 
bolivars with monthly payments of 944 bol.vars is 19,0,.) and s-lot. 
In   1%^   ^0 standard factories were occupied. 

Credit i-. also made available by the commission for procurement 
of new materials and working capital. The agency plans to develop 
a technical assistance programme linked to its financial and industrial 

estate operations. 
The Corporación Venezolana de fomento (CVR with the co- 

operation of the National Commission, has set up an industrial estate 
at Barquisimeto. The development of small and medium industry is 
part of the activities of the corporation, a state agency set up by the 
Ministry of Development to promote economic development in genera . 
The corporation extends technical and financial assistance to small- 
scale and medium-sized industries; in particular, it may provide long- 
term loans, up to fifteen years, to enterprises able to otter adequate 
mortgages or guarantees. A form ot hire-purchase system tor equipment 

and buildings is also in effect. 
A local agency - the Maracaibo Industrial Development Company 

(CONÜ1MA) has set up an industrial area in Maracaibo and pans to 
provide on it a number of common service facilities. 

Over 700 hectares (1,730 acres) of land have been reserved by 
CONDIMA for development as an industrial zone; in a first piase, 
150  hectares (370  acres)  are being developed   into   185  plots  varying 
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in size from 3,000 to 16,000 square metres (0.75 to 3.95 acres). Water, 
natural gas, electricity, sewerage and drainage, telephone and 
communications are  available. 

Improved plots are offered for sale at a pnce, including all services, 
of 10 bolivars per square metre (> 2.20). Purchasers pay 28 per cent 
of the cost as a first instalment and the balance of 72 per cent in 
36 monthly instalments, with interest on the unpaid balance at 7 per 
cent per annum. CONDI MA is prepared to consider other methods of 
payment, in particular a system of rental of fixed assets with purchase 
option. Under this scheme, the occupant pa\s a monthly rental of 
1 per cent of the initial value of the land on the basis of a ten-year 
lease. At the end oi the contract period, the property may be acquired 
at the original valuation less that portion or the rental that CONDIMA 
has credited towards the capital cost. Normally this means that the 
asset can be acquired bv the occupant on payment of 42.65 per cent 
of the  original cost. 

A similar plan can be applied to plant and installation costs. In 
this case the term is eight years, the rental is 12.3 bolivars (X 2.73) 
per month per 1,000 bolivars advanced. By the end of the contract 
period 90 per cent of the costs have been paid and the entrepreneur 
obtains a clear title to the plant on payment of the balance. 

Enterprises on the area are exempted from industrial and 
commercial taxes during the first ten years. They are also entitled to 
concessions on construction taxes and water rates. 

On an 18-hectare tract of the industrial area, CONDIMA plans 
to set up an industrial centre including quality control, material testing 
and food technology laboratories, a productivity institute and a central 
mechanical workshop. Administrative buildings, banks, cafeterias, 
libraries, insurance companies, shops, etc., will also be set up. Feasibility 
studies of the types of industries suitable for establishment have been 
carried out by two United Nations advisers, in particular to assess the 
need for, and type of, common service facilities. 

Industrial areas have also been established in La Vittoria and 
Cagua. At Santo Tomé de Guavana, a new town being developed at 
the confluence of the Orinoco and Ceroni rivers in south-eastern 
Venezuela by the Corporación Venezolana de Guayana (CVG), an 
autonomous public agency created by the Government in December 
I960, several areas zoned for heavy and for light industries have been 
set up. The city is rapidly developing around several large industries— 
its population rose from 4,000 in 1950 to 4 2,000 in 1961 and to 70,000 
in 1964, and is expected to reach 100,000 in 1966 and 400,000 by 1975. 

The heavy industry area includes a large, fully integrated steel 
plant, foundries and forges; chemical industries; an aluminium plant; 
construction materials industries; and heavy machinery industries. 
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Three "industrial parks" have been set up for light manufacturing 
industries and for truck, storage and wholesale facilities: Matanzas, with 
84 hectares (207 acres) and 47 plots; El Roble, with 7.4 hectares 
(18 acres) and 81 plots; and Airport, with 131 hectares (324 acres) and 
33 plots. Additional industrial and commercial parks are being planned. 

CVG   is  providing  improved   sites for   sale  or lease,  help  in   the 
preparation   of   feasibilitv  and   market  studies  and  help   in   obtaining 
investment capital. The Corporación Venezolana de Fomento provides 
financial  assistance: it may purchase  a site, build  a factory,  and lease 
it   to   an   industrialist   with   an   option   to   buy;   it  may   also   provide 
equipment  on  hire-purchase.  CVG   may  participate m   joint   ventures, 
though it prefers private enterprise to take the full initiative. C\ G is 
establishing elementary, secondary  and technical  training schools,  mav 
assist   in    organizing    specialized    worker    training    programmes,   and 
considers the creation of a technological institute. In certain cases, the 
Ministry   of  Development  mav   grant  customs  duties   exemptions   tor 
imports of equipment and materials not available domestically   Reduced 
rates  on   power   may   sometimes  be   granted  by  CVG   to   large-scale 

consumers. 
Among   the   small-scale   industries   already   established   in   Ciudad 

Guayana,  a certain number are producing materials or parts for the 

• tjktSMi:- 
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large machinery and construction industries; they include sawmills; 
plants manufacturing clay products, cement products, brick and other 
building materials; machinery construction, assembly and repair shops; 
and electrical component manufacturing Most of these enterprises 
emplov ten to twenty workers each; some of them employ 25 to 
45 workers. With the expected increase in population, opportunities 
exist in food, footwear, clothing, furniture, household chemical and 
manv other consumer industries. 
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INTRODUCTION 

THK P..RPOS, OK this report is t.. ei..l..a.e the work earned out by the 
Technical Co-operation S.-ou,- iVn«« de Cooperación lomo (SC 1)1 

. , Wl-Scalelndus.rv .....I .lie Hauibcr.,,, Trades' m < .1,.e ro,„ its 
maturation ... «he- Iv.n.n.n, ol l%.» lhrmiSl. ^ Apr, I .M, In 
addino... .h, ,u,p..r..,n^ ..I «« -"h«¡,„ .o.ì« .um,,,.,, «„„on»' 

will be CMIU.II«! .i" obiecmcb  .is possible- 

,„  „M. tin- (,,u-r„,„n. .-PP." J •' >*•'-   '"'"/V1 ,( " "l-"'-n 
I (   1,,|.    .,„1    ill,'    l   'lltcd    Sl.lll.-S    Mllill    I-m-'    I"''   lus" Conn-mum  between   Unie ..ml   ...i   l   nun 

,,„.   SCT   Tlu-  Conic,,.,.,,   pronded   tor  cooperation   ,..   .1..   ^'"»^ 
\c bocal   know   11-    »or  .be   Pun-,   ot   deielopu*   -.'•   — '»" 
M   , e        nil   productive   iap.u„i   ol   Chile.   1"   ^   •   •-   ^¡'l"'»"" 

• r en      t  t,r    edm.eal   assigna-  between   .W  1 >es eloPn.i-m   ' o,,,,     - 
K,    (C:orp„r.re,..n   de   I onu-n.o  de  la   I'rodua,«.,   ,< OKU    -    n    -hi 

mtit lt, of   ln,er-American  A.t.tir,   * as  «Rned. »"J"   »I-J   «      *^ 
„.,   UP    In   l%0   SCI'  became   ..n   ..u.onomo.ls subsidia, i    o    Cdl<U. 
W th n   ,   us been  ,n  ri-Sul.,r contact   »iti. .lie technical  assistance 

r   ce      i    he Unit«!   Nations  and   other   international   ore,a„.,a..»ns 

;  v rnnu-nts. In  .%.V a special department lor —-"^^£ 
scale   industry  and   the  handicraft  trades  was l)rBan./ed   in   SCT. T.ic 

work of this department is evaluated in this paper. 

WORK ACCOMPLISHED BY THE TECHNICAL 

CO-OPERATION SERVICE 

The Technical Co-oper.ti.on Serv.ce be;,an its work tor •.tll-sealc 
¡ndustrv in 1963 At present lour of its programmes are dcu.tcd 
,«C«ly «o i-ourapn, the development of small-scale „ulustrv ,n 

Chile. These include: 

(a) Management and technological assistance; 

(b) Financial assistance; 

(c) Studies and projects; 
(d) Information and co-operation. 

H- 199 



200 SMALL-SCALE INDUSTRY IN LATIN AMERICA 

MANAGEMENT AND TECHNOLOGICAL ASSISTANCE 

This programme began in 1963 with the provision of management 
advice. I.arly in  1965, technological assistance for small-scale industries 
was added to the programme. 

Management assistance is mainly concerned with production 
planning and control, costs, materials, lavout of premises and equip- 
ment, methods and so on. Technological assistance is provided through 
three specialized groups. The first group (machinery') deals with product 
design, correct use of cutting tools, design of jigs, heat treatment and 
so on. The second group (chemicals) deals with the food industries, 
product finishes (paint, chrome and nickel) and chemical problems in 
general. Lastly, the third group (metallurgy) is concerned with moulding 
processes, correct use of foundry sand, smelting processes, design, 
estimates for building furnaces and hearths for the non-ferrous and 
ferrous  metallurgical  industries  and  so on. 

Recommendations for assistance arc submitted to the appropriate 
group in the form ot reports on the enterprises. Fable 1 shows that 
under this programme, through 3C April 1966. management assistance 
was given in 341 cases and technological assistance in 128 cases, a total 
of 469. In addition, 53 projects were being processed at that time. 
Approximately 70 per cent of these cases were located in Santiago and 
the remainder disti ibuted throughout the rest of the country. 

Table 2 classics the same projects according to industry. Most 
of the management assistance falls within the classifications "manu- 
facture and repar ot nu al articles", "wood products", and "textiles 
and clothing". Technological assistance was primarily given in 
"manufacture and  repair of  metal articles", and   "foundry-work". 

FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE 

The programme of financial assistance was begun in 1963. SCT 
passes on to CORLO applications for credit from the handicraft trades 
and small-scale industry, ('redit is advanced and recovered by CORLO, 
but SCT supervises the use made of it. At the beginning of the pro- 
gramme, credit was given only to the handicraft trades; but since the 
end of  1965, credit  has also been extended to small-scale industry. 

Credit for the handicraft trades is in the form of non-readjustable 
loans, granted tor a term of five vears tor financing fixed investments, 
or for a maximum ot two \ears tor increasing working capital. The 
interest chargea amounts to between 70 to ¡ ~0 per cent ot the current 
bank rate during the first year and subseijuentK reaches the normal 
bank rate. This bank rate averaged 15.SS per cent ¡n 1965 (variations 
were limited to less than  1   per centi 

Credit for small-scale industry is awarded under similar condi- 
tions if the term of the loan does not exceed five vears. Loans for 
longer   periods   arc   made   readjustable   and   earrv   an   interest   rate   of 
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6 per cent a year. Readjustment is made according to the wholesale 
price index for domestic industrial products. The term of loans for 
working capital is twelve months and up to eight years for fixed 
capital  investments. 

Tables 3 and 4 show the over-all figures for credit reported 
by SCT and approved and paid by CORI O, together with the per- 
centages for each. The information is classified into two parts: loans to 
handicraft trades and loans to small-scale industry. Data are not 
available for the classification of credit request reports by province 
or industry. A more detailed analysis follows. 

Loans for the handicraft trades 

Tables 5 and 6 show the collected statistics for loans to the 
handicraft trades through 30 April 1966. Eight hundred and seventy- 
five loans had been approved, totalling 3,976,756 escudos (approximately 
S 1,380,818),-* of which 520, representing 2,124,771 escudos (approxima- 
tely S 737,767), had actually been advanced at that date. The average 
value of loans advanced was 4,086 escudos (approximately S 1,148). 

Table 5 classifies loans to the handicraft trades according to the 
province in which the establishment is located. Santiago accounted for 
32 per cent of the number and 38 per cent of the value of the loans 
approved, these figures rose to 39 per cent and 46 per cent respectively 
of the loans actually advanced. 

Table 6 groups loans by industry. Most assistance was given in 
the fields classified as "manufacture and repair of metal articles", "wood 
products", and "motor vehicle repair". 

Loans for small-scale industry 

Tables 7 and 8 give details on the loans for small-scale industry 
through 30 April 1966. Fifty-one loans, totalling 2,496,288 escudos 
(approximately s 71 1,193), had been approved, of which 18, representing 
655,045 escudos {approximately X 186,622), had been paid. The average 
value of loans advanced was 36,389 escudos (approximately S 10,367). 
Loans of this type were first granted  in  1965. 

The   tables   also   show   that   Santiago   (province)   accounted   for 
approximately   7C   per   cent   of   the   loans   to   small-scale   industry   and 
that  most  assistance   vs as given  for  "manufacture and repair of  metal 
articles" and "textiles and clothing". The figure for loans advanced for 
"hides and leather articles" is particularly high. 

r^.L7^   °riR,nL    ValT   hiVt   hten   to,allfd   d"M]r   >n   escudos   for   radi   vear.   These   relate   to   the 
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PARTJV            2C9 

STUDIES AND PROJECTS 

The SCT programme of studies and projects, organi/ed in 1963, 
is concentrated primarily on carrying out studies and projects of 
a general nature and drawing up specific feasibility projects. 

General project* 

Studies dealing with the background and general aspects of the 
operations of small-scale industry necessary for planning sectoral 
development fall within this category. Projects designed to benefit the 
whole sector or a group of small-scale enterprises are also included. 

The programme can be divided into: (a) background studies, (b) 

projects and (c) direct action. 

Feasibility studies 

Feasibility studies are carried out to ascertain the opportunities 
for setting up new enterprises in Chile. They include a market survey 
containing a report on the demand for the article and an industrial- 
technical report on the size of the proposed establishment and the 

equipment needed. 
The projects may be (a) initiated by SCT; these may be projects 

suggested by the needs determined in the course of studies carried out 
within the service. Projects mav also be (b) initiated by a third party; 
entrepreneurs who are not in a position to establish their own projects 
submit to SCT an idea for an item they consider feasible and profitable 
to produce. The study is begun after preliminary assessment. 

The two groups of projects are further subdivided according to 
the locality where an industry mav be established. Projects can be 
rejected if' thev are found to be: (a) inopportune after preliminary 
discussions; (b) inexpedient after a preliminary study; (c) not 
economically feasible after completion of the study; or if (d) the initial 
study has been transferred to some other body. 

INFORMATION AND CO-OPERATION 

I The information and co-operation programme was begun in Marcii 
I 1964 bv the studies and  projects section,  and m  January  196S  it  was 
! established as a separate programme for the purpose of improving the 
; means at the disposal ot small-scale enterprises for dealing with internal 

or   external    problems,   promoting   the   reorganization   oi    small-scale 
industries    into    associations    and   co-operatives,    and    preparing    the 
establishment of a self-help organization tor obtaining supplies of raw 

i materials and for marketing products. 
I The current work of the information and co-operation programme 
! is   distributed   into   various   areas:   (a)   collection   and   distribution   of 
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information, (b) training courses, (c) organization of associations and 
co-operatives, (J) assistance in marketing, (r) product design, and (/) 
technical reports. Details of cadi of these activities are given below. 

Collection and distribution of information 

As of 30 April 1966, a total of 2,731 consultations had taken place 
in Chile (1,780, or 65 per cent, in Santiago, and 951, or 35 per cent, 
in other provinces). These consultations are concerned with studies on 
technical  assistance,  loans,  training, suppliers, etc. carried out by  SCT. 

Pamphlets on various topics, e.g., legal matters, seminars and the 
SCT programmes, have been distributed throughout Chile (4,484 in 
Santiago and 5,976 in other provinces, for a total of 10,460 up to 

30 April   1966). 

Training courses 

The programme has included courses on the management of small- 
scale enterprises and co-operatives, seminars on costing and finance, 
legislation in force, technical matters, etc. For a time, this activity was 
transferred to the vocational training department but has been taken 
over again by the information and co-operation programme. Relevant 

data are shown in table 9 below. 

Table 9.    Chile: training courses held through 10 June 1966, 
classified  by  province 

Province 
K umber   <>/   training 

courses 
S umber   of 
participants 

Valparaiso          
Santiago          
Talca   
Concepción         
Cautín         
Valdivia         
Osorno        
Magallanes         

Total 

14 
17 
3 
6 
4 
1 
2 
3 

50 

230 
280 
76 
84 
74 
16 
46 
36 

84T 

Formation of associations and co-operatives 

This activity deals with the formation of associations for a 
particular type of industry or group, of service co-operatives for 
small-scale industrialists and handicraft traders, and of groups of 
enterprises for specific activities or projects, 
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Ammattoni.     Thirty six   asseeiations   and   cooperatives,    with   a 
membership of 1,400 small firms, emplos mg about 1 ?,.H0 workers 
have been formed with direct assetarne provided under this pro 
gramme. I he assortions m up an exevutisc .onimiüa- of six 
représentaii\e> to organize a national . ontederatton dum.*; Il*fr>6 { nder 
the information and k o operation ptogrimmc, adsuc IN gis en to the 
problems with which it lias to deal, the presentation of its reports to 
the authorities, and its relations ssith the representatives of other 
sector«, ot the economy, 

C o operative*      Apart   from   their    intrinsic    importane*-,    the   co 
operatises organized  under this programme are  to form a basts for a 
self-help organization  with financial  support  from (ORTO  and  St T. 

I    ! Assistance in  marketing 

Groups of firms are advised on how to carry out operations 
common to all of them, e.g., purchases of raw materials, special tvpes 
of marketing (tenders, subcontracting), combined exhibits at fairs, and 
applications for bank credit for such operations. In addition, about 
30 small firms have received  individual  advice. 

A number of large enterprises has e subcontracted work to small- 
scale firms. The larger firms include; Impresa de Transportes Colectivos 
del Estado (FTC ), Impresa Nacional de Electricidad S.A. (F. NOES A), 
Ministerio de Obras Publicas (MOP), F.nipresa Nacional de Petróleo 
(ENAP), fabrica de Vestuario del Fjército (I AVI K and Municipalidad 
de Valparaíso. 

The record of tenders and subcontracts obtained is: tenders, 
847,816 escudos;1 subcontracts,  163.649 escudos. 

Product  design 

Under this programme coopérâmes and small-scale firms had 
been assisted in the preparation of new designs for their products 
before the responsibility was transferred to the management and 
technological assistance programme in May 1%6. The extent of this 
assistance has not been quantitatively verified. 

Technical advice 

Under this programme a number of advisory projects have been 
carried out that were not dealt with under the management and 
technological assistance programme because they fell outside its specific 
sphere of action. 

* The  average  rate  of  cxdungf  wis «timited  at   3 51   excudm •» $ 1.00  (bank  rate   of  exchange in 
January  1966). flùs  it considered  •  reasonable average  as work under  the programme began  in  Î&5. 
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II       SHI A ! R \    IS    I   M IS    \M» »M  A 

FVA1UATION Oí  THI   VARKU.S PRO« .R A MM! S Ol  TMÎ 

THIINK Al   < O OPI RAMON  MRYIU 

At mot, H S< J has been «»peiatme, f«»t nah 4 sho-t t-ine, the work 
accomplished un he c\ aluated t.u tin- put pose .if (»neuiim; future 
âCtt\it\ ihr t'\^i,..u¡.»n of x pn.gramme ut t his kind, vs t| h its great 
v.i'tetv ot activities, the results of which .tre sometimes difficult to 
quantitv m esen to visiuh/,-, presents serious difficulties It is hoped, 
however that this t.rsi attempt ss ill help t». hrmi; int.* cleater focus 
the  methods that  should  be  adopted  tor  future  evaluations. 

I IMflM'nss   m    mis   | \ .M | Altos 

I valuatmg the work cartied out bv S( T tor small wale industry 
is à complicated task and is sublet to certain limitations, the most 
important ot  which are listed  below. 

/ Jik  lit   itjliytllM  hj<k£HwnJ 

To evaluate the work ot St I. st ¡s necessary to compare the 
development ot the assisted firms wuh what mav be considered a 
•normal" trend of development The general increase »n Chilean 
industrial production is taken .is the normal pattern, but statistics in 
this use cm sets, onl\ as a background, since thev refer it» the over all 
growth  of  industrial  mannt .u tunny, including large-scale mdustrx . 

It wouid be preferable to use as a measure ot comparison the 
situation of the assistevi funis ovet a period ot two or three \ears prior 
to their receiving assetarne m order to ascertain their growth potential. 
It m.tv well be that >t ¡s the somewhat less successful or below average 
firms that ask toi ads uè, although this does mean that the same would 
be true ot  those turns that  apply tor loans. 

I o*j£ -tt-mi tu: me of i he results of assistance 

It is impossible to neasure all the results of an activity on a short- 
term basis because changes take place gradually over a period of several 
years. At the present time it is hardly possible to estimate the changes 
or to measure the results obtained. This would especially be the case 
of  technical assistance compared with financial  assistance. 

It lakes even longer to obtain the results ot the studies and 
protects programme because legal transactions, building, purchase of 
machinery, etc K\\I\ be begun only when the studies luve been 
completed. Results cannot be assessed on the production of the first 
year but only on that of a normal year. 
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lhttunli\   in   l'i.nHalin^  »>f/u->   ><>«//» 

The results of some <>t the ansisi mu- piovuled io stiull \cale 

indium JH- «littn uh r,> a-^ess ¡he M,»ve\s t ¡. i ,,.J ,»m In «In- studiei 

and   protri ts    pmi;i mimi    ,nn)   thr    .nf.-i n,.¡t .,.n    »nd   . .. ,«|vt H -, >n   pio 

gramnu pn!.>.m usks o| a ¿enei a! n.o,,,, suJi o tiu< p.ov »*..,„ 0| 

training uunso hu m.iiui;<-t '.li statt (Uihh, mon .<! pamphlet-., |)linu. 

íion ot associations ,ltnj uh , »• «>n iii,ukri;in: .uni thr i-lfntnoios «f 
Midi   general    vs.uk   ¡s   J : t f u 11 i r   1,1   dc»etnuu< 

Similari*, «f «s d.ttuult to iiu'ÉMir. «he !HU ... ciYnxed t.om 

Services p? « *\ iiitd mulot îfihtiivj1 assetarne promts for raisin; the 

quality o( the produit, .»hrimüti; heiter intornunon o-i cous, v\~ 
proving »iiikiiii; methods  .tnd so on 

Ihthm'tx .-»i   *>ìC,ì*H>;*!{>   the  *»»<//•/»/,•!'   effect 

The prov      »ti of  .isMM.iiue io a  small M alt- tum  UMIJIK   moans .in 

increase in ts pioductton ,\>M\ m the cap.um oí ii, -tatr, which in 

some me.iMiic his t.-peu us-ions on other economic .uto «tics within 

the counm smur phci cttcv?'. ïn ptutue. a K unpuvi»!,- ?»» measure 

the ovei--.ill  impact ot  the assistance er   the »ounm s t-vonoim. 

i \ M I   \ llc>\   Ol     !l||     MRIdls    I'l.vM.K^MSM s   Ol    S(    1' 

tialMation  of   tiu   »U»MCí •»!, •. •  ,/>,•,/   *< v/"/<»;', -, ,,/ ,i„;,fj.,¡(.  pt,Kjtjnime 

As technological assistant e was begun onl\ ear!\ in l^íó. it has 

not vet been possale to assess an\ of its benefits. Thet elote, the 

evaluation  will  l>e limited to the management  assistance ntven 

I he evaluation is hased o-t a simple ot •>. m^putJ cMUrprws 

out of a total ot "^4 ! he t;tms -uspec ted we!, not chosen at random; 

the\' were the first to receive nu< e.< ment bsjvt.iini.'. h m.n reasonably 

be expect et I that the enterprises . ..i«»cd -note tcvcnilv would produce 

better results,  o« mg to the creati<   experience ot  the  programme statt. 

In this evaluation it has lu-en assumed that tlu' uuivase in sales 

is a result e\clusi\cl\ ot the action t ¡ken bv SCI, although there mav 

be other factors about which information is l.ukum. I he most 

important of   these would be ,\D  increase  m capita!. 

I able 10 shows the resubs of management assistance in relation to 

two criteria: actual increase in sales and mercase in the labour force in 

the assisted enterprise. The time interval is that between the date of 

delivers of the repon and the date <>t tht inspection, hgui.'s relating 

to the increase m sales mav be compared with the increase in pi educ- 

tion recorded tor the manufacturing indi.stn in general over the same 

period (7.3 per cent for 1964 and 7.5 per cent tor 1965, according to 

is 

i 
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liai .• colín ted in the S| .it is! H .il .nui ( cnstis îMfuc' i ht .ttdii.ii ligotes 
should M'»t be tehed <»n toi mon than h.wkgtound ninnili bri .tuse t he 
calculations air based solrh mi higr v .lit industrv. and he« ause the 
"»null  turns dralt   wilh   ,iti   those  ih,iî   lud  asked  'ut   assistante,  if, those 
tirrîlS   liorna   ludlv     OI     ,H    .l!i\     !,»(('   beloW     avrt.lgf 

It should JIM» IH mentioned that the small industrialists were not 
able to put tin tecommrnded methods into piactuc immcdiatek after 
completion of rhr lipoih hut ofteti tequile«! a peí tul ot more than 
two  veats 

I able 10 sho«s the turns evaluated undet thiee headings ,4 cording 
to t \ pe ¡>t mdusirv in the held ol wmul ptodiuts. ten tirtm are 
evaluated I he sales went up ?S ** per tent, while the msmbei of 
emplovee^ devhned In S.J per cent, so t ii.it labout prodtu 1iv it v tuse 
40.4 per    ent  o\ei   an   average  period o!   21 ó  months. 

In   the   metal   articles   industrv.   labour   produelis it\ im teased   8.0 
per cent   in  a  sample  of   M  enterprises oser  a   period  o! 19 5   months, 
in the group ot JS inspected firms under the heading "other", pro- 
ductives   rose   IV3   per  cent   in   19.1   months. 

Totals for the ^0 inspected enterprises show a I ? 4 per cen» rise 
¡n sales and a 1 "> per .ent rise m the number of employees, giving an 
increase in productivité oj IV7 per cent over an average period of 
19,7 months lot all uuiustrv m general, the Statistical and ( ensus 
Ottice indicates an increase m production of 14 8 per cent over 24 
rnont hs 11964 and   196S i. 

I able 10 also shows that the proportion of recommendations put 
into effect bv the assiso d firms was 49 S pcr eent ..nd that of 
recommendations to be implemented in the near future was 37.8 per 
cent ot the total. 

I valuation  ot  'IK financial assistante programme 

The evaluation will ne limned to the loans advanced to the handi- 
craft trades; it is too earlv to analyse the results of loans to small-scale 
industry, as this form ot credit began operating under normal condi- 
tions only at the end ot   1965. 

The results ot the evaluation are partially based on the fact that 
the handicraft traders and small-scale industrialists had more funds at 
their disposal. SC T contributes to these results bv selecting the appro- 
priate recipients from  among those seeking  loans. 

Table II shows the results ot financial assistance in terms of the 
actual increase in sales and employees in the assisted enterprises. The 
figures in this table may be compared (tor background reference onlv) 
with the increase recorded tor the entire manufacturing industry in the 
two years  1964—1965  (14.8 per cent). 
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The evaluation ot t manual .JSSíM ,UU »• hkr that ot management 
assistance, is based on .1 * amplt*. Mm sample n>w-i\ l'0 loans to handi- 
craft trades out ot ,1 total <>! vO- .ubarne-, made In ( ORIO up to 
30 Aprì! 11>M>, all tin * »so letei f«« <ns .ubaiued m the capital, 
Santiago,   as   data   tmni    'he   p!.»vm>. '•     n<»i    4'.niable   at    time   of 

writing 

The   enieipiíM-^   palliated    an     .   ..     t ? thle    11    In    ! \ pe   of 
industry. In tin ana ••! wood pt<><h¡u •Aiuir (nans were advanced 
tor machmer\ MU.\ ta-> 'intenab ihn * 1 ei invi ease in sales ot 
122.3    per   lent    o\er   !» »ars,     I li« tu 1 ease    in    labour   pro- 
ductivité    was   -OS   ;»•' iii   the   ?!•< !-     ulules    ndustrv,   the  loans 
that   produced    » -ease    •      ¡<     over   the  two  sears  were 
those advamtO ,i       ^   and  rav\   materials.   The general   increase 
in  labour  piode- A a-. 43.(>  per  cent, the sales nurcased  bv   107.7 
per cent, anil ilu .umber of employees rose 420 per tent, Dndei the 
heading "othei the loans advanced to. raw materials produced the 
greatest imieasi in sales, con'rarv to what was observed in the two 
previous groups. The increase in labour productivity was only 15.7 per 

cent. 
lor all groups the increase m sales resulting from loans tor raw 

materials was greater during the first year, whereas the increase in 
sales resulting from loans for machinery was greater in the second 

year. 

The results for all groups combined show a total increase ot 80 per 
cent m sales over the two years, an increase ot 31.7 per cent in the 
number ot employees, and m increase of }h.7 per cent in labour 

productivity. 

The results obtained from the financial assistance programme 
cannot be compared with those produced by management assistance. 
The duet reason is that the two programmes ot assistance are comple- 
mentary rather than alternative. A loan to a small scale enterprise mav 
be insufficient it not coupled with management assistance. 

It is 10 be expected, therefore, that the results obtained from 
loans granted after a management survey ot the entet prise will be 
better than the results of financial assistance that merely reorganizes 
the available resources ot  a small-scale industrialist. 

I valuation of the studies and project* programme 

The principal task ot this programme consists in drawing up 
industrial projects, some on the initiative ot S( T and others suggested 
by individuals seeking to put their ideas into practice. To achieve 
results under this programme, the necessary capital must be available 
for implementing the project. 
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Consequently,   the   d.U.»   evaluated   are   as   much   a   result     >t i he 
availability   ot   financial   resources   tor   investment   as   thev    are   of the 
activity   oi    S( T.    As   one   cannot    be   separated   troni   the   other, the 
evaluation  below   ttiers t» the  o\eiall  result 

The evaluation of the ptogtainmc is piescnted ¡u table I' below. 
Protects are classified .lonnlinj; to the \ear in winch i In », wen- to go 
into operation. The table shows that between I *'M, and T'tiH, M new 
industries shouKI generate sales amounting !<> M,Q4K,:'H*i escudos aiuf 

should employ  47^  persons. 

In addition, the following have been prepared under the pro- 

gramme: 

(ti) Thirty eight projects ot a genera! nature, not evaluated 
quantitativ el\ because then purpose r. to benefit the entire 
small-scale indusir\ sec tot (eg. the l-'mted Nations Deve 
lopment Programme (I NDIM Special lumi protect, aheadv 
approved), anil because sonte of them aie derived hont the 
development work of the information and cooperation pro 
gramme, the results o| which are mentioned m the evaluation 

of  that   programme, 

(b) Rejection after preliminary stud\ ot 40 proposals for the 
establishment  ot   new   enterprises, 

(c) Nineteen promts in the final stage ot elaboration with verv 
good prospects ot leading to the establishment ot new enter- 
prises; it is estimated that the sales of these 1*> enterprises 
would amount to about 7,600,000 escudos a year (!%S 

value); 

(d) Eighteen proposals at a prehmm.m   stage ot  examination. 

Evaluation of  the information and co-opaution  programme 

Because of the nature of the programme's objectives, fiscal and 

economic benefits cannot be evaluated over a short period ot time 
(two years). In addition, considering the dose mtertelaiionship between 
the small scale indusm programmes of S( 'I', it is impossible to derive 
valid results by studying an\ one isolated programme However, some 

preliminary  results and conclusions may   be  noted below 

(a)    Throughout   the   public   sector   there   is   ito reasmg   readiness  to 
attach   greater   importarne   to   the  development   of   small scale 
industry   in  economic   plans.   In   the  private   sector  the   special 
features of this category of  industry  are being recognized and 

given  sufficient  attention. 
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Table   12,    Chile:  SCT project*  to  be completed,   1966— 1968, showing 
estimated annual SJ/CN  and number of  employees 

Project 

COMPIA         
Hosiery   dveworks    ,.    ,   . 
Dispens mg  and  batching 

apparatus          
Bacon    sheers  

CIMI    workshops.  San 
Felipe 

Domestu   finings  workshops 
Wrenches   eu. 
Mechanical   saews 
Lawn  mowers .    . 
Calcium   carbonate 
CIMI   workshop.  Chilian 
CIMI    workshop.    Talca 

CI MF   workshop. 
Santa   < ru/ 

Rebuilt   engine   workshop 
Cutting UH>IS tor  lathes 
Sawmill.   Palena 
Flour  mill,   l'alena 
CIMF   workshop,   ( unco 
CIMI    workshop    Parral 
Pressed    b r i ck s   t a v t o r \ 
Electric   JrilK 
Brewery,   l.ou 

Magnesium   hydroxide 
Syringes 

Promotion   of   common 
workshops 

laps,   dies,   b ts 
Grills,    gratings 
Oxalic  acid 
Meat  processing.   Puerto 

Montt 

Dried fish.  Tengio 

I ot.il 

1966 

:i2.6 •Vv'w 

124. 500 

132.03C 
816,624 

52.000 
77,500 

TCI   rtfS.o 

1967 m* 

Estimated  number  of 
employees 

1966       1967      196S 

194,400      388,800       388,800       15 

428.800      636.00C 636,000 
216,030       216,000 

124,S00 
156.564 
132,000 
598,857 
3 
31 
124,500 

124.500 

124.500 

•..'.uuw 

v.UWU 

124.5CO 
313,128 
264,000 
688,685 
ISC   O-'S'S 

3 1 w, QQw 

124,500 
¿'S'. 124,50° 

282, 
1i-, 

t*7 rsrsr\ 

124,500 
660.000 
282,000 
120,000 
207,000 

- — 124.500 
— — 124,500 
- —        1.000,000 
— — 400,000 

- — 900,000 
- — 265.875 
— — 540,270 

— - 270,000 
— — 4,000,000 
- - 337.000 
— — 210,000 

- —        2.417,386 

 ^_  — 700.000 

2 UC.424    4.530.221  16.198.144 

9 
3 

6 
27 

6 

29 29 

15 15 

12 12 
5 5 

7 7 
10 21 
9 9 

30 30 
13 13 
22 22 

— 77 
— 7 7 

— 7 7 
— 11 11 

4        4 4 
5 5 

— 2 2 
— _ 7 
_      _ 7 

— - 29 
— — 14 
— - 24 
— - 12 
— - 14 

_      _ is 

— - 35 
— - 12 
— - 12 

_       _ 64 
_       _ 22 

"99    "¡95 473 

-    U'u" 

{b) Small scale industrialists are now m a tx-rter position, through 

their organizations,  to encourage this  favourable  trend. 

(c) Study of the legislative measures tor encouraging small-scale 

industrial  enterprises  is   practically completed. 
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(d) There are no over-all figures for the volume of business 
handled in the small-scale sector, but assistance was given 
under this programme for commercial transactions relating to 
supplies, sales, subcontracting and services, involving more 
than 1,700,000 escudos. Another indication of increased acti- 
vity   is   the   constant   flow   of  information   from  suppliers   of 
machiner}  ai     raw materials. 

(e) Operations are being carried out m Santiago. Valparaiso, 
Talca, Concepción and Temuco, and a special project is 
being undertaken in Llanquihue. It has not been possible to 
deal with repeated requests for assistance from the other 
twelve  provinces. 

(/) Once the initial structure of small-scale industry associations 
and co-operatives has been set up, these institutions encourage 
a growing demand  for extended   assistance. 

The attempt will be made as far as possible to evaluate each 
specific activity under this programme, corresponding to the details 
of the activities listed earlier. 

Collection and distribution of information 

It is impossible to evaluate, in terms of economic benefits, the ser- 
vice provided by SCT in collecting and distributing information. 
Although sudi services are a normal feature of government and private 
productivity programmes in Europe, the information programme of 
SCT is the only one of its kind in Chile. 

7 raining courses 

As a result of the training courses, it would appear that there has 
been an increase of between 5 and 1C per cent in the productivity 
of the enterprises involved. At present there is no possibility of 
measuring the increase in sales, because records were not kept during 
the time that staff members attended the training courses. 

Formatton of associations arid co-operatives 

One way of evaluating the work accomplished in this field is to 
examine the resources available to these co-operatives, which show 
the additional capitalization of small industry. Table 13 below includes 
this data. 
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Table 13. Chile: estimated capital resources tor industrial 
co-operative* through   ¡967 

(Escudos-! 

COOPIAM          
COOPECAL       
COOPICEM       
STO.  DOMINGO  LA LIQUA   .   .   . 
VALLE HERMOSA  
FRATERNIDAD LTD A  
SOCOMADE          
COOP.  LLANQUI HUE  
EL ESFUERZO  
COOPREVEN        
COOP.  GARANTÍA   VALPARAÍSO 
COOP. GARANTID CONCEPCIÓN 
COOPIAMADE         

Total through 30 June 1966 

Estimate for 31 December  1966 

Paid-up at this date  
COMPIA         
BOLSA SUBCONTRATACIÓN . . . . 

Cumulative total through 
31   December  1966    .   .   . 

-- 

Authorized 
capital 

36,000 
9,100 

15,000 
20,000 
3.840 

120,000 
20,000 

600,000 
2,000 
5,000 

15,000 
15,000 
10,000 

Paid-up 
capital 

14,400 
1,820 
3.000 

•   • 
4,000 

12,022 

•   • 

35,800 
2,000 
1,000 
2,800 

10,000 

870,940 

890,000 
100,000 

1,860,940 

91,342 

180,000 
180,000 

20,000 

471,342 

Estimate for 31 December  1967 

Paid-up at this date 
(equalling  authorized  capital)  

COOPERATIVA   CAUTÍN        100,000 
COOPERATIVA   METALÚRGICA    .   .   . 200,000 

Cumulative  total   through   
31   December  1967    .   .   . 2,160,940 

1,389,598 
20,000 
40,000 

1,920,940 

Estimate for 31 December  1968 

Paid-up at  this date 
(equalling  authorized  capital)  

Cumulative  total   through 
31   December   1968    .   .   . 2,160,940 

240.00U 

2,160,940a 

*  ApprONim.ue! 

At the time oí writing three co-operatives had begun purchasing 

operations. The others will do so as shown in table 14 below. 
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Table   14.    Chile:   estimated  purchasing   operations  by  industria! 
co-operatives  through   1967 

/ -.•;••:.,..,!   r:.-."j.;-:.<  ,./>.-j r.."¡. 

Co-operatives Through ,.      ••••». , •  ». 

m  o^ulion 30 June  1966 ../V/i',     N-.     •.,'.•    /v "V 

COOPIAM         180,000 80,000 200.000 
LIGUA       41,000 30,000 120,000 
SOCOMADE         550,000 200,000 500,000 
Projected co-operatives 
COOPECAL          — 30,000 60.00u 
COOP1CEM           — 10,000 50,000 
COOPIAM ADE        — 30,000 80,000 
COMPIA        — 450,000 1.800.000 
COOPERATIVA   CAUTÍN . — 100,000 400.000 

Total 771,000 930,000 3.210.CCO 
Net savings* 230,000 280.000 960,000 

•'  Net    saving    .ire   the    .i J Jit ,o'-,í !    dî-.oi.-i!*   obtained    b\     vrivil!    ;-HÍiivtr;.i :^!N   th<\nii;h   ¡jiinip-buwn.;. 
representing  appro*. muteU    3C   r>e;   n'nt   e>t   total   tran^utuMi. 

Assistance in marketing and technical advice 

The figures in table 15 below refer exclusively to net increases in 
sales resulting from direct assistance under this programme, including 
direct sales by the co-operatives, subcontracting, submissions for public 
and private tenders, exhibitions and fairs. Increases in sales resulting 
from direct assistance to individual firms and later sales by exhibitors 
at the fairs are not included. 

Table   15.    Chile:   forecast  of various   transactions  by  industrial 
co-operatives through   1967 

(Escudos) 

«J        S,ot, '-'   '*"'    '"*>« !   '•»     '^' 30 june   1966 ,o   ;/   ¡)(i     ,^    ;n  _.,   ¡^     „„ , 

Sales by co-operatives etc.    .   .   . 237,000 500,000 1,800,000 
Subcontracting           154,000 —                      — 
Bolsa subcontratación  (sub- 

contracting  exchange)    .... — 250,000 1,200,000 
Tenders          366,000 —                      — 
Sales at fairs  200,000 —                      — 
COMPIA           — 100,000 6,000,000 

Total* 957,000 850,000 9,000.000 

*  Figures    ire    bated    on     !%>    average    rate    <<!    enhance.      ' 1>    e>.udo>       v 1 C2     hank    rate    ot 
exchange). 

The marketing assistance programme has covered the following 
fields: promotion of subcontracting by small-scale industry for large 
undertakings, estimation of market demand,  volume and specification 
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oí  supply,  contracts  between  subcontracting  parties,  surveys  of costs, 
and price lists. 

At the time ot writing, a project was being i!'.i\vn up for a sub- 
contracting exchange (bolsa subcontratacion), to be established in the 
second halt  ot   1966. 

The technical advice given has not been evaluated. 

COSTS AND BENEFITS OF ASSISTANCE PROVIDED 

THIS CHAPTLR gives details of the costs oi the SCT programme of aid 
for small-scale industry troni its inception and evaluates its effectiveness 
in terms of benefits to the country. 

Although the essential object of SCT is to raise productivity in 
small-scale industry and the handicraft trades and not to produce 
financial benefits for the Government, it is interesting, by way of 
illustration, to present the calculation in the form of monetary benefits 
and compare them with the cost of assistance. This section amplifies 
the evaluation oi the programme given earlier. 

The first aspect to be examined concerns the over-all and specific 
costs of each assistance programme tor small-scale industry. Next, the 
benefits of activities undertaken under the management and technolo- 
gical assistance and financial assistance programmes are listed. Benefits 
under the studies and projects programme and the information and co- 
operation programme are assessed separately because their results are 
of a long-term nature and must be measured in a manner different 
from those of the other programmes. 

COST OI SCT ASSISTANCE PROGRAMMES FOR SMALL-SCALE INDUSTRY 

The costs of SCT assistance to small-scale industry are shown in 
tables 16, 17 and IS below. Table 16 shows the expenses incurred in 
each programme classified under salaries and operating expenses. Costs 
are shown in terms of the escudo at its actual value in the year in which 
assistance was granted and in 1965 escudos. The final cost for the SCT 
programmes amounted to 4,000,298 escudos in current value, or 
4,736,137 escudos in  1965 value, roughly equal to S 1,513,143. 

Table 17 shows the over-all cost for each programme of assistance 
classified according to whether the activity is capable or not of being 
evaluated. Evaluating certain types of activity is often impossible because 
in some cases the benefits in monetary terms are not known and in 
other cases, the actual benefits cannot be measured. 

Table 18 shows only the unit costs of the programmes evaluated 
in table 17. 
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BENEFITS OF THE MANAGEMENT ASSISTANCE   AND FINANCIAL ASMS I WC E 

PROGRAMMES 

The benefits of these assistance programmes tor small-scale industry 
are analysed in tables 19 and 20 below. Tabi- 19 shows the annual 
monetarv benefits m the form of larger receipts troni the sales- tax 
and profits tax. It is assumed that the sales tax averages (•> per cent; 
the profits tax averages 20 per cent and represents 1 per cent oi sales 
(assuming that the industrialist's protit before tax amounts to 5 per 
cent of salesi. Table 19 therefore shows that the Government obtained 
1,548,836 escudos in estimated additional receipts troni the sales tax 
and 238,139 escudos from the profits tax. The increase in sales over 
a vear is considered in relation to the calendar year immediately 
preceding. 

Table 19 also shows an increase in sales oi 25.S2C.957 escudos. It 
is not known what direct and indirect impact th.; and the increase in 
personnel may have had on the national income. Assistance also leads 
to a more effective utilization of the available machinery and greater 
productivité  in  general, the  benefits of which   are not known. 

The results oi some oi the activities can be evaluated onlv on a 
long-term basis. This means that the management and technological 
assistance programme has not yet achieved the tuli planned results 
because the recommendations have to be applied over a period of two 

to four \ ears. 
Direct annual benefits from 1966 on will amount to 1,919,603 

escudos (S 63",892>. This does not take into account a favourable 
cumulative earn over that began in 1964. When this figure is compared 
with the cost to SCT oi evaluated studies, it is evident that the Govern- 
ment suffers a loss ot 599,4?4 escudos through the management and 
technological assistance programme, but gains a surplus of 184.009 
escudos under the financial assistance programme, excluding the indirect 
benefits  referred to which have not been measured in escudos. 

The benefits are calculated on the assumption that these enterprises 
would not have shown any growth if thee had not received assistance 
from SCT. Although this might not he true, it is compensated tor in 
that indirect benefits produced bv SCT assistance have nor been taken 
into account because thev cannot be measured in escudos. The enter- 
prises  that  seek assistance   are  those that  have   below-average growth 

rates. 
Table 20 below shows the annual Increase in personnel (1,288) as 

a direct result of SCT assistance; this means an increase in income tax 
receipts of 189,603 escudos (5.9 per centi. The increase m staff is based 
on the entire period between the date of delivery oi the survey or 
financial assistance and the final inspection. This is because it may be 
assumed that the enterprises will in the future at least retain the 
number of employees they had at the date oi inspection. The same 

applies to sales. 
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Table 16.    Chile: total cost of asústame programmes for 

/'<6.i 

Current 
tiCHlioi 

Management anil 
technological assistance 
Salaries              115,267 
Operating expenses   . — 

Financial assistance 
Salaries              145,199 
Operating expenses   . — 

Studies   and   projects 
Salaries              100,325 
Operating expenses   . — 

Information and 
co-operation 
Salaries         — 
Operating expenses — 

Total 
Salaries             360,791 
Operating expenses — 

Grand  total      360,791 

¡it>} 

315,487 

397,409 

274,589 

987,485 

987.485 

1964 

C unfit 196} 
tfiudoi escudos h 

255,641 

22.921 

223,067 

36,400 

198,649 

89,490 

677,357 

148,810 

826,168 

329,343 

29,529 

287,377 

46,894 

255,919 

115,290 

872,640 

191,714 

1,064,353 

evpc'W "  Fxptnscs     incurred     tor     salaries     etc.     ami     operatin 
proportion   ut   each    is   not   known. 

'' To    exprès    current    value    in    19feS    escudos,    the    index    or 
figures   are   based   on   1965   average   bank   rates   or'   exchange.   3.1?   CM 

,m     shown    together,    individual 

consumer     prices     v 1 PC!    was    used; 
udos  -   * 1.00, 

Table   17.    Chile:   cost  of  assistance  programmes   for  small-scale  industry, 

30 April 

Total    co<: ' 
Programme Kumber   of Curre», 396Ï~~ 

cases escudos escudos 

Management and 
technological  assistance«:    ... 494 1,543,487 1,768,114 

Financial   assistance*  1,059* 1,007,221 l,31o]886 
Studies  and  projects'  H8 962,258 1,194,381 
Information and 

co-operation«            _ 487,333 462,756 

 Total    4,000,299 4,736,137 

« Expenditure   refers   to   salaries   and   operai,ng   expenses;   investments   ire   not   included 
riçures   from   table   16. 

comnlirÍT!r,  °\  KtSeSJhti,n'¿   tr0m J?b,e- 1;   made   UP   of   m   completed    prefects   plus   25   estimated 
Sin«   oro,«,,   olus   nm,Pr0Krer-   ^  'T"   354   '°r   tsiluwd   *>ro>M*   rete"   "   341   managen, „t assistance   proiects   plus   1?  estimated  completed   out  ot   25   in   progress. 
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sma ll-scale industry,  from inception  in  1963  to 30   April  ¡%6 

796Í ' 
196S 

escudos 

,"•>(.<. 

Curren! 
escudos 

¡Hi 

Total 

Current 
C-ludoS 

796 5 

694,510 
82,467 

384,796 
62,097 

312,122 
93,591 

355,555 
37,126 

143,153 
12,509 

151,713 
16,369 

285,222 
31,557 

121,680 
10,633 

128,956 
13,914 

1,400,973 
142,514 

896,215 
111,006 

762,808 
199,450 

1,624,561 
143,553 

1,191,262 
119,624 

971,586 
222,795 

278,600 
44,886 

1,670,028 
283,040 

1,953,068 

140,020 
23,827 

770,440 

89,831 

860,272 

119,017 
20,253 

654,874 
76,357 

731,231 

418,620 

68,713 

3,478,616 
521,682 

4,000,298 

397,617 
65,139 

4,185.026 
551,110 

4,736,137 

'   Investment«,    ri    l'^ô    amounted    to   ICI."">>   escudo«,    nil    r      o ••'"•• 
in   the   tabic. _. 

'' Up   to    ^C     Apr:!    lL>hf>.    investment«,    in    l4<i6   amounted    to      .'Hi 
these   are   not   included   in   the   table. 

hut   t ht -t-    are    not    m.luded 

e nulo,    >all    pro ;t animi"'!,    hut 

classified according   to whether or  not  evaluated,  from  inception in   1963  to 

1966a- 

Number of 
cases 

Cost   of 
evaluated   studied 

Current 
escudos 

196S 
escudos 

S umher 
t.ties 

CoU   of 
tìon-eialuated   studies 

of             Current 
escudos 

ms 
escudos 

354 
925 
110 

1,106,061 
879,773 
715,192 

1,267,029 
1,145,014 

887,716 

140 
134 

38 

437,426 
127,448 
247,066 

501,085 
165,872 
306,665 

__ — — — 487,333 

1,299,273 

462,756 

2,701,026 3,299,759 1,436,378 

.1  TKP   1 -S«)    renorted    loin, -It-      !-      ,,1->    '«'-•"-    '"    handicraft    traili",    approved    bv     S(.T    and 
the JLI:Z ŒÎAu., •>•;, .„--i. The loan, to small ,.,le mdustn involve twice 
as  much  work    and   are   therefore   cliquaient '•* 

* Approvals    onlv;   exclude"   the   4M   reported   .-i    unfavourably. . 
' Tne Heure 148 includes 38 general project» tor the benefit ot the entire small-scale industri 

sector the results of which are difficult to evaluate. The cost of project is d,v,ded proportionately 
between  the   HO   evaluated   and   the   38  non-evaluated   ones. 

« This expenditure is classified as a non-evaluated project as ,t is for the benefit ot small-scale 

industri-   in   general. 
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Table 18.    Chile: unit cost per study in the assistance programmes for small- 
scale industry from  inception, in  1963  to 30  April  1966 

Programme Current 

Number of Expenditure  on Unit   cost 
tluattd   .-iidio " c:.i!n.i!cd   audio. •' per   study 

l'>hS Curren: 196S 
escudos escudos escudos 

Management and 

technological assistance    . 354 1,106,061 1,267,029 3,124 3,579 
Financial  assistance*»   ... 925 879,773 1,145,014 951 1,238 
Studies   and    projects     .   , 110 715,192 887,716 6,502 8,070 

11   Data    Iront    table    P. 
Not   IIK'IKÍIIH;   the   report-   ;intavour.il>!\    evaluated. 

Table  19.    Chile: annual increase in  Government  receipts from  sales tax and 
profits tax 
(1965   escudos) 

Number of Monthly  sales         Total Increase Increase in receipts from: 
evaluated per  enterprise         annual in Saies profits 
-¡"dio» before   study          >,,/t-j » sales' tax'' ¡ax e 

Management and 
technological 

assistance     .   .    354 2Q,532f    82,219,936 9,339,533 559,951 93,325 
Financial 

assistance        . _925_ 3,810?    42,368.700 16,481,424 988,885 164,814 

Total  1,279 24,342     129,588,636 25,820,957 1,548,836 258,139 

'   i >.-.: '.    r • on    tah'e    ¡s'. 
'  ( aLulatc!   t»    nuiiupKin,:   .n.-ia.-e    ..n^   per   t .-ite-prise   a^i-reJ   for   taolve   month. 

,  l;\u Ucd    [y?   '7  .t,,ul   '"    •,'"""-11    ^l1'"   Piu<   li"-1   percentage   I.K.MM-.   calciateci   troni   table ii    il     i.e.    1~.     .mu   ,-s:)   r 
'' ('.tu ulatei!   a-,   b   per  cc u   o 

10   an,I    11     i.e.    1C."   and   .'-v>   nor   a-nt 
per   ifi|   ,,|    tlv   increase   in    ..tics. 

incri'iV,l.'-'!'sU'l '"   J:   |,Cr   ltU    "'    ri'°    ''^'",W     "    ;,|'',t'its«   wtllch   >s   estimated    a,   5    Per   cent   ot   the 

< adulated    troni   inures   in   -.údc   IT 
L"  ('.luti1,iteti    troni   tis;ures   in    tabic    11. 

Table   20.    Chile:  annual  increase  in   Government   receipts  from   income   tax 

Staff   »lembo s Total staff    Increase   in 
per  enterprise  Kumber   of        before staff 
before  study       studies study* members h       (I9b5 caídos. (J96i(escudos) 

Increase Tax 
in on 

remunerano 

Management and 
technological 
assistance      .   . 

Financial 
18.2e 354 6,443 

assistance       .   . 4.06f 925 3,756 
Total 1,279 10,199 

97 242,019 14,279 

3,756       1,191       2,971,593        175,324 
10,199       1,288       3.213^617       1S9,603 

" t.aU-uK-itotl    by   niulciplwnR   Matt    per   enterprise   hv   number   ot    studies 

31.7  pi; írl,  UttLl1"   ,H'"l"ma«t   "u,tJ^   "ltuI"eJ   '"   tjbl«   ">   »»«i   tl    (i.e.,   1.5   and 
<; Assumine,   an   ndnidu.il   remuneration   of   2,495   escudos   (1965   annual   ¡iving   wage). 

calculated   as   5.S   per   crut   ot    the    nurease   in   remuneration   (2.4   per   cent   direct   tax   (housine 
and    reconstruction    o.   eüuctinnal    establishments   plan)    and   3.5   per    cent   income   tax) * 

e Calculated   from   ligures   in   table   1C. 
f Calculated   from   ligures   in   table   11. 
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Table 21 below compares the costs and benefits of the programmes 
as they were described in previous pages and tables. 

The total expenses incurred by SCT for small-scale industry 
through the management and technological assistance and financial 
assistance programmes, from 1963 to 30 April 1966 amounted to 
2,412,043 escudos (1965 value). The annual benefits derived from the 
assistance given amounted to 1,996,578 escudos (1965 value). It is 
obvious that each year the country will receive the benefits shown in 
table 21. On the other hand, the costs will not continue to accumulate, 
since new expenditures will benefit other enterprises and projects. 

COSTS AND BENEFITS OF THE STUDIES AND PROJECTS PROGRAMME 

According to table 17, the total cost of this programme up to 30 
April 1966 was 887,716 escudos (1965 value). This figure does not in- 
clude 306,665 escudos representing the cost of 38 projects of a general 
character, which were not evaluated quantitively, but did benefit the 
small-scale industry sector as a whole. 

The financial benefits to the Government in the form of higher 
returns from taxes are shown in table 22 below. From 1968 (considered 
"normal") on, actual receipts will be approximately 1,148,484 escudos 
(1965 value) a year (approximately Ä 366,928). Apart from the financial 
benefits, it should be realized that this programme will make a real 
contribution to national development by promoting investment in non- 
industrialized regions and providing new opportunities for productive 

employment. 

In addition to the benefits mentioned in the preceding paragraphs, 
the implementation of ten industrial projects for the northern zone 
and nine for the central and southern zones was being studied under 
the programme as of 30 April 1966.» The northern zone projects were 
initiated early in 1966 and at the time of writing had excellent prospects 
of being put into operation. It is estimated that the future annual in- 
come from these nineteen projects would be approximately 7,600,000 
escudos calculated in 1965 escudos (S 2,428,150). Direct benefits to the 
Government from the nineteen projects are estimated at 500,000 
escudos (1965 value) a year. Part of the cost has already been included 
in the figure of total costs for the programme up to 30 April 1966. 

4 The projects under consideration in the northern zone include: concentrated toods. poultry '^«J*^i 
dried fi,hPdaton,",e. engme-rebuitding. machine parts salvage, <alt-ref.n.nK castor oil, o nedI beef 
manufacture copper leach.ng. Projects under consideration in the central and southern /ones include: papcr- 
mak^rmachinerPvP, activate! clav. spare parts for agricultural madunery, mouldmgs for boats, hand sa.,, 
band-saws, scissors and shears, wood panelling, apple by-products. 

16 
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Table  22.    Chile:  comparison  oj estimated   cost*,  and   benefits,   of   the  studies 
and projects programme 

(i%5   ruudnú 

7966 
(May—De i ember) 

Sales       2,320,424 
Number of persons 

employed .   . 
Wages and salaries 

paid3         
Number of 

¡96? 
196* 

notmal   Ví,I> 

projects0       .   . 
Direct benefits to 

the Government 

99 

161,345.92 

9 

4,530.221 lh. 198,144 

195 4 73 

486,532.80      1,180,153,92 

19 si 

lotal   through 
ins 

2VC4S.7S9 

47^ 

1.828.32.63 

33 

From   sales  taxc . 131,345 256,428 916,875 1.304,648 
From profits 

taxd      .... 23,204 45,302 161,981 230,487 
From income 

taxe       .... 9,519 28,705 69,628 107.852 

Total Government 
receipts     .... 164,068 330,435 1,148,484 1,642.987 

Total evaluated costs 
from inception in 
1963 to 30 April 
19ó6f       887,716 

Balance in favour of 
the   Government . 755.271 

" Cali .lated     at     the     rate     of     2,495.04    escudos     (1965     "Santiago    minimum    lumi;     » a»;» the 
managerial   staff   of   the  enterprises   would  undoubtedly   receive   higher   salaries. 

'' Detai s   ot   these   projects   are   shown   in   table   12. 
'' Calculated    as   6   per    cent    of    sales. 
(1 Assuming a gross profit of 5 per cent of sales, to whuh the general rate ot tax at X per cent 

is   applied,   the   result   being    !    per    cent   of   sales. 
'" Calculated   as   5.9  per   tent   of   incum.', 
f Data    from   table   17. 

BENEFITS FROM THE INFORMATION AND CO-OPERATION 

PROGRAMME 

In the light of the programme's objectives, evaluated elsewhere in 
this report, it is difficult to determine what part of the small-scale 
industry sales may be directly attributed to provision ot training 
courses, establishment of co-operative groups, associations, etc. Such assis- 
tance to small-scale industry cannot be evaluated in terms ot direct 
economic benefits. It is, however, an important means for modifying 
the background or external factors affecting the enterprises and pro- 

jects. 

16* 
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The only direct benefits that can be calculated art ruinated in 
table 23 below, which shows a total ot 324,420 escudos ,u, umulated 
by 1968. The benefits tor fl>66 correspond to the 6 per cent sales tax 
on a sales volume ot 1.807.000 escudos directly due to co-operatives, 
subcontracting, tenders and sales at fairs. 

Table  23.   Chile:   Minuted   henejiu   of   the  information   and   co-operation 
programme 

1%^  r». .idi 

Larger  direct   sales 
Discounts on purchases 

made by  small scale 
industrialists 

Direct benefits to 
the Government (Sales 
tax)*         

¡Hé 
(Mef—Dtttmhtf'¡ 

1,807,000 

ÍM7 
¡fit Totti   tkromfh 

(normal  yttr) ¡Hi 

1,800,000   1.800.000   5,407,000 

510,000 

108,420 

960,000 

108.000 

960,000   2,430,000 

108,000 324,420 

(ikubteJ  a»  b (X*r  ^cni  oí  ihr    at,;ir  ».»!< 

TOTAL COSTS AND BENEFITS OF THE ASSISTANCE PROGRAMMES 

FOR SMALL-SCALE INDUSTRY 

The costs and benefits of the tour programmes of assistance to 
small-scale industries may be considered together, since their work is 
closely related in many areas and they are all concerned with one broad 

subject. 

Table ^4 gives the benefits derived from the various assistance 
programmes. It shows the direct benefits accruing to the Government 
from taxes, which from 1%8 on will amount to 3,253,062 escudos 
annually (196=» valuei, or about S 1.039,317. 

The table demonstrates that by the end of 19f>8 the Government 
will have real.zed net receipts of 3,221,004 escudos (S 1,029,375) after 
total expenditures have been deducted. In 1969 annual receipts will 
amount to at least 3,253,062 escudos, and this does not take into 
account the indirect benefits of the SC T assistance programmes. 
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Table  24.    Chile:  comparison   of   estimated   costs   and   benefits   oj   assistance 
programmes )or small-siale industry 

0%S   etcudoi) 

St¿ t- ütiemleí 
J»47 

/OU/   th'OHlb 

Direct benefits to the 
Government from 
taxes from: 
Management  and 

technological assi- 
stance    programme . 

Financial assistance 
programme 

Studies and projects 
programme0 .   . 

Information and co- 
operation  pro 
gramme*" ... 

Total  in   1965   escudos 
Total costs from in- 

ception of   programme 
in 1963 to 30 April 
1966** 

Net profit for the 

Government** 

667,555a 667,555 

164.068 

108,420 

4.736.137 

2.467,071 

667,555        2.002,665 

1.329,023 a      1,329,023 1,329,023        3,987.069 

330.435 

108.000 

1,148,484        1,642,987 

108,000 

32,058 

324.420 

2.269,066        2,435,013        3,253,062        7,957,141 

4.736,137 

3,221,004        3,221,004 

•* Data !ti»ni libit -I 
'' Data from ui>k 22 
' Data irom libit '*' 
•' Data i rom tabîr P 
'  Irom   1%S   or,  a «lireo   am,ua(   pioni  o¡   3.253.062  escudos  will  accrue  to ihf  Government. 

PLANS FOR THE FUTURE 

PRIORITIES 

THE TERM "small-scale industry" embraces any of the following econo- 
mic functions: complementing large industry (subcontracting), produc- 
ing on demand or in small quantities, producing high-quality or spe- 
cialized goods, and absorbing surplus manpower in  rural areas. 

This broad definition covers a much larger number of enterprises 
than S(X with the limited funds at its disposal, can assist all at once. 
For this reason, enterprises to be assisted, whether through advisory 
services or loans or by feasibility studies tor the manufacture of some 
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new product, must be selected in the light of predetermined criteria, 
which are based on the most urgent needs or the country and aimed at 
speeding up its economic development. 

Criteria tor selecting enterprises to be assisted should be sufficiently 
well-defined so that a clear and rapid choice can be made, vet flexible 
enough to allow. SCT to operate within the broad confines of this 
complicated area ot industry. Thus, tor an enterprise to qualify for 
SCT advisory services o\ tinancial assistance, it must meet certain re- 
quirements for selection besides tailing within the def.nmon of small- 
scale industry given above. 

Such requirements might be based on the following factors: the 
weighted percentage ot a product or service in the consumer-price in- 
dex, manufacturing and servicing of machinery, location of an enter- 
prise in a regional development area, savings or earnings of foreign 
currency, and the high ratio of labour to capital. 

Each ot these factors is analysed below. 

Weighted percentage of product or service in the consumer-price index 

One way ot determining which products figure most prominently 
in family budgets is to analyse the articles included in the consumer- 
price index, bearing m mind that those articles that account for a large 
part of household consumption are those that are given heaviest 
weight. Articles included in the consumer-price index and their 
weighted percentages are shown in table 23 below. 

Food produca. Table 25 indicates that food products account for 
48 per cent of most peoples expenditures. SCT is not directly con- 
cerned with food production because this area lies beyond its scope; 
however, SCT can take indirect action by giving priority to projects 
falling within the category ot "processed foods", as long as the value 
added by processing is at least 30 per cent of the sales pnce of the 
item. 

Housing. Table 25 also shows that a large share of family income 
goes towards housing. Assistance to the building-materials industry will 
result in better and cheaper dwellings. This is a profitable field of 
action for the small-scale industry programme. The same applies to the 
durable household goods industrv. "Fuel and light" is included in the 
category ot housing and covers water, electricity, gas. coal and paraffin. 
These items are provided either bv publu utility enterprises or by large 
private industries not  ricluded  in the SCT programme. 

Clothing Clothing accounts for 17 per cent oi consumer expen- 
ditures. The clothing sector is very suitable tor inclusion in the SCT 
programme, as it is made up for the most part of small concerns that 
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use only domestically produced raw materials, and have a high ratio 
of labour to capital. SCT can therefore give priority to this sector of 
industry. 

Mi.ccllaneous. The group ot miscellaneous items, which accounts 
for 12 per cent of consumer expenditures, is largely composed of ser- 
vices normally falling outside the scope of SCT. In addition, it includes 
various industrial products with a very low impact on consumer ex- 
penditures. For these reasons, it seems advisable to exclude those items 
from the assistance provided under the SCT programme. 

Table 25.    Chile: weighted percentage* of the item> Appearing o>¡ the consumer- 
price  index 

Food products 
Flour   and   starches  
Meat and  fish  
Oil and  fats  
Dairy products and eggs        
Miscellaneous  food  products  
Alcoholic  beverages  
Vegetables  and  fruits  

Housing 
Rent        
Durable household goods        
Fuel and  light  

Clothing 
Men's  clothing  
Women's    clothing  
Children's   clothing  
Upkeep of clothes and footwear  

Miscellaneous 
Transportation        
Medical   expenses  
Toilet   articles       
Education   and   recreation  
Repairs and upkeep  
Tobacco          

Total 

47.59 
11.45 
11.21 
2.76 
5.60 
5.70 
1.26 
9.60 

11.08 
5.65 
6.44 

6.23 
6.00 
3.66 
1.47 

2.68 
4.20 
0.84 
1.31 
1.88 
1.00 

25.16 

17.35 

11.90 

100.00 

Manufacturing and servicing of machinery 

Since the manufacturing and servicing of machinery affect all 
types of industry, they constitute another important item to be added 
to those already discussed. 
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All forms of production are to some extent mechanized, so that 
increasing the productivity of mechanized workshops and the quantity 
and qualitv of the repairs they do and the parts they manufacture is 
advantageous to all kinds of industrial undertakings and is even helpful 
in agricultural production. The advantages for industry include a greater 
amount of repair work available, higher quality parts and repairs, more 
economical repair work, savings on foreign currency by manufacturing 
articles and spare par's similar to those imported, and improved 
maintenance of the machinery used. All these advantages serve to de- 
crease the price of the products and to increase their quality. 

Location of ati enterprise in a regional development area 

Another criterion for selecting small enterprises to be assisted or 
for which feasibility studies are to be made would be based on the 
location of such enterprises. Preference would be given to enterprises 
located in areas covered by Government development plans, if available, 
or bv SCT development schemes worked out in co-ordination with 
ODEPLAN and or CORFO. 

Priority would be given to requests for assistance by small enter- 
prises located in areas included in regional development plans; it is 
considered advisable, however, that such enterprises should in addition 
meet at least one of the following requirements: that no less than 50 
per cent of the value of the raw materials used be locally produced; 
that the undertaking be an important source of employment for the 
local labour force vto the extent indicated below under "ratio of labour 
to capital"); that the enterprise benefit the area's balance of trade by 
producing articles that formerly had to be transported from other 
sections of the country, thereby saving on transport cost; or that the 
undertaking enables the area to ship articles to the rest of the country. 

Savings or earnings of foreign currency 

It is important to consider requests for assistance from enterprises 
whose major production, once the firm is set up or assisted, will 
replace imports or increase exports. The criteria as to the amount of 
such savings or earnings of foreign currency might be established as 
follows: 

(a) Enterprises applying for management, technological, or finan- 
cial assistance must effect a minimum annual savings of 
8 10,000, calculated by comparing the production of the enter- 
prise one year after the SCT report has been submitted with 
the output the year before assistance was granted. 
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(b) New enterprises, for which feasibility studies are carried out, 
should be able to effect an estimated minimum annual savings 
of $ 50,000 in the second year of their operation. 

High ratto of labour to capital 

It is difficult to determine this ratio without careful preliminary 
research on industry in general and small-scale industry in particular in 
Chile. It must be clearly stated that a high ratio of labour to capital 
does not mean the use of outmoded methods. A final criterion for 
the ratio of labour to capital will be defined when the necessary 
statistical material is available and the matter has been studied further. 

METHODS FOR FUTURE ACTION 

With a view to obtaining better results, a change in the way SCT 
directly assists small enterprises is being considered. It is now proposed 
to lay greater emphasis on training the owners and managers of small 
concerns so that they can receive greater benefits from the technical 

assistance given. 

Moreover, plans have been made to direct technical assistance 
increasingly towards industrial groups and categories, granting individual 
assistance onlv for problem analysis and combining such activity with 
the training programme through courses and seminars. This will result 
in greater efficiency and better utilization of the resources available. 
Full assistant along the lines laid down in the analysis, might be 
rendered by firms of private consultants under the supervision of SCT. 
The firms would work under direct contract with the enterprise 
concerned, which would pay for a part of the services. SCT would 

pay the rest. 

This same principle, which more and more will confine the 
activities of SCT to the promotion of industrial productivity and 
development, might be applied in setting up projects. SCT would 
participate directly only in those stages related to defining opportunities, 
identifying industrialists and possible investors, making preliminary 
feasibility studies and, where these are favourable, organizing interested 
parties into groups for the implementation of each project. Once the 
first steps have been taken, the entire final feasibility study or part of 
it can be subcontracted to private firms of experts. 

The method outlined above has the advantage of permitting the 
SCT staff to deal with manv more enterprises and new projects, and 
for this reason is far more effective than previous methods. 

This system can be developed because complete information on the 
characteristics of each branch of small-scale industry is already available 
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as a result of the advisory services rendered. Moreover, the data relating 
to the present situation would be complemented by economic sectoral 
surveys carried out on a permanent basis, so that the information 
would be kept up to date and the priority criteria proposed here would 
be periodically reviewed. 
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Annex 1 

ECUADOR: A CASE OF INDUSTRIAL 

PROGRAMMING 
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GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF INDUSTRY IN ECUADOR 

ECUADOR is a country whose industrial development is in its early 
stages. Its economy is primarily based on agriculture and animal hus- 
bandry, which account tor 37.3 per cent of the gross national product, 
while manufacturing accounts tor about   IS.4 per cent. 

During the period 19S0—1960 the average annual growth rate 
of the manufacturing industry in Ecuador was S.3 per cent. 1 actory 
production is the most dynamic component ot the manufacturing 
sector, with a growth rate of 8.4 per cent during the same period. 

I actory products consist mainly of non durable consumer goods. 

In 196Î, this t\pe of consumer goods accounted tor 61.4 per cent of 
industrial production, while durable consumer goods represented 30.9 

per cent and capital goods 7.7 per cent. 

The industrial survey carried out in 1963, which included 89 per 
cent of all industrial establishments employing seven or more persons, 
covered 639 manufacturing establishments, of which 308 were medium- 
sized and large ente-prises and 331 were small-scale concerns. The most 
important findings of the industrial survey are reflected in the table 

below. 

Number ot enterprises, employees, and the gross value o! output o) the manu- 
facturing  industry  in   Ecuador,  classified  by   plant   sue,   1963 

Plant   size 

Small-scale  enterprises    . 
Medium-sized and large 

enterprises .   .   .   . 

Total 

Numbcy   <•! 
enterprise* 

331 

308 

639 

Employees 

4,274 

27,609 

31,883 

Cross   value 
of   output 

'1.000     «imrifi 

187,122 

3,213,709 

3,400,831 

18.00  sucres ;-  $ 1.0C. 

SMALL-SCALE INDUSTRY IN ECUADOR 

DEFINITION AND (UNIRAI  CHARA', I I -RISTICS 

IN BOTH DEVELOPED and developing countries, small-scale industry 
represents an important part of economic activity. Elowever, the 
position  it occupies  in these two groups of countries is different. In 

243 
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the developing countries small-scale industry plavs a leading role in that 
it accounts for a high percentage of all industrial establishments, 
provides work for a large number of workers with limited skills, and 
involves enterprises that do not need a high ratio oí investment to 
manpower. 

Various circumstances permit small-scale industry to progress in 
a developing country it not on an efficient and competitive level, at 
least in a seemingly prosperous manner: the necessity of providing 
employment, lack of technical know-how, limited qualifications of 
entrepreneurs, insufficient familiarity with the complex technology 
required bv large-scale industry, a not very demanding attitude on 
the part of local consumers towards the final product, and protection 
afforded to small-scale entrepreneurs by fiscal and tariff regulations. 
This situation, which is peculiar to those countries whidi are still 
developing, has led to the growth of particular ideas on the scope of 
small-scale industry. Within the same country, varying definitions are 
given with differing objectives, such as the definitions used by credit 
organizations, government bodies responsible for protective measures, 
and statistical offices. 

In Ecuador, until a few years ago, there was no great concern for 
the development of small-scale industry and no appreciation of its 
importance in the economic development of the country. There was 
therefore no theory regarding small-scale industry and no necessity 
to define it. 

The term "small-scale industry" was perhaps first used by the 
entrepreneurs themselves to designate establishments having one or 
two machines, a small number of workers and very little capital, and 
engaging in simple processing operations designed to meet part of the 
local  need for manufactured consumer goods. 

Setting boundaries for small-scale industry is difficult because in 
Ecuador, as in other developing countries, most consumer goods are 
handmade and machinery is very rarely used, as is the case in cottage 
industries. 

In the section on handicrafts, the General Economic and Social 
Development Plan of Ecuador attempts to define the point at which 
handicrafts end and industry proper begins. It indicates that the 
dominant factor in handicrafts is the manual skill of the craftsman, 
while in industry proper it is the machine. It also establishes a goal for 
craftsmen engaged in producing utilitarian goods: they should develop 
their businesses into small-scale industrial concerns. Because of this, 
interest is beginning to grow in the new concept of small-scale industry. 

The Law for the Development of Artisan Activity and Small-Scale 
Industry, which was promulgated in January 1965, establishes the 
following definitions: 
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"For the purposes of this Law, the term 'handicrafts' shall mean 
work that is carried out primarily bv hand, whether or not the 
machine is used as an auxiliary, and whose aim is production. 

"The term Small scale industry' shall mean those activities in 
which the operation ot the machine predominates over manual 
operations, and which are devoted to transforming raw materials or 
semi-finished goods into final or intermediate products, provided that 
their fixed capital, not including grounds and buddings, is valued 
at not more than 200,000 sucres." (S 11.000). 

This definition of small-scale industry, which is the prevailing one 
at the present time, differs from the one given in the charter of the 
National Development Bank, a credit institution for the development 
of agriculture and industry, which reads: 

"Bv a small-scale industrialist or craftsman is meant a person 
engaged in one of those activities on a limited economic scale, 
with a fixed capital, taking into account depreciation in the form 
of machinery, equipment and tools, not exceeding 50,000 sucres and 
with a gross annual output not exceeding 150,000 sucres in value.' 

(S 8,300). 
For its part, the Stock Commission of the National Financing 

Corporation, which is responsible for administering the special fund 
established to meet the credit needs of small-scale industrialists, defines 
small-scale industrialists as those with a net capital of no more than 

200,000 sucres (S 11,000). 
In an effort to cover the greater part of small-scale industry, if 

not the whole of it, the National Office for Economic Planning and 
Co-ordination has felt it desirable to add another element to the 
definition, i.e., the number of people employed. Thus, it considers that 
an enterprise can be called "small-scale" when it meets two ot the 

following conditions: 
(a) Labour force of between  7 and  19,  including administrative 

and sales staff; 
(b) Fixed capital, not including grounds and buildings, of up to 

500,000 sucres (S 27,500); 
(c) Gross value of output of up to 1 million sucres (S 55,000). 

The concerns considered as small-scale in the present survey were 

selected on the basis of these criteria. 

PRESENT SITUATION 

In Ecuador, as a general rule, small-scale enterprises are engaged 
in the production of consumer goods or intermediate goods. They are 
usually located near their markets, and most of them meet the needs 
of the area in which thev are located or of the adjacent region. Most 
of the enterprises utilize domestic raw materials; the exceptions include 
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printing, mechanical, metallurgical and chemical industries, and those 
manufacturing certain kinds of textiles for which raw materials are 
imported. Small-scale enterprises are managed by their owners, who 
combine the duties of management, administration and production. The 
entrepreneurs are trained inadequatch . then qualifications are usually 
limited to a small amount of pi actual experience or technological 
knowledge  acquired empincaliv. 

Small scale enterprises emplo\ lev» highly skilled labour than is 
usually required b\ larger concerns. They generally possess inadequate 
working capital and do not hase easy access to bank loans and the 
capital  market. 

In legal and immuti.mal matters, small-scale industry ¡s protected 
by the law for the Development of Artisan Activity and Small-Scale 
Industry, promulgated in January 1965, which, after defining small-scale 
industry, accords i<-  the following general  privileges: 

(a) Total exemption from all taxes related to the establishment or 
reorganization of any industrial or handicrafts concern; 

ib) Total exemption from taxes on imported raw materials to be 
used in producing exports; 

(c) Total exemption from taxes on the export of products; 
(d) Exemption from taxes on operating capital. 

The following specific privileges are accorded to new enterprises, 
following evaluation, for a maximum of  five years: 

(a) Exemption from all national or municipal taxes on transfers of 
ownership over immovable property to be used in production; 

(b) Tax exemption and preferential treatment for the import of 
machinery, equipment, tools and necessary raw materials; 

(c) Total or partial exemption from sales taxes. 

Additional interesting information on small-scale industry can be 
obtained from the statistical data of the 1963 inquiry on industry, 
which may be compared with the data from the first industrial census 
in Ecuador, carried out in 1955, and with the industrial survey and 
the data of the Directory of Establishments of 1964. 

On the bosis oí the definition cited above for the purposes of this 
study, it is found that out of a total of 639 concerns, 331 can be 
considered small-scale. The greater part of the small-scale enterprises 
(65 per cent) are engaged in foodstuff production, textiles, footwear 
and clothing, printing, and chemicals. 

Seventy-four per cent of the country's small-scale industry is 
concentrated in the provinces of Guayas and Pichincha, and in 
particular in the cities of Quito and Guayaquil, whose populations are 
about 400,000 and 650,000 respectively. If the provinces of Azuay 
with 7 per cent and Tungurahua with 8 per cent are added, it can be 
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seen that the tour provinces combined account tor 89 per cent ot the 
entire small-scale industrial sector. 

This concentration shows that small-scale industry, tends to 
gravitate towards the country's great population centres, where it finds 
a natural market and where the entrepreneur enjoys AU abundance ot 
labour, management skills ,\nd technical advice, credit facilities, public 
services, transport facilities, power and water, not all ot which are 
available in other provinces or cities. 

In industry in general, the average investment m fixed assets per 
enterprise is 4,596,000 sucres, while in small-scale industry the average 
is 390,000 sucres. In medium-scale and large-scale industry, an average 
of 5,169,153 sucres per enterprise is invested in machinery and equip- 
ment; in small-scale industry the figure is 210.259 sucres (S 11J00Ì. 
The capital investment per employee averages 16.283 sucres (* 9001 in 
small-scale industry; in larger industry  it is 57.665 sucres (S 3,2001. 

In some brandies ot small-scale industry, the total investment is 
so low that it appears the industrial activities are being carried out at 
a level approaching that ot the handicraft trade, i.e., using hand 

methods instead ot machines. 

The average ratio of annual turnover to fixed capital is 0.49 per 
cent for medium-scale and large-scale industry and 0.58 per cent for 

small-scale industry. 

Of the total of 3,400 million sucres contributed to the gross 
national product bv the enterprises surveyed, 187 million sucres, or 
5.5 per cent, comes from small-scale industry. Absolute and relative 
figures are very significant, and it is unnecessary to comment on them. 
Nevertheless, it must be stressed that those branches producing 
foodstuffs, beverages, textiles and chemicals contribute 116 million of 
the 187 million sucres, or 62 per cent. The remaining fourteen types 
of production contribute 38 per cent, indicating that some of them 
are virtually unrepresented in the country's production. 

Of the 1,449 million sucres in value added contributed by the 
639 enterprises, 75.5 million sucres, or 5 per cent of the total, comes 

from small-scale industry. 

At both levels of industry the most important branches are those 
producing foodstuffs, beverages, tobacco, chemicals, and those working 
with non-metallic minerals. This does not take into account concerns 
producing petroleum derivatives, which naturally are to be found only 

in large-scale industry. 

As far as employment is concerned, it is found that of the 31,883 
workers employed by the 639 concerns surveyed, 4,274, or 13.4 per 
cent of the total, are employed by the 331 small-scale enterprises (51 

per cent of all those covered). 
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The salient finding here is the big difference between the average 
number of people employed in a small-scale enterprise (12.9 persons) 
and the average for the remainder of industry (89.6 persons per 
enterprise). The greatest differences between the two levels of industry 
occur in the production of tobacco, textiles and rubber goods. 

Of the 410.6 million sucres paid in wages and salaries bv the 639 
enterprises, 31.1 million sucres, or 7.5 per cent, is contributed by 
small-scale industry. This means that 51 per cent of the enterprises pay 
7.5 per cent of the wages and salaries. 

The average annual individual wage in small-scale enterprises is 
7,257 sucres, excluding benefits such as the obligatory social security 
contributions of the employer. This approximates the wages for skilled 
labour in Ecuador. Small-scale industry usually does not employ highly 
skilled labour so that the technical aspects of the process must be 
contributed by the entrepreneur himself. 

When the data from the survey are analysed, it appears that the 
small industrialist in Ecuador has not yet discovered the optimum 
combination of factors to be used in his enterprise from the point of 
view of the plant's output. As a result, the average annua! productivity 
per employee, which is 49,739 sucres in medium-scale and large-scale 
industry, is only 17,678 sucres in small-scale industry. 

These results are related to investment, especially in machinery and 
equipment, which, as was seen earlier, small-scale industry utilizes to 
only a limited extent. It is not very surprising that when the invest- 
ment per employee in large-scale and medium-scale industry is 3.54 
times that of small-scale industry, the productivity in large or medium 
industry is 2.81 times that of small-scale industry. 

The data presented lead to the conclusion that small-scale industry 
is not making an important contribution to raising the industrial 
product nor to solving the problems of employment and wage levels, 
production and productivity. 

FINANCING THE DEVELOPMENT OF SMALL-SCALE INDUSTRY 

CREDIT GRANTED BY THE NATIONAL BANKING SYSTEM 

IN RECENT YEARS the credit granted to industry in general by the 
national banking system has shown an appreciable increase, owing in 
large measure to the use of sizeable foreign credit made available 
through the national development banks. 

Between 1962 and 1965, total loans increased by 57 per cent, and 
loans to the industrial sector showed a much higher increase: in 1965 
they were practically double what they were in 1962. The share of 
industrial loans in total loans rose from 14.7 per cent in 1962 to 18.7 
per cent in 1965. 
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The two government credit agencies tripled their activities in the 
industrial sector between 1962 and 1965. In 1964, 79.5 per cent of the 
loans from government agencies went towards the purchase of capital 
goods on instalment plans with terms of from three to ten years. In 
1965, the National Financing Corporation assumed responsibility for 
loans to the medium-sized and large enterprises, leaving assistance to 
small-scale industry and handicrafts exclusively in the hands of the 
National Development Bank. As a result of this move, the National 
Development Bank's activities dropped in 1965 to 50 per cent of the 
level of the preceding year, while the operations of the National 
Financing Corporation increased six times in the same period. 

INVESTMENT IN AND FINANCING OF THE MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY IN 

THE COMING YEARS 

Because a rapid increase in the rate ot industrial development is 
anticipated, a higher investment in factory production is forecast for 
the next few years. Industrial development will result from the coming 
into operation of specific projects, the growing interest that domestic 
entrepreneurs are showing in industry, the success of the domestic and 
foreign promotion programmes, and particularly the advanced stage 
reached in the creation of the institutional, legal and administrative 
framework for industrial development. 

Industrial enterprises will have to make a substantial contribution 
towards investment. It is estimated that domestic sources will have to 
provide 42 per cent of all investment, and private capital will have 
to contribute 15 per cent, for a total of 57 per cent. Of the remaining 
43 per cent, 60 per cent will be available through public financing and 

40 per cent through foreign loans. 
According to the General Economic and Social Development Plan 

"in view of the expected increase in the gross national product and 
total consumption, it will be possible to count on a greater increase in 
savings than in the past, especially since a drop in consumption is not 
involved." Despite this, Ecuador needs toreign aid to carry out the 
investment programme set forth in its ten-year plan. 

FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE PROGRAMMES FOR SMALL-SCALE INDUSTRY AND 

HANDICRAFTS 

Until the present decade, Ecuador had no specific financing pro- 
gramme for the development of small-scale industry and the handicraft 
trade The National Development Bank, the official credit institution, 
was ;.n charge of financing the country's industry and handicrafts in 
accordance with its over-all development credit policy. 

After 1960, the need for developing small-scale industry and handi- 
crafts was recognized, and in 1963 and 1964 a great impetus was given 
to development  programmes  in this sector.  Preferential  arrangements 
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were established for financing this area as, for example, in the 
December 1964 revision of ihe charter of the National Development 
Bank. At the same time, a law passed expanding the functions of the 
Stock Commission, making it an industriai development credit institu- 
tion. A special fund tor the development of small-scale industry and 
handicrafts was then  established. 

After December 1964, when the present law came into effect and 
government credit tor industrial development was no longer granted 
by the Stock Commission ot the National Financing Corporation, the 
National Development Bank took over financing of loans to small- 
scale industry, handicrafts and agriculture. 

The National Development Bank operates through a bankers' 
credit division and a division oï assistance loans, which finance 
particular economic sectors. 

The bankers' credit division grants short-term, medium-term or 
long-term loans for concrete programmes in agriculture, livestock 
production, fishing or handicrafts short-term working capital for 
industry and handicrafts, and short-term loans for the marketing of 
agricultural, industrial and handicraft products. The usual interest rate 
is 8 per cent plus  1  per cent for an emergency fund. 

The division oi assistance loans can grant loans to small farmers, 
industrialists and craftsmen who demonstrate a willingness to work, 
che potential ability to pay, and an eagerness to better their living 
conditions. The work of this division is, however, limited bv the legal 
definition of small-scale industry and handicrafts. Enterprises too large 
for this definition come under the care of the banking division, which 
has not yet clearly defined the upper limit of small-scale industry. 

The law treats loans granted by the National Development Bank 
through this division as special operations, in the sense that preferential 
arrangements are made for assistance loans. lor example, the loans 
should be for building, repairing, or enlarging premises that are to be 
used for small-scale industry or handicraft activities; for the purchase 
of machinery, equipment and tools; for repairs to machinery and 
equipment; tor the purchase of furnishings and other goods necessary 
for the operation of sales outlets for finished goods; or for providing 
working capital. 

The amount of a loan may be as much as 100 per cent of the value 
of the investment plan. The terms and kind of payment are set accord- 
ing to the purpose of the investment and the income of the borrower. 
The security may consist of a real estate or a personal chattels mort- 
gage, as the bank decides, and it may be equivalent in value to the loan. 
The rate of interest is decided by the bank management. At the present 
time, it is 8 per cent; the 1 per cent for the reserve fund is not 
collected. 
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Sudi credit muH be accompanied by technical and educational 
assistance, which necessitates the co-operation of the Government and 
other public or private bodies with social or public purposes. To this 
end, the bank is now establishing svstems tor the co-ordination of 
credit programmes with other bodies responsible tor technical assistance, 
sudi as the Andean  Mission and CF.NDFS (Development Centreh 

Moreover, the bank has a tedinical training programme tor its 
own staff and for new employees. Its new credit policy is to grant 
loans based on an over-all plan tor each enterprise. The plan is worked 
out by the borrower with the help of the bank supervisor. 1 he amount 
of the loan, the period for repayment and the form repayments will 
take are worked out on the basis of this investment plan. Alter the 
loan has been granted, investments are supervised and technical and 

financial assistance is given. , 
In addition to these government agencies, there is the Stock 

Commission of the National Financing Corporation, which was estab- 
lished in accordance with Decree No. 316 of 1%4. Its chief aims arc- 
to encourage domestic savings with a view to developing a stock market, 
to finance'fixed and working capital for private industry on a medium- 
term and long-term basis, to diannel foreign credit towards the 
country's industrial enterprises, and to promote, organize and regulate 

the national stock market. 
As part of its industrial financing role, the Stock Commission has 

concentrated on meeting the credit needs of medium-scale and large- 
scale industry. It carries out this activity directly, utilizing its own 
resources and foreign credit sources. However, title 9 of the institution's 
charter envisages 'the establishment of a special development and 
guarantee fund for small-scale industry. The role ot the fund is to 
finance fixed and working capital for small-scale industry through the 
national banking svstem and private financing institutions. By means 
of thif fund, small-scale industrialists would be able to obtain medium- 
term loans on the same basis as bank loans to finance fixed and working 

capital. 
In practice, this financing policy has not been as successful as was 

hoped, because the private bankers show a lack of interest in making 
use of the fund's capital and because the small industrialists are often 
asked by the bankers to put up security they do not have. 

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE  AND  ADVISORY  SERVICES 

INSTITUTIONS RESPONSIBLE 

IN ECUADOR'S General Economic and Social Development Plan, great 
emphasis is placed on the development of small-scale industry by con- 
verting handicraft concerns to small-scale size, by creating new enter- 
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prises and, above all, by modernizing the plants now in existence. With 
chis in mind, the Law for the Development of Artisan Activity and 
Small-Scale Industry was passed on 15 January 1965, providing incen- 
tives and protection to small-scale industry. Various organizations in- 
volved now provide technical assistance for handicrafts and small 
industrial  concerns. 

The National Office tor Economic Planning and Co-ordination is 
the government institution at the ministerial level responsible for 
planning the country's economy and advising the Government on 
economic policy. It drew up Ecuador's General Economic and Social 
Development Plan for 1964—1973, which has since been adopted as 
government policv. 

In order to co-ordinate industrial development with other sectors 
of the national economy, the office carries out surveys to identify 
industrial opportunities. Once an opening has been established and its 
viability assured, it is hoped that private initiative will assume the 
responsibility of carrying out projects to accomplish the ends envisaged 
in the plan. 

As a part of its role of co-ordinating economic development in 
the industrial sphere, the office participates in the work of other 
institutions specializing in technical assistance. Thus, this institution, 
in accordance with legal provisions, carries out yearly industrial studies 
with a view to setting up priorities for industrial projects meriting 
government protection under the Law for the Development of Artisan 
Activity and Small-Scale Industry. 

In the promotion of industrial development, the planning office 
represents the Government in negotiating with the government insti- 
tutions of countries with which Ecuador has ties of friendship, with 
international organizations and multilateral technical assistance institu- 
tions. In this way, the office channels technical assistance and foreign 
credit and helps to attract investments for the industrial enterprises of 
Ecuador. 

CENDES, the Development Centre, is an institution set up in 
1952 and financed by the Government to give technical assistance in 
the promotion and development of industrial enterprises. The division 
for economic research and the division for industrial promotion were 
set up when the centre was founded; the division for industrial ex- 
tension was set up in January 1964; and a productivity division was 
established  in January   1965. 

The General Office for the Development of Handicrafts and 
Small-Scale Industry is part of the Ministry of Industry and Commerce. 
It is responsible for the administration of the Law on the Development 
of Artisan Activity and Small-Scale Industry. It grants tax exemptions 
in   keeping   with  the  Government's policy   of  stimulating  small  new 
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enterprises or enterprises already established, organizes handicraft and 
industrial fairs which display goods produced by each of the country's 
regions, and takes part in international trade fairs. 

OCEPA, the Ecuadorian Trade Organization for Handicraft Pro- 
ducts, is primarily concerned with demonstrating that Ecuador can 
successfully place handicrafts of artistic value and fine workmanship 
on the foreign market. Although it has been in operation for only a 
few years, OCEPA has succeeded in interesting North American and 
European firms in distributing handicrafts from  Ecuador. 

MANPOWER AND VOCATIONAL TRAINING  PROGRAMMES 

As far as the economic progress of the country is concerned, the 
important problem of manpower requires a great deal of attention, 
since it involves the optimum utilization of the human factor in pro- 

duction. 
With a view to planning technical education, basic preliminary 

research has been carried out' on the country's human potential and 
manpower reserves, with the result that priorities have been established 
and  an   industrial occupation  register assembled. 

A programme in this area has been established by the Department 
for Integral Planning of Education, a part of the Ministry of Education 
in  accordance   with  the conclusions and  recommendations  formulated 
at the Conference on Education and Economic and Social Development 
in Latin American, which took place in Santiago, Chile, in March 196-. 
This  programme has   established   the  foundation   for   the   planning  of 
technical  education with respect to present and future needs and  the 
availability   of   labour   and   qualified   personnel.   It   has   also   laid   the 
groundwork   for the   reorientation   of  the  programmes  in   accordance 
with the findings of the above-mentioned studies, tor the establishment 
of  the  necessary institutions, for  the training  of  teaching  staffs,  and 
for the  adequate financing  of training  schools. 

TRAINING FOR CKAITSMIN 

The economic situation of the handicraft sector is becoming more 
difficult as industrialization advances. The majority of craftsmen are 
employed in three broad fields: shoe-making, tailoring and carpentry. 
Their 'contribution to the total production is: footwear and clothing, 
3S.6 per cent;  woodwork  and  furniture,   13.6  per  cent. 

Since the first step in industrializing a country is to develop the 
manufacture of goods for the domestic market, it is not surprising 
that large manufacturing enterprises have been set up in the major 
mdustrial sectors, e.g. for the manufacture of plastic shoes appare 
and furniture. This has come as a blow to the craftsmen who until 
a short while ago, were the chief suppliers of the domestic market. 

X 
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It is not possible to slow down the development ot these manu- 
facturing enterprises in order to spare the handicraft sector, but it is 
necessary to increase the artisans' productivity so as to furnish the 
market   with   reasonably   priced,   good-quality   products. 

A more serious problem is the unsatisfactory distribution of fields 
of activity. Although a large number of handicraft concerns are engaged 
in the production of footwear and apparel, verv few exist in the 
mechanical fields, even though in this field the handicraft concerns 
could act as servicing units or work under subcontracts to larger firms. 
This concentration of efforts in clothing and footwear is perpetuated 
by the lack of  training in  handicrafts. 

Vocational training is handled by two kinds ot institution: voca- 
tional schools, and some private institutions under the supervision of the 
National Association for the Defence of the ('raftsmen. The chief pur- 
pose of OC li PA is to promote the sale abroad of handicrafts whose 
production requires artistic skill. To supplement this aim, the or- 
ganization accords technical assistance and runs special training pro- 
grammes. CENDES is also giving technical assistance. 

INDUSTRIAL  KSTATES PROGRAMMI 

The industrial estates programme was started in 1964, with 
research directed towards surveys and the setting up of industrial 
estates in Tulcan, Ibarra, Quito, Ambato, Cuenca and Guayaquil. 
Certain aspects of the programme, e. g. feasibility studies, planning, 
building, and advice on the establishment and operation of the estates, 
are handled by CENDES. 

The programme is financed by both the Government and public 
and private local bodies. In the case of Cuenca, the collaboration of 
the United Nations Development Programme (Special bund) was re- 
quested. The industrial estates planned for Quito and Guayaquil will 
be developed bv the private sector on the basis of surxevs carried out 
by CENDES. 

The advantages and facilities offered by industrial  estates include: 

The  reduction   of  the  initial   expenses  when  a   plant   is  established   in 
isolation; 

The  stimulation   of  industrial   development  in   zones   where  there   are 
still no manufacturing establishments capable of absorbing surplus 
labour; 

Greater  ease   and   lower  costs   in   the  establishment   of   the   common 
services  required by the enterprises; 

The possibility of  joint activities, such as collective purchasing of  raw 
materials and  supplies, marketing, sharing  transportation   facilities 
and certain  services; and 
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The  facilitation   of   technical   and   administrative  advice  for   the   small 

concerns included  in the estate. 

The present situation of the estates in Ecuador is described below. 

The Tu lean Industrial 1 stato (Parque Industrial Tukan, ( . A.) was 
set up by the Municipal Council oi Tukan, the Union ot Handicraft 
Co-operatives ot (arch., the ( ardu Development board, the Cardo 
Promotion Compj.n and (.INDES. It has one nullum stuns m 
registered capital. Sonic o! the mirasti uctuie work has been earned 
ouf for example, land has been levelled, se* en and roads hase been 
laid', and arrangement, h.ne been made tor insulina electricity and 
water facilities. Work will soon begin on sex en industrial halls, each 
with a working area oi 4^0 square metres. Here small enterprises can 

either rent  their quarters or purchase them on  long term  loans. 

The handicrafts centre known as Industrial de Ibarra, organized 
by the provincial council of lmbabura, the Ibarra municipal o.uncil, 
the Diocese of Ibarra, the Americana loot wear Cooperative, the 
Wood-Workers Co-operative and CT.ND1S, lias 1.3 milhon sucres ,n 

registered capital. In 1%5, work was begun on the infrastructure 
and the building of three industrial halls coverin»; i total ot 1 >00 
square metres. The building were opened on 28 Apnl 1966. UND S 
is providing technical assistance for those using the estate and is also 
setting up a small enterprise to manufacture cement blocks and equip- 

ment for drving wood. 
In addition to the establishment of these industrial estates tech- 

nical and finançai assistance is be.ng sought from UNDP iSpecul lundi 
to set up a model industrial estate in Cuenca and two pilot plants one 
for'  processing   foodstuffs   and    the   other   tor   exploiting   coal   from 

° The A/uav Economic Recovery Centre has supplied an area ot 
16 hectares on which infrastructure work had already begun prior 
to the construction of the industrial halls. The total investment en- 
visaged for the project is 40 million sucres, ot *h,ch 11.6 million 

sucres will  be contributed by  UNDP. 
Preliminary surveys have also begun on industrial estates in Quito 

and Ambato, and organizations and institutions that might be mterested 

in participating in  these projects have been approached. 

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE I ROM ABROAD 

ECUADOR has been receiving technical assistance under the provisions 
of various international agreements with both international organizations 

and foreign Governments. 

A 
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A basic technical assistance agreement was signed by Ecuador and 
the United Nations in June 1953 and extended in February 1956 to 
include all United Nations agencies. This agreement is primarily an 
expression of the desire to put into practice resolutions and decisions 
relating to technical assistance programmes ot the United Nations and 
the specialized agencies m support ot the cultural, economic and social 
progress ot  the countrv. 

Under the terms ot this agreement, Ecuador benefits troni technical 
assistance ottered In the various programmes under the UNDP: the 
expanded programme, the regular programme. Special I und projects, 
OPEX   experts  and  regional   advisers  on   short-term   missions. 

Another important source ot technical assistance is the Organi- 
zation of American States (OASi, which, under ¡is Direct Tedinical 
Assistance Programme, has sent experts to Ecuador in administration, 
financial programming, human resources programming, rural develop- 
ment, etc. 

With respect to bilateral assistance. Denmark, the lederai Republic 
of German), I ranee, Spam, Switzerland, the United Kingdom and the 
United States, among others, have signed bilateral conventions with 
Ecuador tor the purpose of aiding economic and social development, 
under which thev send experts and equipment and otter scholarships 
for specialized studies to officials of Ecuador. 

The National Office tor Economic Planning and Co-ordination 
has been entrusted by law with co-ordinating technical assistance re- 
ceived from international bodies. In Article 8 of the Emergency 
Decree-Law No. 40 of 2 August 1961, published in the Official Re- 
gister, No. 281 of August 1961, the office is made responsible for 
setting up long-term and short-term programmes for international 
technical  assistance and assistance from  foreign  Governments. 

!n accordance with the article cited above and as a complement to 
the Genera! Economic and Social Development Plan, the National 
Office tor Economic Planning and Co-ordination has submitted a 
preliminary three-year technical assistance programme for consideration 

by the Advisory Group on External Financing. This programme lists 
the external aid required in the next three years if the country is to 
achieve its goals. It partially implements the General Development Plan 
and lists requests to be made ot international organizations, foreign 
governments with which Ecuador has friendly ties, and private insti- 
tutions abroad offering assistance. The aim of the p.jgramme is to 
make better use of technical assistance, as far as its character, quality 
and Organization ri concerned, within a framework of priorities, and 
to formulate clearly defined goals to be reached within specified periods 
of time. 

Ecuador has benefited greatly from tedinical co-operation. Because 
of  it,   the   country   has   been   able   to   accomplish   some  of   the  work 
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involved in carrying out development projects. The first stages of the 
General Economic and Social Development Plan are usually considered 
the most difficult and require much effort on the part of all production 
sectors and a large number of experts and specialists, who may be 
secured through foreign technical assistance. 

The technical assistance programme will increase the capacity of 
the country to carry out its economic and social plans. The form of 
the programme will depend on estimates, systematized by sectors, and 
types and forms of assistance, based on the analysis of each programme 
or project involved in the first phase of the country's General Econo- 
mic and Social Development Plan. 
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MEXICO: A CASE OF INDUSTRIAL 
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SMALL-SCALE  AND  MEDIUM-SIZED   INDUSTRY   IN   MEXICO 

Gl M RM.   COM 1 !'T   AM»   I» H \! I !o\ 

Tut; cuNt-H'T ot small-scale and medium-sized mdustrv may be under- 
stood in several w.u., depending on the economic .m¿ social conditions 
prevailing in a particular country, branch oí indiisir\ and period of 
historv. Two -roups ot criteria can be applied in ciassitvm/; enterpnses. 
One i;'roup takes into account quantitativ e data, such as capital invested, 

\i. i   \ 1111 r '   lit    Nales the   value   ot 
>t the number ot workers or the consumption « 

encr.v. The other -roup ^ based ^n quakt atr. e Tua, siwh as the 
or-ani/ation and management ol the enterprise, methods ot production, 

or  influence   on  the  market. 

in Mexico, since the Guarantee and Development 1 und tor Small- 
Scale and Medium-Sized Industrv came into existence, a quantitative 
criterion has been used tor classa in- enterprises In M/e. namely, the 
u-tive capital ot the enterprise concerned. Ï Im criterion has proved 
convenient and easv to applv, and particularlv useful when loans are 
beim; considered, since the active capita! ot enterprises ,s .,n important 
factor which must be taken into account in determining the volume ot 

loans that   can  be -ranted. 

In 19-4 when the fund be-an operations, it ¿c\\uc,\ a small or 

medium-si/ed enterprise as one w hose active capital was not less than 
SC0C3 pesos and not more than 2.5 million pesos.' However this de- 
finition has had to be altered so a, tei keep it m Ime with current 
conditions, the higher decree ot industrialization and the med ot 
industry tor ureater resour.es in terms of investment and loans. 

Hence.' the- ccihn-, was raised, first to 3.S million _ jx-,,. then to 
S m¡Uion. later to 13 milium, and in September I Wo t- I ^million. 
-\t the same tune, the lower hmit has been reduced, to _•>._- pesos 
lor  enterpn.es  established   outs.de   afeas   ot   industria!   concentraron. 

A ".uh -ize" enterprise, i. ... one smaller than a small-scale enter- 
prise is an enterprise hamihn- proprictan resources ot less than 
Uc:: or =0,:;: pesos, dependm- on whether it operates ;n a zone ot 
industrial encentraron or not. S.milarb. a lar.e industrial enterprise 

,s one whose active capitai  is greater than   IS million pesos. 

i i. => ; 
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ECONOMIC IMPORTANCE 

All the economically advanced countries have progressed from 
primitive societies, in which production and distribution are carried 
out on a small scale, to modern societies, in which the increase in 
industrial output leads to large production units. However, small and 
medium-sized enterprises also develop and grow alongside the large 
enterprises; they consume and process raw materials produced bv large- 
scale industry, or they provide large-scale industry with materials or 
parts that it needs. 

Small-scale and medium-sized industry has a key role to play in 
even the most industrialized countries. For example, in 1958, slightly 
more than 90 per cent of the manufacturing establishments in the 
United States employed fewer than 100 workers; together they 
employed 27 per cent of the entire industrial labour force, and their 
output represented 11 per cent of the total, measured in terms of 
value added. In 1959, 98 per cent of the manufacturing establishments 
in Japan had fewer than 100 workers, and they employed 56 per cent 
of the labour force of the entire manufacturing industry, producing 
34 per cent of the total industrial output. In the United Kingdom, 91 
per cent oí all industries fell within the small-scale and medium-sized 
category, and in the Federal Republic of Germany, the corresponding 
figure for  1953  was 89 per cent. 

In a study carried out by Messrs. Arthur I). Little de Mexico, 
S. A., a t'irm of consultants, the combined production of small-scale 
and medium-sized industry in Mexico was estimated at approximately 
14 per cent ot the country's gross national product in 1955. According 
to calculations made bv the Guarantee and Development Fund for 
Small-Scale and Medium-Sized Industry (hereafter usually referred to 
as Guarantee and Development Fund), this industrial sector accounted 
for 19 per cent of the gross national product in 1964. Its impor- 
tance in terms of the value of production is higher than the combined 
total for the construction, petroleum, electricity, transport and com- 
munications  industries. 

In 1930, there were 45,696 manufacturing establishments in 
Mexico; 86.4 per cent of these were sub-size industrial enterprises and 
small workshops, employing 51.5 per cent (292,000) of the total indus- 
trial labour force. OnK 12 per cent were in the category of small-scale 
and medium-sized  industry. 

Twenty years later, in 1950, many of the former workshops and 
small industrial establishments had expanded to the level of small- 
scale and medium-sized enterprises. In that year, there were 53,389 
industrial enterprises in processing industries, and the percentage of 
the sub-size establishments (craft shops and  workshops) had decreased 
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from 86.4 per cent to 71.9 per cent. On the other hand, the share 
of small-scale and medium-sized industry had risen from 12 per cent 
to 23.5 percent, and it employed 40.7 per cent of all industrial workers. 

In 1935, the same trend toward small-scale and medium-sized 
industry was' apparent. Of 70,300 manufacturing establishments, only 
51.9 per cent of the total fell in the category of sub-size enterprises. 
Small-scale and medium-sized industry accounted in the same year for 
45.6 per cent of all manufacturing establishments md employed 75 per 
cent of the total industrial labour torce. 

Industrial  development   has  continued  in   the   last  five   \ears,  and 
sub-size establishments have been  expanding and swelling the  ranks of 
small-scale    and    medium-sized    industry;    the    latter    sector    has   also 
continued to consolidate itself  and  expand, partly  as a resi, t of  new 
projects.  What  used  to  be  small-scale  and  medium-sized   industry  has 
increased   its   dimensions   as   a   result   of   the   dynamic   nature   of   the 
Mexican   economy   over   the   last   35   years.   According  to   the   seventn 
industrial  census,  99,904  industrial   enterprises  of   all  sizes  belonged,  in 
1960   to the processing sector, the sector with which the Guarantee and 
Development  Fund  is  concerned.  The importance  that  small-scale and 
medium-sized industry  had  acquired by   I960 can  be appreciated from 

the data given below. 
Of the 99,904 establishments, 42.8 per cent were sub-size enter- 

prises, i.e., smail workshops and establishments of the cottage-industry 
type 'whose active capita! and proprietary resources m use were less 
than the minima of 25,000 and 30.000 pesos established by the 
operational rules of the fund; and 56.8 per cent, or 56,780 estab- 
lishments, were in the category of small-scale and medium-sized indus- 
try. The remaining 0.4 per cent, or 352 establishments, were in the 

category of large-scale industry. 
The importance of small-scale and medium-sized industry m the 

processing sector is confirmed by a comparison of data regarding capital 
invested/the xalue of output, value added and staff employed m cadì 
of the various categories or sizes of industrial enterprises. 

The capital invested bv the 56,780 small and medium-sized estab- 
lishments represented 63.5 per cent of the total for all processing 
industries in I960. The output of these establishments accounted tor 
71 5 per cent oí the value of the total output of the processing sector. 
Value added in small-scale and medium-sized industry was 7x9 per cent 
of the total. Small-scale and medium-sized industry employed 7) per 
cent of the total labour force of the processing industr.es, whereas 

large-scale industry employed only  11.3 per cent. 
The economic strengthening of small-scale and mechum-sized 

industry in Mexico is important not only because its present and 
potential impact on production and employment but also because the 
sector makes an essential contribution to the development of the entire 
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economy. Small-scale and medium-sized industry accounts for a large 
share of national industrial output and is still the chief employer of in- 
dustrial labour in the country. In many regions of Mexico, small enter- 
prises make an important contribution to regional incomes; in many cases 
they process the agricultural products of the region. To the extent that 
small-scale and medium-sized industry uses local raw materials and 
supplies the national and export markets with its products, it helps to 
integrate the country economically. As in Japan, the United States and 
other countries, small-scale industry is essential to the economy because it 
provides the flexibility needed to deal with the abrupt changes in 
demand in markets at home and abroad. 

FUNDAMENTAL CHARACTERISTICS 

In 1962, the Guarantee and Development Fund carried out a field 
investigation to ascertain the special peculiarities of small-scale and 
medium-sized industry. The field workers visited more than 500 small- 
scale and medium-sized enterprises in about 90 provincial towns in 
Mexico. Some of the information obtained is presented below. 

Locational factors 

The field investigation showed that the locational factors 
influencing small-scale and medium-sized industry were the same as 
for large-scale industry, except that the entrepreneurs evaluated them 
differently. (In small-scale industry, decisions are made without analysis, 
whereas in large-scale industry they are made on the basis of a set of 
specific technical considerations that take into account most of the 
locational factors.) 

The most important locational factor was the proximity of the 
market, a decisive consideration in 38.5 per cent of the cases 
investigated. Often this was the only item the industrialist took into 
account in establishing his enterprise. (Market proximity is particularly 
important because it involves other advantages, such as ease in 
distributing products with the maximum saving, and the availability of 
industrial services. The mobility of small-scale industry, a characteristic 
that gives it a great advantage over large-scale industry, reinforces the 
tendency tor such enterprises to be set up in the vicinity of the 
market.) 

In a smaller number of cases (15.8 per cent), location was decided 
by the presence or proximity of sources of raw materials. In such cases, 
the industries in question used perishable raw materials, such as fruit, 
vegetables or" fish, or had inputs low in value per unit of weig'.it, such 
as cement, clay  and  vegetable oils. 

One Ideational tactor that proved to be of not inconsiderable 
importance tor small-scale and medium-sized industry was that of 
local ties—the desire of the industrialist to remain at his place of origin 
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or permanent residence. This sentiment may carry greater weight with 
an entrepreneur than many factors of an economic nature, and a 
reduced exploitation of resources or of development opportunities may 

be the consequence. 

Competitive position 

Small-scale and medium-sized industry can compete favourably 
with large-scale industry in many industrial branches, for instance, in 
the manufacture of sweets, milk products, food pastes, footwear, 
garments, wooden furniture and plastics. Its principal competitive 
advantages include the quality of production, the flexibility with which 
it can diange from one d^ign to another, and tK- regularity with 

which it supplies the market. 

Reasons for establishment 

The real motivation for an individual to become an industrialist 
is complex and difficult to assess. However, it is of interest to ascertain 
at least the background of the entrepreneur at the time he decided to 

become an  industrialist. 
In 39 4 per cent of the cases, the entrepreneur's technical skill 

was the decisive factor; in 28.5 per cent of the cases, the entrepreneur 
had had commercial experience; and in 20.2 per cent of the cases, he 
had had both technical and commercial experience. In addition, the 
establishment of large-scale industries offenng a favourable environment 
also had some influence {\\» per cent of cases) because this opened 
up a market for new products or made possible the acquisition ol 
certain raw  materials,  parts or semi-finished  products. 

The investigation revealed that experience in manufacturing was 
the factor that most often helped to stimulate the establishment of 
small or medium-sized enterprises, and furthermore, that the new 
enterprises were being set up by technicians and workers who had 
previously been engaged in the same nye of work. Of the new 
establishments, 62 per cent were set up as industrial enterprises from 
the very outset; the remaining 38 per cent were workshops that later 
developed into small or medium-sized enterprises. 

Technical assistance 

The information collected showed that only 51.9 per cent of the 
enterprises had at some time received technical assistance in the fields 
of production and training of manpower. In a very tew cases 5 per 
cent) the aim of technical assistance was the training of staff m the 

distribution  and  sale  of  products. 
In the majority oí cases (45.3 per cent) the assistance was provided 

by  the suppliers of equipment.  In  almost  as many cases, industrialists 

1. 
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economy. Small-scale and medium-sized industry accounts for a large 
share of national industrial output and is still the chief employer ot in- 
dustrial labour in the country. In many regions of Mexico, small enter- 
prises make an important contribution to regional incomes; m many cases 
they process the agricultural products ot the region. To the extent th.it 
small-scale and medium-sized industry uses local raw materials and 
supplies the national and export markets with its products, it helps to 
integrate the country economically. As in Japan, the United States and 
other countries, small-scale industry is essential to the economy because it- 
provides the flexibility needed to deal with the abrupt changes m 
demand in markets at home and abroad. 

FUND AM i NI A;   CHAR ACH RIS ríes 

In 1962, the Guarantee and Development Fund carried out a field 
investigation to ascertain the special peculiarities of small-scale and 
medium-sized industry. The field workers visited more than 500 small- 
scale and medium-sized enterprises in about 90 provincial towns in 
Mexico. Some of the information obtained is presented below. 

Locations! factors 

The field investigation showed that the locational factors 
influencing small-scale and medium-sized industry were the same as 
for large-scale industry, except that the entrepreneurs evaluated them 
differently, fin small-scale industry, decisions are made without analysis, 
whereas in large-scale industry they are made on the basis of a set ot 
specific technical considerations that take into account most of the 
locational factors.) 

The most important locational factor was the proximity of the 
market, a decisive consideration in 38.5 per cent of the cases 
investigated. Often this was the only item the industrialist took into 
account in establishing his enterprise. (Market proMtnitv is particularly 
important because it involves other advantages, such as ease in 
distributing products with the maximum saving, aid the availability ot 
industrial services. The mobility of small-scale industry, a characteristic 
that gives it a great advantage over large-scale industry, reinforces the 
tendency for such enterprises to be set up in Jie vicinity of the 
market.) 

In a smaller number of cases (15.8 per cent), location was decided 
by the presence or proximity of sources of raw materials. In such cases, 
the industries m question used perishable raw materials, such as fruit, 
vegetables or" fish, or had inputs low in value per unit of weight, such 
as cement, clav  and  vegetable oils. 

One locational factor that proved to be of not inconsiderable 
importance tor small-scale and medium-sized industry was that of 
local ties—the desire of the industrialist to remain at his place of origin 
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or permanent residence. This sentiment may carry greater weight with 
an entrepreneur than many factors of an economic nature, and a 
reduced exploitation of resources or of development opportunities may 
be the consequence. 

Competitive position 

Small-scale and medium-sized industry can compete favourably 
with large-scale industry in manv industrial branches, for instance, in 
the manufacture of sweets, milk products, food pastes, footwear, 
garments, wooden furniture and plastics. Its principal competitive 
advantages include the quality of production, the flexibility with which 
it can change from one design to another, and the regularity with 
which it supplies the market. 

Reasons for establishment 

The real motivation for an individual to become an industrialist 
is complex and difficult to assess. However, it is of interest to ascertain 
at least the background of the entrepreneur at the time he decided to 
become an industrialist. 

In 39.4 per cent of the cases, the entrepreneur's technical skill 
was the decisive factor; in 28.5 per cent of the cases, the entrepreneur 
had had commercial experience; and in 20.2 per cent of the cases, he 
had had both technical and commercial experience. In addition, the 
establishment of large-scale industries offering a favourable environment 
also had some influence (11.9 per cent of cases), because this opened 
up a market for new products or made possible the acquisition ot 
certain raw materials, parts or semi-finished products. 

The investigation revealed that experience in manufacturing was 
the factor that most often helped to stimulate the establishment of 
small or medium-sized enterprises, and furthermore, that the new 
enterprises were being set up by technicians and workers who had 
previously been engaged in the same type of work. Of the new 
establishments, 62 per cent were set up as industrial enterprises from 
the very outset; the remaining 38 per cent were workshops that later 
developed into small or medium-sized enterprises. 

Technical assistance 

The information collected showed that only 51.9 per cent of the 
enterprises had at some time received technical assistance in the fields 
of production and training of manpower. In a very few cases (5 per 
cent) the aim of technical assistance was the training of staff in the 
distribution and sale of products. 

In the majority of cases (45.3 per cent) the assistance was provided 
by the suppliers of equipment. In almost as many cases, industrialists 
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used professional services and technical literature, and in a relatively 
small number of cases (11 per cent), they were advised by centres 
specializing in technical training. 

Productive activity 

Buildings. According to the investigation carried out by the 
fund, 27.9 per cent of the small enterprises occupied premises that 
had been adapted to serve as factories but with one part reserved for 
the entrepreneur's dwelling. Medium-sized industries, mainly those 
established recently, used buildings better suited to manufacturing, but 
in many cases (46.7 per cent) the premises were rented. Only 25.4 
per cent of the industries were housed in unsuitable buildings. 

Equipment. Entrepreneurs in small-scale or medium-scale industry 
generally acquire second-hand equipment of varying capacity, which 
they frequently arrange without planning for future expansion. 
However, 29.4 per cent of the small and medium-sized enterprises 
visited had equipment that had been acquired less than five years 
previously; this indicates that these enterprises had a high degree of 
dynamism. 

Labour. Labour occupies a prominent position in small-scale 
industry, making up by its skill for the deficiencies of the equipment. 
It accounted for the largest input factor (86.2 per cent) in productive 
processes, with 41.2 per cent accounted for by skilled workers, 41.2 per 
cent by unskilled workers and 2.8 per cent by technical personnel. 
Indirect labour represented 14.8 per cent. The management staff also 
has special characteristics that distinguish it from that of large-scale 
industry. Because a small staff must perform a variety of administrative 
tasks, managerial employees obtain experience and knowledge in a 
broad number of fields. 

Raw materials. Most small and medium-sized enterprises consume 
materials of domestic origin, obtained mainly from the regions in 
which they are established. More than 90 per cent of the enterprises 
visited used only domestic raw materials. The few enterprises using 
foreign materials did so because such materials were not produced in 
Mexico. Between 44 and 93 per cent of the enterprises, depending on 
the branch of industry, had regular supplies of raw materials. The most 
important obstacle the enterprises encountered was the scarcity of 
economic resources for maintaining adequate and suitable stocks. 

Markets 

In most cases, the small and medium-sized industrialist sells what 
he produces, rather than producing what the market demands. The 
market for his goods is mainly local and regional in nature. According 
to the study made by the fund, 73.5 per cent (by value) of the total 
sales   of   small-scale   and  medium-sized   industry   were   made   in   the 
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regional market. Sales to the domestic market were somewhat 
infrequent (24.4 per cent) and were only of importance in the brandies 
of textiles, chemicals, metal goods and the construction of electrical 
and other machinery. The percentage of foreign sales was insignificant 
(2.1 per cent). 

Financing 

The majority of the enterprises financed themselves out of their 
own funds. Of the resources at their disposal, 73.3 per cent consisted 
of capital, reserves and undistributed profits; 19.2 per cent consisted of 
bank loans, particularly short-term; and the remaining 7.5 per cent 
was made up of loans from friends, relatives and money-lenders. Short- 
term financing was obtained by 43.8 per cent of the enterprises, and 
medium or long-term financing by only 14.2 per cent. Forty-two per 
cent of the establishments still remained outside the system of bank 

financing. . ,  . . 
In 1964, the Guarantee and Development Fund decided to supple- 

ment its earlier investigation with a study on the economic characteris- 
tics of the 3,298 industrial enterprises that had been assisted by the 
fund through private institutions in the first eleven years of its activity 
(1954_1964). Some of the results of this study are presented in the 

next chapter. 

ANALYSIS OF 3,298 ENTERPRISES IN THE PROCESSING 
INDUSTRIES 

BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY 

DURING THE FIRST eleven years of its operation (1954-1964), the 
Guarantee and Development Fund for Small-Scale and Medium-Sized 
Industry granted medium- and long-term loans to 3,298 small and 
medium-sized industrial enterprises throughout the country. 

From these enterprises the fund collected information regarding 
the amount and origin of their resources, the breakdown of their assets, 
the value of their output and their trading results and used it to present 
a quantitative analysis of small-scale and medium-sized industry in 

Mexico. 

The data presented and their analysis show: 

(a) The origin of resources; 
(b) The amount of sales, costs, charges and profits; 
e)   The importance of the labour factor and labour productivity; 

(d)   The degree of liquidity and solvency with which the enter- 
prises operated; 
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(e)    The trading results; 
(/)    The type of policy adopted regarding sales and stocks. 

The 3,298 enterprises, taken together, are of great significance in 
the country's economy. They represented 56.82 per cent of the 
establishments appearing in the 1960 industrial census. Their invested 
capital represented 18.84 per cent and their output 20.15 per cent of 
the total value. They employed 18.99 per cent of the total labour force 
working in small and medium-sized enterprises in the country. 

The basis of the statistical material analysed was as follows: each 
industrial enterprise that applies to the fund through a private institu- 
tion presents with its application for a loan a copy of its most recent 
balance-sheet and statement of profit and loss, and provides additional 
information on its equipment and installations, its industrial specialty, 
the articles it produces, the number of workers it employs. 

Since the financial statements on which this study was based were 
obtained by the fund over a period (eleven years) in which the value 
of money had fluctuated, allowance had to be made for these fluc- 
tuations. The figures in each of the balance-sheets aad statements of 
profit and loss were adjusted by applying the 1954 wholesale price 
index worked out by the Bank of Mexico. Once the figures in all the 
balance-sheets and statements of profit and loss had been expressed in 
1954 prices, it was possible to reconvert them to 1964 values. 

The 3,298 enterprises were grouped according to their branch of 
industry as listed in the International Standard Industrial Classification 
(ISIC) of the United Nations; 23 groups and 109 classes or branches 
were obtained. 

The 3,298 enterprises studied were of medium and small size 
according to the limits of 25,000 to 10 million pesos of active capital, 
which had been laid down by the law governing the fund at the time 
when the present study was begun. Of these enterprises, 97.67 per cent 
were engaged in processing industries. The remaining 2.33 per cent 
represented service enterprises connected with the processing industries. 

In view of the special characteristics of small and medium-sized 
enterprises in Mexico, it was necessary to adapt the United Nations 
classification in two respects: the major group, "manufacture of foot- 
wear,^ other wearing apparel and made-up textile goods", was divided 
into "manufacture of footwear" and "manufacture of wearing apparel"; 
and the major group "manufacture of petroleum and coal derivatives" 
was not included because this is considered large-scale industry in 
Mexico. 

The establishments studied were located in all the political divisions 
of the country, although 50.3 per cent were located in the Federal 
District and the remaining 49.7 per cent in 29 states of Mexico. These 
figures are a faithful reflection of the economic and social concentra- 
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tion in the Federal District. After the Federal District, the most 
significant political divisions in this study, as far as the number of 
establishments that have had transactions with the fund is concerned, 
are Guanajuato, Nuevo León, Oaxaca, Mexico and Jalisco. 

SIZE OF ENTERPRISES 

The 3,298 small and medium-sized industrial enterprises studied 
were grouped according to the proprietary resources handled and the 
number of workers employed. This type of classification can help in 
defining what constitutes small-scale and medium-scale industry. 

Of the enterprises studied, 68.92 per cent were operating on 
proprietary capital of up to 1 million pesos. Manufacturing establish- 
ments whose active capital was higher than 1 million pesos represented 
the other 31.08 per cent. Enterprises with capital of up to 3 million 
pesos predominated in this group. 

Some countries and some international organizations classify 
industry according to the number of workers employed. This type of 
classification provides another indicator that makes it possible to 
distinguish small-scale from medium-sized industries. Enterprises 
employing up to 25 workers accounted for 49.51 per cent of the total. 
Some industries employed small staffs but nevertheless had large-scale 
capital investments and sales owing to the application of advanced 
techniques in their organization and production processes. Industries 
employing from 26 to 75 workers constituted 38.03 per cent of the 
total studied;   12.46  per  cent  of industries  employed more  than  75 
workers. . 

The average size of small and medium-sized enterprises varied 
from one industrial group to another. Some groups of industries with 
small proprietary resources made up for their lack of capital by the 
use of more manpower, e.g., the footwear industry. 

Each industrial group was classified according to the two indicators 
mentioned in order to show the size of the industrial enterprises within 
each type of activity. In this way it was possible to ascertain the 
branches in which one or other type predominated. 

ASSETS 

The average level of capital investment in total assets in the 3,298 
industrial enterprises studied was 1,778,400 pesos. The enterprises with 
the highest level of capital investment in total assets belonged to the 
following groups«, manufacture of beverages, chemins and chemical 
products, textiles, and electrical machinery, apparatus and appliances. 
On the other hand, the groups of industries engaged in the manufacture 
of footwear, the tanning of hides and the manufacture of furniture 
and fixtures contained a larger proportion of small-scale enterprises 
because the average levels of investment were lower. 
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Examination of the composi ion of assets shows that current assets 
represented 51.16 per cent of total resources. The most important item 
of available current assets was inventory, representing 25.33 per cent 
of total assets. 

Another important item of current assets was accounts receivable, 
which represented 19.85 per cent of total assets. Because of competition, 
small and medium-sized enterprises are compelled to give their 
customers special treatment. Accordingly, some industrial groups, such 
as those manufacturing footwear, wearing apparel, chemicals . nd 
chemical products, and electrical machinery, apparatus and appliances, 
make a large proportion of their sales on credit. 

Immobilized investments (fixed assets) represented 43.78 per cent 
of total assets. This gives an idea of the degree of mechanization and 
the stability of small-scale and medium-sized industries. It is the older 
established industrial groups or those that carry out a considerable 
degree of processing that maintain high fixed investments; examples 
include food products, textiles, paper and paper products, metals and 
building materials. Investment in machinery and equipment represented 
a major share (32 per cent) of the total assets of these enterprises. 
Productive capacity depends on these investments. In approximately 
50 per cent of the industrial groups, investments under this heading 
exceeded the average for the 3,298 enterprises studied. 

..ivestments in immovable property amounted to 10.26 per cent 
of total assets. When one examines this item, the settled nature of this 
industrial sector becomes more evident. As the level of activity 
approaches the commercial scale, there is a tendency for the share of 
investment in immovable property to become less, because the 
productive process does not require specially constructed buildings or 
premises. 

Transport equipment is not a significant item of assets except in 
those industrial groups that have to distribute their products themselves 
(beverages, food products, wood manufactures and non-metallic mineral 
products). 

As can be observed from the data, the active capital of the 
enterprises consisted of the sum of company capital and contributions, 
plus reserves and undistributed profits. The average active capital per 
establishment for the industries as a whole amounted to 1,326,100 
pesos; the average for the beverage industry was the highest, namely 
1,973,200 pesos, while the average for proprietary resources of enter- 
prises manufacturing footwear was 795,000 pesos. 

Among outside resources, short-term commitments predominated, 
a fact notable in all the industrial groups into which the 3,298 enter- 
prises covered in this study were classified. The ratio of current 
liabilities to fixed liabilities was 4.1:1. 
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The enterprises studied made little use of credit, particularly 
medium- and long-term credit, in their operations since fixed liabilities 
represented 5.24 per cent of their total resources. The low level of 
credit utilization may originate from the following factors: 

(a) Ignorance of  the sources  and  forms of  credit  suited  to the 
needs of small and medium-sized enterprises; 

(b) Deficiencies in the administrative and accounting systems cf 
the enterprises; 

(c) Limitations in the organized credit market. 

The degree of short-term liquidity in all the enterprises studied 
was fairly satisfactory, although current liabilities represented 20.19 per 
cent of total resources. The high degree of liquidity originated from 
the predominance of liquid resources in the composition of assets. Thus, 
the creditors represented by current liabilities were protected by 
current assas amounting to 2.53 pesos for every peso of short-term 
commitments contracted. 

With respect to this index, the various industrial groups showed 
slight variations in relation to the general average. Thus, the backing 
for each peso was 1.72 pesos in the group of wood products industries, 
while the leather industries (tanneries) recorded the highest figure, 
namely 3.32 pesos. Tanneries generally buy and sell for cash and make 
less use of finance institutions. 

The volume of long-term indebtedness of the 3,298 enterprises 
taken as a whole was relatively insignificant, representing scarcely 5.24 
per cent of total recourses. This meant that each peso of fixed liabilities 
was backed by fixed investments of as much as 8.36 pesos. There were 
variations in this financial index also, the minimum being 6.03 pesos 
for electrical appliances and the maximum being 18.12 pesos for the 
rubber products industry. 

To sum up, the financial situation of the enterprises studied was 
fairly stable on the whole, as can be seen from the following data: 

(a) For each peso of their total short-term and long-term liabilities, 
current and fixed assets amounted to 3.93 pesos; 

(b) For each peso of their total liabilities, they had 2.93 pesos of 
active capital. 

Both indices were fairly similar in the various groups into which 
the enterprises were classified. 

SALES AND TRADING RESULTS 

The 3,298 enterprises had average annual sales valued at 2,183,500 
pesos per establishment. 

The beverage industry had the highest average sales, namely, 
3,513,500 pesos. The lowest average, 1,471,700 pesos, was found in the 
enterprises   manufacturing   non-metallic   mineral   products,   the   only 
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industrial g-oup in which the value of sales was on the average less than 
total assets, a fact explained by the diversity of size and the variety of 
activities of the group. 

The most significant item in the consolidated statements of profit 
and loss of the 3,298 enterprises studied was the cost of the products 
sold, which amounted on the average to 1,525,800 pesos, or 69.88 per 
cent of the total value of annual sales. The proportion represented by 
cost varied little from one industrial group to another. The highest 
percentage was found in the group of food products (77.07 per cent) 
and the smallest in the beverage industry (60.16 per cent). 

Operating costs averaged 446,400 pesos, representing 20.44 per 
cent of the total value of sales. This was the most important item in 
industries producing for final consumption, with their high costs of 
distribution and sale of products, e.g., in the beverage, pharmaceutical 
products and cosmetics industries. 

The profits for all the enterprises averaged 211,300 pesos, or 
9.68 per cent of the value of annual sales. Enterprises manufacturing 
parts for the automobile industry achieved the highest percentage of 
profits (12.41 per cent), while the food-processing industries had the 
lowest figure (7.33 per cent). 

Operational indices 

To ascertain the level of efficiency of small-scale and medium-scale 
industry, the value of annual sales was correlated with the main items 
of assets. 

Annual sales compared with current assets. The 3,298 enterprises 
achieved average annual sales of 2.40 pesos for every peso of their 
current assets. Only in the four following industrial groups was the 
average lower than 2.00 pesos, with the working capital being "turned 
over" less than twice a year: electrical machinery and appliances (1.65 
pesos); manufacture of machinery (1.77 pesos); manufacture of trans- 
port equipment (1.92 pesos); and manufacture of wearing apparel 
(1.97 pesos). On the other hand, the highest turnover of working 
capital was found in the group of food-processing industries, which 
attained annual sales of 3.93 pesos for every peso of current assets. 

Annual sales compared with fixed assets. When the value of 
annual sales was related to the amount invested in fixed assets, the 
index for all the enterprises together rose above that for current assets, 
owing to the smaller share of fixed investments in the composition of 
assets. Thus, for each peso of fixed assets there were annual sales of 
2.80 pesos, and the figure was 3.84 pesos when investment in machinery 
and equipment was taken as the basis. 
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Annual sales compared with total assets and active capital. For 
every peso of total assets, the 3,298 enterprises attained annual sales of 
1.23 pesos. For every peso of their active capital, or their proprietary 
resources, the annual sales reached 1.65 pesos. The highest figures were 
found in the groups manufacturing food, footwear and wearing apparel, 
and chemicals and chemical products. 

Profits 

The relationship between the profits achieved by the enterprises 
studied and the main components of the assets and proprietary capital 
of the enterprises was next established. 

Profits compared with investment in fixed assets. Annual profits 
of 27 centavos were earned for every peso of investment in fixed assets. 
In particular, each peso of investment in machinery and equipment 
yielded a return of 37 centavos. 

Profits compared with total assets. Here there was little variation 
from one industrial group to another. The average for all the enterprises 
together was 12 centavos for each peso of total assets, the minimum, 
10 centavos (in the groups of beverages, textiles, paper and paper 
products, and non-metallic minerals), and the maximum, 15 centavos 
(manufacture of footwear and of furniture and fixtures). 

Profits compared with active capital. Profits showed a higher 
ratio to active capital than to total assets. There was a return of 16 
centavos for every peso of active capital. However, this index showed 
greater fluctuations from one industrial group to another; the minimum 
was 12 centavos return per peso of active capital in the paper and 
non-metallic mineral products industries, and the maximum was 21 
centavos per peso in the wood industry. 

LABOUR FORCE 

The 3,298 enterprises studied employed a total of 131,332 workers. 
The staffs of the enterprises ranged from a minimum of 1 to a 
maximum of 1,525; the latter figure was for a contracting and building 
enterprise, i.e., a service enterprise. The largest staff in a processing 
industry (a sawmill) was 585. 

Average labour force. The average labour force per establishment 
throughout the 3,298 industries was 39.8 workers. The lowest group 
average, 22.6 workers, was in the leather and leather products industry, 
and the highest, 70.3 workers, was in the wood industries. 

Investment per worker. In the small-scale and medium-scale 
industries, there is a fair proportion of investment in relation to the 
number of employees. The enterprises studied required, on the average, 
assets of 46,660 pesos for every worker employed. The volume ot 
investment per worker was higher in the food products, beverage, 
textile, rubber products, and chemical and chemical products industries. 

L 
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On the other hand, in the wearing apparel, footwear, furniture and 
wood industries, the enterprises employed more persons but had smaller 
investments per worker. 

Labour productivity. Labour productivity can be measured to 
some extent by the value of sales per worker. In the 3,298 enterprises, 
there was an average of 54,832 pesos of sales for every worker. The 
groups that achieved the largest sales were those that had made the 
greatest investments—evidence of the marked correlation between the 
value of investment and the amount of sales. The profits generated per 
worker in all the enterprises together averaged 5,306 pesos a year, the 
minimum being 3,670 pesos in the manufacture of footwear, and the 
maximum 7,499 pesos in chemicals and chemical products. 

SALES POLICY 

The average term of sales in the 3,298 enterprises was 58 days, 
although it differed considerably from one industrial group to another. 
Some had a majority of cash or very short-term saies, e. g., food pro- 
ducts, wood, and leather industries, where the term of credit granted 
to customers averages about one month. 

The industries that granted the longest terms of payment belonged 
to the following groups: electrical machinery and appliances, manufac- 
ture of machinery, wearing apparel and pharmaceutical products. In 
these industrial groups the market is accustomed to having credit 
offered by the manufacturer. 

ACCUMULATION OF STOCK 

The annual index for the turnover of stock was 3.39, which means 
that the stock accumulated for 106 days, or in other words, was 
renewed about every three-and-a-half months. 

Enterprises manufacturing machinery had the slowest turnover of 
stock; the goods accumulated on the average for 175 days. The group 
of food industries maintained its stock for only 55 days on the average; 
it was the group with the fastest turnover, owing to the short pro- 
duction cycle and the small range of raw materials processed. 

FINANCING OF SMALL-SCALE AND MEDIUM-SIZED 
INDUSTRY 

NEED FOR FINANCING 

ONE OF THE problems small-scale and medium-sized industry faces is 
the procurement of funds, whether for executing new projects or for 
expanding, improving or promoting existing enterprises. Financial re- 
sources are clearly one of the  most  important  factors in  industrial 
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growth, from the very beginning of the enterprise; the more advanced 
the phase of industrialization, the greater the demand tor funds. 

The credit system in Mexico has two main subdivisions: the state 
and the private banking systems. Government action in this branch of 
economic activity has enabled a considerable volume of funds to be 
channelled into industry, through the National Finance Corporation, 
which makes funds available to large industrial projects, and through 
the Guarantee and Development Fund for Small-Scale and Medium- 
Sized Industry, which operates within the framework of the National 
Finance Corporation. The National Bank has not only contributed 
financial aid to private enterprise but has also promoted social 
development programmes. 

THE   GUARANTEE   AND   DEVELOPMENT   FUND   FOR   SMALL-SCALE   AND 

MEDIUM-SIZED INDUSTRY 

The small or medium-sized industrialist with an ambition to 
expand seeks funds urgently and may often draw upon unsuitable 
sources of credit. He may make use of short-term loans when buying 
raw materials or investing in fixed assets, an action which impedes 
healthy development because these loans have inconveniently short 
amortization periods. Also, they are usually too small to enable the 
enterprises to carry out their programmes of stocking the raw materials 
needed in order to plan production for two or three months. Worse 
still, short-term loans are sometimes used to expand or improve 
installations. Such objectives call for medium or long-term loans, 
which are often difficult to obtain. 

Taking into account the importance of small-scale and medium- 
sized industry in Mexico, the Government, on the initiative of the 
Ministry of Finance and Public Credit, decided to support this area 
of industry by means of an agency that would provide it with 
"adequate and timely credit assistance". Previously, the major efforts 
of the National Bank had been concentrated on the promotion or 
large industrial enterprises. In December 1953 the Government 
enacted a law establishing the Guarantee and Development Fund for 
Small-Scale and Medium-Sized Industry. The agency was called a 
-fund" because it is made up of funds contributed by the Government. 
The National Finance Corporation, in its capacity as trustee, is 
responsible for the administration of the fund. 

The aim of the fund, as stated in the preamble to the law, is to 
provide small and medium-sized industrialists, through private 
institutions, with loans that are adequate, quickly processed, bear a 
low rate of interest, and whose amortization period is adjusted to meet 
the needs of this sector of industry. Once the industrialist has 
complied with the indispensable minimum requirement^ his request 
for a loan can be processed in a relatively short time. Owing to the 
government origin of its resources, the fund is able to charge tor its 

1 
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loans a rate of interest lower than that prevailing in the market. The 
rate that has been applied is 10 per cent a year on unpaid balances; 
part of this rate (4 per cent) is intended for the private institutions 
acting as intermediaries in the loan transaction. 

Also as a result of the government origin of the fund's resources, 
industrialists are allowed medium or long-term amortization periods 
adjusted to the conditions of each enterprise, but within the time- 
limits provided by law. 

In view of the size of the banking network, the Government 
considered it suitable for the fund to operate as a reserve institution to 
which a private bank might apply for additional or supplementary 
resources to be channelled into small-scale and medium-sized industry. 

The operating rules of the fund define the term "small-scale and 
medium-sized industry" on the basis of the net worth of a concern. 
According to these rules, the small-scale and medium-sized sector of 
industry at present includes all industrial enterprises with a net worth 
of at least 25,000 pesos in the case of enterprises operating in the 
provinces, or 50,000 pesos in the case of those operating in zones of 
industrial concentration, such as Monterrey and the Federal District, 
provided that the net worth of the individual enterprise does not 
exceed t5 million pesos, regardless of its location. By "net worth" is 
understood the sum of the personal resources contributed by the 
industrialist or shareholders towards the operation of the business. In 
other words, net worth is the difference between assets and liabilities. 
The term "industrial enterprises" includes not only enterprises 
organized in the form of a company but also those operating on an 
individual basis in the name of the owner, director or manager. 

Authorized operations of the fund 

The law authorizes the fund to: 

(a) Guarantee the deposit banks and financial corporations up to 
200,000 pesos for each loan these institutions grant to small or 
medium-scale industrialists; 

(h) Guarantee and acquire bonds issued by small or medium-scale 
industrialists to the limit of 1 million pesos; 

(c) Acquire bonds issued by finance agencies; 
(d) Rediscount loans that banks and finance institutions grant to 

small and medium-scale industrialists for the purchase of 
supplies or capital equipment; 

(e) Rediscount loans that finance institutions grant to small or 
medium-scale industrialists against security in the form of real 
estate or stocks and shares. 

The first of the operations mentioned, namely, the guarantee that 
the fund may extend to credit institutions, opens up great new 
possibilities for extending financial support to small and medium-scale 
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industrialists, particularly those in the provinces. This type of operation 
means that in granting loans to small and medium-scale industrialists, 
the credit institutions in the country have two advantages: they may 
use the fund's resources, and the fund may guarantee as much as 
50 per cent of each loan. 

The second type of operation, namely, the acquisition of bonds 
issued by small or medium-scale industrialists, means that industrialists 
will have a definite purchaser for the bonds they issue. 

The third type of operation open to the fund, namely, the 
acquisition of bonds issued by finance corporations, may help these 
corporations increase the resources they intend to use for loans to 
small and medium-scale industrialists. 

The fourth type of operation, the rediscounting of loans granted 
by deposit banks and finance corporations to small and medium-scale 
industrialists for the purchase of supplies and capital equipment, helps 
industrialists in many ways. 

Mexico's banking laws specifically provide for loans for the 
purchase of supplies. The purpose of this legislation is to enable 
industrialists to meet their working capital requirements by obtaining 
the supplies of raw materials and equipment they need for a specific 
production period. By means of such loans, industrialists can stock 
up their warehouses for periods of one, two or three months and 
can obtain funds to pay the wages of their workers, with the advantage 
that they have up to three years to pay back the loans. In this way 
they can gradually build up their own stock of working capital. 

Loans for the purchase of capital equipment can be requested by 
industrialists for one or more of the following purposes: (a) to acquire 
and install machinery and equipment; {b) to acquire, construct or 
expand buildings needed by the enterprise; or (c) to use part of the 
loan to pay off liabilities, provided that the liability in question is of 
not more than one year's standing; only part of the loan may be 
used for this purpose. By means of capital equipment loans, 
industrialists can expand and improve their installations, production 
processes and capacity. They can increase the volume of production, 
reduce costs and raise profit margins, expand their production 
programmes by manufacturing new articles, and improve the presen- 
tation, quality and finish of the articles already in their programmes. 
The amortization period varies in practice from three to six years. 

Recently the fund was empowered by the Ministry of Finance and 
Public Credit to rediscount loans that finance corporations grant to 
small and medium-scale industrialists against security in the form of 
real estate or stocks and shares. The main objective of these loans is to 
consolidate the liabilities of small or medium-sized industrial enterprises, 
although   the   loans   may   be   used   in   part   for   the   expansion   or 
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improvement of plant, equipment, buildings and installations. The 
amount of credit for which rediscounting is requested may not be 
greater than 50 per cent of the value of the respective security. The 
amortization period may not exceed ten years, and the loan may be 
amortized in equal consecutive instalments repaid at intervals of not 
more than 90 days; however, the first repayment instalment may not 
be deferred beyond one year. 

Amount of each loan 

The maximum amount of loans for the purchase of supplies is 
1,250,000 pesos, and for capital equipment, 2,500,000 pesos. When both 
types of loan are granted to one and the same industrialist, the 
combined amount must not exceed 3,375,000 pesos. 

The amount that the fund may rediscount for loans against 
security in the form of real estate or stocks and shares granted to one 
and the same enterprise, or the total of these loans and capital equip- 
ment loans granted to that enterprise, may not exceed 2.5 million 
pesos. In addition to such loans, the fund may rediscount supply loans 
to the same enterprise up to a maximum of 875,000 pesos. In cases 
considered particularly deserving by the technical committee of the 
fund or for enterprises engaged in activities of particular importance 
to the industrial development of the country, the committee may 
authorize the rediscounting of loans for quantities above those 
mentioned, but the total of supply and capital equipment loans and 
loans against real estate or stock for one enterprise may not exceed 
5 million pesos. 

There is no lower limit on the loans that a small-scale industrialist 
may request, as is illustrated by the following example. With the aid 
of the fund's resources, a credit institution in Oaxaca has granted 386 
loans to 277 small enterprises, for amounts varying between 15,000 
and 50,000 pesos. Actually, these small enterprises are typical of the 
economic structure of Oaxaca. But the most significant fact about 
them is that, despite the modest amount of the loans requested, they 
employ a total of 1,840 workers, and the volume of their annual sales 
totals 49 million pesos, which is equivalent to average annual sales 
of 215,000 pesos per enterprise. ^ 

The fund has so far not set any limits on the number and volume 
of the rediscounting transactions that individual institutions may 
submit for consideration. 

Loan policy 

In its operations, the fund complies with the law establishing it 
and its own operating rules, as well as with the directives issued by 
the technical committee, which may be summed up as follows: 
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(a) To examine the loans as carefully as if they were being trans- 
acted directly between the fund and the industrialists; 

(b) To ensure that applications for loans comply with the law and 
the operating rules of the fund as well as with the banking 
legislation in force; 

(c) To give priority to investment programmes; 
(d) To verify that the loans are justified and that conditions 

regarding security and repayment are acceptable; 
(e) To ensure, as far as possible, that the amortization periods for 

the loans are suited to the general conditions of the enterprises 
and their capacity to pay, taking into consideration the pro- 
bable outcome of projects; 

(/) To ensure also that loans are distributed to enterprises through- 
out the country and throughout the different branches of 
industry, with preference being given to loans intended for 
enterprises that produce necessities or articles important to 
local or regional economies; 

(g) To ensure that the amount of the loans is sufficient to enable 
the beneficiary enterprises to carry out their investment pro- 
grammes according to their needs. 

The fund recovers 100 per cent of the amounts outstanding on 
maturity. This is the result of the responsive attitude of the small 
industrialists, who are anxious to have access to bank credit with a 
convenient repayment period, amount and interest rate, and also to 
have the opportunity for subsequent financing. Other contributing 

factors are: 

(a) The intervention of private banks as intermediaries; 
(b) The fact that the amount is geared to investment needs, with 

repayment capacity taken into account; 
(c) Medium and long-term repayment periods adjusted to suit the 

situation of each enterprise; 
(d) The system of repayment by monthly instalments; 
(e) The fact that these loans are studied, appraised and approved 

at three different stages: first, by the industrialist himself when 
he submits his investment programme and supporting data; 
second, by the private institution, which pays great attention 
to repayment capacity, previous experience with the applicant, 
security etc.; third, by the fund. 

Reports have been received from private institutions indicating 
that they have had favourable results in a very high percentage of 
cases with regard to loans granted to small and medium-scale indus- 
trialists and rediscounted by the fund. Industrialists have thus responded 
satisfactorily to the stimulus of good loan financing. 

19 
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Operational results of the fund 

Resources of the fund 

On   30   June   1966,   the   fund's   own   resources   amounted   to 
168,107,928.86 pesos, broken down as shown in table 1 below. 

Table 1.   Breakdown of the sources of the Guarantee and 
Development Fund 

Million pesos 

Amount supplied by the Federal Government . . 120.0 
Profits made in previous financial years .... 44.2 
Profits for the financial year 1965/1966   .... 3.8 

Total     Î6UÔ" 

In addition to these net profits, the fund has paid a commission 
of 21,331,957.37 pesos to the National Finance Corporation for its 
services as a trustee. 

Other resources 

The other resources available to the fund consist of three 
successive loans made by the Inter-American Development Bank (IDB) 
in 1961, 1963 and 1966 for S3 million, $5 million and $8 million 
respectively. 

In April 1966, the fund made the first repayment of principal 
to IDB, in the amount of $ 249,999.99, so that the balance in its favour 
was reduced to $ 2,750,000.01. By 30 June 1966, the fund had disposed 
of the first two loans. 

The fund will begin to use the third loan ($ 8 million) after IDB 
has verified that the previous $ 5 million loan has been properly used 
for the purpose for which it was granted. 

Pending receipt of the first remittance from IDB, the fund had 
to request a loan of 10 million pesos from the National Finance 
Corporation in order to continue its operations. It had used 7 million 
pesos of this loan as of 30 June 1966. 

Total resources 

The resources of the fund on 30 June 1966 totalled 273,484,287.41 
pesos, as indicated in table 2 below. In addition to these resources, the 
fund was to receive the third IDB loan of $ 8 million. 
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Table 2.    Mexico:   total   resources   of   the   Guarantee   and 
Development Fund as of 30 June 1966 

Million   pesos 

Federal   Government's   contribution  120.0 
Profits             481 

IDB  loans  9*-8 

Loans from National Finance Corporation   ... 7.0 
Other liabilities  1-5 

Total 273.4 

How the total resources of the fund as of 30 June 1966 were 
invested is shown in table 3 below. 

Table 3.   Mexico: investments of the Guarantee and Development Fund as of 
30 June 1966 
(Thousand   pesos) 

Liquid assets  
Balances   outstanding     .  . 
Sundry   debtors      .... 

Furniture   and   equipment 
Loans  to staff    .... 

Mortgages       
Short-term   loans    .  . 
Medium-term  loans 
Other loans     .... 

Investments 

1,994.8 
270,229.6 

1,259.6 
166.1 

1,093.5 
819.8 
114.1 
156.1 

3.4 
Total   273,484.2 

OPERATIONS 

During the financial year 1965/1966, the committee authorized 
the rediscounting of 942 loans for an amount of 240,725,606.28 pesos. 
In the same year, 73 loans, amounting to 22,180,473.39 pesos, were 
repaid. A net amount of 869 loans was thus authorized during the 
financial year, totalling 218,545,132.89 pesos. 

In 1965/1966, the number of loans authorized by the commutée 
was 22.7 per cent higher than in the previous financial year, and the 
amount of money loaned was 28.2 per cent higher than the amount 
authorized in 1964/1965. Adding the figures for the year 1965/1966 
to those for previous years, the net total of loans authorized by the 
fund from the commencement of operations through June 1966 was 
6,898, amounting to 1,429,516,234.60 pesos (see table 4 below). 
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Table 4.    Mexico: number and amount of loans authorized 
by the Guarantee and Developn.ent Fund, 1954—1966 

1954 99 18.5 
1955 349 49.0 
1956 375 68.0 
1957 432 72.9 
1958 488 89.8 
1959 613 103.6 
1960 589 110.0 
1961 703 136.8 
1962 699 133.0 
1963 670 176.3 
1964 672 167.5 
1965 749 187.3 
1966 (January -June) 460 116.4 

Total 6,898 1,429.5 

The 6,898 loans authorized during the life of the fund were 
granted to 3,804 small and medium-sized industrial enterprises. Some 
enterprises received more than one loan at different stages in their 
development. 

Taken together, the 3,804 enterprises that received money through 
the fund are of great economic significance: 

(a) They employed 142,096 workers; 
(b) Their combined net worth amounted to 4,547 million pesos; 
(c) Their annual output had a market value of 7,818 million pesos; 
(d) Financing by the fund represented 31.42 per cent of the net 

worth of these enterprises, and 18.27 per cent of the value of 
their annual output. 

The fund's loans were made through 151 different private loan 
institutions, mostly finance corporations (table 5 below). 

Table 5.   Mexico: participation of intermediary private institutions in distri- 
bution  of loans authorized by  the  Guarantee  and Development Fund 

Numktr of p.re.nt-m.      Amount of lotm       p..,mmt,.. imtttutiom *******        („Mion peso,) ******* 

Finance corporations   ... 80 53.0 1,065.7 
Deposit   banks       62 41.1 337.7 
Other   institutions    .... 9 5.9 26.1 

Total m" ÎÔ5CÔ M293 
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Supply loans, i.e., those used for the acquisition of materials and 
supplies or other items of working capital, constituted the majority 
for by capital equipment loans, used mainly for the purchase of 
machinery and equipment, or for buildings and installations (see 
of loans, both in number and amount; the remainder was accounted 

table 6 below). 

Table 6.   Mexico:   distribution   of   loans   by   type   as   authorized   by   the 
Guarantee and Development Fund 

""/£'/'      p«"nt«'      tunònVT  Ptrctnt'« 

Supply   loans        4,326 62.7 782.0 54.7 
Capital equipment loans    .       2¿72 _££ — 

Total        6,898 100.0 1,429.5 100.0 

The average amount for supply loans was 180,781.60 pesos, and 
for development loans, 251,732.12 pesos; the general average for both 
types was 207,236.33 pesos. As shown in table 7 below, the majority 
of the loans had terms of amortization of up to two years. 

Table  7.   Mexico:   terms   of   amortization   for   loans   authorized   by   the 
Guarantee and Development Fund 

Amount  of  lotmt 
Nnmktr of Ttrm  of  Amortiistion (million pesos) 

lotns 

388 
3,667 
1,712 

610 
517 

6,898 

Up to 12 months 55.1 
Up to 24 months 594.3 
Up to 36 months 347.1 
Up to 48 months *69«5 

Up to 60 months 258.6 
4                                More than 60 months 4.9 

1,429.5 

It may be concluded that in general most of the loans granted 
with terms of amortization of up to two years were used for supply 
purchases, the term normally being between 15 and 24 months. Table 8 
below classifies the loans granted by amount. 
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Table 8.    Mexico:  classification  of loans authorized by  the Guarantee  and 
Development Fund 

N7oìZ °f °t ^¡"number A•»"*   *P  »> Total   amount ^"L^Int 
l0ant of  loam (P"°V (million  pesos) ¿J ^ fo^ns 

69.24 200,000 407.5 
11.09 300,000 208.4 
6.44 400,000 166.1 
4.61 500,000 154.8 
3.35 600,000 134.1 
2.09 800,000 105.4 
2.41 1,200,000 165.2 
0.41 1,500,000 39.6 
0.12 1,750,000 13.2 
0.20 2,000,000 27.3 
0.04    over 2,000,000 7.5 

100.00 1,429.5 

It is in resting to note that 69.24 per cent of the loans that the 
fund ha? red were for amounts of up to 200,000 pesos; the average 
of such was 85,300 pesos. 

Th n ce processing industry has benefited by these loans, but 
especially tl following industrial groups: food products, textiles, metal 
goods, vNL.ing ¡»pparel and chemicals. Specifically, the fund has 
suppoiud 2,115 small and medium-sized enterprises engaged in the 
produ non *f consumer goods, representing 55.6 per cent of the total 
number of mterprises assisted. These 2,115 enterprises have received 
2,396 loan> for supply purchases, totalling 393.9 million pesos, and 
1,303 capi*  1 equipment loans, totalling 281.6 million pesos. 

torco er, the fund has helped 1,689 enterprises manufacturing 
prod i o goods, representing 44.4 per cent of the total. These 
ente* prise« have received 1,930 supply loans, totalling 388.2 million 
peso .in- 1,269 capital equipment loans, totalling 365.9 million pesos. 

J June 1966, the fund had assisted 3,804 enterprises, of which 
1,46 id a net worth of between 25,000 and 500,000 pesos, 
repr iting 38.4 per cent of the total. The average amount of capital 
was -"2,300 pesos. If it is assumed that small-scale enterprises are those 
with a maximum capital of one million pesos, it is found that the 
fund has assisted 2,304 small-scale enterprises, constituting 60.6 per cent 
of the total. 

Enterprises having funds totalling 1.0 to 3.5 million pesos at their 
disposal can be considered to be at a transitional stage between small- 
scale and medium-scale enterprises. This is particularly true of 
enterprises producing capital goods. The beneficiary industries falling 
within the limits mentioned above numbered 1,262, representing 33.2 
per cent of the total. 
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The total number of small-scale and transitional-stage enterprises 
assisted, namely 3,566, represents 93.8 per cent of all enterprises to 
which loans were made. Only 238 enterprises assisted by the fund 
had more than 3.5 million pesos of capital of their own in use, the 
maximum amount being 15 million pesos. These medium-sized 
enterprises represented 6.2 per cent of the total number of enter- 
prises assisted. 

BALANCES OUTSTANDING AND RECOVERED 

In the financial year 1965/1966, the fund provided 869 loans for 
a total of 203,592,355.22 pesos. If this amount is added to the 
1,151,751,139.97'pesos loaned before 30 June 1965, it will be found 
that a total of 1,355,343,495.19 pesos, corresponding to 6,723 loans, 
was made available by the fund. On the date the balance-sheet was 
drawn up, 175 loans, amounting to 74,172,739.41 pesos, were being 
processed (table 9 below). 

Table 9.   Mexico loans authorized and implemented through the Guarantee 
and Development Fund,  1954—Î966 

Number of Amount of 
loam loans (million pesos) 

6,898 1,429.5 
Loans implemented in 1954 13.1 

1955 40.3 
1956 68.8 
1957 69.2 
1958 98.7 
1959 86.2 
1960 110.1 
1961 127.8 
1962 122.2 
1963 166.7 
1964 172.2 
1965 186.0 
1966 (January-June) 94.0 

6,723 1,355.3 
175 74.2 

Of the 1,355,343,495.19 pesos of loans implemented, the amount 
recovered by 30 June 1966 was 1,085,113,823.85 pesos, leaving a balance 
of 270,229,671.34 pesos outstanding at that date. The amounts 
recovered per year are shown in table 10 below. 
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Table   10.    Mexico:   amount   of   loans   recovered   by   the 
Guarantee and Development Fund, 19f4—1966 

Ye*r Amount   recovered 

1954 0.8 

1955 14.3 

1956 30.8 

1957 55.4 

1958 69.1 

1959 92.6 

1960 89.9 

1961 102.6 

1962 120.2 

1963 128.2 
1964 145.5 
1965 149.7 

1966 (January- -June) 85.2 

Total 1,085.1 

The balance of 270,229,671.34 pesos outstanding on 30 June 1966 
is broken down into supply and capital equipment loans in table 11 
below. Balances outstanding are recovered with the greatest regularity, 
and on time. 

Takle   1Í.   Mexico:  balances  of   loans   outstanding   as  of 
30 June 1966, according to type of loom 

MUlioH pern Percentage 

Supply loans      
Capital equipment loans 

Total 

112.7 
157.4 
270.2 

41.7 
58.3 

100.0 

Because supply loans are granted for shorter terms than are capital 
equipment loans, there is a lower proportion of them outstanding. The 
supply loans are recovered more rapidly, permitting a faster turnover 
of the fund's resources. (See tables 12 and 13 below.) 

Table  12.   Mexico: estimated number of amortizations of 
supply loans, 1966—1969 

Yemr Number of 
tmortitstiotu (million petos) 

1966 
1967 
1968 
1969 

(July- -December) 4,565 
5,891 
1,440 

82 

44.8 
55.0 
12.0 
0.8 

Total 11,978     * 112.7 
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Table   13.    Mexico:  estimated  number  of  amortizations  of 
capital equipment loans,  1966—1973 

Number   of Amount 
Yt*T amortizations 

4,023 

(million  pttos) 

1966 (July- -December) 28.2 
1967 7,200 52.9 

1968 5,296 40.1 
1969 2,964 24.3 

1970 1,094 9.8 

1971 126 1.4 

1972 17 0.5 

1973 2 0.1 

Total 20,722 157.4 

The balances outstanding have been increasing steadily since the 
fund began its operations, as may be seen in table 14 below. 

T#We 14.    Mexico: balances outstanding and annual increase, 
1954—1966 
(million   pesos) 

Balanct outstanding Annual incrtat* 

31 December 1954 12.3 — 

31 December 1955 38.2 25.9 

31 December 1956 76.1 37.9 

31 December 1957 89.9 13.7 
31 December 1958 119.4 29.5 

31 December 1959 112.9 6.5 
31 December 1960 133.0 20.1 

30 June 1961 158.1 25.1 

30 June 1962 160.0 1.8 

30 June 1963 168.3 8.2 

30 June 1964 206.1 37.1 

3C June 1965 228.1 22.0 

30 June 1966 270.2 42.0 

FUNDS FOR OPERATIONS IN THE FINANCIAL YEAR 1966/1967 

With the resources already at the fund's disposal and those that 
may be made newly available to it through the third IDB loan, a total 
of 292 million pesos can be earmarked for operations during the 
financial year 1966/1967 (table 15 below). 
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Table  li.    Mexico: estimated funds available for financing 
purposes in 1966 

Million   petos 

Available funds  2.0 
Balances outstanding and  maturing    .   .   . 134.0 
Third   IDB   loan      100.0 
Probable profits  4.0 
Recovery of loans implemented during the 

year (approximately 18 per cent)   .   .   . 
Total 

Participation of the fund in the private banking system with respect to 
balances outstanding 

The fund's share in the balances outstanding of banking institutions 
has decreased each year, as shown in table 16 below. 

Table  16.    Mexico: participation  of the fund in  loans to 
industry granted by private banks, i960—196S 

Yemr Percentage 

1960 2.2 
1961 2.3 
1962 2.1 
1963 2.1 
1964 1.9 
1965 1.7 

This decrease may be partly explained as follows: wishing to 
publicize its operations, the fund has taken part in conferences and 
seminars with both industrialists and intermediary institutions. As a 
result of these exchanges, a larger number of industrialists are applying 
to banks for the type of loan most suited to their needs and submitting 
appropriate documentation in support of their applications. In turn, 
credit institutions have begun to provide a type of financing more 
specifically suited to the needs of the industrialists and in larger 
amounts. 

According to the fund, the publicity work is still incomplete, and 
efforts need to be intensified so that each small and medium-scale 
industrialist knows which loans are most suited to his development 
needs and so that the bank can grant him such loans, either from its 
own resources or by channelling operations through the fund. This 
publicity campaign must be centralized in the provinces. 
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In tables 17, 18 and 19 below the balances outstanding of supply 
and capital equipment loans granted by the private banking system are 
compared with the portion of the fund's balances outstanding for 
these two types of loan. 

Table 17. Mexico: balances outstanding of supply loans granted by private 
banks compared with fund figures, 1960—1965 

Yea» 

Amount  of  loans 
¡ranted  by   private 

institutions 
(thousand pesos) 

Amount   of  loans 
granted by  the 

fund 
(thousand  pesos) 

Percentage   of 
fund   loans    in 

total 

1960 2,002.2 55.9 2.8 

1961 2,032.1 62.7 3.1 

1962 2,001.1 69.7 3.5 

1963 2,092.7 97.0 4.6 

1964 2,569.6 99.3 3.9 

1965 2,813.6 111.2 4.0 

Table 18.   Mexico: balances outstanding of capital equipment loans granted 
by private banks compared with fund figures, 1960—1965 

Amount of loam Amount  of  loans 
granted by the 

Percentage  of 

Year 
granted by  private 

institutions 
fund   loans   in 

total 
(thousand pesos) (thousand pesos) 

1960 567.1 77.2 13.6 

1961 731.9 95.5 13.0 

1962 803.0 90.4 11.3 

1963 1,042.1 101.5 9.7 

1964 1,448.4 126.0 8.7 

1965 1,648.9 150.3 9.1 

Table 19.   Mexico: balances outstanding of supply and capital equipment loans 
granted by private banks compared with fund figures, 1960—1965 

Year 

Amount  of loans 
granted by private 

institutions 
(thousand pesos) 

Amount  of  loams 
granted by the 

(thousand pesos) 

Percentage of 
fund   loam   m 

total 

1960 2,569.3 133.1 5.2 

1961 2,764.0 158.2 5.7 

1962 2,804.1 160.1 5.7 

1963 3,134.8 198.5 6.3 

1964 4,018.0 225.3 5.6 

1965 4,462.5 261.5 5.9 
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The figures for the fund's operations refer exclusively to loans 
granted to the processing industry, whereas the bank statistics represent 
the over-all figure for the supply and capital equipment loans that 
private institutions have made available to all types of productive 
activity, without a breakdown showing whether they were for 
agriculture, industry, commerce, etc. A comparison of fund financing 
available to the processing industry and the supply and capital 
equipment loans granted by private banks yields the following findings: 

(a) The balances outstanding of supply loans by private insti- 
tutions increased by 811.4 million pesos (40.5 per cent) while 
the corresponding fund figures rose by 55.3 million pesos 
(98.9 per cent); the fund's share rose from 2.8 per cent in 
1960 to 4.0 per cent in 1965. 

(b) The balances outstanding of private banks with respect to 
capital equipment loans increased by 1,081.8 million pesos 
(190 8 per cent), whereas the balances of the fund in this type 
of operation increased by only 73.1 million pesos (94.7 per 
cent). The fund's share has diminished; balances represented 
13.6 per cent in 1960 and only 9.1 per cent in 1965. 

(c) As a whole, the balances outstanding of the fund increased 
by 128.4 million pesos (96.5 per cent) in the period 1960/ 
1965 On the other hand, the balances of private banks 
increased by 1,893.2 million pesos (73.7 per cent) over the 
same period. However, a comparison of the balances of private 
banks and the fund shows that the share of the fund has 
remained steady, varying between 5.2 per cent and 6.3 per cent. 

This situation is primarily a result of the notable increase in the 
operations of private banks. They have applied their resources to a 
larger volume of capital equipment loans, without permitting any 
decrease in the volume of supply loans, which have actually increased, 
although at a lower growth rate. 

It may be useful to recall the following passage from the preamble 
to the statute establishing the fund: 

"It must also be borne in mind that the benefits of this fund for 
the Mexican industrialist are greater than the sums considered 
hitherto, as it is felt that by further stimulating the credit facilities 
which private banks can make available to Mexican industrialists, 
more funds from the banking system will be channelled into the 
development of medium and small-scale industries." 
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PANAMA: A CASE OF TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE 





BACKGROUND 

UNTIL A FEW years ago the economic and social systems of Panama had 
a singular structure—the result of the country's special historical and 
geographical situation. The Isthmus made Panama an important 
international cross-road through which a large number of persons 
and a considerable volume of goods inevitably passed. Consequently, 
a commercial type of urban economy developed, which in turn gave 
rise to, and indeed called for, national institutions and infrastructure 

especially suited to it. 
The intensification of economic activity resulting from periodic 

booms in international trade and from large-scale construction along 
the highway across the Isthmus, with a corresponding concentration 
of manpower, has considerably accentuated urban trade, the characteris- 
tic feature of the economy of Panama. It has led to a great increase 
in population, both Panamanian and foreign, which is systematically con- 
centrated in Panamá and Colón, the cities at the two ends of the Canal. 

The special structure of the economy was responsible for a •••¡r 

of serious setbacks in a relatively short space of time that considerably 
hampered Panama's development. 

Between 1940 and 1960 the country passed through two important 
and conflicting phases in its process of economic and social develop- 
ment. From 1940 to 1947, Panama enjoyed exceptional prosperity, but 
from 1948 to 1960, it suffered the effects of a profound economic 
crisis and depression, from which it recovered only towards the end 

of the period. r- 
The period of prosperity, which resulted from the great intensihca- 

tion of economic activity connected with the operation and defence 
of the Canal during the Second World War, made it possible to achieve 
rapid expansion and considerable growth in the national economy, 
with full employment. However, in the early postwar years economic 
activity reverted to normal levels, and the demand for Panamanian 
goods, services and labour underwent a sharp contraction, the effects 
of which were felt throughout the country from 1948 on. 

This grave economic crisis, plus the various problems inherent in 
the growth of nationalism, confronted the Government with a serious 
dilemma: it had to choose between increasing production or maintaining 
a state of chronic under-development. The first alternative was the 
logical course, although it presented a great challenge: to bring about 

20 293 
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a rapid change in the established economic structure, a structure based 
on trade and the sale of services and centred almost exclusively in the 
metropolitan areas of the country. . 

Although industrialization was the indispensable means of shaping 
the new economy needed in the country, Panama was not always in 
a position to define clear-cut goals or policies of action adequate tor 
the  industrial development to  which  it aspired.  Nevertheless   despite 
the   circumstances,   a   certain   degree   of   dynamic   growth   has   been 
achieved in Panama's manufacturing industry. But it was necessary to 
determine what type of industrialization should be promoted in view 
of   Panama's  internal  economic   conditions:    the   scarcity  of   human 
technological,   phvsical   and   financial   resources;   the   ill-defined   and 
uncertainly oriented market;  and the limitations of the infrastructure. 

Within the general context of industrial development, the Govern- 
ment and the private sector made efforts from the outset to promote 
medium-scale industry, especially in the metropolitan areas. However, 
no   special   encouragement   was   given   to   small-scale   industry.   Ine 
importance of this sector is not often discussed m Panama. Efforts to 
develop it have so far been casual and lacking in imagination. 

The explanation for the almost total neglect of small-scale industry 
is probably to be found in the natural desire of a young and developing 
country to achieve within a few years what has cost other more 
advanced countries centuries of effort. However, small-scale industry 
has always been a part of the economy; and, if it was previously 
considered a backward sector, it is today viewed in the proper 
perspective, and attempts are being made to strengthen, diversify and 

develop it. . 
For this purpose, the National Service for Handicrafts and bmall- 

Scale Industry (Servicio Nacional de Artesanías y Pequeñas Industrias, 
SENAPI), was set up, with the assistance of the United Nations 
Development Programme (Special Fund) and the Government of 
Panama, for a period of four years, at a cost of 1,712,740 balboas.» 
SENAPI was officially initiated on 28 August 1966 with the signing 
of the Plan of Operation at Chitré. The executing agencies for this 
programme are the International Labour Organisation (ILO) and the 
Ministry of Agriculture, Commerce and Industry (MACI) of Panama. 
The activities of SENAPI are discussed in greater detail later. 

STRUCTURE OF SMALL-SCALE INDUSTRY 

PRINCIPAL BRANCHES 

PANAMA HAS a modest ¿mall-scale industry and a primitive handicraft 
sector, which produce—though not at a very advanced level—articles 

l 1.00 balboa = $ 1.00. 
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of wood, leather, clay, fibre and straw, paper, rubber, glass, non- 
metallic minerals and metal; also dairy and other food products of 
agricultural and marine origin. A variety of utilitarian articles are 
manufactured and repaired. 

The problems confronting Panama's small-scale industry are about 
the same as those affecting that sector in any other country. However, 
a study of the situation in Panama by type of industry indicates that 
the older industries, designed to meet the basic and essential needs of 
the public, account for the greatest number of establishments. 
Consequently, the food and clothing industries predominate in the 
country's manufacturing sector. 

Wood and furniture-making industries rank third in number of 
enterprises, representing 11 per cent of all industrial enterprises. These 
industries are characterized mainly by the small scale of their operations. 

The food industry—one of the most important—predominates in 
the interior of the country. In the province of Panama only 15 per 
cent of the industrial enterprises specialize in the production of food, 
while in the interior 42 per cent of the establishments engage in this 
activity. 

The manufacture of shoes, clothing and other textile products 
holds fourth place in terms of value of output. These activities account 
for total output value of 7,900,000 balboas, i.e., 7 per cent of total 
national production. Only 12 per cent of the number of enterprises 
specializing in these activities are large-scale, contributing 87 per cent 
of the total output in the clothing and footwear industries. Small-scale 
enterprises represent 88 per cent of the total number of establishments 
but contribute only 13 per cent of the total value of output in this 
branch of activity. 

Acknowledging the importance of small-scale industry in the 
development of a country and the advantages that can be gained from 
its activities, it is necessary to examine the reasons for the stagnation 
and low output of this sector in Panama. 

CREDIT 

One of the major difficulties of small-scale industry in Panama 
is the scarcity of funds available for renewing and expanding equipment 
or for meeting the operating costs of an enterprise. This is the result 
of difficulties encountered by the entrepreneur in securing the 
guarantees required by financing institutions. 

Although small-scale industrialists can accumulate the initial capital 
for their operations (from their own savings or from those of relatives 
and friends), they inevitably need supplementary sources of credit. If 
the credit cannot be obtained from specialized institutions, the 
entrepreneur is often obliged to resort to loans from businessmen or 
middlemen who, for various reasons, usually demand exorbitant interest 
rates. 
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LABOUR 

Newly recruited workers in small-scale industry—even if they are 
graduates of vocational training centres—generally need to acquire skill 
in performing practical work as they go along. They also need the 
help (sometimes only occasional) of veteran foremen or of other 
workmen and craftsmen, who have usually been trained in a traditional 
environment. . ,.    , 

The problem of basic, advanced or specialized training is not 
confined to new workers. If production methods are to be adapted to 
the new conditions created by industrial development, the foremen, 
workmen and craftsmen already employed in an enterprise must 
acquire new skills, for which there may be no instructor available in 
the enterprise itself. 

RAW MATERIALS AND SUPPLIES 

Apart from the normal difficulties inherent in harvesting or ex- 
tracting raw materials and the need for a more rational system of 
purchasing, small-scale industrialists usually have no great problem in 
obtaining supplies of local raw materials. However, in obtaining im- 
ported raw materials and supplies of other articles, many small-scale 
industrialists, for financial or other reasons, may be virtually dependent 
on a single supplier who may be tempted to abuse his monopoly. 
Another more general disadvantage of the small entrepreneur is that 
he is rarely in a position to obtain discounts for purchases in large 

qUanMoreover, small-scale industries lack the laboratories, the plant and 
the specialized personnel to undertake studies of raw materials and 
their more rational utilization. 

PRODUCTION 

The main characteristic of many small enterprises is that the pro- 
duction methods are traditional and have not been adapted to take 
advantage of new tools, equipment, installations and machinery, tech- 
niques and markets. Such adaptation is an essential prerequisite for the 
survival of many sectors of small-scale industry. However, small entre- 
preneurs often do not know how to make the necessary adjustments. 
They have no opportunity to carry out the technical research necessary 
for improving production. ILL 

Another common feature of many small enterprises is that they have 
developed in a haphazard fashion. Workshops that may have been 
well designed originally have been so altered by the subsequent intro- 
duction of new machinery and installations set up at random that the 
physical structure of the enterprise has become completely irrational. 
Defective handling and maintenance of machinery is frequent and 
costly in many small industries. 
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It is also typical of small-scale industry that entrepreneurs find it 
extremely difficult to solve their production problems and adapt to 
new manufacturing techniques by themselves, without the help and 
advice of a specialized government service. 

MARKETING 

Small-scale industry is frequently at a disadvantage with respect 
to marketing. In many cases, entrepreneurs are dependent on a single 
middleman for an outlet for their products. They have difficulty in 
advertising, organizing displays, producing catalogues, finding ex- 
hibition halls, making contact with potential buyers located some 
distance away, or in breaking into domestic markets. 

The failure to apply quality standards and the lack of uniformity 
even within a single batch of a given product manufactured by the 
small enterprise, or in products manufactured by a group of small- 
scale enterprises producing a similar article, are frequently great ob- 
stacles to market expansion. 

MANAGEMENT AND ADMINISTRATION OF ENTERPRISES 

Most of the topics considered in the preceding paragraphs are pro- 
blems of management. At the root of them all lies the fundamental 
problem of developing rational methods of management and admini- 
stration for small enterprises, however small they may be. 

The heads of small-scale industries in Panama constitute a large 
proportion of the business executives. Most of them have had no 
systematic training for the difficult and diverse tasks they are required 
to perform. In some cases, the administrators have had no training in 
management; in others, training has been confined chiefly to a 
specialized aspect of their work. 

Many small-scale industries started out as handicraft industries or 
mere workshops operated by master craftsmen. In such cases, the head 
of the enterprise may be an excellent craftsman, but has little interest 
in or knowledge of accounting, costing, marketing and other aspects 
of his work. Other small establishments were started by businessmen 
with experience in buying and selling, but with little knowledge of 
production. 

Thorough training for an entrepreneur is no substitute for com- 
mon sense, good judgement and intelligence. However, training can be 
of great help in ensuring that a manager tackles his problems syste- 
matically, asks the right questions, and knows the techniques that will 
assist him in finding solutions. The small-scale industrialist must also 
be able to define tasks and spheres of authority clearly and to delegate 
some of his responsibilities to others. 
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IMPORTANCE OF SMALL-SCALE INDUSTRY 

PROBLEMS OF DEFINITION 

THE DEFINITION of small-scale industry varies from country to country. 
In Panama there is still no legal definition of what constitutes handi- 
craft workshops, small-scale, medium-sized or large-scale industry. Be- 
fore SENAPI was established, the Dirección General de Estadísticas y 
Censo undertook to make a classification of small-scale and large-scale 
industry for its own needs, using the 1961 Industrial Census as a basis. 
It concluded that data on "large-scale" industry (enterprises with five 
or more employees) should be published separately from data on "small- 
scale industry" (enterprises with fewer than five employees). 

For study, planning and development of small-scale industry in 
Panama, the classification devised by the Dirección de Estadísticas y 
Censo is clearly inadequate. For the purposes of this paper, establish- 
ments with up to 15 employees will be considered as belonging to the 
small-scale industry sector. 

DATA ON THE TREND OF ITS DEVELOPMENT 

There are few means for gauging the quantitative contribution of 
small-scale industry to the national economy or, in particular, for 
making yearly comparisons in order to determine the growth of the 
sector. The only sources are the Dirección General de Estadísticas y 
Censo, which uses the Census of Industry, Commerce and Services for 
1962, and the Directorio de Establecimentos de la República (1961). 
Nevertheless, useful data are available that make it possible to present 
a fairly clear picture of the situation of small-scale industry in Panama. 

At the beginning of July 1964, Panama had a population of 
1,129,136, with 777,000 persons aged ten years old and older, of 
whom 378,000 (48.5 per cent) were "economically active". Fifty per 
cent of the active population was employed in agriculture, while the 
remainder was employed in other sectors of the economy. About 40,000 
persons worked in small factories, cottage industries or family-type 
handicraft workshops, making up approximately 22 per cent of the 
economically active sector, excluding agriculture. 

According to data for December 1963, there were 2,072 manu- 
facturing enterprises in Panama employing from one to fifteen persons, 
while only 228 enterprises employed more than fifteen persons. The 
total number of persons employed in manufacturing enterprises was 
17,623, of whom 5,834 were working in the 2,072 small enterprises. 
Thus 89.6 per cent of the manufacturing enterprises employed 33 per 
cent of the total number of workers in the manufacturing industry. 
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STRUCTURE OF SMALL-SCALE INDUSTRY 

Although the classification devised by the Dirección General de 
Estadísticas y Censo for small-scale industry (up to five persons em- 
ployed in an establishment) and large-scale industry (five or more per- 
sons) is not suitable for the purposes of this paper, the critical survey 
made by that institution on the structure of Panama's manufacturing 
industry is very useful. 

The results of the first census of the manufacturing industry in 
Panama (1961) reveal some important characteristics. An analysis oí 
the figures shows the predominance of small-scale industry of the 
handicrafts type, in which little use is made of modern production 
techniques; this is typical of an under-developed industry. 

Of the industrial establishments covered by this census 76 per 
cent were very small and employed a staff ranging from one to four 
persons. Most establishments were operated by the owner or members 
of his family. Their contribution to the total value of production 
amounted to 5 million balboas, or only 5 per cent of the country's 
manufacturing output. 

In contrast, large establishments, employing five or more persons, 
represented only 24 per cent of the total number of establishments 
covered, but their contribution to the total value of production was 
102 million balboas, or 95 per cent of total production. Furthermore, 
60 establishments, employing 50 or more persons, contributed 61 per 
cent of the total value of production. 

Legal constitution 

A study of the census figures pertaining to the legal constitution of 
the various enterprises reveals a strong tendency towards individual 
ownership or management. In small-scale industry (up to five em- 
ployees), individually owned establishments represent 95 per cent of 
the tota!. In large-scale industry (five or more employees), there is 
approximately the same percentage of individually owned establish- 
ments (44 per cent) as of joint stock companies (43 per cent). The 
remaining 13 per cent is made up of establishments belonging to co- 
partnerships, limited companies or silent partnerships. 

Geographical distribution of industry 

Significant regional differences can be noted in the geographical 
distribution of industry. More than half the industrial enterprises (55 
per cent) are situated in the provinces with the greatest concentration 
of urban population, such as Panama and Colón. The other 45 per cent 
are distributed among the seven interior provinces of the country. The 
province of Chiriqui has the greatest number of industrial establish- 
ments, representing 42 per cent of all industries in the interior, most 
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of them, as in the other provinces, being of the small-scale variety. 
Only 25 per cent of the establishments in the interior are large-scale 
enterprises. 

Employment and remuneration 

The manufacturing industry is one sector of the economy that 
is daily acquiring greater importance because of its ability to absorb 
manpower. The manufacturing industry employed an average of 
15,000 persons during 1961, of which 85 per cent were paid personnel; 
the remaining 15 per cent included owners, active partners and family 
members working without compensation. Characteristically, the paid 
employees in the manufacturing sector consist mainly of operatives 
and workmen, i. e. persons employed directly in the production process. 
The total figure for this category was 10,000. The administrative, 
managerial and technical staff numbered 2,000. * 

The industries with the largest proportion (58 per cent) of paid 
employees are as follows, in descending order: food industries, clothing, 
footwear, wood and furniture. 

The data on the volume of paid employees obtained from the 1962 
census on the manufacturing industry differ from those obtained from 
the 1960 census because cottage industries were not considered in the 
1962 census. Because of the nature of the two censuses, there were 
differences in methodology and classification. 

Remuneration deriving from the manufacturing industry amounted 
to almost 18 million balboas in 1962 distributed as follows: 17 million 
balboas for wages and salaries and 678,000 balboas for special allow- 
ances, bonuses, shares in profits and severance pay. The annual average 
salary for administrative and technical staff was over 2,000 balboas, 
while workmen received an average annual wage of 1,100 balboas. 

INPUT, PRODUCTION AND VALUE ADDED 

The total value of input (intermediate consumption) for the final 
production of manufactured goods amounted in 1961 to 56 million 
balboas. Its components included raw materials, containers and packing 
and other materials, which accounted for 87 per cent of the total input 
value. 

In 1961 large-scale industry obtained 54 per cent of its raw 
materials from the domestic market and imported the remainder (46 
per cent). The percentage of domestic raw materials used is higher 
because the greatest concentration of industrial activities is in the food 
industry, which acquires most of its raw materials from the country's 
agricultural sector. In most branches of the food industry, more than 
90 per cent of the raw materials are of domestic origin. The only 
branch of the food industry in which the percentage of domestic raw 
material is lower (22 per cent) is the bakery branch. 
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The other industries that rely primarily on domestic raw materials 
are: wood, 96 per cent; non-metallic minerals, 80 per cent; leather 
goods, 68 per cent; footwear, 62 per cent; and beverages, 55 per cent. 
The industries using the greatest proportion of imported raw materials 
are: tobacco, clothing, furniture, paper products, printing, rubber goods, 
chemicals, metals industries, machine repairs and transport equipment, 
and miscellaneous industries. 

If the input value is compared with that of gross production, it 
will be seen that 52 per cent of the production value went towards 
covering the different items of input needed to generate production. 
The other 48 per cent represented the value added, i. e., the contri- 
bution of the establishment to the production process. The ratios 
between input, value added and the value of gross production differ 
according to the branch of activity and the size of the industry. 

TECHNICAL  ASSISTANCE  AND  ADVICE  FOR  SMALL-SCALE 
INDUSTRY 

PROFESSIONAL TRAINING PROGRAMME 

UNTIL SENAPI was established, there was no specialized body to provide 
technical assistance, advice or training for entrepreneurs and managers 
of small-scale industries. 

In Panama City some of these functions are carried by the Centre 
for Industrial Development and Productivity, an agency of the Ministry 
of Agriculture, Commerce and Industry. However, the enterprise pays 
for the assistance it receives. The centre specializes in assisting medium- 
sized and large-scale industry. It provides professional training pro- 
grammes, consisting of 20 hours of instruction, for the medium and 
upper levels of management. There are also courses for supervisors and 
workers. For some enterprises the centre has provided assistance in 
such matters as inventory-taking, administration, production processes 
and costs. The centre operates in Panama City and occasionally in 
David. 

INDUSTRIAL TRAINING 

Industrial training, which is designed to promote industrial deve- 
lopment by providing industry with specialized workers, has been 
severely criticized for certain shortcomings. At present, however, 
sufficient evidence on which to assess its efficacy is lacking. 

There are nine industrial vocational training institutions in Panama, 
of which five are public. The number of their graduates increases some- 
what each year. 
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FINANCING OF SMALL-SCALE INDUSTRY 

No PROGRAMMES for financial assistance to small-scale industry in 
Panama have yet been drawn up. On the whole, industrial financing 
is still inadequate for a developing country. Loans for personal con- 
sumption were approximately 29 per cent higher in 1965 than indus- 
trial loans, while commercial loans were five times greater. 

It was not until the middle of 1966 that the banking agency DISA 
had a revolving fund of 20,000 balboas designed exclusively to assist 
small-scale industry. SENAPI participates in this programme, serving 
as intermediary for the interior provinces. 

Any bank in the country will provide loans to a small-scale indus- 
trialist who can offer the necessary guarantees, which are no different 
from those required for ordinary and current commercial loans. DISA 
is the only banking agency that has initiated financing specifically for 
small-scale industry. 

INTERNATIONAL CO-OPERATION IN THE FIELD OF 
SMALL-SCALE INDUSTRY 

SINCE INDUSTRIAL development is very recent in Panama, international 
co-operation in the field of small-scale industry has been almost 
exclusively handled by ILO. It was only a few years ago that the term 
small-scale industry began to be used in connexion with development. 
The United States Agency for International Development (AID) has 
co-operated with ILO on the SENAPI project, and its assistance will 
probably increase as the programme advances. 

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE FOR THE NATIONAL PLAN FOR THE DEVELOPMENT 

OF HANDICRAFTS AND SMALL-SCALE INDUSTRY 

Under its programme of economic and social development, and 
at the request of the Government, an ILO expert was appointed in 
1964 to study rural handicrafts and small-scale industries. The expert 
began work in October 1964 at the Centre for Industrial Development 
and Productivity, an agency of the Ministry of Agriculture, Com- 
merce and Industry (MACI). 

A project for developing handicrafts and popular arts was com- 
pleted by the middle of 1965 and the National Plan for the Develop- 
ment of Handicrafts and Small-Scale Industry was completed in the 
following November. These projects were approved by the National 
Co-ordinating Committee for the Development of Handicrafts and 
Small-Scale Industry. In December 1965, the Government submitted 
for consideration by UNDP (Special Fund) a project for the creation 
and establishment of the National Service for Handicrafts and Small- 
Scale Industry (SENAPI). 
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. The project was approved by the United Nations in June 1%6, 
and ILO was officially designated as executing agent. The plan of 
operation, namely, the agreement between the Government of Panama, 
the United Nations and ILO, was signed by Don Marco A. Robles, the 
President of the Republic of Panama and the representatives of the 
international organizations on 28 August 1966, at Chitré, in the pro- 
vince of Herrera, where SENAPI has its headquarters. 

SENAPI began its programme in September 1966. It will receive 
assistance from the UNDP (Special Fund) through ILO for a period 
of four years. 

The total cost of the project over this period will be >' 1,712,740, 
broken down as follows: 

(a) UNDP (Special Fund): §905,800 for the provision of twelve 
experts, equipment and machinery for experimental and train- 
ing laboratories and workshops, vehicles, advanced training 
fellowships for the Panamanian staff of SENAPI, designing 
equipment, audio-visual media and various operating expenses; 

(b) Government of Panama (MACI): 8 806,940 for salaries for 
the Panamanian staff of SENAPI (professional and admini- 
strative), buildings for offices and workshops, office equip- 
ment, maintenance  of  equipment,  machinery   and  transport, 
allowances for accommodation and board during the training 
programme and various administrative expenses. 

THE NATIONAL SERVICE  FOR HANDICRAFTS AND 
SMALL-SCALE INDUSTRY 

THE PURPOSE of the National Service for Handicrafts and Small-Scale 
Industry (SENAPI) is "promotion, encouragement, advancement, crea- 
tion and diversification of activities and production in handicrafts and 
small-scale industries throughout the Republic, with particular emphasis 
on the interior of the country". 

SENAPI operates under the direct authority of the Ministry of 
Agriculture, Commerce and Industry. The manager and co-manager of 
the MACI-UNDP/SF-ILO project maintain the closest possible working 
liaison with Panama's Centre for Industrial Development and Produc- 
tivity. 

FUNCTIONS OF SENAPI 
In the field of economic research and business administration, 

SENAPI undertakes: 
(a) Economic studies of specific industries, regions and types of 

product; 
(b) Feasibility studies of certain handicrafts and small-scale indus- 

tries; 
(c) Assessment of conditions for development; 
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(d) Promotion of product groups and of handicraft and industrial 
co-operatives; 

(e) Studies of sources of financing and assessment of the possibili- 
ties for a broader policy of providing credit to small-scale 
industrialists and craftsmen; 

(f) Industrial accounting and cost studies; 
(g) Market surveys, and analysis and organization of marketing 

and exhibitions; 
(h)   Preparation of courses and seminars for the managerial staff 

of enterprises. 
In the field of technical research, SENAPI deals with: 
(a) Technical studies and analysis of domestic raw materials; 
(b) Technological research; 
(c) Product design; 
(d) Selection of tools, equipment and machinery best suited to 

different types of production; 
(e) Planning of production techniques and testing; 
(f) Studies of small-scale industrial plants and handicraft work- 

shops concerning the installation of machinery, determination of 
specifications and cost estimates. 

SENAPI'S technical assistance services include: 
(a) Organization and supervision of centres for the demonstration 

of handicraft techniques; 
(b) Organization of co-operatives for procuring raw materials and 

equipment and for the collective sale of products; 
(c) Organization of producers' co-operatives; 
(d) Publication and distribution of SENAPI pamphlets for small- 

scale industrialists and craftsmen, with information on manu- 
facturing processes, equipment and machinery, raw materials, 
marketing, organization of co-operatives, elementary account- 
ing, and the results achieved through the SENAPI technical 
assistance programme. 

For industrial personnel at all levels, heads of small industries, 
foremen, master craftsmen, craftsmen and workmen, SENAPI provides 
in its workshops specialized training and advanced courses in theory and 
practice in the following fields: 

(a) Leather industry: tanning, saddlery, fine leather work, shoe- 
making; 

(b) Wood industry: carpentry, cabinet-making, wood carving; 
(c) Pottery industry: throwing, modelling, moulding, casting, ena- 

melling, firing; 
(d) Vegetable-fibre    industry:   hat-making,    textiles,   hand-woven 

goods, ropes, carpets; 
(e) Food industry: preparation and preservation of juices, fruits, 

vegetables, meat and fish; cheese-making. 
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There are also special courses in business administrations, industrial 
accounting, cost studies, organization of workshops, operation of co- 
operatives, industrial drafting and artistic design, creation of furniture 
models, etc. SENAPI has the necessary flexibility to provide the courses 
most suited to the needs of small-scale industry. 

STAFF 

One of the main tasks of the UNDP/SF-ILO project is to supple- 
ment the training of national personnel who work directly with ILO 
experts, in order to ensure the continuity of the programme after the 
UNDP-ILO work has been completed. 

ILO has provided SENAPI with a manager for the MACI-UNDP/ 
SF-ILO project, and an industrial engineer. It has also provided one 
expert in each of the following fields: 

(a) Finance, credit and accounting; 
(b) Marketing and economic research; 
(c) Handicraft and industrial co-operatives; 
(d) Product design; 
(e) The pottery industry; 
(/) The tanning industry; 
(g)   The leather industry; 
(h)   The vegetable-fibre industry; 
(i)   The wood industry; 
())   The food industry. 
SEN API's national personnel include: 
A co-manager for the project (chief of SENAPI); 
Twenty-one  professionals,  technicians and  instructors   in  all  the 
above branches (counterparts of the ILO experts); 
Seven administrative officers; 
Five transport and maintenance staff members. 

RESULTS ALREADY ACHIEVED BY SENAPI 

Since its establishment, SENAPI has endeavoured not to restrict its 
activities to mere studies but to achieve concrete results. However, the 
organization has been handicapped because it does not yet have at its 
disposal all the staff and the material resources that are to be provided 
with the help of the UNDP (Special Fund). 

SENAPI's achievements have been made possible by the interest 
shown in the programme in all official and private circles in Panama, 
by the co-operation and the material assistance SENAPI has received 
from many agencies and organizations, such as the National Co-ordinat- 
ing Committee for Handicrafts and Small-Scale Industry, Ministry of 
Education, National Welfare Lottery, United States Agency for Inter- 
national Development (AID), Panamanian Development Institute 
(INPADE),  and Desarrollo  Industrial,  S.A. 
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Two demonstration centres have been organized. The first, in the 
community of La Arena (Herrera), specializes in pottery. Under the 
guidance of an ILO expert in this field, encouraging results have 
already been achieved in the use of new techniques, and the quality of 
products has undergone a complete transformation within a few 
months. As results improve and production and marketing systems 
methods are further perfected, this demonstration centre will gradually 
be converted into a co-operative for the production of pottery ware. 

The second demonstration centre, at La Colorada (Veraguas), special- 
izes in saddlery, woodwork and tailoring. Although it still has no 
experts in leather work, SENAPI has begun to produce various articles 
that have been well received both in the province of Veraguas and in 
the capital. 

A third demonstration centre is about to be established at La 
Pintada (Codé) for the manufacture of hats from vegetable fibres. 

In 1966, SENAPI provided small-scale industries and handicraft 
workshops in the central provinces with technical assistance dealing with: 

(a) Plans for the installation of machinery in cabinet-making 
shops; 

(b) Preparation of plans and supervision of the manufacture of 
equipment and construction of pottery furnaces; 

(c) Organization of the production of basket-work articles; 
(d) Designing of model products; 
(e) Economic research into small-scale industry and handicraft 

workshops in the central provinces and the province of 
Chiriqui. 

SENAPI also encouraged savings among handicraft workers and 
obtained loans from DISA, AID and INPADE for the workshops of 
tinsmiths, shoemakers, potters and pole-makers. 

The successful results achieved in the course of 1966, i.e., during 
the preliminary phase of the organization of SENAPI, show the impor- 
tance of this programme. The Government of Panama will soon begin 
to expand SENAPFs work throughout the country, with the help of 
UNDP (Special Fund) and ILO, in order to promote the development 
of small-scale industry in Panama. 
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ECONOMIC IMPORTANCE OF SMALL-SCALE INDUSTRY 

CONCEPT AND DEFINITION OF SMALL-SCALE INDUSTRY 

UNTIL RECENTLY, the concept of small-scale industry remained ill- 
defined. In 1960, however, the National Commission for the Financing 
of Small-Scale and Medium-Scale Industry set up by the Ministry of 
Development began its work and defined "small-scale industry" as 
those enterprises with an active capital of not more than 100,000 boli- 
vars (8 22,727).1 In 1961, the Central Bureau for Planning and Co- 
ordination (CORDIPLAN) undertook the first industrial survey, de- 
fining small-scale industry for methodological purposes as those enter- 
prises employing between 5 and 20 persons. 

With respect to promotion programmes, co-operatives and private 
associations, there is still no clear definition, and the demarcation lines 
between small-scale and medium-sized industry are often confused. 

In the present paper, the criterion established by CORDIPLAN 
has been adopted, as it is the only one that permits statistically com- 
parable figures to be obtained. 

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS 

Small-scale industry is very important in Venezuela. In 1961, it 
accounted for 18.9 per cent of manufacturing production, 82.5 per cent 
of all manufacturing activities. In 1963, when the third economic 
census2 was carried out, small-scale industry accounted for 433 per 
cent of all enterprises and employed 16.5 per cent of all those working 
in manufacturing activities. The data of the industrial survey and of 
the economic census are not comparable in absolute values because the 
bases and methods employed were different. Interesting conclusions may 
be drawn, however, from the relative magnitudes observed. 

Table 1 below gives the number of enterprises and employees in 
small-scale industry in Venezuela for 1961 and 1963, together with the 
relation of these figures to the rest of manufacturing industry. 

In 1963, industry in Venezuela was concentrated incertain fields, 
such as the food industry, clothing and footwear, furniture and fix- 
tures, and transport equipment. These branches of industry lend them- 

t 4.50 bolivars -- $ 1.00. 
* The two previous   censuses   were   in   19J6  and   1953. 
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Table   1.    Venezuela:  number   of  enterprises  and  employees  in 
small-scale industry,  1961  and  1963 

Enterprises Employment  
i n                      t S umber  of 

Number  of Percentage   of employees   in Percentage   of 
Year                          small-scale total   manufacturing small-scale total    manufacturing 

enterprises enterprises                          industry labour   force 

1961                    6,216 82.5                    57,488 36.6 
1963                    2,634 43.5                    24,628 16.5 

Source:  CORDIPLAN,    Industrial   Survev,   1"*61 ;   preliminary   data   ot   the   third   economic   census. 

selves to the establishment of small units producing goods for local con- 
sumption. Service industries, where, for example, industrial activity 
amounts in fact to repair services, are also particularly suitable for 
small establishments. 

Table 2 below shows the structure of manufacturing industry as a 
whole and small-scale industry in 1961 and 1963, with industries 
grouped according to the International Standard Industrial Classification 
(ISIC) of the United Nations. 

Table 2. Venezuela: number of enterprises as a percentage of total 
manufacturing   and    small-scale    industry,    classified   by    industrial    group, 

1961 and 1963 

1961 1HÌ 

ISIC  tromp                                                         Manufacturing Small-scale Manufacturing Small-scale 
at a    whole industry at   a   whole industry 

20. Food        18.6 19.1 21.8 26.9 
24. Footwear and other 

wearing   apparel      .... 16.3 15.7 13.0 10.7 
26. Furniture and fixtures   .   .   . 11.4 12.1 7.2 7.7 
28. Printing and allied industries 5.0 5.1 5.4 72 
31. Chemical products  3.4 2.9 46 2.7 
33. Non-metallic  minerals   .  .   . 5.7 5.8 5.5 6.5 
35. Metal products, except 

transport equipment   .   .   . 4.3 4.5 6.9 7.1 
37. Electrical machinery, 

apparatus, appliances 
3.4 3.3 2.3 1.7 

38. Transport equipment     .  .   . 15.5 17.1 15.5 11.5 

Source: CORDIPLAN,   Industrial  Survey,   l»it;  preliminary   data of  the  third  economic  census. 

MANUFACTURING EARNINGS AND PRODUCTION FIGURES FOR SMALL-SCALE 

INDUSTRY 

Although small-scale industry accounted for a Urge percentage of 
the total number of enterprises in 1961, it was responsible for only 18.9 
per cent of total manufacturing earnings (table 3 below). 

The proportion of small enterprises in one branch of industry may 
be quite different from that in another. Small enterprises account for 
70 per cent of the production of timber, but for only 5 per cent of the 
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production of hides and 0.5 per cent of production in petroleum refining. 
The industries in which small enterprises predominate are furniture, 

paper products, machine repair, clothing, and vehicle repair. In con- 
trast, in the food industry, which is typical of Venezuelan small-scale 
industry because of the number of small units it contains and its contri- 
bution to employment, small enterprises account for only 34 per cent of 

total output. 
The predominant activity of small enterprises is the manufacture of 

non-durable consumer goods, which make up almost 40 per cent of the 
production of small-scale industry. The repair of equipment and 
machinery, including vehicles, and the manufacture of some intermediate 
products, mainly construction materials, follow, each representing less 

than 16 per cent. 

EMPLOYMENT FIGURES FOR SMALL-SCALE INDUSTRY 

In 1961, small-scale industry in Venezuela employed 57,488 per- 
sons,   or  36   per   cent   of  the  total   manufacturing   employment.   The 

Table 3.    Venezuela: share of small-scale industry in manufacturing production 
and employment, classified by industrial group, 1961 

¡SIC  trout Production Employment 

Traditional  industries  27.0 33.9 
20. Food        34.1 38.8 
21. Beverages        7A 201 

22. Tobacco       2.4 H2 

23. Textiles       7-3 b6 

24. Footwear and other wearing apparel    .   . 36.6 46.2 
25. Wood and cork  *9.5 558 

26. Furniture and fixtures  51.7 59.5 
29. Leather and leather products  42.6 47.5 
Intermediate   industries       *•* "9 

27. Paper and paper products  5.0 16.7 
30. Rubber        14.3 25.0 
31. Chemical   products       192 26.8 
32. Petroleum and coal derivatives  0.5 0.7 
33. Non-metallic  minerals  20.8 39.3 
34. Basic   metals  4 4 Xi0 

Mechanical  industries  M *'•' 
35. Metal products except transport equipment 25.4 45.4 
36. Machinery except electrical machinery 41.0 4t-2 

37. Electrical machinery, apparatus, 
appliances  and  supplies  31.3 48.2 

38. Transport equipment  *4-* 6** 
Others        29.9 *** 
28. Printing and allied industries  26.4 46.. 
39. Miscellaneous         *8.7 44•• 
 All industrial groups 18.9 36.6 

Sourct: CORD1PLAN,   Injuriai   Sttr«*,   ÍUÍ 

2!« 
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sector's share of total manufacturing employees varied from 65 per cent 
for industries producing transport equipment to 6.6 per cent for textiles 
and 0.7 per cent for petroleum products. 

In 1961, the average number of persons employed in a small 
industrial enterprise was 9 persons; this average was maintained in 1963, 
although the average for the intermediate and traditional industries 
decreased, while the average for the mechanical industries group rose 
from 20 in 1961 to 25 in 1963. 

The productivity of labour in small-scale industry is substantially 
lower than the average productivity in the manufacturing industry as 
a whole; thus, in 1961, the value added per worker in small-scale in- 
dustry was 18,011 bolivars (8 5,376), while average productivity in the 
manufacturing industry as a whole was 34,150 bolivars ($10,194). This 
means that small-scale industry attained only some 55 per cent of the 
average productivity in the manufacturing industry, and scarcely one 
third of the productivity of large-scale industry. 

PRODUCTION CONDITIONS IN SMALL-SCALE INDUSTRY 

Three fundamental relationships have been used as a basis for 
analysing the production conditions of small-scale industry in relation 
to the other manufacturing activities in the country: (a) the value- 
added/fixed-capital ratio, (b) the production/fixed-capital ratio, and 
(c) the value-added/production ratio. 

The value-added/capital ratio was calculated by taking as the 
numerator the value added by small-scale industry in 1961 and as 
denominator the fixed capital for this group, i. e., the value of buildings 
and structures, machinery and equipment, transport equipment and office 
equipment. 

The average value-added/capital ratio for small-scale industry in 
1961 was 1.57, i.e., for every unit of capital invested in small-scale in- 
dustry over one and a half units of valu.: added were obtained. 

The same ratio for the manufacturing industry as a whole was 0.63, 
while for large-scale industry it was even less — only 0.48. This indi- 
cates the smaller capital requirements per unit of value added in small- 
scale industry compared with large-scale industry and, indeed, compared 
with the average for the manufacturing industry as a whole. 

Nevertheless, there are cases where this ratio, even for small-scale 
industry, is less than unity, i.e., a large investment is required per unit 
of value added. This is the case, for example, in the petroleum, basic 
metals and chemicals industries. 

On the other hand, the predominance of the labour factor over 
capital requirements is to be observed in tire re-treading, tobacco manu- 
facture, garment manufacture, footwear repair, machinery repair, and 
the manufacture of construction materials. 

The remainder of the activities had a value-added/fixed-capital 
ratio of between 1.0 and 2.0 in 1961, i.e., an average requirement of 
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one unit of capital for one to two units of added value. In 1963, the 
average ratio was 1.5. It was just over unity for clothing and footwear 
manufacture and furniture manufacture; for the remaining activities it 
was between 1.0 and 2.0, as in 1961. 

The production fixed-capital ratio is different from the value- 
added/fixed-capital ratio because it includes in its composition the value 
of the costs entering into the manufacture of the product. This ratio 
is therefore higher than the foregoing ones, and the difference between 
the average ratio for small-scale industry and that for manufacturing 
industry as a whole is greater. Only in the clothing and footwear in- 
dustry is this ratio lower than the average for manufacturing as a whole. 
This is not so much a result of the low ratio for this group as it is of 
the relatively high ratio for the medium-scale industries, which have a 
predominating influence in manufacturing as a whole. 

The value of the production generated per unit of capital varies 
from 7.66 for the tobacco industry and 6.90 for the rubber industry 
to 1.59 for the basic metal industries. In 1963, the average ratio was 
3.36; the clothing and footwear industries had the highest ratio for that 

year*The value-added/production ratio reflects the value added to 
materials bought from third parties (material costs) with respect to 
the value of production. The average ratio for small-scale industry indi- 
cates that 45 per cent of the value of production constitutes value added. 
This ratio is higher than the average for manufacturing as a  whole, 

which is 43 per cent. ,      •   , r 
The influence of costs in the "traditional industries group ot 

small-scale industry is greater than the average for the manufacturing 
industry, but this is not so in the case of the intermediate and mechanical 
industries group, where the value added exceeds the average for the 
manufacturing industry as a whole. 

In 1963, the value-added production ratio was 0.44, which was 
very similar to that for 1961, although the intermediate industries re- 
corded a lower ratio in 1963 than in 1961. 

INVESTMENT OF FIXED CAPITAL IN SMALL-SCALE INDUSTRY 

Investment in Venezuelan manufacturing industry in 1961 was to 
a large extent concentrated in large manufacturing enterprises, parti- 
cularly in large enterprises producing intermediate goods. Small-scale 
industry hr»d scarcely 8 per cent of the total capital of the manufac- 
turing industry, and most of it was concentrated in the traditional 
industries group, as may be seen from table 4 below. 

In 1961, the average amount of capital per small-scale industrial 
unit was estimated at 8.8 thousand bolivars, which is only one fifth 
of the average for the manufacturing industry as a whole and one 
tenth of the average for large-scale industry. The average amount of 
capital per enterprise in 1963 was 11.5 thousand bolivars. 
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Table 4.    Venezuela: distribution of fixed capital by  categories and types of 
industries 

Large- 
scale 

industry 

Medium- 
scale 

industry 

Small- 
scale 

industry 

Manufacturing 
industry 

as   a   whole 

Traditional industries   .   .   . 16.1 5.7 4.9 26.7 
Intermediate  industries    .   . 61.1 5.4 1.0 67.5 
Mechanical industries   .   .   . 1.0 1.5 1.7 4.2 
Remainder       0.5 0.7 0.5 1.7 

Total 78.7 13.3 8.0 75575 

The composition of capital assets also displays different characteris- 
tics in small-scale industry. A little less than a quarter of the capital 
consists of building and structures, about 60 per cent consists of 
machinery and equipment, and the rest consists of office equipment 
and transport equipment. 

For the manufacturing industry as a whole, buildings and structures 
account for 39.6 per cent of the fixed capital because of the influence 
of medium-sized and large-scale industry in this category. 

The percentage accounted for by transport equipment is four times 
greater for small-scale industry than for manufacturing industry as a 
whole. One reason for this is the way finished products are distributed; 
medium-sized and large-scale industries can place contracts with specia- 
lized transport enterprises for the distribution of their goods, whereas 
this is very difficult for small enterprises with a low volume of pro- 
duction. Also, small-scale industries include many service activities where 
it is necessary for the employees to travel to carry out their work. 

COST STRUCTURE OF SMALL-SCALE INDUSTRY 

The composition of the value of production of small-scale industry 
is analysed in table 5 below. 

Material costs represented 54.8 per cent of the value of production 
of small-scale industry in 1961, and 56.3 per cent in 1963. Raw materials 
accounted for 91.4 per cent of these costs; the most important of the 
other components were electric power and processing. The increase in 
material costs for 1963 is partially explained by the fact that the 
foreign exchange unification law passed in 1962 raised the cost of im- 
ported raw materials. 

Material costs for the manufacturing industry as a whole repre- 
sented 56.8 per cent of the value of production, a percentage slightly 
higher than that recorded for small-scale industry. 

Labour costs amounted to 21.3 per cent of the value of production 
in small-scale industry in 1961; wages accounted for 60 per cent of these 
costs. In 1963, labour costs fell to 19.6 per cent of the value of produc- 
tion, but the proportion of labour costs accounted for by wages in- 
creased from 60 per cent in 1961 to 68 per cent in 1963. Social security 
charges represented 11 per cent of total labour costs. 
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For the manufacturing industry as a whole, labour costs averaged 
only 16.3 per cent of total costs; wages accounted for 50 per cent of 
labour costs. By comparison, large-scale industry had labour costs of 
only 13.3 per cent, of which wages accounted for 46 per cent. 

Table 5.    Venezuela: cost structure for manufacturing industry, 
as a percentage of the value of production, 1961 

L Mcdlum. sZll-uale ManHJaiturmg 

Cost, "*le *«'' mduitry nutu.trs 
industry        industry 1961 196) as   a   whole 

Material  costs    .   . "."'." .   . 58.7 52.6 54.8 56.3 56.8 
Processing         0.4 1.2 0.4 3.1 0.6 
Raw materials  56.6 50.0 52.7 51.5 54.6 
Fuels  and  lubricants    .   . 1.1 05 0.8 0.7 0.9 
Electric power  0.6 0.9 0.9 l.C 0.7 

Labour costs  Î3J 21.4 21.3 19.6 16.3 
Wages        6.0 11.6 12.8 13.4 8.3 
Salaries         .- 4.6 6.4 5.2 4.2 5.0 
Other   remuneration — 0.3 0.9 — 0.3 
Social security payments . 2.7 3.1 2.4 2.0 2.7 

Other   costs  28.0 26.0 23.9 24.1 26.9 
Overhead   charges     ... 2.0 4.3 4.1 3.5 2.9 
Other expenses  26.0 21.7 19.8 20.6 24.0 

Gross value of 
production      .... 100-0 100-0 1000 100-0 10Q0 

Source:   CORDIPLAN,   Industrial   Survey,   1961;   preliminan    data   o!   third   economi,   census. 

With respect to social security charges, the situation was the op- 
posite of that for wages. In large enterprises, social security charges re- 
presented 20.3 per cent of labour costs and in medium-sized enterprises, 
16.5 per cent. In small-scale industrial enterprises, however, they ac- 
counted for only 11.2 per cent. This seems to indicate that in small- 
scale industry, the existing legal requirements for social security charges 
were being only partially fulfilled. 

The other costs, consisting of overhead charges (rentals, publicity, 
etc.) and the "other expenses" category, which includes the gross profits 
of the manufacturing enterprises, also showed interesting differences 
between one industrial sector and another. 

In small-scale industry, the gross profits (depreciation, direct 
taxation and net profit) represented 19.8 per cent of the gross value 
of production. In large-scale industry, this average increased to 26.0 per 
cent, while the average for manufacturing industry as a whole was 24.0 
per cent. . 

The incidence of material costs varied from one industry to 
another; the highest was for food products, petroleum products and 
timber industries. The incidence of labour costs varied from 96 per 
cent for the food industry, to 48 per cent for the foundry industry. 
The participation of other industrial sectors m the production process 
was higher in most cases than the proportion accounted fot by labour 
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costs, varying  from 6.6  per cent  for the paper products  industry to 
54.8 per cent for the petroleum products industry. 

In 1963, labour costs remained almost at the same level as in 1961, 
but the percentage of costs accounted for by overhead charges decreased, 
while that accounted for by gross profits rose. 

RAW MATERIALS 

The 1961 sample survey enabled the origin of the raw materials 
consumed by small-scale industry to be identified by industry. It was 
established that 88.1 per cent of the raw materials consumed by this 
sector were of domestic origin. This was because a substantial group or 
small-scale industries utilized raw materials, produced in the locality in 
which these industries were situated. 

The average proportion of home-produced raw materials consumed 
varied from 7.3 per cent for the metal products industry to 100 per cent 
for the tobacco industry. 

INDUSTRIAL AREAS 

THE FIRST STEPS toward regional planning have now been taken in 
Venezuela, and specialists are investigating what has been done in this 
field in other countries. The competent official bodies, however, are 
still not in a position to set the appropriate machinery in motion 
themselves. The main Venezuelan national planning body, CORDIPLAN, 
conscious of its function and of the importance of planning, continually 
stresses the need to adopt procedures and to set up bodies for regional 
planning in the near future. So far, only bodies responsible for planning 
regional development have been established in Venezuela. Among the 
most important bodies are the Venezuelan Corporation of Guayana 
(CVG), the Andes Development Corporation (CORPOANDES), the 
Central Western Development Foundation (FUDECO), the Zulia 
Planning Council (CONZUPLAN), and other bodies established under 
the auspices and with the technical assistance of the Venezuelan Develop- 
ment Corporation (CVF) and the municipal councils, such as the Maracaibo 
Industrial Development Company (COMDIMA), the Company for the 
Development of the Industrial Area of Barquisimeto (COMDIBAR) 
and the recentlv formed Oriente Industrial Development Company 
(COMDIOR). 

Planning and co-ordination bureaux under the regional executive 
authorities have been set up at the state level, and a regional planning 
division at the headquarters of CORDIPLAN provides advice and 
technical assistance to these offices. 

One of the most effective instruments for developing the foundations 
of the manufacturing industry in Venezuela has been the establishment 
of industrial areas provided with the necessary basic industrial services 
(water, electricity, telephones, gas,   roads). Illese  industrial areas are 
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generally laid out by municipal councils in parcels of suitable size for 
setting up factories and for sale at prices covering the cost of the 
services provided. 

These areas are administered by companies set up for this purpose 
and partly financed by CVF. The industrial areas of Valencia, Mara- 
caibo, Barquisimeto and Oriente, which were promoted and financed by 
CVF, are now in operation. The industrial areas of Maracay, La Victoria 
and Cagua in the state of Aragua and the area of Santo Tomás in 
Guayana are also in operation. Santo Tomás is under the direction and 
promotion of the Venezuelan Guayana Corporation. 

VALENCIA INDUSTRIAL AREA 

In 1959, an industrial development body at the municipal level, the 
Valencia Industrial and Sanitary Development Foundation (FUNVAL), 
was set up principally to promote industrialization, establish a sanitary 
infrastructure and improve town planning and the amenities of Valencia. 
The foundation proceeded to acquire the necessary ground for setting 
up industrial enterprises. This resulted in the establishment of the 
municipal industrial area, which consists of 800 hectares of municipal 
ground adjoining an area of 1,200 hectares of private property intended 
for the construction of industrial sites. 

The industrial area is divided into two parts. The northern section 
has an area of 200,000 square metres and is designed for the establish- 
ment of small-scale and medium-sized industries, for which purpose it is 
provided with the necessary facilities, such as water mains, sewers, 
drains, telephones, gas mains, streets and avenues. The southern section, 
6 million square metres in area, is designed for the establishment of 
large-scale industry and is provided with public lighting and electric 
power supplies, deep wells for the supply of water, a telephone service 
provided by the Public Electrical Administration and Development 
Company (CADAFE), an industrial gas supply, an airport (under 
construction), and a full-time bus service. 

It is planned to provide additional services and facilities, such as an 
area for a permanent industrial exhibition and commercial centre, an 
effluent treatment plant, full-time police and fire department forces, 
and the reafforestation and maintenance of gre«n areas. The cost of the 
work to be carried out in the industrial area is estimated at 60 million 
bolivars. 

This industrial area, which is run by an efficient administration, has 
brought about great industrial expansion, a result of its advantageous 
location and the favourable conditions under which industries and 
companies can establish themselves and operate there. Industries 
established in the Valencia district are exempted from the tax on the 
licence required to engage in industry or commerce and also from 
40 per cent of the construction tax for five years from the start of 
production. When this five-year period is over, the industries pay a tax 
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of 0.1 per cent on gross sales. Furthermore, in the municipal industrial 
area, industries receive all the essential services they need at the lowest 
possible rates. 

MARACAIBO INDUSTRIAL AREA 

Another experiment worthy of mention is the establishment of the 
Maracaibo Industrial Development Company (COMDIMA). This is a 
commercial venture in the form of a joint stock company set up by CVF 
and the municipal council of Maracaibo with the object of developing 
an industrial area properly designed from the technical point of view and 
meeting the industrial development needs of the state of Zulia. 

The municipal council's contribution to the capital of the develop- 
ment company was 1,148,000 square metres of land located in that part 
of the city of Maracaibo reserved under the town-planning regulations 
for industrial uses. The participation of the city government of Maracaibo 
in this venture ensures its active collaboration in the solution of any 
problem arising in the future development of the industrial area. 

CVF, for its part, subscribed half the registered capital of the 
company and provided financing for the construction of the town 
services in the industrial area. In addition, it contributed another 
indispensable element: the technical assistance needed to ensure that the 
design of the area, the execution of the construction work, and the 
promotional efforts in connexion with the new area were carried out in 
accordance with the soundest and most modern techniques. 

The municipal council reserved for the Maracaibo industrial area, an 
area of 700 hectares located south-west of the city. In addition, it 
recently approved the granting of a ten-year exemption from municipal 
taxes to industries establishing themselves in the industrial area. This 
was the first of the council's incentives aimed at promoting the establish- 
ment of industry in the area. The complete programme provides also for 
an industrial centre (20 hectares in area) designed to house passenger 
terminals, a postal and telecommunications system, fire department, and 
banking and municipal institutions, etc. 

The Perijá highway and the Avenida de los Haticos provide good 
access roads. The ring road gives a direct link to practically the whole 
city of Maracaibo. The area is also very close to the access roads leading 
to the bridge across the lake, and it is near the new airport at Caujanto. 

BARQUISIMETO INDUSTRIAL ARFA 

The Company for the Industrial Development of Barquisimeto 
(COMDIBAR) is an enterprise promoted by CVF and the municipal 
council of Iribarren in the state of Lara with a view to the development 
of an industrial area properly designed from the technical point of view 
and in keeping with the urgent development requirements of this area. 

It is planned to establish this industrial area on ground to be made 
available by the municipality of Iribarren district. For this purpose, the 
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company is authorized to install and operate factories and industrial 
establishments, represent and distribute domestic and foreign products, 
and import, export, buy and sell such products. It can carry out every 
type of legal transaction in law or operation covered by its articles of 
establishment, and any other operations of lawful business or commerce 
that the  provisional  management  may  consider  to be  in  the  interests 
of the company. 

The ßarquisimeto industrial area (ZIBA) is located north-west of 
the city of Barquisimeto and occupies approximately 210 hectares of 
land,  997,542   square metres  of  which  will   be  divided  into  plots  for 
industrial use. 

Under an agreement signed between CVF, the government of the 
state of Lara and the National Commission for Small-Scale and Medium - 
Scale Industry, 30 industrial buildings out of a total of 100 are being 
built in the industrial area at a cost of 10 million bolivars. 

The Barquisimeto industrial area is being constructed to house 
enterprises suitable for promotion in the area, such as the industries of 
milk and meat products, fruit products, groundnut processing, animal 
foods, dehydrated products, leather products, fertilizers, agricultural 
implements, work clothing manufacture, timber and timber products, 
metal constructions, sugar-cane products, sand and clay products, plastics 
products, and printing and packaging products. 

The Morón-Barquisimeto gas pipeline will supply the industrial 
area with the gas it needs, and the nearby capital of the state of Lara 
will provide it with adequate water and electric power services. 

ORIFNTE INDUSTRIAL ARLA 

The Oriente Industrial Development Company (COMDIOR), a 
commercial company formed by CVF and the municipal council of 
Bolivar district of the state of Anzoátegui, has as its fundamental object 
the development of the industrial area to be established on ground the 
municipality is making available to the company. The company is 
authorized to engage in activities similar to those of COMD1BAR. 

The establishment of COMDIOR represents the first step towards 
the industrialization of the eastern part of Venezuela through the 
financing of large-scale projects in agriculture, tourism, stock-raising 
and industry. Among the main projects to be put into effect are the 
establishment of a plant for the production of groundnut oil to be 
used in fish-canning, the development of the fruit industry in the 
Caribbean area, the manufacture of cotton gins, the construction of an 
industrial-scale slaughter-house in the state of Anzoátegui at a cost ot 
6 million bolivars, a programme for developing the fishing industry, 
a plan for investments in mining and petroleum production, and a plan 
for the development of tourism. 

The Oriente industrial area is located in the "Los Montones" sector 
of the municipalicy of El Carmen in Bolivar district, three kilometres 
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from the international airport at Barcelona. The work will be earned 
out in two stages, the fir,t of which provides or the development o an 
area of 1 million square metres in a relatively short period The area 
will be supplied with water from the 1NOS waterworks while electric 
power will be supplie 1 from the CADAFE sub-station at Barcelona. The 
Tigasco gas pipeline crosses the Barcelona industrial area from east to 
west, and a telephone system already exists in the area. 

FINANCING OF SMALL-SCALE INDUSTRY 
GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS 

THE VENEZUELAN financing system for manufacturing activities operates 
through three institutions: CVF, the Industrial Bank of Venezuela and 
the National Commission for the Financing of Small-Scale and Medium- 
Scale Industry. Only the last-mentioned body has the specific task ot 
financing these activities. Over the last three years, the share of the 
public sector in financing small-scale industry has been 4 per cent while 
the CVF has contributed an extra l.t per cent, making a total ot 
5.1 per cent, as shown in table 6 below. 

Takle 6.    Venezuela: comparison of loans made to small-scale ^ryw^h 
those to industry and other economic activities as a whole»,  196J-1W 

1963 
I%4 
196$ 

Total 

Totti   lo*** 
(million kolívsri) 

120 
188 
298 
606 

¿MM  mtdt  to 
tmêll-ttêh  imduttry 

{million bollv*Tiì 

10 
g 

13 
31 

Loéns   m*dt  to 
small-scalt   industry 

ptrc*nt*%* of  total lo 

8.3 
4.3 
4.4 

5.1 

The traditional industries have been those most favoured in this 
financial assistance programme, having received 53.9 per cent of all the 
financial assistance granted during the five years covered by the pro- 
gramme. The food industry accounted for 48.8 per cent of the total 
for the traditional industries and 26.2 per cent of the total for all groups. 

THE NATIONAL COMMISSION FOR THE FINANCING OF SMALL-SCALE AND 

MEDIUM-SCALE INDUSTRY 

Through this body, set up in 1959, the Ministry of Development 
operates its financial assistance programme for small-scale and medium- 
sized industry in conjunction with the executive authorities of federal 
agencies, the Industrial Bank of Venezuela and private banks. 

The basic objects  of the programme  are: (a) to make  loans to 
artisans   and   small-scale  and   medium-sized   industry   for   production 
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TM!    VrNt/lHAN   DlVHONINT   (om't>RMUIS    (CAT) 

This is the largest loan granting institution m the country, and its 
work has been oí great signihvame in speeding industrialization The 
corporation does not have a s peo tu loan programme tor small scale 
industrs suite its tieid ot actis its is directed more towards medium 
sued M\d large stale mdustrs , hut it has gi\en financial assi,tance to 
small enterprises The tota I tin.inu.il assistante granted h\ C VI to Vene- 
zuelan manufacturing industries is between HO and \?3 million 
bolivars per sear, o» vchich the most that has been granted to small 
enterprises m  one  sear is   1.8   per  tent 

The small enterprises considered eligible tor loans from C VÎ are 
those with an actis e capital »I less than 100.000 bolivars and fewer 
than 20 employees. A tot .i! ot 82 sudi enterprises, employing an average 
of IS persons, have been assisted in the last five sears In tour cases, 
the enterprises assisted employed more than 20 persons, hut only on a 
seasonal basis bet ause ot the type oí actis its  involved. 

Ot the hnancial assistance extended. 72.9 per tent represented long- 
term loans (maximum repas nient period 10 sears, interest 6 per cent 
and one sear ot grace); 16.3 per cent represented bonds entered into 
in order to guarantee loans made by foreign financial institutions; 10.1 
per cent represented expenditures under the programme for renting fixed 
assets svith the option of purchase,' and only 0.7 per cem represented 
short-term loans. 
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